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DNA = deoxyribonucleic acid: is a noun used in Biochemistry. A self -replicating  material  which is 
present in nearly all living organisms as the main constituent of chromosomes. It is assumed to be the carrier 
of genetic information. 
 
Each molecule of DNA consists of two strands coiled round each other to form a double helix, a structure 
like a spiral ladder. Interesting, let me present what I call dream 1: clearly it states two in reference to me. 
Running from bottom left to top right stepping by 3 which is like the ladder in dream 2. Clearly dreams 
say I will be dealing with energy and life. From elements to chromosomes. Of cause chromosomes have 
great interest to me after all they create you and me how and why are the key questions here to solve. 
 
Each rung of the ladder consist of a pair of chemical groups called bases of which there are four types, 
combine in specific pairs so that the sequence on one strand  of the double helix is complementary to that on 
the other: it is the specific sequence of bases  which constitutes the genetic information, the fundamental 
and distinctive characterisics or qualities of someone or something especially when regarded as 
unchangeable: diversity is part of Searl Technology Inc. and its sub-divisions DNA 1.Men just don’t 
shopping – it’s not in our DNA. 
 
Did you notice that the chemical groups are in four groups – the law of the squares fits absolutely perfect 
upon your structure and the universe. It was my training on the wards and then in the Lab of the hospital, 
later at the old ladies rest home that showed me how the law of the squares fitted our structure so perfect. 
Funny when I think of it: that all this training added to my knowledge on the Searl Effect Technology. 
 
In most cases inventors conceive concepts from the work they are doing – in my case that is not true – it was 
trying to fit reality to my dreams; was the key to my concepts. Others have also changed science through a 
dream they had. Others from something strange they was shown., they wanted to know why – and found the 
answers.   
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Scientist claim that we are all made of atoms – interesting point – why do we all look so different?  
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
FACT: Lions, Tigers and many other species all look the same. Where the Homo sapiens are like cats and 
dogs, and various plants by man’s interference with nature to create a different appearance from the original 
pair. The question here is; if some couples went to planet Mars to work for 12 years, and in that time gives 
birth to a child. Would that child be different to its parents; due to a complete different condition in which it 
was born? I shall leave you to decide what are the chances are of being the same as the parents. 
 
Another common word I use often in my books, is the word ‘noun’ to my knowledge it relates to English or 
is it British Grammar (other than a pronoun) used to identify any of a class of people, places, or things 
(common noun), or to name a particular one of these (proper noun). Unfortunate, that I am not here to teach 
English, grammar or spelling, because every country has their own system of grammar and spelling, 
therefore would be a waste of my time and effort. As long as I know what you mean and, you if you have 
intelligence will understand what I mean. 
 
How did you learn what you know asked Morris? I only took the regular course. What was that? Inquired 
Morris. Reeling and writhing between each slap of the teachers hand upon my rounded bottom, to begin 
with, John replied. To children at school today, have no idea in the UK what a school was like in my day. 
 
Searl reply, ‘reeling and writhing’ on the one hand gives a flavour of  some of the subject matter and, on the 
other, describes a common reaction of students when faced with the contents of DNA topology. Since the 
description of the DNA double helix 1953. How can I possible forget that year as I married a virgin and I 
thought that I was lucky person, but after 31 years I agree I made a terrible mistake, it was hell. No wonder 
she was a virgin, I should had left her after the first few days but I believed people can change with love and 
care. But I was wrong you cannot change this type of person. Who hates what you are doing because they 
fear results of success will make you seek a better woman, and therefore must stop this work. In the end she 
destroy that one thing she needed by forcing me out of my home, by robbery, lies and hate. 
 
Searl understands the importance of DNA for this technology success as the basic features of its structure 
have been widely appreciated by both scientists and non-scientists alike. However, it has more recently 
become clear that there are many deformations of this model structure that have important biological 
consequences. Prominent amongst these are the ‘topological’ deformations: supercoiling, knotting, and 
catenation. Unfortunately, a full appreciation of these aspects of DNA structures requires the grasp of 
concepts that can prove difficult for both students and more advanced researchers here in 1968.  
 
Biological (adjective): relating to biology or living organisms. I am re-writing this book of 1968 where my 
education had reached before the first big robbery of my goods took place. Which was with the aim of 
explaining these ideas: simply to allow a wider appreciation of my knowledge base on DNA topology of that 
time period. I shall begin  with a basic account of DNA structure before going on to cover DNA 
supercoiling, the definitions of linking number, twist and writhe and the free energy associated with 
supercoiling. The rather more complex description is then considered,, followed by the phenomena of 
knotting and catenation. The final part of this document will deal with the enzymes that alter DNA topology 
(DNA topoisomerases) and, most importantly, the biological significance   
of the topological aspects of DNA structure.  I sincerely hope that you will enjoy this re-peat copy of the 
original. 
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Top photo Ref.1 Plant tissue lower photo ref. blood cells. 
Continue abbreviations that will be used within this document: 
 
Λ bacteriophage lambda (using sign as the one I need cannot be found in the thousand of 

symbols I have here. 
Lk  linking number 
Lkm  Lk of most abundant relaxed topoisomer 
Lk0  average linking number of relaxed DNA 
mRNA   messenger RNA 
N  length of DNA in base pairs 
PAGE  polyacrylamide gel electrophoresis 
R  gas constant 
res  site of recombination by resolvase 
RNA  ribonucleic acid 
σ  specific linking difference 
SLk  surface linking number 
STw  surface twist 
T  absolute temperature 
T  thymine 
Tw  twist 
ⱷ  angular displacement 
Wr  writhe 
 
You should by now understand that this document will be complicated, which is like me; a complicated 
object that will not accept a NO for a YES! FB TAKE NOTE – I am tough and impossible to break. 
 

ABBREVIATIONS as used in this 
document. 
A  adenine 
Å  Ångstroms 
ATP  adenosine triphosphate 
Att  attachment site 
C  cytosine 
Ca  catenane number# 
CAP  catabolite activator protein 
ΔLk  linking difference 
DNA  deoxyribonucleic acid 
DNase 1 deoxyribonuclease 1 
EtBr  ethidium bromide 
Ф  DNA winding number 
G  free energy 
G  guanine 
γ  superhelix winding angle 
h  helical repeat 
hs  surface related helical repeat 
ht  twist related helical repeat 
h0 helical repeat under 

standard conditions 
Int bacteriophage lambda 

integration protein 
K elastic constant 
K1 equilibrium constant 
kDa kilodaltons 
Kn knot number 

 
I am what I am; not by choice or desire, but 
by the call of nature for help to save it from 
dying – what are you doing FB to help? 
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2012: these are some of the tools of this trade, FB, I doubt if the Babylonians were lucky to have such 
equipment available to them as I have available to me today. 
 
You may wonder why Searl feels that it is important to DNA check every member of a mission 
program before selecting the crew for that flight. The problem is any flight to Mars is not worth the 
cost unless they stay for 60 months or more to obtain data needed for future progess in deep space 
exploration. From the economics issue sending just one man to mars even just for seven days, would 
be a shear waste of money. 
 
As a commercial project; you would need a full team of scientists from every walk of life to spend not 
less than 2 years there. With full labs and a medial hospital onboard the craft – water is not going to 
be a problem as million gallons of it can be carried on the craft. But food will be a problem and 
sewage. These issues must be fully solved before man can go on a mission which can be stated was 
economic. 
 
That will not be before 2030, more like 2050 or even later. But what you read here even though it 
relates mainly to 1968 period still remain the same. 
 
1 DNA STRUCTURE: Introduction: 
 
Searl accepts of all biological molecules, DNA has perhaps most fired the imagination of scientists and non-
scientist alike – for it has fired my imagination up; as to my mind it opens up the world of space exploration, 
which helps me to select better people for crews who should be able to cope with daily health problems 
which they may experience. This phenomenon probably derives from the aesthetic appeal of the DNA 
double helix, a structure that is on the one hand apparently simple and, on the other hand, profound in terms 
of its implications for biological function. The term ‘DNA structure’ implies the chemical and stereo-
chemical details of DNA molecules. 
 
MOLECULE – noun –chemistry a group of atoms bonded together, representing the smallest fundamental 
unit of a chemical compound that can take a part in a chemical reaction. Origin late 18TH century: from 
French molέcule, from modern Latin molecula, diminutive of Latin moles ‘mass’. 
 
The principal purpose of this document is to kill off all that crap on the internet in reference to my formal 
education. and the need to focus on the higher order structure features of DNA, namely supercoiling, 
knotting, and catenation. However, before embarking Flowerbower, on these topics, it is necessary to 
consider teaching you the primary and secondary structure features, that is to say Flowerbower, how DNA 
chains are put together and how they can form helical structures, if that in your case possible to do. The sad 
thing is at this time that I am not set up here to scan tissues etc, from myself or any other product which is 
living still, as samples of what technology now allow us to see that just a few years ago was impossible to 
see the wonders of nature. 
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Searl aerospace Inc. U.S.A. will develop into a commercial deep space exploration Division of Searl 
Technology Inc. USA. 
 
DNA structures: I did not invent them or their concepts. One person who did was Watson and Crick 
 
The Watson-Crick model: Although it is an over used clichέ, it is nevertheless true to say that the elucidation 
of the structure of the DNA double helix by Watson and Crick in 1953 which I cannot forget as in that year I 
married the worst mistake I have ever made. But to Watson and Click it represents one of the most important 
scientific discoveries of the twentieth century. The impact of their model has been enormous and it 
constitutes the foundation stone of modern molecular biology. That mean that it will become a special 
section of Searl Aerospace Inc. U.S.A. under Swallow Command. Not only did the structure satisfy the 
known physical and chemical properties of DNA, it also implied how DNA can fulfill its biological 
functions. 
 
For example, the complementary of the two strands of the DNA double helix provide a potential mechanism 
for it to be copied. Further, the defined sequence of bases along a DNA strand enables the encoding of 
protein sequence information. 
 
DNA is made up of repeated units, nucleotides, comprising three components: The law of the squares 
again: a sugar (2’ deoxyribose = a noun biochemistry a sugar derived from ribose by replacement of a 
hydroxyl group by hydrogen, its chemical formula: C5H10O4. It is a constituent of DNA. Phosphate noun  
chemistry  a salt or ester of phosphoric acid, containing PO4

3-   or related anion  or a group such as 
OPO(OH)2. Origin late 18TH century: from French, phosphore ‘phosphous’.And one of four heterocyclic 
basis. 
 
There are two purine bases, adenine and guanine, and two pyrimidine’s, thymine and cytosine. Exciting 
facts that states what we are design from – but there is a long way to go before we can say we know and 
understand what we know.  
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1968: Mortimer, Berkshire. UK: this was my understanding of the structure of these components as I 
present here. Figure 1.1.  DNA components (a) a nucleotide: the repeat unit of DNA. 
 
Sugar is a noun. A sweet crystalline substance obtained from various plants, especially sugar cane and 
sugar beet, consisting essentially of sucrose, and used as a sweetener in food and drink. A lump or 
teaspoonful of sugar, used to sweeten tea or coffee: I‘ll have mine black with two sugars. (Count noun). 
 
Biochemistry: any of the class of soluble, crystalline, typically sweet tasting carbohydrates found in living 
tissues and exemplified by glucose and sucrose. I could continue on this line which would be running off the 
article intended in this document. 
 
Nucleotide (noun) Biochemistry a compound consisting of a nucleoside linked to a phosphate group. 
Nucleotides form the basic structural unit of nucleic acids such as DNA. But living tissue are not the only 
things which are based upon a DNA structure. This will not be similar to that of living tissue but represents 
building blocks of components. 
 
Control gate emittor accelarator Collector

4 7 10 13  
A matrix is a structure, therefore it has a function. Once you have identified the DNA of a matrix system it’s 
no problem to identify the values which you need. Though the S.E.G. is not a living tissue as we accept 
living tissue, nevertheless its living when allows functioning. 
 
Clearly DNA is not related to just living tissues but to construction work as well; if you need to create 
something different. But this document relates to DNA of living tissues. Thus I shall continue upon that line 
of action. The structures of these components are shown in Figure 1.1. The bases are attached to the 1’ 
position of the sugar and a DNA chain is made by joining the sugars via a 3’ -5 phosphodiester linkages, 
which connects the 3’ –hydroxyl group of one sugar to the 5’ –hydroxyl group of the next. This constitutes a 
polynucleotide chain and represents the primary structure of DNA (Figure 1.2A). Sorry I have jumped a bit 
forward before completely Figure 1.1.  
 

DNA of matrix 4: line as used in the S.E.G. 
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Figure 1.1b. Adenine: thymine. 

 
Figure 1.1b. Guanine: Cytosine. 
 

Purine (Noun). Chemistry: a colourless crystalline compound with basic properties, forming uric acid on 
oxidation. A bicyclic compound: chemical formula: C5H4N4. Also purine base – count noun – a substituted 
derivative of purine, especially the bases adenine and guanine present in DNA. Origin late 19th century, from 
German purin, from Latin purus ‘pure’ + uricum ‘uric acid’ + -INE4. 
 
Pyrimidine (Noun) chemistry: a colourless crystalline compound with basic properties. A heteroaromatic 
compound chemical formula: C4H4N2. Also pyrimidine base count noun. – a substituted derivative of 
pyrimidine, especially, the bases thymine and cytosine, present in DNA. Origin late 19th century: from 
German Pyrimidin, from Pyridine, with the insertion of – im – from IMIDE. 
 
The principal experimental method used to elucidate the secondary structure of DNA was X-ray diffraction 
of DNA fibres. This involves taking a highly concentrated solution of DNA and stretching it into a fibre 
which results in the orientation of the molecules. The diffraction pattern of the mounted fibre is then 
recorded in an atmosphere of control humidity. Such experiments can only provide limited information, but, 
coupled with chemical data and model building, they led to the discovery of the DNA double helix. The 
essence of the double stranded DNA is the pairing of the bases by hydrogen bonding FIGURE 1.1B. 
 
Adenine pairs with thymine via two hydrogen bonds and guanine pairs with cytosine via three hydrogen 
bonds. The two strands in duples DNA: are anti-parallel; that is the polarity of the phosphodiester bonds is 
5’→3’ in one strand and 3’ →5’ in the other Figure 1.2b. I hope you can understand this, if not Flowerbower 
you are not alone, many more have no idea what it means either. But I need to know due to demands upon 
this technology. 
 

Figure 1.1b: Adenine: thymine. 
 
Base pairing in DNA. Purine bases 
Adenine and guanine are shown in 
black: pyrimidine bases thymine 
and cytosine are shown in red. 

 
John Roy Robert Searl. The Alien 
4 years 4 months old. Watching 
you watching him watching you! 
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In the DNA double helix the two anti-parallel polynucleotide strands: 
Are coiled around each other: in a right-handed fashion. A right-handed helix observed along its helix axis 
spirals in a clockwise fashion away from the observer. This produces a structure with a largely 
hydrophobic interior comprising the DNA bases, and a hydrophilic exterior comprising the sugar-phosphate 
backbone. 
 
In the Watson – Crick model of DNA there are 10 base pairs for every turn of the helix and a repeat distance 
between each successive turn of 3.4 nm - 34 Å. The width of the double helix is approximately 2 nm – 20 Å 
and the bases are perpendicular to the helix axis – Figure 1.2b. This form of the DNA double helix is known 
as the B-form, as distinct from the A-form which was detected by fibre diffraction experiments but under 
conditions of lower humidity. This is one problem I see that says to me man will not be going to planet Mars 
yet, we need to know far more than this. Bear in mind that this document relates from 1946 to 1968 after 
which equipment was stolen and data and the cost was rising fast to keep up to date across the whole band of 
science and technology and industrial production which I should had been doing. But things are on the 
change, the re-building the company structure is rising from the ashes of the wrong doers, with the right 
doers.  
 
Searl understand that the DNA double helix is a relatively stable structure, which is good to know; however 
conditions such as high temperature or extremes of pH can cause disruption of the double helix into its 
single-strand components, a process known to Searl as denaturation. When this occurs the hydrogen bond 
donor and acceptor groups of the DNA bases become exposed. In the course of its biological functions, 
transient denaturation of DNA occurs and the process can be facilitated by proteins and, as I shall be 
describing in the next section, by DNA supercoiling. 
 
Searl understands that the basic description of B-form DNA derived from fibre diffraction studies suffice as 
a working model for many purposes. However, Searl now know that the concept of DNA as a uniform 
structure is an over simplication. A number of biochemical and biophysical techniques, in particular X-ray 
diffraction studies of crystalline DNA, have shown that double-stranded DNA can adopt a variety of 
conformations. 

Figure 1.2a DNA: A 
polynucleotide chain, showing 
the phosphodiester bonds which 
connect adjacent nucleotide units. 
 
WHERE DOES LIFE BEGIN? 
 
Since Searl first wondered about 
his relationship with the world 
around him, he has tried to 
distinguish between living things 
and inanimate objects.  
 
Searl ask, is there a final answer 
possible today, as we need one if 
we plan to go to planet Mars and 
beyond.  
 
Within these documents you will 
see his understanding of his 
world and how it functions upon 
which he designs and create his 
S.E.G and I.G.V. structures, as if 
they were living objects. 
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Searl must not only understand this but also that of Figure 1.2b: A schematic representation of the B-
DNA double helix. WOW Flowerbower – how about that – so you see it’s not just the law of the 
squares he has to understand. But a hell of lot more knowledge, most of which comes from dreams, 
the rest from universities and colleges and night school. HOW DID I DO IT – by being in the right 
place at the right time SON! 
 
Continue page 9: 
 
These include local variations in the helical parameters of B-form DNA, other helical species of DNA, and 
alternatives to the double helical structure. Is that the answer why we appear so different in outer 
appearances? 
  
Is that the answer why we appear so different in outer appearances? 
 
 
 
 
 
Do we really know why we look different? Or are we just assuming we know?  
 
Searl accepts that early man endowed all things – mountains, trees and animals – with super natural spirits. 
But as he began to make greater use of natural objects he found that some things grow while others do not. 
This may once have been a useful, if crude way of separating the living from the nonliving, but the more 
Man has probed the world of the extremely small the more difficult it has become to decide where the line 
dividing the biological from the physical world should be drawn. Viruses, some of which are crystallizable 
like minerals, have in recent years made the problem a much more difficult one. Well Flowerbower, you are 
the world’s greatest expert, you know all the answers – so please tell us where do life start? 
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Figure 21.1: a sowbane mosaic virus invades a section of a leaf cell. The virus particles appear as dark blobs 
within the cytoplasm; clearly revealing signs of life. Sorry photo taken in 1963, not an up to date one. 
 
Continue from page 10: 
 
B-form DNA: 
 
B-form DNA is thought to represent the conformation of most DNA found in cells. The basic structure 
parameters were derived from X-ray diffraction data of DNA fibres at high humidity m- 92%. The features 
which distinguish B-DNA from other forms are the location of the pairs on the helix axis, the near 
perpendicular orientation of the base pairs relative to the helix axis, and distinct major and minor groves – 
the former in particular allowing easy access to the bases – Figure 1.3. Some of the helical parameters of 
B-form and other forms of DNA are given in table 1.1. 
 

 
Table 1.1. Structural feature of DNA. 

 
Well Flowerbower guess you had no idea upon this matter did you son?  I guess that goes straight through 
one ear and out of the other, as bull shit is not a good storage of data media, which your brain on YouTube 
shows. But you did a great job making people take a look at my websites, and they were please in what they 
saw and thank me for my determination to succeed, where you dare not tread. That is the domain of 
intelligence is far beyond your brain capacity! 
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Figure 1.3. Comparison of the A. B. and Z forms of DNA, as I understood them back in the 60s, a long time 
ago now. 
 
Searl accepts that the helical repeat – bp/turn – of mixed sequence B-form DNA has been determined by a 
variety of experimental methods and has been found to be close to 10.5 bp/turn; this value depends on the 
solution conditions, but is often taken as an average for B-DNA. Searl also accepts that a number of other 
parameters are required for a complete description of the conformation of the double helix. 
 
Searl became aware in 1980 that the structure of a B-form DNA molecule was analysed to atomic resolution 
using X-ray diffraction of single crystals. The molecule used as Searl understand it in these studies was the 
dodecamer d/CGCGAATTCGCG, which is self-complementary – i.e. two molecules can base pair with 
each other by hydrogen bonding – and forms a double helix of the type suggested, as I understand it by 
Watson and Crick. Although the overall features of the dodecamer structure conform closely to those 
expected of B-form DNA, the molecule shows local sequence-dependent variations. For example, the 
distance between base pairs varies from 0.314nm to 0.356 nm, the average being about 0.33 nm – 3.3 Å. The 
DNA base pairs are not all perpendicular to the helix axis and indeed several shows ‘propeller twist’ where 
the purine and pyrimidine pair do not lie flat but are twisted with respect to each other like the blades of a 
propeller. In addition, the helix axis itself is not straight but is curved. DNA curvature is an important 
feature of DNA structure particularly from the standpoint of its biological functions. 
 
Well Flowerbower, how about that: did you know that you unfortunate were design from a DNA blueprint. 
In your case someone must had drop a blob of ink on your brain design creating a malfunction of its function 
as a standard operation – which would account for the crap you put on YouTube – that is the answer! At last 
we have the answer, that is was not your fault but the DNA designers fault! 
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Figure 21.2: Now see the same virus seen within a cell, having now adopted crystalline form – see the 
honeycomb structure – enlargement 144,000:1 Sorry another 1968 photo as I do not have any photo later 
handy. 
 
Yes, Flowerbower, my knowledge is massive for this research work – but still needs a hell of lot more 
FACTS to develop a perfect commercial space operation – and you are the critical path of research needed I 
cannot afford to send nut cases to Mars, do not wish Martians to think all earth men are insane, do we? 
 
As well as the local conformational variations in B-DNA which has emerged from the studies of the 
dodecamer and similar short DNA molecules of defined sequence, other workers have described alternative 
B-line conformations which are given distinct designations such as B’, C. D. and E; these species will not be 
discussed here at this stage of study. 
 
A-form DNA: 
 
That is correct Flowerbower; A-form DNA was identified from X-ray fibre diffraction studies at low 
humidity – 75% Searl agrees that to him it is not yet clear whether this form of DNA occurs in vivo at this 
date of 1980, although the presence of A-DNA has been proposed at specific sites, such as promoter regions 
and transcription factor binding sites. Compared with B-DNA, The A-form helix is broader – 2.6 nm in 
diameter – and the bases are tilted and lie well off the helix axis. The minor groove is thin and deep while 
the major groove is shallow – Figure 1.3, page 12. 
 
The essential distinction between the A- and B-forms is the conformation of the ribose sugar – the ring 
‘pucker – no Flowerbower not your ring – No FB I am using a P and not a F! which is 3’- endo for A-
DNA and C2’-endo for B-DNA. The conformation of A-DNA closely resembles that of a double helical 
form of RNA, A-RNA. Several short DNA molecules have been crystallized and shown to conform closely 
to the A-DNA parameters derived from fibre studies, these include d(CCGG) and d(GGTATACC). 
Sequence-dependent perturbations in A-form DNA appear to be less marked than in the B-form. 
 
Well Flowerbower, you see how complicated you are dead or alive; While you are alive you make people 
laugh; once you are dead no one have any reason to laugh. I would love to have your brain to study atom by 
atom, to try and identify what went wrong in its construction. Were the DNA chains far too short to store 
intelligent data – I would sincerely love to know why you are such an odd ball to most other people! 
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FIGURE 21.3: showing the same virus again, but now as a concentrated droplet containing the particles in 
their dried and crystallized form, apparently quite inanimate. This virus therefore shows the blurring of the 
dividing line between living and non-living things; here a seemingly lifeless particle has come alive, once 
inside a host cell. I cannot help wondering if that is how FB came to life by the same function!. Sorry this 
photo goes back to the 1960s, at this time I am unable to get a later picture of this virus – no not you FB this 
virus – or is that you? 
 
I cannot help asking: is life just a random particle of some dead item, which we consume that attaches itself 
to the female egg, or to the man sperm? After all, a dead sun gives birth to everything, so the experts claim. 
Somehow it appears to make sense to me, then here on earth there must be lots of something laying around 
ready to attach itself to someone, so it can become a living thing  
 
Continue from page 13: 
 
Z-form DNA: 
 
To my understanding; the first DNA molecules to be analyzed by X-ray crystallography were the self-
complementary oligonucleotides d(CGCGCG) and d(CGCG) in 1979 and 1980, just before I left Mortimer 
in Berkshire. UK. As far as I can recall to mind the resulting structure came as a great surprise as the double 
helices formed were left-handed. This conformation has become known as Z-DNA and it transpired that 
evidence for its occurrence had been in existence since 1972 from spectroscopic studies of poly(dG-dC). 
 
Apart from its difference in handedness and in helical parameters compared to A- and B-forms – table 1.1, 
Z-form DNA is also distinguished by the zigzag path of the sugar-phosphate backbone - Figure 1.3. The Z 
conformation can be found in DNA molecules with alternative purine-pyrimidine sequences and is favoured 
by conditions such as high salt. Searl says, an important issue is whether Z-DNA occurs in nature. Here in 
1980 this remains a controversial question to which we have no definitive answer – of course Flowerbower 
will know, after all he is the world’s top physicist, remember God sent him to clean up the crap on Earth. 
And I was on top of that list. The real truth is that God got fed up with him and sent him to planet Earth for 
me to sort him out. If God could not sort him out; how on earth can we mere mortals sort him out? 
 
Maybe God felt that Earthlings needed something to make them laugh, so he sent Flowerbower along, and 
what a great job he has done, basically it was a laugh a day which kept the doctor away. Every day which 
you say a prayer, thank God for sending Flowerbower to us, without him it would be a dead world. 
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Figure 22.1: The double sequence above: illustrates one of the chief differences between living things 
and inanimate objects. If a man is pushed over, he can usually return to his former position by 
standing up. But if a wall is knocked down, it stays down; it stays that way until perhaps another 
external force is applied. Living things have an internal organization which enables them – while they live 
– to resist environmental forces and preserve their integrity as organisms. Inanimate objects, on the other 
hand, are perpetually at the mercy of these forces. And as time passes the elements of which they are 
composed tend to become increasingly disordered. Entropy is simply a measure of disorder. Hence 
inanimate objects exhibit a high and living things a low degree of entropy. The self-preserving organization 
of a living thing is largely due to the properties of the carbon atom C.6. Year discover BC. 
 
Continue from page 14: 
 
One possibility is that left handed DNA could arise transiently during the course of cellular processes – I 
shall deal with this issue later. In the context of DNA topology, the potential of sequences to form Z-DNA 
can have important consequences. For example, it can be shown that short segments of poly(dG-dC) in 
plasmids can be induced to form left handed DNA at sufficient levels of negative supercoiling. This is one 
example of how the free energy of supercoiling can be used to stabilize DNA conformations that would be 
unfavourable in the absence of superhelical stress. 
 
Alternative DNA structure: 
 
Aside from the ability of DNA to adopt different helical forms, it can also be found as structures which 
depart from the familiar double helix. Searl understands that some of these structures must be stabilized by 
DNA supercoiling – such as, cruciform and H-DNA. Other structures, such as the anti-parallel quadruple 
helical structures proposed for chromosome telomeres, and the four-stranded – no Flowerbower: not a four 
posted bed: but structures proposed as recombination intermediates will not be discussed here. 
 
Cruciforms and Holliday junctions: 
 
No, no, no Flowerbower: we are not going to crucify any one; then take them on Holiday so they can see 
what they have missed out on. Instead as I am a crusader of the truth; I will invite you on holiday with me 
then after I will crucify you as I am a human being, to make the world a better place. I hope you will enjoy 
the holiday, which is far more then Christ had, don’t you agree? 
 
Cruciforms arise as a consequence of intra-strand base pairing in DNA and consist of a pair of stem and loop 
or ‘hairpin’ structures. The formation requires the presence of inverted repeats – as Searl understands it 
often termed ‘palindromes’ – in double stranded DNA, where a sequence is followed immediately, or soon 
after, by the same sequence in opposite orientation. An example of such a sequence occurs in the bacterial 
plasmid pBR322 – Figure 1.4 and consists of an 11 bp inverted repeat spaced by three base pairs, which 
matches the law of the squares perfect. Searl states; this sequence can, in principle, form a cruciform with 11 
intra-strand base pairs in the stems. Important questions concern the existence in nature and the biological 
significance of cruciform structures. It is clear to Searl mind that the formation of a cruciform structure in 
linear B-DNA will be thermodynamically unfavourable due to the presence of unpaired bases.   
 
Yes, dear Flowerbower: my life is extremely complex; in comparison to yours, which I have no doubt. 
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1963: Mortimer. Berkshire. UK: This was my understanding that all life forms upon planet Earth was 
based upon the Carbon C 6 element. Are the experts right? At this time I have to pass upon this issue 
as I do not have sufficient information to say yes or no. I shall be discussing the elements in more 
details in other documents. 
 
Continue from page 15: 
 
However, it is possible to show experimentally that cruciform may form in negatively supercoiled closed 
circular DNA in vitro. Here the unfavourable free energy associated with supercoiling is dissipated by the 
formation of the cruciform.  
 
Evidence for the presence of cruciform in such experiments relies on the preference of single-strand-specific 
reagents – e.g. nuclease SI, bromoacetal-dehyde – to act at the site of the inverted repeat sequence. Using 
these reagents it can be shown that increasing super helical density promotes the extrusion – looping out – 
out of the cruciform. Searl states: whether cruciforms actually exist in vivo is a contentious issue at this date 
of 1968. One possibility is that intracellular super helical densities may be too low to extrude inverted repeat 
sequences efficiently. Kinetic studies of certain cruciforms have suggested that the extrusion process may be 
too slow for the cruciforms to be of physiological significance. 
 
A Holliday junction is a four way junction formed between two DNA duplexes during homologous 
recombination – Figure 1.5. In this process, two homologous DNA double helices are aligned and, as a 
result of cleavage of one strand of each helix, base pairing is established with the intact strand of the other 
helix. Resealing of the DNA strands results in the formation of the Holliday junction which may be redrawn  
so that it resembles a cruciform without the two unpaired DNA loops – Figure 1.5c. During recombination, 
subsequent cleavage of the other strand of each helix and resealing of the broken ends will generate 
recombinant DNA molecules. 
 
Searl understanding that one way in which Holliday junctions have been studied is by the synthesis of four 
separate oligonucleotides which, when base paired, form an artificial Holliday junction. In the presence of 
Mg2+ these synthetic junctions have been shown to adopt a ‘scissor like’ conformation stabilized by base 
stacking across the four way junction – 1.5d.  The identity of the bases at the four way junction determines 
which arms of the structure are co-linear. 
 
You think that complicated Flowerbower – you are dead right its bloody complicated, yet it must be 
understood – or just forget deep space exploration; as a commercial business. 
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H-DNA: 
 
Another potential alternative to the double stranded helix is ‘H-DNA’, so called because of its requirement 
for protons, but it can also be thought of as ‘hinged’ DNA. Fancy that Flowerbower that after all these years 
I can still remember that and a hell of a lot more – what can you remember Flowerbower of so long ago? 
This structure was first detected by the unusual sensitivity of certain plasmids to nuclease SI. It is found in 
the repeating DNA co-polymer – (dT-dC)n 

'(Da – Dg)n, which has found  to occur in eukaryotic DNA. 
 
Searl understands that although the exact structure is not known in 1976, it is thought to consist of a triple 
stranded and a single stranded region of DNA which together form a kink, as shown in Figure 1.6. The 
essence of this structure is that a polypyrimidine strand dissociated from the Watson-Crick duplex and lies in 
the major grove of another section of duplex making non-Watson-Crick base pairs with the purine bases. 
The original polypurine partner to the polyprimidine stand remains single stranded. As Searl see this 
structure transition is favoured by negative supercoiling – due to the consequent loss of twist, and low pH 
– which favours the protonation required for alternative base pairs. 
 
This document is mainly based upon what I understood before I left Mortimer in Berkshire, UK, in 1981. 
Upon odd days one picks up bits of news which I add in this document, if my brain recalls it in time. Even if 
this information is old, it plays a major issue in my thinking of sending people to planet Mars; as there is still 
far to much assumption in our base knowledge, which smells danger to crews DNAs. Surely it would be 
wiser first to send mice for a complete round trip to certify that their DNA has not changed upon such a 
mission. What about that we find their DNA has changed – how is that affecting their functions – or have 
they died in transit? 
 
In man’s knowledge base can we afford to make error of judgments – Searl accepts that one can get killed 
by a bolt of lightning on leaving his house, but that do not mean that the next thousand people leaving that 
house will be killed by a bolt of lightning. We have to balance the facts, before committing ourselves. 

Figure 1.4: Formation of a cruciform 
from an ‘inverted repeat’ sequence in 
DNA. The sequence shown occurs in the 
bacterial plasmid pBR322. 

 
Bacteria tuberculosis bacilli, it is better 
to try to understand bacteria in simple 
states as above. Of course things will get 
complex as we progress along our 
learning curve in hospital lab 1948. 
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Figure 1.5: Formation of a Holliday junction during homologous recombination, Two double stranded 
molecules – shown in different shades are aligned and, after cleavage of one strand of each duplex: (a), a 
process of strand exchange takes place: (b) This intermediate may be redrawn so that it resembles a 
cruciform: (c) Resolution of this intermediate can occur by cleavage and strand exchange across either 
diagonal in (c). Experiments to my understanding; have shown that, in the presence of magnesium ions, this 
intermediate probably adopts a scissor like conformation: (d). 
 
Continue from page 17; 
 
Intrinsic curvature and DNA bending: 
 
It is apparent from the above sections that DNA can exhibit a high degree of conformational variability. One 
of the most striking manifestations of  this is the curvature of DNA and DNA bending or flexibility. Intrinsic 
curvature refers to the deformation of the DNA helix axis arising from the preferred conformation of 
particular DNA sequences. DNA flexibility refers to the ease with which certain DNA sequences can be 
bent, for example by being wrapped around a protein. A flexible DNA sequence will not necessarily possess 
any intrinsic curvature in free solution. 
 
Intrinsic curvature: 
 
Intrinsic curvature of DNA can be demonstrated by polyacrylamide gel electro-phoresis – PAGE. Curve 
DNA molecules show reduced electrophoretic mobility’s when compared with straight molecules of the 
same size. Naively this can be correlated with the sieving effect of polyacrylamide gels. Where by curved 
molecules will pass through the pores less easily than their straight counterparts. Well Flowerbower, are you 
with me, or are you with the non-living? You have had a number of happy years knocking me; how do you 
like being knocked – FUNNY – I hope so – because I am very happy to have know you for what you are! 
 

WE ARE UNITED UPON THE S.E.G. 

TECHNOLOGY – ARE YOU WITH US? 
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Figure 1.6: A possible structure for H-DNA. The polypyrimidine strand – lighter colour – lies in the major 
groove of the section of double helix, on the left. Its original partner, a polypurine strand – darker colour – 
remains single stranded. The whole structure has the form of a kink. I wonder if that is the answer to 
Flowerbower insanity on YouTube, because his DNA has a kink in it, which blocks all intelligence getting 
through to his brain. 
 
Intrinsic curvature can arise in DNA sequences which have short runs of ‘A’s periodically repeated at 
intervals of 10 – 11 bp – i.e. the helical repeat of B-form DNA. These runs of As show a structure distinct 
from random sequence DNA and when phased, contribute to stable DNA curvature. Such sequences occur 
naturally, for example in the kinetoplast DNA of trypanosomes where the DNA molecules form small DNA 
circles – down to 700 bp in size. Indeed it is possible to synthesize artificial DNA sequences with phased 
A-tracts and make DNA circles in the test tube as small as 105 bp. 
 
Flowerbower, I will ease up here to point out a very interesting event which has just happen in this house of 
the impossible becoming possible. Since I made this my home I brought 3 pots of same flower but different 
coulors. As expected they would die soon as they had been blooming for many weeks, A few days ago that 
happen they all called it a day. With expecting guess to come here after the November world energy 
conference in Holland I need to to fill this gap with artificial flowers of the same colour. Pushing one in each 
pot now it look good. Next day I got a shock to find the white one was recovering with the other two making 
the effort. Next dat the white one was growing taller then the articial ones and the red and violet ones where 
trying to recover. 
 
So I look at the plant in the kitchen which was dying fast I push in a blue bunch of artificial flowers and to 
our surprise it appears to be recovering from its dying state. Why has these artificial flowers caused the real 
ones to recover and appear to be challenging the artificial ones for supremacy. To my mind this is an 
interesting issue for study. Agree there are many other strange things over the years I have reordered, worth 
looking at here an odd ones. Nature is strange aad is it all to do with DNA structures – or is there something 
else involved here. 
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Continue from page 19: 
 
Even a crystal can move and grow: there are immediately obvious differences between a rock and an animal 
Flowerbower. An animal generally moves while a rock does not. But equally, a tree remains rooted to one 
spot throughout its life. Since it does not move are we than to exclude it from the world of the living? 
Although many living creatures and some simpler plants, like one celled algae moves, clearly movement is 
not a reliable criterion to Searl mind. 
 
Flowerbower, lay a pot plant on its side and the shoot will turn to grow upwards in defiance of gravity. 
Shine a light on a blowfly larva and it will inch away from the light source. These are examples of a 
response  to a stimulus – of behavior. Yes Flowerbower, living things are sensitive to light and heat, to touch 
and sound as well as to various chemical substances. This characteristic of sensitivity is even possessed by a 
single celled organism like an amoeba, which has no visible sense organs. A boulder, on the other hand, may 
roll down a hill side, if it is dislodged – but its rolling is simply an effect of gravity and not a response to it.  
Well I will continue with the DNA article from where I took a break. 

Figure 1.7: Demonstration of 
the effect of A-tracts in DNA 
curvature. DNA molecules 
containing phased A-tract 
sequences – orange boxes – 
are cut with a series of 
restriction enzymes 1 – 5 in 
(a)).  When analysed by 
polyacrylamide gel 
electrophoresis (c), the 
fragments show varying 
mobility depending on the 
position of the A-tract 
sequences (b). 
 
Fkowerbower you should 
never pick a fight with a 
person who has been to 
university that is something 
you should never do son, it 
could prove to be a problem 
for your brain to handle and 
could cause a seizure which 
is fatal. If that happens we 
all will miss you. 
 
I have found the study of all 
things a very interesting 
subject – because all subjects 
use atoms – therefore once 
you understand atoms you are 
half way in all subjects. DNA 
is clearly the key to all things 
in the universe. Even the 
squares use DNA structures 
for functions. And you are no 
different Flowerbower!  
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2012: Somerset. UK: Even in DNA research we need to record everything we do: by which the next 
generation can continue the extension of this work, until we know what life is, like gravity we only really 
know what it does, not what it is. The above equipment is suitable to setup in a small van for road travel 
recording as well as in a small lab. The tools today are indeed exceeds what was available to me so long ago. 
But still we have a long way to go before all the tools we need have been invented Note that Bradley 
Lockerman has placed a new clip on YouTube Flowerbower it is to help to educate you.  
 
Flowerbower take note that plants and animals grow, increasing their size and sometimes altering their shape 
no doubt like you have. Though a stone may weather and decrease in size it will never grow. A copper-
sulphate crystal immersed in a solution of copper sulphate may increase in size retaining the same overall 
shape of the original crystal.. But this kind of growth is quite different in character from the growth of a 
living thing, in which a mass of different materials are collected from the environment and incorporated into 
a body. 
 
Continue from page 19: 
 
A convincing demonstration of the effect of phased A-tracts in DNA curvature was given by the following 
experiment. A series of 423 bp DNA fragments was prepared from the kinetoplast DNA of trypanosomes 
such that they were circularly permitted that is Flowerbower, they all had the same sequence but stated and 
finished at different positions – e.g. ABCDE, BCDEA, CDEAB, etc, Following PAGE it was fund that this 
series of molecules, although identical in molecular weight, differed significantly in their electrophoretic 
mobilities. These differences could be correlated with the position of a region containing phased A-tracts – 
Figure 1.7; - when this region was close to the Centre of a DNA fragment the electrophoretic mobility was 
the lowest, whereas when the A-tract region was close to the end the mobility was the greatest – Figure -1.7. 
Such experiments identify the phased A-tracts as a source of intrinsic curvature in DNA. Other experiments 
have probed the spacing of the A-tracts and concluded that curvature is maximal when the spacing is close 
to the helical repeat of B-DNA. 
 
DNA flexibility: 
 
DNA flexibility can be of two types, what again the law of the squares hold true, isotropic and anisotropic. 
Isotropic flexibility means that DNA molecule can bend equally in all directions whereas anisotropic 
flexibility means that the DNA has hinges at which it can bend in a preferred direction. Flexibility is a 
function of the DNA sequence and there can be large differences in the relative ease with which different 
DNA sequences can be bent. You may be able to understand that from your school days: the headmaster 
enjoys canning a good rounded bottom, at my age it can’t bend so much; so no interest for the headmaster to 
wacko it with his cane.  
 
DNA flexibility is relevant to DNA-protein interactions as many DNA-binding proteins bend DNA. What 
do you think of that Flowerbower – that is amazing, don’t you agree? 

Without DNA construction we could not exists, but we do: thanks to DNA! 
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The above drawing was done in 1968, and was unable then to colour it, sad to say I cannot even do that 
today as I cannot find the paint pot on here to do it. 
 
Continue from page 21: 
 
For example, the bacteriophage 434 repressor protein has been shown to bend its 14 bp operator DNA 
sequence. The centrl four bases of the operator sequence; here we go again square 4 in action, d(ATAT), are 
not directly in contact with the protein. If these bases are replaced by the sequence d(AGCT) the repressor 
binding affinity is weakened by a factor of 50 – that is fantastic that the law of the squares state that, but that 
is not all it say Flowerbower, it goes on to say that by replacement by d(AAAA) increases repressor affinity 
5-fold. The law of the squares is some law Flowerbower – strange Flowerbower the law of the squares tells 
me a lot about you as it does everything else in this universe. Maybe one day, I will be able to switch DNA 
sequences around by which I can change you completely to something more useful; such as a donkey! At 
least you would be able to crap anywhere besides YouTube. 
 
These changes in affinity may be correlated with the ease of flexure of the central four base pairs, although 
other factors, such as an alteration in DNA twist, may also be involved. Perhaps a more striking example of 
the influence of DNA flexibility on DNA-protein interactions comes from studies of the Escherichia coli 
catabolite activator protein (CAP), also known as CRP (cAMP receptor protein). Cap activates the 
transcription of a number of genes in response to carbon C 6 source limitation, which elevates cellular 
cAMP levels. To my understanding this results in the formation of the CAP cAMP complex, which binds 
to specific DNA sequences at the target promoters.  
 
In certain cases, CAP can also act as a repressor. A variety of biochemical data have suggested that the 
interaction of CAP with DNA induces bending of the DNA helix. To my understanding that this has now 
been confirmed by the X-ray derived structure of the CAP-DNA complex, which reveals a bend of 
approximately 900 in the DNA. 
 
Gartenburg and Crothers have shown that changes in DNA sequence outside the consensus CAP binding 
site can change the binding affinity 10-fold, and alter the bending angle by up to 300. These effects can be 
attributed to the influence of certain DNA sequences on the ease with which the DNA can be bent. It is such 
possibilities that concern me upon sending crews to planet Mars or beyond, if unknown radiation make 
changes to their DNA Or even its changes the food or liquids stored for the mission – how will it affect the 
person in their tasks? At this stage we have no answers – I myself need answers first before risking life on 
such a venture – agree we will not fall off the edge of planet earth, we know that is true. 

Tetanus bacilli: Searl agrees that bacteria to his 
understanding in 1968 are single cell microorganisms, 
classified according to their shapes into bacilli, cocci, 
spirilla and vibrios. Searl accepts that most are 
harmless – he agrees indeed many types are beneficial 
to us- but certain types of bacteria are responsible for 
infectious diseases, which were notorious killers 
before antibiotics were discovered. 

Searl aim is to hope that the S.E.G. will in the end 
reduced these killers, understandable some good ones 
will die too in the process of getting rid of the bad 
ones. This is unfortunate; but that is nature. A surgeon 
often has to cut away good tissue to get the bad out, 
because at this time there is no other option available. 
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Continue from page 22: 
 
It is clear that DNA flexibility will have a profound effect on the binding of proteins which distort DNA in 
the DNA-protein complex. A good example of this is the nucleosome where 146 bp of DNA are wrapped in 
1.8 turns around the histone protein octamer. Although the nucleosome, by its very nature, can be regarded 
as non-specific in terms of DNA sequence, experiments have shown that there are preferences for certain 
sequence motifs within the 146 bp region. These observations are likely to reflect the anisotropic flexibility 
of certain DNA sequences. 
 
In addition to bending flexibility, DNA also exhibits torsional flexibility, that is, flexibility resulting from a 
twisting motion about the DENA axis, leading to variations in the helical repeat of the DNA. This type of 
motion is important with respect to DNA supercoiling, and I shall be considering this later in this document. 
 
My conclusions: 
 
DNA is often thought of as being a rather rigid, uniform structure – possibly even as boring!. However, 
experimental work has revealed great structural diversity in DNA, in terms of different double helical forms 
and other conformational states. As the following sections of this document will show, when considered in 
terms of its higher order structure, DNA displays a further, and even more diverse, range of conformational 
variations. DNA is no different than the law of the squares which is in itself is a vast variations and diversity 
of possible structures – likewise DNA relates in the same way. That also applies to you why there can be so 
many differnt faces or body structures available. YOU ARE THE LAW OF THE SQUARES 
STRUCTURES. 
 
 
 
 

 
 
This is the world of reality Flowerbower – proof that DNA can easy change our appearances due to its 
flexibility, and not your insanity which only changes our mental attitudes towards you. I am only starting to 
examine the problems of man going to Mars or beyond, the key issues that so many inventors have no 
knowledge of in the designing a spacecraft for Mars and beyond missions. We must STOP, THINK, ACT 
in that order for success in our future missions; whatever they are. That requires brain power in the first 
steps of design. 

Typhoid bacilli: Searl understanding Bacteria: 
Living organisms, members  of the kingdom 
Protista – which comprises animals and plants 
make up of one cell, smaller than yeasts but larger 
than viruses, found all over the surface of the globe 
in the air, soil, and water. Many live on or within 
larger living organisms, including man: some 
produce disease and are termed pathogenic, Searl 
understands that not all are harmful. Some are 
actively useful – for example, the bacteria that 
produce nitrogen in the soil for plant growth. 
 
What an amazing world it is – yet our knowledge 
base is so little in respect to the size of the universe. 
We talk as if we are experts on what is often no 
more than assumption – not reality! 
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So what am I’m suffering from other than being overworked, which is the bad news? The leg swab 
specimen under wound MC&S gives the following facts; (1) heavy growth of mixed anaerobes: (2) heavy 
growth of Staphylococus aureus.: recommended treatment = Penicillin. Well that problem is solved, so 
we can all now sleep in peace that no Aliens have taken over Searl body, which could had been less painful. 
 
Dear Flowerbower take note that living things need energy: To obtain these different materials from its 
surroundings, the living things must take them into its body and into the cells of which its body is composed. 
Some bacteria – among the smallest of the living things – can take simple chemical substances, like nitrogen 
salts, from their surroundings and use them to make the protein required to build new cells. That very act is 
in itself sounds impossible, when we look at the sizes of our chemical plants just to produce aspirin or a fruit 
cake. Plants take water from the soil and carbon dioxide from the air to manufacture sugars which they also 
need in constructing the materials of their bodies – impossible; if we base this issue upon the massive 
process plants we need to obtain our sugar requirements. The great majority of animals do not have the 
plant’s power to synthesize their food and must feed upon the proteins, carbohydrates and fats of other living 
things to meet their bodily needs. 
 
A sign that chemical processes are taking place in a living body is the production of various excretory 
products. These are residual products of life supporting reactions and are of no further use to the organism – 
they may even be positively poisonous to it. Neither carbon dioxide nor the various nitrogenous products 
excreted or exhaled by an animal, nor the oxygen given out by a plant originally entered in that form. Being 
produced in the bodies of living things these excretory products are proof of the breakdown reactions 
inseparable from life as I know it, and understand it. 
 
Life question: what is it may never go away – what if life is just an illusion, I have no doubt that man will 
visit Mars, but not in my lifetime, on the basic of our present day knowledge. There is the option that by 
2030 they may take a gamble as they did with the Moon, but Mars is far more distance away. Would the risk 
be worth the gamble that is a question which I would not like to make a decision upon at this time? Mars can 
never support a load of families to live there – the question can man observatories be constructed there – or 
would it have to be all robotic control. There is no doubt in my mind that Mars has a lot of materials worth 
mining to ease off destroying planet Earth for them  
 
But there is one thing which I am certain of: which is; that everyone on planet Earth will not be moving to 
planet Mars as the first stages of finding a new home in another galaxy. So do not put your home on the 
market to sell, you will still need it for a very long time to come! Sorry to have disappointed you all who 
have been packing cases for the move to Mars – much better take a holiday at the seaside instead; if you can 
find a safe spot to stay. 

Anthrax Bacilli: Noun: a serious bacterial disease 
of sheep and cattle, typically affecting the skin and 
lungs. It can be transmitted to humans, causing 
severe skin ulceration.  Lucky that is not what I am 
suffering from though it fits very well to it: except 
the lungs are not painful enough to meet these 
requirements. I could look at malignant pustule – 
or a form of pneumonia – wool sorters disease – I 
feel certain that I do not suffer from that problem. 
Origin late Middle English: Latin, ‘carbuncle’ – 
the earliest sense in English – from Greek, anthrax,  
anthrak – ‘coal, carbuncle’, with reference to the 
skin ulceration in humans.  That is the good news. 
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Let me now advance on this issue of DNA supercoiling: 
 
In the first part of this document, I dealt with the classical double helical structures of DNA, and the local 
alterations of that structure which can occur, largely as a consequence of specific base sequences, have been 
described. Flowerbower, you should now be familiar with these concepts. The main subject of this 
document, namely the supercoiling of DNA, a global alteration of structure which arises directly from the 
double helical nature of DNA, which is no different to that of the S.E.G in concept, will now be addressed. 
 
Historical perspective: Closed circular DNA and supercoiling: 
 
To my understanding; that in the early 1960s, a number of groups were interested in the DNA molecules of 
viruses, which included me, after all, trying to develop a commercial deep space exploration business, I too 
needed to know everything possible about virus this the law of the squares come into it, thus Sq.1 became its 
DNA.; in particular the DNA tumour virus, polyoma. The equipment I used was made in Germany, has to be 
replace when funds are available is a noun: Medicine any of a group of papovaviruses that are usually 
endemic in their host species without causing disease but which can cause tumours when injected into other 
species. 
 
During sedimentation analysis, which separates molecules according to size and compactness, DNA from 
polyoma virus consistently fractionated into two components, I and II. Yet again the law of the squares is 
correct. Both components were shown to comprise double stranded DNA of the same molecular weight. 
However, the major component (i) had a higher sedimentation co-efficient – i.e. was more compact – 
which is absolutely correct to the law of the squares and was unusually resistant to denaturation – the 
melting of base pairing between the strands;  as I explain in the first part of this document, on heating or 
exposure to high pH.  
 
Furthermore, following denaturation, the single strands did not separate from each other. This led to the 
suggestion that component I comprised ‘circular base paired duplex molecules without chain ends’, and 
component II was the linear form of the same molecule. In other words, the DNA molecules in component I 
consist of two anti-parallel circular DNA single strands winding helically around one another, that is, the 
ends of each strand of a linear double stranded molecule are joined in the conventional 5’ to 3’ manner to 
form a double stranded circle – Figure 2.1. 
 
This interpretation to my understanding was supported when electron micrographs of polyoma DNA showed 
a preponderance of circular molecules. However, a problem  arose with the discovery that a single break in 
one of the two strands of component I, caused by the endonuclease DNase I, converted it directly to 
component II. How could the cleavage of one strand of a closed circular duplex convert it to a linear 
molecular? Now Flowerbower, you see what a simple thing can do in nature – just a simple break – if this is 
possible in DNA – then likewise it must be true in the case of the S.E.G. as it’s based upon DNA structure. 
Why should that differ just because FB say so? 
 

Cocci: coccus = noun: Cocci Biology any spherical 
or roughly spherical bacterium. Derivatives coccal  
adjective, coccid adjective. To my understanding: – 
origin mid 18 century – denoting a scale insect: 
modern Latin, from Greek kokkos ‘berry’ 
compare with cochineal. This is just a brief on the 
subject Flowerbower. I am afraid that all these 
drawings go back to 1963 – 1968 period – thus not 
coloured as I cannot find the paint pot on this 
software. At least experts understand what I am 
stating  
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Continue from page 25: 
 
Subsequently, electron micrographs of the component II molecules formed in this way showed them also to 
be circular. So, how could two circular DNA molecules, I and II, distinguished only by the breakage of one 
backbone phosphodiester bond, have such different properties? A good point – how come by breaking up 
the magnetic field have such different properties on the segments and plate MOLECULES of the 
S.E.G?   
 
The clue to the resolution of this conundrum came from the electron micrographs. Electron micrographs of 
the component I molecules showed many crossings of the DNA double strands – Figure 2.2a, whereas the 
component II molecules were mainly open rings – Figure 2.2b. Searl understanding; that such crossings had 
previously been tentatively ascribed to protein cross links, but thanks to Jerome Vinograd and his colleagues 
suggested that such crossings could represent a ‘twisted circular form’ of the DNA, Yes, I can accept that 
opinion which explained the more compact nature of component I. 
 
Such a conformation would result if, conceptually, before the joining of the ends of a linear duplex into a 
closed circular molecule, one end was twisted relative to the other, thus introducing some strain into the 
molecule. This is analogous to the behavior of any length of elastic material; such a relative twisting of the 
ends tends to be manifested as a coiling of the material upon itself. Searl see that one of the best models of 
this behavior of DNA is a length of rubber tubing. If the unconstrained tubing represents the double helix of 
a linear DNA, than a relative twisting of the ends, followed by the closure of the tubing into a circle with a 
connector, will result, when external constraints are released,  in something like – Figure 2.3. 
 
Such a coiling of the DNA helix upon itself is the literal meaning of supercoiling: that is a higher order 
coiling of the DNA helix. Here is the point of presenting an issue on the atom – 1963 – 1968 – what if the 
atom was a DNA in a form of a double helix structure whose ends are joined to form a circle – then we 
cut one of the strands by a magnetic pulse – what would the results be? Yes, indeed the force released 
would convert it into a linear Electron – whereby Sir Isaac Newton assumption that it would then 
continue in a straight line would indeed do so, in such a process it would collect energy and convert to 
a heavy negative ion. Today, 2012: I still feel that could be nearer the truth than not. 
 
Searl states surely the history of science would appear more scientific if it was able to rid itself of this 
personality complex. 

 
This is all me Prof. John Searl. 

Figure 2.1: A schematic representation 
of a closed circular DNA molecule. 
Each of the single strands of a double 
stranded DNA double helix is 
covalently closed via a phosphodiester 
bond to form a circular double stranded 
molecule. Now Flowerbower you can 
understand why so much of me is more 
rounded than flat. To my mind it is an 
interesting subject, more so its about 
you and me, why we are different – I 
do not expect that to interest you, 
because you need brainpower to be able 
to understand such complex structures, 
which you appear to be lacking son, but 
you are not alone there are many others 
just the same. But there is a big 
differences between you and I : where I 
try to understand and you do not. 
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Figure 2.2: Electron micrographs of DNA isolated rom the polyoma virus: (a) Component 1. (b) 
Component II reference to Jerome Vinograd and his team. 
 
Continue from page 26: 
 
Furthermore, such supercoiling is locked into the system. If the two DNA strands are joined covalently 
across the original break 5’ -3’, the elastic strain which results in superhelicity cannot be released without 
the breakage of one or both strands. This ‘strand breakage’ corresponds in the tubing model to a reversal of 
the twisting at the break point. The DNA molecule may be geometrically contorted in a variety of ways, as 
is described later, but the basic strained state of the molecule cannot be changed without strand breakage. 
 
It can now be seen how the cleavage of one phosphodiester bond of the polyoma supercoiled DNA (I) leads 
directly to the open circular, unconstrained component II, since the broken strand can rotate about the intact 
strand to dissipate the torsional stress. Component II is often known as ‘open-circular’ or ‘nicked circular’ 
DNA, referring to the single break in one strand. The closure of a linear DNA into a planar circle without 
further constraint leads to ‘relaxed’ closed circular DNA. Although nicked circular and relaxed DNA have a 
similar conformation, they differ chemically by the presence or absence of one single strand break. 
 
If the reader has a intuitive feel for these properties of rubber tubing, and by analogy, of DNA, then read on, 
make a rubber tubing model and try the exercise that is shown on the next page. This may seem to be 
laboring a small point, but without a firm understanding of these principles, your ability to follow the 
remainder of this document will rapidly deteriorate! That lets you out Flowerbower due to the kink in your 
brain.                                                                                                        
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We shall see how this document develops; I can only hope that it will help others to understand things more 
clearly; if only that is all it achieves. 

Figure 2.3: A tubing 
model of supercoiled 
DNA. A length of rubber 
tubing closed by a 
connector will adopt a 
conformation similar to 
that shown if the ends are 
twisted relative to each 
other before closure. If a 
double helix is imagined 
drawn on the tubing, this 
is quite a good model for 
the behavior of DNA. 
What about that FB! 

Dear Flowerbower, note not only do living things feed 
and grow; they also reproduce almost exact copies of 
themselves. To do this they must pass on information 
which can be used to direct the building of more 
Flowerbowers: great scot – NO: NO: please no more 
Flowerbowers this is the process of genetically 
inheritance, the information being contained and passed 
on in a genetic code. The copies will be built from 
materials in the environment that are absorbed and 
reformed into the materials of the living body. That is a 
terrible nightmare thinking of hundreds of Flowerbowers 
running around on planet Earth looking for Searl, when 
Searl is right here looking for him; Searl is here watching 
him watching Searl, watching him. How ODD! 
 
Figure 2.4: Demonstration of linking number – Lk – 
using a length of ribbon or paper. (a) A length of ribbon 
is taped into a circle. Each edge of the ribbon represents 
is one strand of DNA. The edges – strands – are initially 
unlinked. (b) The ribbon is cut and a 3600 turn is 
introduced into the ribbon, mimicking one turn of a DNA 
double helix. (c) The ribbon is rejoined, and then cut 
longitudinally, to model the separation of the strands. (d) 
This produces two ribbons – single strands, - linked 
together once. 
 
Well Flowerbower how did you manage that simple 
task? What do you mean that it will not join? No: No: 
you don’t use your crap; I always use super glue, which 
always works for me. 
 
Yes, Flowerbower, that may be true that they push 
rubber tubing up bums but that do not make a double 
helix – or does it? From your respective it might do with 
a kink in the middle agree there is amount of flexibility 
present. You have some good observations there. 
 
Flowerbower has for years try to stop investors 
supporting this work; it’s time now to close him down by 
turning simple things around to make a laugh of him. He 
started off by impressing viewers on YouTube on what 
he was and, was going to do. Well, I have not talk  about 
what I intend to do; instead I am doing it right here. Searl 
accepts that this is a very difficult subject to grasp – it 
will not be easy for me to make it easy for you to 
understand, I can only try to find ways to teach you the 
hard facts of reality as I understand it. Yes you will 
understand it from a different viewpoint due to going to a 
different school. I never state that I am right; until 
proven right – but I can say that is my conclusions. 
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Figure 2.5: The definition of linking number (Lk). (a) Two closed curves are projected onto a plane – this 
can be in any direction, (b) The curves are each assigned a polarity and the crossings of one curve over the 
other – nodes – are given a number - ± 1 according to the convention in (c). Self-crossings of a curve do not 
count. The linking number is equal to half the sum of the node numbers.   
 
Continue from page 27: 
 
It may not have escaped your attention that the super helical turns described may be of either handedness, 
corresponding to the introduction of right – or – left handed twisting into the linear molecule before circle 
formation. Since double stranded DNA is a right handed helix, right handed twisting tends to twist up the 
helix further, and left handed twisting leads to an untwisting of the helix. The two opposite forms of 
supercoiling introduced in this way are designated positive – for twisting in the same direction as the 
DNA helix – right handed – and negative in the opposite, left handed direction. Searl accepts that 
Vinograd correctly deduced the handedness of the supercoiling of polyoma component I DNA to the 
negative. 
 
Thus, with the powerful, but – in retrospect – simple insight that a closed circular DNA molecule could 
exist in a ‘twisted circular’ or supercoiled form, Vinograd and his colleagues neatly explained the 
properties of polyoma virus DNA, and analogous results pertaining to other circular DNA molecules. 
However, they opened up a whole new field of study, just as Searl has done with the S.E.G., since behind 
this straight forward idea is concealed a large number of theoretical and practical ramifications, ranging 
from the mysteries of linking number, twist and writhe – see below – to the processes required to untangle – 
often literally – the biological consequences of these unexpected topological properties of the DNA 
molecule. In reality; is this not the same case within the S.E.G we have twisted magnetic fields, linking 
numbers. Circulars – surely we are talking the same language as both subjects; we are dealing with the atom 
– molecules. The only difference is as to how we are using them. You may well class the S.E.G. as machine 
and therefore not a living product; but it is the nearest thing to a living thing, as it helps the living to live! 
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Sunday 04.11.2012 SMI CA USA: latest photo is Morris shaking hands with our new member. We still 
growing. The cost delay us, but we shall get there just the same, only it will take a bit longer than expected. 
 
A quantitative measure of DNA supercoiling: 
 
As previously stated, the elastic stress associated with a supercoiling with a supercoiled closed circular DNA 
molecule cannot be relieved without the breakage of one  or both backbone strands,  although the molecule 
can be geometrically deformed by external forces.  Is it possible to devise a quantitative of the supercoiling 
of a DNA molecule? 
 
Linking number: 
 
If a linear double stranded DNA molecule is closed into a circle – Figure 2.1,  - by the formation of 5’ -3’ 
phosphodiester bonds to close each strand, then the strands will be linked together a number of times 
corresponding to the number of double helical turns in the original linear molecule. This number, which 
must be an integer, is known as the linking number of the two strands, or the linking number of the closed 
circular DNA molecule, abbreviated as Lk. Surely that also applies to the Searl Effect Generator (S.E.G) – 
not only that but the Inverse-Gravity-Vehicle (I.G.V), But it does not stop there; it includes you, me and 
everything in this universe. For surely the Periodic tables; Chromosomes, DNA are all one of the same 
structure throughout our universe seen from different perspectives by different brains which have been wired 
different, so we all see a different perspective of the same product. Is that not an exact statement of the tower 
of Babylon suddenly everyone starting talking a different language thus no one could understand another 
therefore, the tower was never completed – agree that was an ancient city before Christ. It could be just a 
story passed on through time; about a tower which was never completed. But in reality that is really stating 
what I am witnessing today – people are still talking about the same thing in different languages – which are 
headed with strange titles – such as nurses, doctors, cleaners, tea boy etc. yet talking about the same thing – 
YOU! From where I am sitting; it appears that the days of Babylon has developed into even more language 
complex problems. When are we going to let Babylon die and rest in peace. All we have to do is talk with a 
straight tongue not a fork tongue – a simple language for all to understand; which I am trying hard to do in 
my documents. 
 
A time for a change in our education, reality of the future should be given top priority not religion but 
survival is gravely urgent if life intends to remain upon this planet. Otherwise it will become another Mars. 
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Tuesday 6th November 2012, SMI CA. USA: received this update photo of meeting which was report 
went well. Which brings India into the works – Rome was not built in a day nor will ST – it will take 
time but its growing at a steady rate _ Morris deserves the credit without a doubt – Of cause the alien 
who go under the name of Brad, also deserves credit for the part he plays within these important 
meetings as a pump to pump interest into the party – WHAT NO FIREWORKS OR BAILEYS! 
 
Continue from page 30: 
 
Earlier literature uses the designation α, referred to as the topological winding number; this term is identical 
to Lk. This subtle concept may be neatly demonstrated by modeling DNA as a length of ribbon, as 
illustrated in – Figure 2.4 – where the two edges of the ribbon represent the single strands of DNA. Initially 
there are no double heliical turns, and the ribbon is closed itno a simple circle – Figure 2.4a – Hence this 
models a hypothetical situation where the two strands are totally unwound; the two ribbons edges are not 
linked. But if the ribbon is now cut – Figure 2.4b – and rejoined after a full 3600 twist has been made  in 
one end, a model of a closed circular DNA with one double helical turn is obtained – Figure 2.4c – 
Remember that although a 1800 twist will allow rejoining of the ribbon, in the case of DNA, this will place 
two 3’ and two 5’ ends together, and hence is not allowed. The linking of the two strands – edges – can now 
be shown by cutting longitudinally around the ribbon – Figure 2.4c, - which models the separation of the 
two strands, to yield two circles linked together once – Figure 2.4d: that is with a linking number of 1 (Lk= 
1).  It is well worth making such a model to convince yourself of this phenomenon; in the absence of ribbon, 
use a long strip of paper and tape. In the same way, it can be demonstrated that the introduction of n turns 
into the ribbon, corresponding to n double helical DNA turns, leads to two circles linked n times. If n gets 
too large, the model becomes confusing, but colouring one edge initially will help you keep track. 
 
Searl states of course, a given length of real DNA has am inherent number of double helical turns by virtue 
of its structure. This number is the length of the DNA, N, in base pairs – usually thousands for natural 
DNAs - / divided by the number of base pairs per turn of helix, h, which is dependent on the conditions, 
although a standard value, h0, is defined under standard conditions – 0.2 M NaCl, pH 7, 370C, There 
Flowerbower look how simple I have made that for you and please take note that it is often taken to be 10.5 
bp/turn; I wonder why I am so good to you, by doing the hard work for you. In FACT Flowerbower; the 
value of N/h will not in general be an integer, so when the DNA is bent into a simple, planar circle, the ends 
will not line up precisely, Understand that you have found it hard to get the ends to meet precisely. 
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This photo was taken on Tuesday 6th November 2012 by my carer’s husband in the doorway of what is now 
my home for the time being. Her husband just wanted to make certain that I never run off with his wife, 
before he had proof who got her – quite understandable reaction, as she is a red hot scots girl. 
 

Yes, Flowerbower that is me watching 
you; watching me, watching you. Sorry I 
do not have the ideal photo of me to 
show you. But with your expert mind 
you can picture what lies beneath that 
surface of reality, that soft smooth warm 
DNA to the touch of your hand. Yes 
Flowerbower it blows your brain just 
thinking of it; and it’s all in your DNA 
son. Sorry to say that my DNA has got 
worn out so I cannot bend like I use too, 
they call it old age syndrome. You will 
soon catch it too; then what will you do? 
 
Yes Flowerbower; the linking number of 
the strands of right handed DNA is 
conventionally taken to be positive. Thus, 
for example, for plasmid pBR322, with 
4361 bp (N), Lkm is +415, under 
conditions where the helical repeat (h) is 
10.5 bp/turn. 
 
As I have stated in this document that some 
of the excretory products, such as carbon 
dioxide, are produced in the process of 
respiration or breathing – an important way 
of obtaining energy from substances 
originally in the environment. This energy 
is needed to enable muscles to work and to 
facilitate the synthesis of new tissues and 
cells. Ultimately derived from the Sun, it is 
locked within the complex molecules of the 
food substances and can only be released in 
a controlled way and utilized by the body 
after the complex chemical processes of 
respiration and digestion have occurred. 
Under natural conditions only living things 
can accommodate these processes, for they 
are processes depending on enzymes, 
substances which speed up biochemical 
reactions and are not produced anywhere 
but in living organisms. The energy must 
be released step by step. Burning, for 
example, releases energy from sugar, but 
dissipates it as heat. Sugar in the cell gives 
up its energy in stages, enabling it to be 
stored in the adenosine triphosphate (ATP) 
of the cell for later use. What about that 
Flowerbower? You sure need sugar FB! 
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The head – this is what the DNA molecules create – no wonder the bottom end looks better – and 
there is the possibility that it will not bite you. What did you say Flowerbower? It might gas you – well 
you can’t have everything can you – that might be a natural way to die, so why moan. What puzzle me 
is how can your DNA pull together vast millions of different atoms to create you in such a small time frame? 
Just think of what it takes to create just this part of you. The different atoms their arrangements to create 
bone, muscle, nerves and blood. That is just the simple bit – the brain is a massive complex machine. If it’s 
just all an illusion, than I can accept it – but if it is real then something appear to be wrong with our 
knowledge base which requires to be discovered. What do you actually know about your head; besides 
getting a headache, running nose, eating, burping, earache, sore tongue and many other moaning problems. 
As you get older the worst the head looks, loss of hair, wrinkles the question is WHY? A simple question. 
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   AUDIO - VISION 

 
     COMMUNICATION DIVISION 
Let us continue from page 33: 
 
A strict definition of linking number: 
 
Linking number turns out to be a general property of any two closed curves in three dimensional space. 
Rigorously, the linking number may be determined using the number and handedness of the cross overs of 
the two curves when projected onto a plane. Projection onto a plane is illustrated in – Figure 2.5a, - and 
may be thought of as a two dimensional representation of the three dimensional curves viewed from any 
direction, except that the upper and lower strands must be distinguishable at the cross overs, also called 
‘nodes’ No Flowerbower; it is not a leg over, it’s a cross over; yes, I agree when you do a leg over you are 
crossing over a leg – but that is not what is taking place here – there are no legs – it’s strands crossing over 
and the curves are each given a direction, no Flowerbower not an erection and the curves are not her bottom. 
On second thoughts you might be right, after all you are the expert. To my understanding each are given a 
value of +1 or -1 assigned to each crossing of one curve over the other, according to the direction of 
movement required to align the upper with the lower strand, with a rotation of less than 1800; clockwise 
being negative and counter clockwise positive – confusing Flowerbower, but illustration in Figure 2.5c. 
The sum of the values assigned is halved to give the linking number of the two curves – Figure 2.5b.  
 
This division by two make sense, the law of the squares suggest this, since a single link  - e.g. Figure 2.6a – 
requires two crossings of the same handedness. This method works for any projection of two curves, and 
takes account of any fortuitous overlapping of the curves which does not constitute a link, for example in the 
left hand half of – Figure 2.5b – the signs of the two nodes produced cancel out. Likewise, this definition 
helps to show that linking number is unchanged without breakage of one of the curves. Any stretching or 
bending – technically, smooth deformation – of the curves may add or subtract nodes in a given two 
dimensional projection, but only in self-cancelling  positive and negative pairs, leaving Lk unchanged. The 
application of this method to a model DNA circle is shown in – Figure 2.6b; - by convention, the strands 
are shown running in the same direction, to ensure that the resulting Lk is positive. Of course, in a structural 
sense, the strands of DNA run anti-parallel. 
 
So, the linking number – Lk – is a measure of a fundamental property of a closed circular DNA molecule, 
which has no meaning until both strands are sealed, and is unaffected by changes in the conformation of the 
DNA, as long as these do not involve the breakage of one or both strands. Linking number is thus a 
topological property of closed circular DNA, and does not change on the particular geometry of the DNA 
molecules differing only in linking number are known as topological isomers, or topoisomers. Well 
Flowerbower what do you think of that? Have that blown your brains? 

Monday 5th November 2012 Somerset, UK. 
Long last replaced missing company flag. 
Swallow means: 
S   = seek 
W = with 
A  = all  
L  = learning 
L  = love 
O = overrule 
W  = wars. 
This section is a sub-division of Searl 
Aerospace Inc. Which, will create the 
technical film clips and documents for the 
total complex of Searl Technology Inc. 
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This illustration presents: what DNA can do unfortunate in creating you – never mind Flowerbower, 
like roses you are growing upon us mortals; and we are looking forward for that day when we can 
bend your DNA so as to polish the toe cap of our shoe; up that DNA kink of yours, to show our 
appreciation of your hard work to get investors to come and invest in this work. 
 
Supercoiling, linking difference, and specific linking difference: 
 
It can now be seen that the process of introducing supercoiling into a DNA molecule – relative twisting or 
untwisting of the right handed helix before closure of a linear molecule into a circle - / reduces or 
increases the number of helical turns trapped by that closure and results in – necessarily integral – changes 
in the linking number of the final closed circular species – Figure 2.6c. A change in supercoiling  in a given 
molecule is thus accompanied by a change in the linking number. Specifically, the change in linking number 
from Lkm, which corresponds to the most unconstrained close circular – relaxed topoisomer as discussed 
above, is a measure of the extent of supercoiling. This value, Lk – Lkm, is known Flowerbower as the 
linking difference, or ΔLk, and may be positive or negative. Because Flowerbower the linking number of 
closed circular B-DNA is defined as positive, twisting up of the helix before closure leads to an increase in 
linking number above Lkm, that is a positive linking difference, and corresponds to positive supercoiling. 
 
Analogously, unwinding of the helix before closure yields negative ΔLk and negative supercoiling. Strictly 
speaking, the linking difference – ΔLk -  of a supercoiled DNA molecule should be measured from the 
hypothetically unconstrained state corresponding to the closure of a linear molecule into a planar circle 
without any torsional strain. This is because the small twisting which may be required to form the - Lkm 
isomer should really be counted towards the total supercoiling of the molecule. This ‘hypothetical’ linking 
number, the number of double helical turns in the original linear molecule is exactly equal to N/h, and need 
not be an integer. This quantity Flowerbower is known as Lk0. Lk0 is not a true linking number, since a linking 
number must be integral,, but serves as a reference point for the measurement of the level of supercoiling. Thus a 
better general definition of  linking difference is: 
 

ΔLk = Lk – Lk0 
 
What do you think of that Flowerbower? 

Figure E1.5: 1946 Mortimer UK.  
Searl wanted to know the following 
information about you Flowerbower: 
 
A  
where does implantation normally 
occur? 
 
B  
What is an ectopic pregnancy? 
 
C 
Where would a placenta praevia be 
found? 
 
Flowerbower: could you answer these 
basic questions? Agree when I was 14 
years old I could not answer these 
questions – but children of 6 years who 
have been taught under me can. The 
answer is in the teaching. 
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Figure E2.5: Mortimer, Berkshire. UK: Searl wanted to know the following information about life; 
and here is his second question:. 
 
A 
How many arteries and veins are present in the fetal umbilical cord Flowerbower? 
 
B 
Which carries oxygenated blood Flowerbower? 
 
C 
Where is the umbilical artery(s) retained in the adult Flowerbower? 
 
D 
What are ‘false knots’ Flowerbower? 
 
I guess that you found those two questions easy to answer; but there are many more to come, all require 
answers. It is great for the experts to state that you cannot create nor destroy; but you can transform a 
substance, in so doing you will encounter some loss. I have a big problem here – if you cannot create or 
destroy then explain how all this material of our universe got here and where from? 
 
You do not even have space defined – space must have a boarder which first must be created, In the 
beginning there was nothing – so says the experts, to accept that means no space. Before I can create a 
cabinet I first have to design and create that space for it. Likewise, before you can be created that brain of 
the receiver must define space for you, which is where your heart will be. The DNA must define where the 
key part must be. Therefore surely there is an DNA structure for the universe, if it was created by 
intelligence? If so, where is it – to my understanding no one as yet has found it. The answer is clear the 
universe is chaos, that is certain what we see. Therefore it must be a FACT that our universe is in random 
state and there is no DNA structure for its creation. Is that the answer to Flowerbower mental state? 
 
Let me go back a bit if for moderate supercoiling in plasmid sized DNA molecule – N> a few thousand 
base pairs, the distinction between Lkm and Lk0 is not too significant; for example, for pBR322 is 415.3. If 
h = 10.5 bp/turn The physical relevance of Lk0 will be discussed later. As has been described, the 
introduction of supercoils into a DNA molecule corresponds to the introduction of torsional stress. Is that 
not the same reasons why the roller sets rotate? A given ΔLk will produce more torsional stress in a small 
DNA molecule than in a large one; hence linking difference is commonly normalized to the size of the DNA 
circle, by dividing by Lk0, to give the specific linking difference – α: 

 

 
You never know 
where you will see 
me next, I am 
watching you! 
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Flowerbower: here is question 3 – you claimed to be the great expert – tell us what this subject comes 
under, in the medical world? 
 
A 
Describe the composition of a branchial arch? 
 
B 
What will form from mesenchyme and neural crest cells? 
 
C 
What are the branchial arch nerves? 
 
That was easy Flowerbower: All these questions are connected to the DNA from which we can see from the 
information which I have given here that this gives a measure of the extent from page 37 of supercoiling 
which can be used for comparisons between DNA molecules – no Flowerbower that’s coiling up with men – 
which is not supercoiling, you may be correct to say that it is superhot, which is not supercoiling. For 
example Flowerbower; natural closed circular DNA molecules, such as bacterial plasmids, or the  
Escherichia coli chromosome: while varying widely in size, have, when isolated, a specific linking 
difference of around -0.06. Specific linking difference is often referred to as super helix or super helical 
density; Funny that because the same applies to the S.E.G but using different language but means the same. 
However, these terms potentially confuse topological and geometric properties, and should probably be 
avoided. 
 
Geometric properties of closed circular DNA: 
 
You may not realize that in this document, though its subject relates to DNA I have actually touched upon 
the subject termed Embryology and Human Physiology; the question is Flowerbower can you identify which 
bits relate to what? When you talk about DNA: that includes all things across the total spectrum of existence 
which unfortunate includes you. 
 
Twist and writhe: 
 
I accept Flowerbower that you can twist your strand to the left then to the right and wave it up and down; but 
that is not precisely what I mean. Yes you are correct it’s made of DNA molecules which I do not deny, but 
it cannot come in this document, as this is not a document of pleasure, but of technology.  

Dear Flowerbower: Before insulting 
and slander a person, first make 
certain who he is. You see I am 
severely handicapped therefore sports 
did not interest me. So I looked for 
something to replace sports and 
women. That subject was me – I 
needed education for a Job, which 
those who were supposed to help me 
was like you knocking me down 
instead of helping me up the ladder. 
Thus my knowledge is vast covering 
many subjects, most of which was 
hands on experience Son you got the 
wrong man, who will tear you apart. 
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You may think that I must have finished writing about my life and work, how wrong you are there are 
million more books to write about my learning and how we can achieve mass production of the S.E.G. and 
with effort; the I.G.V. Must agree at this time funds are not available for the I.G.V. but maybe enough to 
undertake more study upon the 11M one. I can understand why you feel this is not needed – but I cannot 
look on the short side for the future – to achieve success: yet you cannot run with it to the marketplace: 
would be better off without one: as the infrastructure is a vital issue between success and failure. Today that 
is a costly part of any company setting up. To gamble to take out large loans just to make it, is a dangerous 
route to take. 
 
Searl Technology Inc. and its sub-divisions cannot stoop to con people just to get money; just to prove it can 
be done. We shall continue slowly as funds permit us to move, and my sincere thanks to the few who are 
helping us to succeed – we shall succeed because you will make it so. Today, I am just a figure head, but 
hope it will not be struck on the railings of paramount house, until I’m dead. May the power be with you 
always, until the end of time – may the result of your efforts be rewarded by better health and a better 
condition for planet earth so all creatures great and small can have a better life. 

Figure 2.7: Mortimer. 
Berkshire. UK: Twisting and 
writhing in the tubing model of 
DNA.  
(a)  
Relaxed DNA; Lk = Lkm.  
 
(b)  
Untwisted DNA: ΔlK = - 4, Wr 
= 0.  
 
(c)  
Plectonemic, or inter wound 
conformation of supercoiled 
DNA; ΔLk = -4, ΔTw≈0,  Wr ≈ 
-4. γ is the  super helix winding 
angle – see text.  
 
(d)  
The plectonemic conformation 
with lowest energy; ΔLk = -4, 
ΔTw ≈ -1, Wr ≈ -1, Wr ≈ -3.  
 
(e)  
The ‘toroidal’ winding of DNA, 
in which  the axis of the DNA 
helix lies on a real or imaginary 
torus – shaded region. 
 
I guess Flowerbower that your 
DNA strand cannot do that!  
 
DNA to my mind it is a 
fascinating subject as not only 
you have to use it: so does the 
S.E.G. and I.G.V. not forgetting 
the universe Flowerbower! 
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Here is the question 4. 
 
A 
What is the hollow vesicle in each cerebral hemisphere? 
 
B 
How does each connect with the third ventricle? 
 
C 
What does the original forebrain – prosencephalon – cavity form in the adult? 
 
There you are a 3 part question – simple for an expert like you to answer. 
 
Yes Flowerbower; For a living thing to grow and reproduce successfully it must organize material from the 
environment into a special pattern.  All living things sadly that includes you are organized, even if we have a 
task to witness that in you, even if, like a virus, they consist of little more than protein and nucleic acids. 
Whether thousands or trillions of molecules are involved they are invariably in an ordered three dimensional 
pattern. This organization is a highly improbable state for matter to be in. All inanimate matter – and dead 
matter – tends to become more and more disordered and randomly scattered. Searl accepts that to a 
physicist, this is known as the tendency in increase entropy, for entropy is simply a measure of disorder. To 
counter this probable tendency, energy is required, so living things can only retain their organized state – of 
low entropy – by respiration and the production of energy. When the supply of energy ceases on the death of 
an organism, dissolution and decay set in. 
 
 So what can we do other than study the DNA factor, and a means of expressing the geometric 
conformations which may be adopted by closed circular DNA in response to changes of supercoiling, or 
ΔLk, is now required. As previously described, one way of imagining the generation of DNA helix, before 
its closure into a double stranded circle. This implies that one possible geometric consequence of a change in 
linking number is a corresponding change in the winding of the DNA double helix itself. In the case of 
negatively supercoiled DNA, this corresponds to an untwisting of the DNA helix, and an increase in the 
helical repeat, h – number of bp/turn. I believe that here lies the secret of extending our lifeline, maybe 
double it – easy to say never – that is the lazy way to deal with this problem that will never go away. To my 
mind that it is the helix which set the order rate of entropy in all living things. After all, the DNA molecules 
created you and then set the time clocks, which due to your life style can speed them up or slow them down, 
you are in control of the time you live. I have not only watched how you live but how you abuse your life by 
the way you live. At 80.6 years I feel that I have done well against all odds of bad health. 

Figure E4.6: Yes Flowerbower here is another 
question for you, simple like the other 3. 

The subject is the coronal section of the 
cerebral hemispheres. Again presented in 3 
parts as before – you should find them easy to 
answer after all you are the expert not me. 

Of course: I present these details so to help all 
who are interested in what I do and what 
interest me and why that is important issue 
WHY? I have a good reason for WHY – that 
Why has a name of FB! 
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To all of my readers: to take note that the answers needed will appear anywhere in this document. To 
find them you must read this document precisely; which includes you too FB. 
 
Continue from page 40: 
 
On the other hand, using the rubber tubing model, it can be seen that a change in linking number from the 
most relaxed – Lkm topoisomer leads to a coiling of the tubing upon itself  - Figure 2.3. This is the 
behaviour of DNA to my understanding FB which first alerted Vinograd to the supercoiling phenomenon, as 
recounted above.  In FACT Flowerbower, these two behaviours are complementary to each other, and each 
may be defined and described. The twist – Tw – describes how the individual strands of DNA coil around 
one another – or, more rigorously, around the axis of the DNA helix – which of course you know FB 
from hands on experience on how you can coil around another, based on facts on YouTube. The writhe 
– Wr – describes how the helix axis coils in space. 
 
Writhe = verb make twisting, squirming movements or contortions of the body = FB writhed in agony on 
the ground after being caned by Searl: but as an adj = a writhing heap of maggots: as an obj = a snake 
writhing its body. Or writhe in/with/at respond  with great emotional or physical discomfort to Searl canning 
FB that represents an intense or unpleasant feeling or thought: he bit his lip when Searl canned him which 
created him to writhing in suppressed fury. 
 
Origin old English writhan ‘make into coils, plait, fasten with a cord’, of Germanic origin; relate to wreathe. 
Yes FB I know that you are looking forward to that day with anticipation; you are not alone many people are 
also waiting to watch the video of you being canned. 
 
Both are complex geometric functions, whose values need not be integral and may not in general be easily 
calculated, although, as described later in this document which I shall be dealing with several special cases 
may be identified. However, the central important result for the study of DNA supercoiling is that the twist 
and writhe of a given DNA molecule must sum to the linking number – which is no different to the S.E.G 
whose sum must add up to the linking number, the lowest being 34. In the DNA molecules which equals: 

 
Lk = Tw + Wr 

 
The S.E.G linking number is RS = E + A + CG + C = 34 

 
I guess you now got your balls in a twist Flowerbower – you never learnt that at infant school as part of your 
formal education which I never had – where we differ is the fact that I had dreams – so I had no need for 
formal education! 

Figure E5.7 1963 Mortimer. UK. 
This fifth question to you Flowerbower 
is based on the human tail is a transient 
structure/ 
 
A 
From what does  it develop? 
 
B 
By what  process does it disappear?  
 
C 
At term, what structure normally 
represents the tail remnant? 
Flowerbower what are your answers? 
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1963: Mortimer. Berkshire: UK: I had done time on the wards, and in the lab not forgetting the old 
ladies nursing home. You never knew that – really with all that formal education you had – clearly 
you have been a very naughty boy and require medication of a spanking every day for six days so I 
can take a rest on the seventh day. Just to help your education along. So let’s continue from page 41: 
 
This implies that for a given closed circular molecule, Lk being invariant, any change in the twist of the 
DNA must be accompanied by an equal and opposite change in the writhe; I agree with you FB, when you 
give your DNA strand a mighty twist it sure will writhe and come all over the place due to the change in the 
linking number – that is what the law of the squares state – that any change in the linking number will create 
change in the DNA, and vice versa. Furthermore, any change in linking number manifests itself 
geometrically as a change in the twist and / or the writhe: 
 

ΔLk = ΔTw + ΔWr 
 
That is the law of the squares – your explanation of the affects you have experienced matches absolutely this 
formula. Agree, that these results were originally proved as a piece of pure mathematics; thank heaven it 
was not contaminated by FB! Without reference to DNA, by James White in 1969, I do not record having 
met him; but were later independently developed by F. Brock Fuller, but I doubt if he was related to my 
family; as a rigorous examination of the results of Vinograd and colleagues. These named here is based upon 
my understanding, unfortunate, I do not have any legal data to support these claims as true, thus I am 
inclined to class them as assumptions at this time. But let’s hear them out. More accessible discussions – for 
the biologist – of the technical aspects of this area will be discussed in this document. 
 
The inter conversion of twist and writhe: 
 
Searl says that the best way to get a feel for the properties of twist and writhe is to consider - no FB I am far 
too busy to feel it: with the behavior of DNA as modeled by rubber tubing. Agree FB your DNA strand is 
alive and the rubber tubing is not. But I feel safe more with the rubber tube then your DNA strand. The first 
case to consider is when the tubing – or DNA – is closed into a planar circle – Figure 2.7a. It can be shown, 
and indeed it seems intuitive, that the writhe of a plane circle is zero. Hence, in this case, from the equation: 
Lk = Tw + Wr the twist of a DNA is equal to its linking number – i.e. when Wr = 0, Lk = Tw, that is, the 
twist is equal to the number of double helical turns around the circle; to my mind that makes good sense. 
 
Answer to question 4 , page 40: 
 

(a) Lateral ventricle. 
(b) Inter ventricular foramen. 
(c) Third ventricle. 

 
How is that FB? You never knew that – what school did you go to? 

Figure E6.7: Here is my 6th question to you FB: 

A 
What is syndactyly? 
 
B 
What are meromelia and Amelia? 
 
C 
Which limb defects are more common: Major or minor? 
 
Where are your answers Flowerbower – you are the expert! 
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Read careful these documents and think before speaking that what you are about to say is reality and not 
crap. The fact is, that we know so little  and we understand far less – do we actually know more than all the 
other animals – if we do I like to see the proof of it FB. Somewhere there is some connection missing, which 
is where did this universe come from and why? 

This photo of me: I know its rude I got no clothes 
on; but I prefer fresh air. Don’t worry about having 
no clothes on because what I am showing you here 
is what your DNA does to you:  by making you 
bloody awful to look at to discourage you keeping 
him in bed with you after the entropy state get high. 
 
At this stage it do not cost any more money to feed 
him / her. You can understand that you are a 
robotic creature of the environment a mass of bones 
and joints, which we call a skeleton that gives 
form, support and protection to the body. To my 
understanding: that it consists of about 206 bones, 
supplemented by pieces of cartilage. I say about 
206 as some may have ± a bone or two. 
 
The bones, especially the long bones of the limbs, 
that alone puzzle me how do the DNA achieve this 
structure, which acts as levers operated by muscles 
– the joints forming fulcrums – how can your 
DNA manage that function, thus allowing 
movement. 
 
Some bones – e.g., the ribs and skull – serve to 
protect the organs they enclose. Indeed, bones are 
also a reservoir of vital minerals, and some contain 
bone marrow; which my gall stone sure had lots of 
that in it, where blood cells are formed. How on 
earth can the DNA produce such components? That 
is not all, Joints between bones are of three types –  
 
fibrous  – allowing no movement. 
Cartilaginous – limited movement. 
Synovial  – freely movable. 

Studying living things, I have a major task  to make 
the system fit our base knowledge – it is the DNA 
that creates the problem where did it come from – 
how is it program – are we an experiment results of 
the Ape family, then thrown out by them –  on 
assumption that food was becoming in short 
supply. Thus we separated from the Apes and 
headed for the open spaces, while they move 
deeper into the forest. I guess that we shall never 
know the truth what actually took place, or how we 
developed from what? Or were the Apes an 
experiment which we undertook to clone copy of us 
that failed.
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There is no doubt in my mind that this universe is in a sea of disorder:  
 
Let me view this organization through the eyes of John Searl. Who has to do with two main kinds of law. 
The first deals with the conservation of matter and energy, which has the power to reverse its state from 
energy to matter or matter to energy. According to the law of the squares they are opposites, one must be 
greater than the other – that being energy must be greater than matter – as matter is energy in a solid form.  
 
This applies throughout the known world, and living things obey it, along with the rest. Living things cannot 
create energy or make matter out of nothing: they can only convert energy which is already there in the 
substances of their environment or, in the case of plants, energy radiating from the Sun,  
 
But the second kind of  physical law is concerned with the statistics of events – not with what an individual  
atom does but with the most probable outcome of the activity of a mass of atoms. The laws which gases 
obey are good examples. Searl will be looking at all these issues within his documents, because they are 
related to man’s success as conqueror of space exploration requires far more knowledge about ourselves; 
first and foremost – the structures of the transporter is within our reach, thanks to groups like NASA etc. So 
it’s not the spacecraft which presents the greatest challenge, but you who are the weakest point in space 
exploration at this stage of study. Searl accepts as FACT that if we all pull together we could move 
mountains to improve our existence, likewise we can also conquer space to our advantage – we can throw 
out that statement that god said I give unto man the Earth, but all the rest is mine FB! 

Figure B11. Mortimer: UK 1968: 

My concern, how can our DNA create 
these structures?  
 
Searl accepts that free movement 
around synovial joints is permitted by 
the smooth articular cartilage coating 
the ends of the bones and the 
lubricating synovial fluid which fill the 
joint. The joint is enclosed by a fibrous 
capsule. How can the DNA preform 
such functions? Six different types of 
synovial joint are shown to the left. Ball 
and socket joints – hip and shoulder -  
allow a wide range of movement; hinge 
rotation – the radius/ humerus pivot 
allows the hand to be turned palm up  
or down: Another problem how? Ovoid 
or egg shaped joints – wrist – and 
saddle joints – thumb – allow both side 
to side back and forth motion, and 
gliding joints  - carpals of the hand – 
permit similar but more restricted 
movements.   
 
1947: I accepted that human code 
would be 4 sq. which has been proven 
but I was not aware of the 
complications in finding out what each 
component played in the game of life. 
That I would like to know. 
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Unfortunate, with each successful steps in understanding DNA, the more questions appears for answers. 
 
Continue from page 42; 
 
The identity Lk = Tw is only normally true if the helix lies in the plane. This will not generally be the case 
for the most relaxed topoisomer with Lk = Lkm.  As seen earlier in this document, the strands ends of a 
linear DNA will not normally line up precisely, since N/h will not usually be an integer, and the slight 
distortion required to close the circle may be manifested as a small writhe. It is therefore useful to define the 
term Tw0, which is the twist of the linear DNA before ring closure, or the twist of the nicked circular – open 
circular – form of the DNA. That is: 

 
This is identical to the previous definition of Lk0 which I have dealt with early in this document. It is 
important to note, however, that Lk0 was defined for a planar circle. If the unconstrained DNA does not lie 
in a plane, for example because it contains regions of intrinsic curvature which I have already covered, then 
p Lk0 may contain a contribution from the writhe corresponding to this lack of planarity. In this special case 
– Lk0 ≠ Tw0; Lk0 = Tw0 + Wro, where Wr0 is the writhing contributed by the intrinsic structure of the 
DNA, rather than by any deformation due to supercoiling. Searl like to point out  in this context that there is 
at least one special case where the writhe of a non-planar DNA is equal to zero. If the DNA axis can be 
made to lie on the surface of a sphere, without intersection, then Wr = 0 and Lk = Tw. 
 
Now surprise, surprise the answer to question 1: 
 
A 
Posterior aspect of the upper part of the uterus: 
 
B 
One which occurs outside the uterus – e.g. uterine tubes, abdominal cavity – Over 90 per cent of ectopic 
pregnancies occur in the uterine tubes. 
 
C 
If implantation occurs in the lower uterus, the placenta may cover the internal OS. The fetus would be 
obstructed during parturition. 
 

What do you think of that: a boy with no informal education understand that! 

Figure DT2.8: Mortimer: Berkshire: 
A telephone wire as a model of toroidal 
writhing of DNA: 
 
A 
The unstretched wire has  a lot of writhe, but 
little twist: 
 
B 
As the wire is stretched, writhe is converted 
to twisting of the wire: 
 
C 
Eventually, the wire is almost straight – 
unwrithed – but highly twisted. 
 
Do that  make you blink FB! 
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!963: Mortimer: Berkshire: UK: My understanding at that date – drawing today may be a bit out, 
have no data on what man’s knowledge is now, and if we just base this on my time period, I am hit 
with a problem – How can our DNA construct such a massive undertaking: millions of atoms of 
various kinds to wire them up precisely. If one atom is out of place you may experience trouble. All 
you anti bodies; before attacking me that the S.E.G: will not work because it breaks the law of 
physicists. WHY – if your bone works which is far more complicated than the S.E.G, there is no 
reasons whatsoever for the S.E.G not to work. There is one thing which is certain and that is the 
S.E.G will never die, but you will. 
 
Lets continue from page 45: 
 
Searl agrees that it is helpful to draw a line on the relaxed rubber tubing, as in – Figure 2.7a as a marker to 
follow changes in the twist of the tubing. If the tubing is broken, and one end rotated four times in a left 
handed sense before reclosed – the line must be continuous across the break to ensure integral turns – 
the tubing now models a DNA with ΔLk = -4. The model will now adopt the inter wound, or ‘pleconemic’ 
conformation previously described – Figure 2.3,  in which the helix axis is considerably contorted. By 
deformation, two extreme cases may now be demonstrated. If the tubing is constrained to lie in a plane, it 
can be seen that a twisting of the helix is required to accomplish this movement/ Wr = 0 again, and hence 
ΔTw = -4. These twists may be counted as the four left handed rotations of the marker line around the tubing 
– Figure 2.7e. This conformation must closely correspond to the literal meaning of the term ‘super helix’;  
that is, a left handed untwisting of the DNA helix is manifested as a left handed helix of a higher order 
wound around the torus – the right handed super helix in the inter wound form. Unfortunately, an 
attempt to produce toroidal winding with the rubber tubing model does not work very well in the absence of 
a real torus to constrain the tubing; writhing of the tubing axis as achieved with less severe bending in an 
inter wound super helix.  
 
Some materials: which one can use to model an effect for study works great; while others may fail, when 
they do one can only try other materials. 
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Questions: 8. 
 
A 
How early do they form in the embryo? 
 
B 
They are derivatives of which primary embryonic layer(s)? 
 
Let continue from page 46: 
 
The available evidence suggests that the same is true for free supercoiled DNA both in vitro and in viro. 
Recent measurements of supercoiled DNA molecules in electron micrographs have revealed only inter 
wound molecules and suggested that moderate levels of ΔLk are partitioned into approximately 75% ΔWr 
and 25% ΔTw. Remember that Searl data here relates to his time and not todays, things should have 
changed over time then show studies of the Int., recombination reaction; which I shall discuss later, have 
concluded that plectonemic  supercoiling is most likely to be the conformation present in vivo, Despite these 
results, the toroidal conformation still merits consideration, since it is the model for the binding of DNA on 
many protein surfaces, I shall discuss this in more detail later. 
 
Here come the answer to question No: 3. 
 
A 
Ectoderm externally, foregut endoderm internally with a core of mesenchyme between them. Neural 
crest cells migrate into each arch and surround the core of mesenchyme. An artery, a cartilaginous 
bar and a nerve will be present. 
 
B 
Muscles, skeletal and connective tissues. 
 
C 
Branchial arch I trigeminal; branchial arch II facial: branchial arch III glossopharyngeal: branchial 
arch IV and VI superior laryngeal of vagus; recurrent laryngeal of vagus. 
 
Wow FB, what do you think of that; the boy who had no formal education; thank god for that! 

Figure E8.8: Mortimer: Berkshire: UK: 
 
Question No: 8 Lung buds of a 14mm CR 
(Stage 17)** embryo. *See data below: 
 
N.B. *A measurement in millimeters of 
an embryo / fetus from the crown of its 
head to its rump. 
 
**Staging based on Developmental stages 
in Human Embryos; which you would 
need to understand if you intend to apply 
for a post in the medical side of Searl 
Aerospace Inc.  
 
Searl agrees; that Human embryology is 
a difficult subject to learn because of the 
dearth of specimens at many institutions.  
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Let’s continue from page 47: 
 
Toroidal winding of DNA may be conveniently illustrated by considering a coiled telephone wire – Figure 
2.8a. Searl agrees that this has substantial, but very little twist. Stretching out the telephone causes an inter 
conversion of the writhe to twist – Figure 2.8b; - the ultimate end point is a highly twisted linear wire – Wr 
= 0; Figure 2.8c. Searl agrees that although a telephone wire is not a model of a closed circular DNA, it is 
still meaningful to consider its twist and writhe. This being no different to the mockup of the ring and 
roller set at SMI, it is not an S.E.G. but it still meaningful to consider its twist and writhe. Twist and 
writhe are geometric, rather than topological, properties,  and may be defined for sections of circular DNA 
or linear DNA. 
 
Here comes the answer to question No: 2. 
 
A      D 
Two arteries; one vein:   Irregular projections of blood vessels. 
 
B 
Umbilical vein: 
 
C 
Proximally as internal iliac arteries and branching superior vesical arteries; distally as the medial 
umbilical ligaments within the medial umbilical folds to the umbilicus.   

Figure 2.9: 1963: Mortimer: Berkshire: UK. 
This was a part of Searl understanding upon 
the subject of DNA. Searl agrees it does not 
look like much data but then it was better 
than nothing. 
 
Here is Agarose gel electrophoresis of closed 
circular pBR322 DNA. 
 
A 
Supercoiled DNA isolated from bacteria 
commonly migrates as two bands on an agarose 
gel. SC; negatively supercoiled – closed 
circular – pBR322 DNA, OC; open circular – 
nicked – pBR322 DNA.  
 
B 
The same material as in A, after treatment with a 
topoisomerase, consists of a distribution of 
topoisomers, rel: relaxed pBR322 DNA. 
 
Even though: that here in 1968; my knowledge 
base was very limited, but at least I was greatly 
interested to understand what life was about – 
which I was aware that this knowledge was 
needed if space was to be conquer by man 
before he became extinct – alas I doubt it now as 
in 2012; it is clear that man will become extinct 
before he conquer space: as he is bent on killing 
planet earth at all cost. 
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Nomenclature: 
 
Searl would like to give just a few words about the nomenclature used to describe the phenomenon of  DNA 
supercoiling. The term supercoiling itself to Saerl understanding was coined to describe the coiling of the 
DNA helix axis upon itself; likewise superhelix – helix of helices. – As already described, however, the 
topological extent of supercoiling – ΔLk – is in general not manifested only as a ‘supercoil’, but also as an 
alteration in the DNA helix parameters – unwinding or untwisting. Expressions such as extent of 
supercoiling, number of supercoils, and supercoil or superhelix density could ambiguously refer to either 
changes in linking number or changes in the writhing component of ΔLk. Such terms are therefore probably 
best avoided in a technical discussion, although Searl accepts that supercoiling is acceptable as a vernacular 
description of the overall process. 
 
Unfortunate that my knowledge run back to the 1960s, and conditions broke the chain of communications of 
that period. Today, in the effort to get up to date; would cost a fortune, which lies outside of my pension 
state – therefore I must accept reality that being a big education company offering free education to all, must 
be passed by due to my age. Nevertheless something has been achieved which has never been achieved 
before is that we now have the largest legal body on planet Earth, my sincere thanks to my team that made 
that possible We are the planet friends and to all creatures great and small. Thank you! 

Figure 2.10: 1968: Mortimer: UK. Here 
again is my understanding upon the 
subject of DNA. Searl accepts that DNA 
has moved on and the police now use it to 
prove who committed the crime. 
 
Here are structures of molecules whose 
binding alters the geometry of double 
stranded DNA.  
 
A 
Ethidium bromide: 
 
B 
Chloroquine: 
 
C 
Netropsin. 
 
FB: we are rather special in design – yet 
lack many great points of other animals have 
got. But strangely they are prepared to 
associate and live with you and help you to 
enjoy life with them. They trust you – that is 
more than I can do, the evil that I have 
endure is shocking when we say that we are 
a human being – the rest of the animal 
kingdom are more human for they give real 
love and affection than any other adult has 
shown me, except a very few whom I shall 
not name here, because they and you know 
who they are! For all I can do now is try to  
give them the power to a better world of 
love and good health. 
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Figure 2.11: 1963: Mortimer. Berkshire: UK: In my newsletter of that period I made an error in the 
diagram, now I have corrected it, or at least as I understood it then. 
 
The effect of ethidium bromide – EtBr – on closed circular DNA. 
 
A 
Intercalation of EtBr into an initially negatively supercoiled DNA – Wr << 0 causes a reduction in twist, 
and a concomitant increase in writhe. The alteration in conformation is shown. 
 
B 
An initially relaxed DNA bound with EtBr becomes positively writhe – Wr > 0. Treatment with a 
topoisomerase removes the positive writhe, and subsequent removal of the EtBr leads to negative writhe – 
i.e. the DNA becomes negatively supercoiled. 
 
I have to admit that I cannot think what Et stands for, but know that Br is element 35 Bromine 
discovered in the year 1826 a common use in prisons added in their hot drinks to kill off the sex urge. 
 
Before the introduction of the rigorously defined geometric parameters, twist and writhe, another 
nomenclature was devised for the description of supercoiled DNA by Vinograd and colleagues. The linking 
number of a closed circularDNA, then known as α, was made up of the sum of β, the ‘duplex winding 
number’ and ɤ, the number of ‘superhelical turns’; that is: 
 

α = β + ɤ 
 
I hope by now you are getting the knowhow of the DNA molecules structures. 
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The answers will be found in this document in no particular order, therefore you are required to read it 
slowly to find them. To get a post on Searl Aerospace medical division this is a template of the type of 
examination you must pass FB! 
                        
Let us continue from page 50: 
 
These terms suffer from a similar imprecision to that described above. Some usages imply that β is 
equivalent to twist, and ɤ  to writhe, whereas in others β seems most similar to Tw0 – or Lk0 – and ɤ to ΔLk. 
Therefore, although these terms appear in much of the early literature, Searl feels that it is important to try to 
recast the arguments in terms of twist and writhe. Searl understands that although α = Lk, it is not safe to 
assume that β = Tw and ɤ = Wr. 
 
Topology and geometry of real DNA: 
 
Topology = noun – pl. = topologies –  
 
1 [ mass noun [ Mathematics the study of geometrical properties and spatial relations unaffected by the 
continuous change of shape or size of figures. Count noun = a family of open subsets of an abstract space 
such that the union and the intersection of any two of them are members of the family, and which includes 
the space itself and the empty set. 
 
2 the way in which constituent parts are interrelated or arranged: the topology of a computer network.  
Derivatives – topological adjective, topologically adverb, topologist noun. Origin late 19th century: via 
German from Greek topos ‘place’ + -logy. Well what do you know FB, you seeing what a boy of 14 years 
understood who had no formal education to which I am glad that was so: otherwise I would be just as insane 
as you FB.  
 
FB: some of the greatest names in science were dumb heads at infant school, much of which was based upon 
how subjects are taught in schools – if boring – then many will fail to absorb that intended lesson. I am well 
aware learning can be distorted by family problems. Teachers should be able to identify these conditions and 
help the child to overcome them. Naturally, there will be odd ones who have brain problem, which prevents 
them being able to store large amount of data – such conditions could now be on the increase. 

Figure E9.9: Mortimer Berkshire: UK 1963, 
Searl education continues to develop against 
all the anti-social attitudes of evil minds. 
 
Here is my 9th question to you FB, which you 
should spot right away is the heart viewed 
from the left side with the left atrium 
dissected open. 
 
A 
From which embryonic structure are the smooth 
walls of the left atrium derived? 
 
B 
Where does the blood entering the left atrium 
come from? 
 
C 
At birth does the pressure significantly increase 
in the right or the left atrium?   
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Sorry these photos are so old that they are passing on to higher levels FB  I hope that you will not 
follow them into the domain of permanent darkness; as we shall miss your funny jokes on YouTube 
about John Searl and his gang of merry men. And for your enjoyment there are in fact a couple of 
females too. 
 
Let me continue from page 51: 
 
Topology and geometry of real DNA: 
 
The previous discussion of topological and geometric properties of closed circular rubber tubing has perhaps 
been rather abstract, so the discussion will now centre on real DNA and consider some of the methods which 
can be used to analyse supercoiling.  
 
Almost all DNAs in nature, from small bacterial plasmids to huge eukaryotic chromosomes exhibit the 
properties described in the previous sections, Furthermore, Searl states, that most DNAs in vivo are 
negatively supercoiled,  that is Flowerbower, that they have a negative linking difference – Lk < Lk0.The 
ubiquity of supercoiling of DNA in vivo will be discussed in more details later. 
 
Agarose gel electrophesis of plasmids: 
 
The molecules most commonly used in the investigation of the topological properties of DNA are bacterial 
plasmids of a few thousands base pairs in length. The most common method of analysis is agarose gel 
electrophoresis. Electrophoresis separates DNA molecules on the basis of size and compactness; smaller and 
/ or more compact molecules will migrate more rapidly through the matrix of the gel under the influence of 
the electric field. 
 
Electrophoresis = noun – mass noun – Physics and Chemistry: the movement of charged particles in a 
fluid or gel under the influence of an electric field – Derivatives electrophorese = verb; electrophoretic = 
adjective, electrophoretically = adverb Origin late 20th century: from Electro + Greek phoresis ‘being 
carried’. Dear FB; you mean to say that you did not know that what with all that formal education you had, 
that you boasted which I never had, yet I know this – WHY? 

Figure 10.9: 1963: Mortimer: Berkshire: 
UK  
 
Here is your 10th question FB; which being 
the world top physicists should be able to 
answer the 3 part question: 
 
A 
Where do the urogenital folds fuse in the 
female? 
 
B 
What do they form in the adult female? 
 
C 
What happens to the labioscrotal swellings 
in the female? 
 
Come in FB – where are you – we cannot 
hear you – are you in heaven or are you in 
hell, that exclusive FB! 
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Where are you FB – we all are missing you – if you cannot answer these questions – then I will answer them for 
you, I will hide them somewhere in this document and you seek them out, a suitable game for children to play 
up to the age of 10 years, which should match your IQ perfect! Today I am feeling in a good mood so I will give 
you the answer to question number 5: 
 
A 
Posterior body fold  or tail fold. 
 
B 
Regression, cell death and rapid increase in size of the buttock region. 
 
C 
Coccyx. 
 
Dear Flowerbower, why am I so kind to you when you are such a nasty evil person to me – I guess that is the law of 
the squares working, where I am a human being and you are not! 
 
Continue from page 52: 
 
A typical negatively supercoiled plasmid, for example the E. coli plasmid pBR322 N = 4361 bp, separates into two 
bands on an agarose gel – Figure 2.9a. The band of higher mobility corresponds to negatively supercoiled 
molecues, having the compact, writhed structure modeled in – Figure 2.3. The lower mobility band 
comprises nicked circular – open circular – molecules, having the less compact planar circle confirmation. 
Such nicked circular molecules are not necessarily present in vivo, but may be formed by breakage of one 
strand of the closed circular molecules during purification. These supercoiled and nicked bands are 
analogous respectively to components I and II identified by sedimentation analysis of polyoma virus DNA.   
 
Dearly beloved son Flowerbower; what do you think of all this – you are the world’s great expert – not me! 

Figure E11.10: 1963 Mortimer: Berkshire: 
UK: Sorry Flowerbower that is not a dolphin; 
yes it may look like that to you. To me it is a 
face of a 20mm CR – stage 19 embryo. Really, 
you never knew that  You sure are a very 
naughty boy impressing the world about all 
this informal education that you had, which I 
never had, nobody wanted me to have it – 
today we can thank your god that I never had 
it or I would be just as insane as you.  
 
Here is your 11th question FB! 
 
A 
How do the eyes and nostrils assume their final 
positions? 
 
B 
Which embryonic structure forms the bridge of 
the adult nose? 
 
C 
When does development of the face mainly 
occur?  
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A 
Which type of ossification is involved? 
 
B 
What is the other type of ossification? 
 
C 
In which sex do the centres of ossification generally fuse first? 
 
Dear Flowerbower, I feel so sad about your lack of intelligence, so being a human being as I am, I shall give 
you the answer to question number 10, as I am certain that is far too hard for you to answer: 
 
A 
They fuse only at the fourchette. 
 
B 
Labia minora. 
 
C 
They fuse cephalically to form the mons pubis, and caudally to form the posterior labial commissure. 
The remaining unfused swellings form the labia majora. 
 
That is amazing that you never knew that – what? you got all that knowledge from your formal 
education. Yes, I agree that there is no question whatsoever that you require a good jolly spanking 
and I would love to administrate the treatment, to teach you not to insult people in public, even if you 
do while sitting on the loo having a poo. 
 
Embryo = noun = pl – embryos: 
 
1 an unborn or unhatched offspring in the process of development, for example, an unborn human, 
especially in the first eight weeks of conception, after implantation but before all the organs are developed. 
Compare with fetus. I guess Flowerbower you are still an embryo not yet developed into a fetus. Never mind 
we still love you. 
 
2 Botany the part of the seed which develops into  a plant, consisting  - in the mature embryo of a higher 
plant  - of a plumule, a radicle, and one or two cotyledons. 
 
3 a thing at a rudimentary stage that shows potential for development: a simple commodity economy is 
merely the embryo of a capitalist economy – as modifier – an embryo central bank. The Searl Effect 
Generator is an embryo of a national energy system. 
 
Phrases: in embryo at a rudimentary stage with the potential for the development. 
 
Derivatives: embryonal = adjective. Embryoid = adjective.  
 
Origin: late Middle English: via late Latin from Greek embruon ‘fetus’, from em ‘into’ + bruein ‘swell 
grow’ Well what more can I say Flowerbower: to help you to understand what I understand – which is 
nothing yet of the mass data I have in that brain of mind – that accounts as to why I have a headache.  
 

Figure E12.10 Mortimer: Berkshire UK 1963:  FB: this 
bone is the earliest to ossify – the next question which is 
number 12 for you to answer is based upon this bone 
directly or indirectly. Which should be simple for you! 
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Flowerbower answer these elementary questions and prove you are what you claim you are, having spent so 
much effort to slander me in a hate campaign for so long. It is common knowledge to intelligent people such 
bad behavior relates to greed, they want something they cannot have – but there is one thing you can have 
free – that is a bloody good canning. 
 
Continue from page 54: 
 
The mobility of linear DNA of the same molecular weight varies depending on the conditions of 
electrophoresis; However, it is most often found to migrate between the nicked and supercoiled species. 
 
Topoisomerase = noun Biochemistry an enzyme which alters the supercoiled form of a DNA molecule. 
 
Origin 1970s: from Greek topos ‘place’ + isomer + -ase. There Flowerbower these Greeks were cleverer 
people than you! 
 
Relaxation with topoisomerases: 
 
Negatively supercoiled DNA has a higher free energy than its relaxed equivalent, due to its torsional stress. 
Yes FB I do understand your problem of your DNA strands becoming heavily stressed; but there is a simple 
answer that can be highly recommended to relax your DNA strands called a hoover vacuum cleaner. It is 
guaranteed to remove all stress at a high velocity, and a full relax DNA stands will follow instant. FB that 
information is absolute free to you. 
 
A class of enzymes: known as topoisomerases due to their ability to alter the topological state of DNA, are 
able to relieve the torsional stress of supercoiled DNA. No FB do not try that approach as I do not 
recommend it the reason being that you might wake up in the morning to find that you now have a second 
anus in place of your wonderful DNA strand tail, by a mechanism necessarily requiring the transient 
breakage of one or both DNA strands, which I shall explain later. 

Figure 13.11: 1963: Mortimer: Berkshire: 
UK: Here is a shot of embryo that has gone 
wrong. Here is where my greatest concern 
lies. Why did this happen? It could had 
been drugs taken during the period, or a 
high surge of radiation energy at the instant 
of conception I need to know and 
understand why before I send any humans 
to planet Mars or beyond. 
 
A 
Which normal process failed to occur here? 
 
B 
How does the intermaxillary segment 
normally receive its nerve supply? 
 
C 
If fusion is incomplete, how is the 
intermaxillary segment supplied by nerves? 
 
D 
What is the frequency of cleft lip? 
 
Flowerbower that is my 13th question to you! 
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I tell you what I will do for you as I am a human being FB; As I am in an exciting mood over you I will give 
you the answers to question 13 as I know far too well that it is beyond your mental capacity to answer; 
 
A 
Failure of fusion of the mesenchymal masses of the two lateral palatime processes, with the nasal 
septum, with the primary palate or median palatine process. 
 
B 
The maxillary division of the trigeminal grows from the maxillary prominences into the segments. 
 
C 
The ophthalmic division enters from above. 
 
D 
Clefts involving the upper lip occur approximately 1 in 1000 births; more males are affected than 
females. 
 
In a world of education in science and technology to my mind there is no excuse for this class of problems to 
exist – only a failure in our behavior pattern creates this – once we are intelligent we shall see this condition 
fading even if it’s only one in a million would be better than one in a 1000. The answer lies in screening 
couples before they marry for major problems. We also have to change our lifestyle as well. 
 
Continue from page 55: 
 
The product of the action of such an enzyme is relaxed DNA, that is Flowerbower, the linking number of the 
DNA approaches Lk0. Treatment of closed circular DNA with a topoisomerase in this way is equivalent to 
the closure of a linear or nicked circular molecule into a closed circle by ligation under the same conditions. 
The result of electrophoresis of such a product on an agarose gel is shown in Figure 2.9b. An interesting 
property of relaxed DNA is that it migrates as a series of bands rather than a single band – the nicked 
circular band is still there, unchanged by the enzyme. This is because a topoisomerase catalyses 
equilibration between topoisomers – DNAs of different linking number -  the energy difference between 
molecules of similar linking number around Lk0 – relaxed DNA – is less than the thermal energy available 
at normal temperatures; hence the equilibrated sample consists of a mixture of topoisomers, with a 
distribution of values of Lk, centered at Lk0.  

Figure 14.11: 1963: Mortimer: Berkshire: UK: 
Flowerbower this is not an alien but a human 
embryo that is you and me and everybody 
passes through this stage regardless – and it is 
my 14th question to you the great expert! 
 
A 
Identify the diamond shaped area in the skull 
vault? 
 
B 
When does it close? 
 
C 
How does it close? 
 
What’s up FB! 
FB are you telling this court that Searl is cleaver 
than you? 
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Yes, life is complicated without a doubt – if space exploration ever going to take off its now we must solve 
all issues and you are the biggest one to solve – but knowing man he will solve them to what purpose I 
cannot say – after all NASA was expected to set up base there on the Moon – but alas no such base has 
materialized; and so far it does not look good, as cost mounts fast.  

Figure FMV111. 1956: Mortimer: Berkshire: 
UK. For your information in relation to this 
sketch Flowerbower is what I knew about the 
digestive system of that period – that means 
not today’s knowledge. 
 
Digestion consists of first reducing food to its 
constituent parts and then absorbing the essential 
nutrients. Food is broken down in the stomach 
and duodenum by the action of enzymes released 
from glands in the mouth, stomach and pancreas. 
The absorption of nutrients into the bloodstream 
occurs mainly in the small intestine. In the large 
intestine, water is absorbed to leave semisolid 
waste which is passed via the rectum as feces.  
 
The liver – the largest gland in the body – is 
responsible for utilizing the products of digested 
absorbed into the blood. Well Flowerbower what 
do you think of that.  
 
That is another problem how can your DNA 
perform such functions, let alone construct such 
devices. If only we knew we would be able to 
replace broken parts – replaced damaged glands 
etc., and to top that it could be all robotic 
operations. Everyone: living on a holiday basis 
with pay. Robots to do your housework – well 
you housewives; what are you moaning about all 
power is by the S.E.G likewise all transport – no 
pollution. 
 
So what will you do? Spend your day in the pub 
getting pissed, then going out on the green to 
work it off by punching the hell out of others. 
What did you say Flowerbower? That is nothing 
new we are already doing that. Then in that case 
we send you to the Moon to dig up copper Cu 29 
to ship to earth to supply Searl Technology Inc. 
to keep their production lines operating at full 
speed. 
 
I am aware of that old saying: that you cannot 
please everybody all the time, but with luck I 
might be able to please a few; some of the time. 
 
This subject is mainly about living – its DNA 
which makes it all possible. 
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Continue from page 56: 
 
Adjacent bands on the gel correspond to isomers differing by one in their linking number and the most 
abundant consists of molecules with Lk = Lkm.  The range of Lk values in relaxed DNA represents a 
Boltzmann distribution determined by thermal energy; the form of the distribution is Gaussian, which I shall 
discuss later.  
 
For circular molecules of the same molecular weight, migration in an electric field through an agarose gel is 
essentially a measure of writhe. As Searl states: although adjacent bands differ in linking number. It is any 
associated differences in writhe which cause their different mobility’s in the gel. The so called ‘native’ 
negatively super coiled plasmid DNA isolated from bacteria – Figure 2.9a – also consists of a distribution 
of topoisomers, but above a certain – negative or positive – value of writhe, the topoisomers run as an 
unresolved single band of high mobility.  
 
The average value of linking number obtained on relaxation depends on the solution conditions under which 
the relaxation took place. Changes in the conditions – e.g. temperature, ionic strength – alter the helical 
repeat h of the DNA, and hence change the value of Tw0, and hence Lk0. Lkm is the linking number of the 
most abundant topoisomer in the relaxed distribution, and under the conditions of relaxation will have the 
most energetically favourable conformation, that is Flowerbower, on average, close to a plane circle. 
 
Dear Flowerbower how does your brain feel now, as the truth begins to appear for the world to see? 
 

Figure 15.12: Mortimer, Berkshire. UK: 
1963: I will accept that this shot is beyond 
your mental capability to handle which is 
my 15th question to you Flowerbower. 
 
A 
From what structure are the membranes 
covering the neural derived? 
 
B 
What layer does the outer part form? 
 
C 
Which other tissue make a contribution to 
the inner layer. 
 
Answer to question 8 FB: 
 
A 
Day 28. 
 
B 
Endoderm of the respiratory diverticulum 
– the laryngotracheal tube – of the foregut 
and splanchnic mesenchyme. 
 
This is just one of my subjects that I love 
because indirectly it’s about DNA 
molecules, what they can do in design and 
functions which backs up the law of the 
squares. 
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A B C D

90 168 51 181

207 25 142 100

129 103 220 38

64 194 77 155  

 
Figure FMAF33: 1963: Mortimer: Berkshire: UK:  Because I love you so much Flowerbower I being a 
human being  I am giving more education:  Above illustration shows cross sections of a normal artery – Left 
– and one in which atherosclerosis has formed. Atheroma is a fatty deposit of cholesterol which forms in the 
inner layer of the wall, narrowing the artery and reducing blood flow. 
 
My question to you is can you write around 100 to 300 words upon this problem – it being just one of the 
problems which I suffer from – No you do not have to present treatment – just base facts. We all agree that 
you are indeed a great expert of you know what. 
 
Continue from page 58; 
 
The Lkm topoisomer should thus have virtually  the same mobility on a gel as the nicked circular species, 
but this will only happen in the unlikely situation that electrophoresis is carried out under the same 
conditions as the relaxation reaction for under conditions where, for example, ionic strength and temperature 
have equal and opposite effects on h. In such circumstances, the Lkm topoisomer will have the lowest 
mobility and the isomers with ΔLk = ±1, ±2 etc. will steadily increasing mobilities – topoisomers of 
positive and negative ΔLk have positive and negative writhe respectively, but each leads to a similar 
increase in the compactness of the DNA. In general, however, the nominally relaxed topoisomers formed 
in the topoisomerase reaction are induced to adopt new conformations by  the changed conditions of gel 
electrophoresis – Figure 2.9b. Specifically, the change in twist caused by the altered conditions forces the 
writhe to change from its initial average value of zero to a new value, and hence the DNA will run with a 
higher mobility in the gel. 
 
Hence, in colloquial language Flowerbower, a DNA molecule that is relaxed in a given topoisomerase 
reaction may not be relaxed when run on an agarose gel, and in general, whether a topoisomer of a given 
linking number is positively supercoiled, negatively supercoiled or relaxed depends on the condition, in 
other words on the value of h and hence Tw0 – or Lk0.  
 
That last paragraph is to my mind exciting; does it hold the information on Flowerbowers mental state as he 
exposed it on YouTube? Let us assume that his outburst was related to alcohol abuse, smoking abuse; or 
drug abuse? Surely either of these on their own would change his linking number to a positive state creating 
stress which he had to release. A far better treatment would had been a good birching. I nursed 94 mental 
patients and based on their standards: Flowerbower you beat them all and I can proudly honour you as Prof. 
Nutcase first degree. Well done I appreciate that you have made great efforts to gain that rank. 
 

Dear Flowerbower as I love you so much I have 
presented you with a matrix termed square 4. But 
there is a problem, can you solve where it is? 
 
A. 
Can you confirm what the correct value is? 
 
B 
If used to make Searl Effect Generator; what 
magnetic frequency would you use? 
 
C 
The accelerator layer; how much material would 
you use? 
 
D 
Collector: how much material would you use? 
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The Liver is an extremely complex gland, but not as complicated as you Flowerbower, which has 
many vital functions. Via the portal vein it receives nutrients absorbed from the intestines. It converts 
poisonous ammonia compounds into nontoxic urea; it stores sugar for release into the blood stream 
when necessary;  it synthesizes complex proteins from simple ones absorbed from food; it makes bile 
which is stored in the gallbladder – which I no longer got – and is essential for fat absorption. I have a 
problem here which is Flowerbower: how on earth can our DNA create such a device that performs so many 
vital functions? While you idiots state that the S.E.G is impossible, this is far less complicated in comparison 
to our liver. Yes, Flowerbower you are far more complicated than the S.E.G. yet we have to accept that you 
actually exist; which to my mind proves that the S.E.G can exist otherwise you would not be existing in the 
first place. 
 
FB: the experts state that DNA is in all living things, but not in nonliving things, such as rock etc. Based 
upon that issue I accept that all living things including you FB must process something which makes you 
move – if you call it DNA that is ok with me. I accept that rocks etc do not have this substance termed DNA 
– why do I accept that? Well take a glass of water and drop in a dispersible aspirin, stir it until it just looks 
like water, then place it on the window ledge. Next day what do you see? Why do we see this effect? This 
gives an insight how planets are formed. 
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Figure 2.12: Mortimer: Berkshire: UK: 1968 that was my understanding – no they are not Christmas 
lights – for your information – they represent the effect of EtBr on gel electrophoresis of closed 
circular DNA. –  
 
a – Agarose gel of samples of pBR322 DNA of increasing negative supercoiling, prepared using the  in 
figure 2.11b. ‘R’ ; relaxed DNA. 1 – 5; samples of increasing average negative linking difference, up to α = 
-0.07. 
 
b 
The same samples, electrophoresed in the presence of EtBr. The relaxed sample ‘R’ now has positive 
writhe  - so we know what you have been doing FB! And higher mobility. Negatively supercoiled 
samples – e.g. 3 – now have reduced negative and migrate more slowly. That fits the law of the squares 
absolutely perfect. Although samples 3 – 5 appear identical in (a), they are resolved from each other in 
(b). Sample ! has the same mobility in (a) and (b), but is negatively writhed in (a) and positively writhed in 
(b). OC; open circular DNA. 
 
Let me continue from page 59: 
 
The effect of intercalators: 
 
An important example Flowerbower of a factor affecting the twist and helical repeat of a DNA is the 
presence of intercalating molecules. Now Flowerbower take note that an intercalator contains a planar, 
usually polycyclic, aromatic structure which can insert itself between two base pairs of double stranded 
DNA. This causes a local unwinding of the DNA helix, resulting in an overall increase in the helical repeat, 
that is Flowerbower, a decrease in the twist of the DNA. The classic example of an intercalating molecule is 
the dye, ethidium bromide – EtBr, Figure 2.10a, which binds tightly to double stranded DNA. 
 
Getting the S.E.G to the marketplace looks impossible now due to the shear cost involved which people like 
you created – but you cut your own throat in doing so – now when the power goes out where do you get 
your lights from – Candles – oil lamps? You are going to lose your lights sooner or later. On that day I shall 
be smiling Flowerbower!. 
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A B C D

387 535 54 276

424 239 572 498

165 17 128 313

91 461 350 202
 

B 
How much materials would be required for the Control Gate? 
 
C 
What is the magnetic frequency required to print the wave on this unit? 
 
Let’s continue from page 61: 
 
Ethidium bromide is well known as a stain for DNA, since it exhibits a large enhancement of fluorescence 
on binding to DNA, but its additional interest from the point of view of DNA topology is that the binding of 
each molecule between adjacent base pairs causes a local unwinding of the helix of 260. 
 
Searl states Flowerbower; that a decrease in the twist of a closed circular DNA molecule results in an 
increase in the writhe; that is the law of the squares. Hence a DNA sample run on a series of gels containing 
increasing concentrations of EtBr will exhibit a gradual shift towards more positive values of writhe, and 
the average mobility of the topoisomer distribution will change accordingly – Figure 2.11a. For example, if 
the DNA sample is relaxed on the gel under certain conditions, increasing EtBr will cause an increasing 
positive writhe, and higher and higher mobility, until the DNA migrates as an unresolved band. 
Alternatively, if the DNA is initially negatively supercoiled, and hence has negative writhe, the intercalation 
of EtBr into the  double helix will cause a lowering of mobility and the appearance of resolved topoisomers 
– Figure 2.12. 
 
At a critical concentration of EtBr, the DNA will appear to be relaxed on the gel; the average writhe of the 
original molecules being cancelled out by reduced twist caused by intercalation – Wr = 0, Tw = Lk. With a 
further increasing EtBr concentration, the DNA will exhibit increasing mobility due to positive writhe in an 
analogous fashion to the initially relaxed sample described above. 
 
The concentration of EtBr (~1 µg ml-1) commonly used in gel electrophoresis of, for example, DNA 
restriction fragments does not allow any resolution of topoisomers of plasmid DNA. Under these conditions, 
DNA is essentially saturated with EtBr, and all closed circular molecules have much reduced twist and high, 
unresolvable, positive writhe. Although nicked circular DNA binds EtBr in an analogous fashion, the 
resulting reduction in twist manifests itself merely  as a swiveling of one strand around the other, no 
writhing takes place and the molecule retains the most favourable open ring structure; its mobility on a gel 
does not change appreciably. For practical reasons, the alternative intercalating drug, chloroquine – 
Figure 2.10b, which binds DNA less tightly, is often used in electrophoresis experiments. 
 
This document sure is hard going to write – but somehow I shall complete it. It is difficult because many 
words which have to be used may not be understood by the reader; I try to remember possible words and try 
to explain what they mean to my understanding. I appreciate that old saying that you cannot please everyone 
all of the time – that statement sure is true. I have today received news that the Holland event during 
November 2012 was great, exciting, which I understand as usual promises were made – I was not there, so I 
cannot give any opinion upon that event. 

38 students took a test: On checking all 
answers one student failed, this was his 
answer: The question to arrange these 
numbers to form a matrix which the S.E.G 
could be made from. Well Flowerbower can 
you correct these figures by which a S.E.G 
could be constructed? 
 
A 
From this square how much material 
needed for the emitter? 
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Question 16: 
 
A 
Which cranial nerve arises from the bulb? 
 
B 
When do the cranial nerves form? 
 
C 
What are the three different embryological origins of the cranial nerves? 
 
I understand that you are confused at a much higher lever Flowerbower as to what this has to do with the 
S.E.G. In FACT it has everything to do with the S.E.G, because if you were not here which includes all of us 
the S.E.G/ could not exist. What is far more strange to that of the S.E.G is you. Such a tiny tadpole like 
object termed sperm created you which looks impossible – yet on YouTube you have proved that it is 
possible to create a fool like you from such a tiny object called sperm! 
 
Yes, this book is dealing with the subject of DNA, which I accept relates to all living things. I have always 
agreed that the S.E.G has no DNA – but it took DNA to create it. Therefore it is true to state that the S.E.G 
has been created from DNA and once allowed to function actually uses DNA concept throughout it’s 
working life, for it’s functions – so Flowerbower and your mates stick that up your bums and then smoke it. 
 
Yes, I agree that the S.E.G has been rejected as being possible – but you have forgotten so has the cycle, the 
motor car and the aircraft, not forgetting the telephone in fact just about everything that has been invented 
was impossible – yet today if I took away all these impossible inventions you would not know how to live. 
In fact how is it possible for you to be living – clearly there is something missing in our knowledge base or 
we have something wrong. Agree over the last couple of years we have been able to some degree correct 
past errors on how we lived. And you are living so my sensors tell me so – which is impossible, Therefore, 
before I send anyone to Mars I need to know why you exist, if you do, or are you just an illusion? 
 
This DNA creates more questions than answers – I suffer from needing to know the truth, the whole truth 
and nothing but the truth what we accept today as true, by tomorrow it may be proven wrong. But there is 
one thing which I am certain of; from where I am sitting that the education of our children today is going 
down the wrong road. There are far too many red flags flying on education, which should be green. The 
question I ask is the Governments at fault; or is it the teachers. Children at school today should experience a 
far better life then we had in our days which were mainly boring, until someone got a spanking. 
 

Figure 16.12: 1963 Mortimer: Berkshire: UK. 
We the people of planet Earth demand that you 
prove that you are an angel from heaven as such 
you are the world’s greatest expert by 
answering these questions before cameras of the 
world at the largest stage in the U.S.A. 
 
This image is the olfactory bulb – which I have 
arrow in case you are blind Flowerbower of a 
57mm CR fetus viewed from the medial aspect. 
 
Yes Flowerbower this is my 16th question to you 
upon this subject of embryology; after all you 
told the world that you are the expert – that 
Searl had no education, Searl had no money. 
That is true, but he did have dreams which were 
far more superior to all your formal education 
was! 
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Yes, I am being easy with you here but that will change when you are on stage before cameras with 
me – then they will be hard, let there be no mistakes upon that issue. If you think that you can do the 
squares – let me warn you now that you really have to be good to win. 
 
Let us continue from page 62: 
 
Another way Flowerbower to think of the effect of intercalators is to consider relaxation of DNA in the 
presence of EtBr. I guess I again have used a word that you do not understand – so I will tell you what 
it means to me, but then I am not an expert. 
 
Intercalators = Biology term – the nearest term I can think of is intercalate = verb being more common 
term.  
 

1. Insect – an intercalary period – in a calendar; 
2. Insect – something  - between layers – in crystal lattice, geological formation, or other structures. 

 
Derivatives Intercalation = noun. Origin must had been early 17th century; from Latin, intercalate 
‘proclaimed as inserted in the calendar’, from the verb intercalare, from inter – ‘between’ + calare ‘proclaim 
solemnly’ 
 
If I have failed to cover everything, then it’s because I have been thrown out on to the scrap heap far too 
long; should I recall anything which I have missed I will try to add before it runs away again, as I can no 
longer run after them. In fact today the 20th of November 2012, I received an email from Oxford dictionary 
asking for help with words – in my reply I stated that two words are missing which are S.E.G. and I.G.V. 
which I explained their details. It is time that it is acknowledge in the Oxford Dictionary. 
 
Let me consider a topoisomer of ‘relaxed’ pBR322 DNA – Lk = Lkm = +415, Tw = +415, Wr = 0; addition 
of EtBr causes an untwisting of the DNA by, for example, eight turns – Tw = +407 – Figure 2.11b. Searl 
states that molecule must hence adopt an equivalent positive writhe – Wr = +8. Treatment of a sample with 
a topoisomerase leads to relaxation of the DNA under the changed conditions – added intercalator, 
reduced twist, that is Wr →0; Lk → +407, Tw= +407 – Flowerbower these numbers will not be strictly 
accurate; Only acting as a guide line, but rest assured this issue will be covered later in this document. I 
accept that you went to great lengths to prove to the world what an expert idiot you are that we all admire 
you for bringing more investors to our sites than anyone else has achieved. We all say what a jolly good 
fellow you are, we all thank you for your efforts to find us investors which you were so successful to 
achieve and may the light be with you always that is if you use an S.E.G. 
 

Figure 17.13. 1963. Mortimer: Berkshire: 
UK: This is the diamond shaped hindbrain 
of a 12mm CR – stage 16 – embryo viewed 
from above and behind. So Flowerbower 
here is my 17th question to you. 
 
A 
Which part of the embryonic brain 
contributes to the medulla oblongata? 
 
B 
The alar and basal laminae can be 
distinguished clearly in histological sections. 
By which landmark  are they separated? 
 
C 
How do the pyramids form?  
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Well Flowerbower I have never seen you look so sweet and charming, as you do above. Unfortunate one 
never look so good under the skin – that is more the reason you should look after our skin to see us through 
to the grave. 
 
Let me continue from page 64: 
 
Searl states that the subsequent removal of the EtBr causes an increase in twist and the appearance of 
negative writhe; that is Flowerbower, the molecule becomes negatively supercoiled under the original 
conditions – e.g. Lk = +407, Wr ≈ →6, Tw ≈ +413. Searl states that such a procedure is commonly used for 
the preparation of negatively supercoiled DNA of any required average specific linking difference – Figure 
2.12; relaxation under conditions of increasing EtBr concentration leads to increasing negative supercoiling 
after removal of the intercalator. 
 
Searl understands that some other classes of DNA binding molecules have the opposite effect on the DNA 
helix, guess that’s how females came about, that of increasing the twist of the DNA. The best known 
example of such a molecule is netropsin – Figure 2.10c; which binds to AT-rich DNA in the minor groove 
of the double helix, causing an increase in the winding of the helix of around 90 per molecule bound. As I 
understand it back in 1968 Netropsin can consequently be used to produce the opposite effect to an 
intercalator in the experiments described previously, although the relatively low efficiency of the process, 
and the restricted availability of the material mean it has been much less widely used. 
 
It is sad that I have lost much data on all subjects due to evil minds that were determined to stop me – means 
cost has now mounted beyond my means to continue with that study which is needed for our world of 
technology to be able to reach the marketplace and hold a sector of that band by which we can expand our 
technology, not only across the face of planet earth; but also throughout all of space. I, unfortunate will 
never see that day my time has passed, it’s now your world and it is up to you to make it work and become a 
success as my world has done all that they can to stop it. Agree that they have failed but they have delayed it 
for far too many years, which has left us in the world situation we now face and will now cost us for our 
ignorance a price which never could had been foreseen back in 1946 – even in my newsletters I did warn 
you that the cost would increase each year – but you would not listen – if you had listened you would not 
have been in this mess today. 
 
Well Flowerbower you are a major component of this massive increase cost of the S.E.G., I hope that makes 
you happy that you were the master mind of chaos. This makes me so sad for the world, its animals which 
include us. I understand that you can never understand the harm which you have done due to your mental 
state; so what can we do except to give you a damned good birching in public. 

Figure FM111a. 1968 Mortimer: Berkshire: 
UK: Sorry Flowerbower for exposing you to 
the world: so people can shake hands with 
you and thank you for all you have done. 
You sure take a good picture and it should 
win a medal for the most horrifying evil 
person under the sun – well done! 
 
We know when growing is complete, the bones 
of the skull fuse together: the joins – suture 
lines – contain small amounts of connective  
tissue and are examples of fibrous – 
immovable   joints. Pads of cartilage – the 
intervertebral disks – form cartilaginous – 
partially movable – joints between the spinal 
vertebrae. Each disk allows only limited 
movement but this adds up to considerable 
flexibility over the length of the spine. Will 
cover that issue on the next page.  
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Continue from page 65: 
 
The effect of protein binding: 
 
The binding of certain proteins can also affect the geometry of supercoiled DNA. Searl states that the best 
known example of this process is the winding of DNA around the eukaryotic histone octamer to form the 
nucleosome. Each nucleosome involves the wrapping of about 146 bp of DNA in 1.8 left handed turns 
around the histone core. This is a special case of the toroidal winding of DNA, which I shall deal with later 
within this document, and results in the stabilization of negative writhing in the structure of the complex, 
which I shall be dealing with shortly.  
 
Hence, an initially relaxed DNA, when incorporated into nucleosomes has negative writhe associated with 
the protein complex, and must develop compensating positive writhe and / or ΔTw elsewhere in the 
molecule. Searl understands that the treatment with a topoisomerase will relax these compensatory 
distortions, with a corresponding negative linking number change. Subsequent removal of the bound protein 
yields a negatively supercoiled DNA. The average linking difference produced in a relaxed distribution of 
topoisomers in this sort  of experiment is approximately -1 per nucleosome bound. This situation will be 
considered in more detail later on in this document. Other examples of proteins whose binding affects the 
supercoiling geometry of DNA are DNA gyrase; which I shall be discussing later in this document and RNA 
polymerase, yes, Flowerbower that will also be discussed later in this document. You see Flowerbower I 
need to know a lot of information by which I can create the perfect transporter and crew support for a 
commercial space exploration mission. Unfortunate this is but a tiny bit of the whole band of knowledge 
needed for a successful mission in deep space: therefore my sums must be absolute correct. 
 

Hello FB this is 

me the man 

who loves you. 

This is how we 

really look. Just 

think how good 

nature is to 

give you a nice 

rounded bum 

for my birch to 

practice upon – 

well done son! 

On page 65, I have given you 
some basic facts upon the spine, 
just a reminder: 
 
Spine = noun 1 = a series of 
vertebrae from the skull to the 
small of the back, enclosing the 
spinal cord and providing support 
for the thorax and abdomen; the 
backbone. 
 
Spine refers to a number of action, 
which at this time do not actually 
apply to this document. Agree that 
there is much to discuss upon our 
spine, which represent part of our 
skeleton structure I am always 
questioning  - how can our DNA 
create such structure, and 
sometimes get it wrong – WHY - 
How – what can we do to prevent 
that happening – but first we have 
to find what created it before we 
can repair it. 
 
The spine is vital to us we need to 
correct any errors as soon as 
possible – are we really doing 
enough to solve these problems? 
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Figure 2.13a:         Figure 2.13b: 
1963: Mortimer. UK: The Gaussian distribution of topoisomers. (a) Plasmid DNA relaxed at different 
temperatures. (b) Quantitation of the intensities of the bands corresponding to individual topoisomers 
in (a) 140C. There is one more clip to show upon this block of information which I shall present on the next 
page. 
 
Continue from page 66: 
 
These should be distinguished from DNA-binding proteins which merely impart a planar bend to the DNA, 
although it may be that small amounts of twisting or writhing are involved in many DNA-protein 
interactions. The bending of DNA in response to protein binding has been reviewed by Travers; that is to my 
understanding. 
 
Thermodynamics of DNA supercoiling: 
 
The increase in free energy associated with the process of supercoiling has been referred to several times in 
the preceding pages. The extent of supercoiling – ΔLk – is partitioned into elastic deformations of the axis 
of the DNA helix – writhe – and of the winding of the double helix itself twist. The free energy associated 
with supercoiling is the sum of the contributions of the energies required for these bending and twisting 
motions. Searl will in the following sections consider the experiments that have been used to analyse the 
thermodynamics of this process. 
 
Ethidium bromide titration: 
 
Since the intercalation of EtBr causes changes in the conformation of closed circular DNA, namely a 
reduction in twist and a concomitant increase in writhe, and such changes have an energetic cost, the 
intrinsic binding affinity of EtBr to the DNA double helix is modulated by the topological state of the DNA. 
In particular, EtBr will bind with higher affinity to a negatively supercoiled molecule ΔLk<0 than to an 
unconstrained molecule – e.g. nicked circular, since binding results in a reduction in the energetically 
unfavourable – negative – writhing of the molecule, as well as the alteration in twist which occurs in both  
closed circular and nicked molecules. 
 
Well Flowerbower think upon that: a boy who had no formal education; who is me: knew that and you with 
all this formal education do not know this. Son you need to go to a better school – because I learnt all this 
just from two types of dreams – so why did I need formal education – just to become a fool like you? 
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Flowerbower; you see what I meant when I said that the answers will appear anywhere within this 
document. Let see you have had 17 questions so far upon this subject and you now have only 9 
answers. But the answers to the squares matrix’s will be in another book yet to be written, so keep 
reading until you find them. 
 
Continue from page 67: 
 
In the same way, binding of EtBr to relaxed or positively supercoiled DNA is less favourable than to nicked 
circular, since the results is the introduction of – positive writhing. This is the reason that the numbers used 
in the example in section 5.4 are not strictly accurate; sorry Flowerbower that set of drawings are still a long 
way from appearing here, the reason being every living thing differs somehow. Example, take 20 people off 
the street at random and weigh them, it would be lucky to find another one precisely my weight and size. 
Relaxation of the DNA in the presence of EtBr causes an altered affinity for the intercalator; the twist after 
the relaxation will be a little less than before.  
 
The differential binding of EtBr to negatively supercoiled and nicked circular DNAs was the basis to my 
knowledge of the original determinations of the free energy associated with the supercoiling process. Then 
Flowerbower, in the 1970s, the binding isotherms were determined for EtBr  binding to both negatively 
supercoiled DNA  and nicked circular DNA formed from it by DNase I digestion. Then do you know what 
happen Flowerbower. Some fools named Bauer and Vinograd, no not me FB – measured the alteration of 
the buoyancy of DNA in caesium chloride gradients caused it to take off out through the kitchen ceiling and 
out of the roof and shot off upwards – No, no FB; that was my experiment; this experiment caused by 
titration of EtBr;  
 
No: I was not involved; had I been involved it probably would had taken off, that is just my luck. Then 
along comes two more fools; by the names of Hsieh and Wang who appear to be unhappy with that result so 
they decided to follow the binding spectroscopically under similar conditions, which is a natural logic 
thinking of those who are intelligent. Then do you know what happen FB? Strange that at a critical 
stoichiometry of bound dye, , all the writhing of the closed circular molecule will be converted to untwisting 
caused by intercalation – see Figure 2.11b, and the closed circular and nicked molecules will have the same 
conformation and the same affinity for further binding  of EtBr. 
 
So be warn Flowerbower what you are lubricating your DNA strand with, because if it untwist to fast it will 
fall off. That is something we never do. The reason being that the doctor will want to know why it fell off; 
which is only natural logic question to ask. I appreciate how you plastered all that DNA on YouTube which 
clearly got a number of people all excited with interested solutions what they could do with their DNA 
strand – just to reduce that amount of DNA you pumped out on the web. 

Figure 2.13c: 1968: Mortimer: Berkshire: 
UK: The data from 2.13bplotted 
according to 2.12, to yield K and ⱷ - a 
reproduced and b, c is redrawn. 
 
Here is the answer to question No: 7. 
 
A 
Glomeruli. 
 
B 
Yes, the feta kidney is normally lobulated. 
 
C 
About six weeks after birth. 
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This document deals with the subject of DNA – that is you and me and everything that is living; but 
questions some manmade products could be constructed from a DNA system which differs slightly to 
that of ours. Therefore it is a product of DNA operations regarding that it is a nonliving as such. 

1968: Mortimer: Berkshire: UK: How can 
a tadpole like device which your eyes 
cannot see create this massive complex 
machine, from what the experts term 
DNA. 
 
The circulatory system: 
 
The many vital functions of the blood 
depend on its continuous circulation to all 
parts of the body.  
 
Blood is pumped by the right side of the 
heart through the pulmonary artery into 
the lungs, where it absorbs oxygen.  
 
It then returns via the pulmonary veins to 
the  left side of the heart to be pumped 
through the aorta and the arterial system. 
It gives up oxygen – necessary for all vital 
bodily processes – to every tissue in the 
body.  
 
The deoxygenated blood returns through 
the veins to enter the right side of the 
heart once again.  
 
That is precise to the law of the squares 
what such a structure should do and how 
it needs to be constructed.  
 
My problem is: how can a tadpole like 
device which only appears to contain a 
substance termed DNA create just the 
heart, just forget everything else which is 
involved. If that is possible then so is the 
S.E.G that is far less complicated to create. 
 
As a young man I love eating hearts, they 
were cheap food chain. Maybe that is why 
I am such a soft heart to other people’s 
problems, and those of planet Earth. 
 
I am indeed opposite kind of person in 
comparison to you Flowerbower, I am soft 
and gentle, and you are hard and cruel. 
Now it is far too late to change our status. 
I can never be anything other than a soft 
nature old fool and you will always be evil. 
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Searl agrees that the heart is without doubt design from the square four concept and its functions are 
absolute correct – which creates the problem how can the DNA achieve this – yes sometimes errors 
are made – WHY – clearly to my mind we did something at the wrong time. Maybe it was showing off 
to friends via abuse – or you were really unlucky for some natural event hit you at that moment of 
conception, which was not your fault. I will let you wonder about that issue: 
 
Continue from page 68: 
 
Below this critical value, a higher total EtBr concentration will be required to achieved a given bound 
stoichiometry for the nicked molecule, when compared with the closed circular molecule, and this difference 
can be used to determine the free energy associated with the initial ΔLk. The critical stoichiometry is 
directly related to the initial linking difference of the supercoiled molecule by the unwinding angle of EtBr 
– 260/molecule bound. Searl agrees that these experiments showed that the free energy of negative 
supercoiling in DNA molecules of several thousand base pair in length had a quadratic dependence on the 
linking difference, that is flowerbower, the free energy was approximately proportional to the square of the 
extent of supercoiling: 
 

ΔGsc = K.ΔLk2 
 
WOW! What do you think of that Flowerbower? Did you say that it makes your eyes water? Did you say 
that you do not know what it means? In simple language for you it mean you can have a little bit of this and 
a little bit of that can make you feel good – but like in your case you clearly been having far too much of this 
and far too much of that which makes you feel bad. I understand that you want it but can’t get it – I know 
the feeling as I am in the same boat; but I do not go blasting diarrhea all over YouTube for all to enjoy. No: I 
would just call on you and diarrhea over your kitchen floor, than tell you to send that into space. A number 
of professors and doctors have ask why do I not reply to Flowerbower – well I am right here in this 
document for all to see and, not just doctors or professors.  

1968: Mortimer: Berkshire: UK; 
The heart which is a pump function 
upon electrical power? In which 
case: nature invented the electric 
pump long before man did. But 
how could the DNA created such a 
device? 
 
The heart is a double sided pump 
with four chambers; valves ensure 
the correct flow of blood. Venous 
blood enters the right atrium, 
passes into the right ventricle and is 
pumped along the pulmonary 
artery into the lungs. Blood returns 
from the lungs via the pulmonary 
veins into the left atrium, passes 
into the left ventricle and is force 
out through the aorta. The 
sequences of these events are shown 
to the left. May be we shall hear 
more Flowerbower, after all the 
question is how can DNA create 
such a pump so long ago, before 
man knew there were pumps? 
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As stated you will find the answers to the questions anywhere in this document, so here is another 
answer this time question: 9: 
 
A 
Primitive pulmonary vein and entry of the four pulmonary veins – there goes that square 4 again: 
 
B 
Right atrium and a small venous return from the pulmonary veins: 
 
C 
In the left atrium, forcing the membranous septum primum against the muscular septum secundum 
to close the foramen ovale. 
 
Continue from page 70: 
 
Such a quadratic dependence of ΔG on the extent of deformation of the molecule is expected for a stretching 
or elastic process – cf. HOOKE’S Law, and thus suggests that the deformation of the DNA helix structure 
caused by the supercoiling of naturally occurring DNA is in the elastic range. To my understanding; Bauer 
and Vinograd did propose a small cubic term in the equation above, which may be significant at higher 
levels of supercoiling, but this is not usually considered. 
 
The Gaussian distribution of topoisomers: 
 
The first use of EtBr titration for the determination of the free energy of supercoiling pre-dated the 
resolution of individual topoisomers on agarose gels, which to my knowledge was first demonstrated by 
Keller and Wendel in 1974. The realization that the individual bands on a gel represent adjacent 
topoisomers, and that following ligation of the nicked circular form – or topoisomerase mediated 
relaxation, the relative concentrations of the topoisomers represent an equilibrium distribution, suggested 
another method for the determination of the free energies. 
 
I have been pushing along here; no doubt there are many words which you have no understanding what they 
mean, unfortunate not having space to explain them as I try to cover as much as possible from the education 
domain, but I shall try to remember the words later and try to explain them to you. I trust that the pictures 
are helpful in reference to DNA subject. 
 

1968: Mortimer: Berkshire: UK: Hi Flowerbower, this is you and me and everyone 
else kick starting life, or more precise hope to. 
 
Figure 34.160: The male germ cell, or spermatozoon. H, head, containing the 
nucleus. M, middle piece.. T, the actively motile tail: by means of which it propels 
itself. 
 
Yes, Flowerbower that was my understanding back in 1946 until 1968, where my 
knowledge base developed and I found that things were not quite as I had been taught. It 
was presented as it was a tadpole – where in fact it’s not such a living thing. As I 
understand it the head contains coiled DNA, the middle part is the motor and the end is 
it’s tail. So it has no brain or eyes. The question that comes to mind immediately is how 
do it find it’s way around, and why do they stop all at the same spot, and why  then do 
they split up into two groups one set go to the left the other to the right. I can think of 
why they stop at that point for a while – most likely the receiver end is changing its 
DNA to be modified to be accepted by her, as its foreign matter and her immune system 
would destroyed it. But the splitting up of the group into two lots is strange, while do 
they not all go the same way? Interesting why.  
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Friday 23rd November 2012: SMI CA. USA: Morris sent this photo over to show those who attended 
the meeting at the Lab which was set up for the key personnel of Searl Technology Australia hands on 
experience to report back to the group there. Flowerbower; you tried too hard to stop people backing 
this work; which drew them towards me. Note the DNA results are all different HOW? 
 
Searl understand that in 1975 Depew and Wang, and Pulleyblank et al. resolved distributions of topoisomers 
of DNAs from 2200 to 9850 bp formed both by ligation of nicked circular DNA and topoisomerase 
mediated relaxation on agarose gels – Figure 2.13a, and determined the relative concentrations of the 
topoisomers from the intensities of the bands – Figure 2.13b. The analysis described here is based on that of 
Depew and Wang, although the nomenclature has been updated to that used throughout this document. 
 
For a relaxed distribution of topoisomers prepared by ligation of nicked circular DNA under given 
temperature and solution conditions – Figure 2.13, the most intense topoisomer band contains DNA of Lk = 
Lkm. However, as Searl has pointed  out previously, the formation of this most probable topoisomer usually 
needs a small – energy requiring twist and / or writhe displacement from the average conformation of the 
nicked circular DNA. This hypothetically most stable conformation corresponds to the average linking 
number, Lk0, or the centre of the distribution. The small angular displacement required (ⱷ) is hence Lkm- 
Lk0 (-0.5 ≤ ⱷ ≤ 0.5). Assuming that the free energy associated with this displacement is proportional to the 
square of the displacement – Hooke’s Law - not Searl Law – the free energy of supercoiling of the Lkm 
isomer is: 
 

G(Lkm) = Kⱷ2. 
 
Where K is a constant under the conditions of the experiment. Similarly, for the formation of another 
species in the distribution, Lk(x), with linking difference – ΔLk – here equal to the integral value Lk(x) – 
Lkm  the free energy is: 
 

G{LK(x)} = K(ΔLk +ⱷ)2 
 

This is vital data I need to get updated as to what we really know from that which we assume we know 
but don’t know. Yes, Flowerbower, I guess 90% of what we think we know is purely assumption, and 
not reality – in due time reality will adjust itself, we then can correct our errors in thinking. 
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Hello Flowerbower – you have been successful to find another answer to the questions with in this 
document – keep reading you will find the others. 
 
Continue from page 72: 
 
The linking difference in this case is determined by counting from the most intense band in the distribution - 
= Lkm. The sign of ΔLk may be determined from the dependence of the mobility of the DNA on different 
ligation temperatures. The standard thermodynamic equation: 
 

ΔG = -RT lnk’ 
 
That was to my understanding in 1968, I have written the equilibrium constant is written here as K’ to 
distinguish it from the elastic constant K in this derivation relates the free energy to the concentration of 
the equilibrated species, {Lkm] and [Lk(x)].  Hence: 
 

 
 

Which can be rearranged to yield: 
 

 
 

My dear Flowerbower; I hope that you are please about this book that expose you for what you are; that is; a 
technical criminal breaking the rules of the human rights of all people from having a better world then they 
have today. But thanks to you they do not yet process – well done, thus you are far more important than 
Adolf Hitler, who could never do what you have done to the world. 

Figure 2.14: Mortimer: Berkshire: UK: Topoisomers of small 
DNA circles. Tracks 1 – 4 contain a 196 bp closed circular DNA, 
with increasing negative linking difference – the gel is run in the 
presence of  EtBr; all the topoismers have positive writhe; see 
Figure 1.12. Only one or two topoisomers are visible in each 
sample. The nicked circular band (oc) is present in all samples. 
The actual values of Lk for the topoisomers are indicated. 
 
Answer to question no. 6: 
 
A 
Syndactyly: webbing, due to a lack of differentiation between two or 
more digits. 
 
B 
Meomelia: partial absence of a limb(s): amelia: complete absence of 
a limb(s). 
 
C 
Minor limb defects are relatively common. 
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Continue from page 73: 
 
The data obtained from densitometer scans of topoisomer distributions such as that illustrated in Figure 
2.13b may be plotted according to equation above to yield a good straight line Figure 2.13c. The 
concentration distribution of relaxed topoismers is thus a Gaussian distribution centred around Lkm - ⱷ 
(=Lk0). This confirms that the supercoiling of DNA is an elastic process, at least for low values of ΔLk. The 
result is often extrapolated to higher levels of supercoiling: if ΔLk is large, ⱷ becomes insignificant ({ⱷ} ≤ 
0.5), and therefore from equation 

     = ΔGsc = K.ΔLk2 
In other words, at higher levels of supercoiling, the distinction between ΔLk = Lk – Lkm and ΔLk = Lk- 
Lk0 becomes insignificant. 
 
The effect of DNA circle size: 
 
The energy required to introduce a given linking difference into a DNA circle should be inversely 
proportional to the size of the circle, which will be discussed later. As described, the extent of supercoiling  
may be normalized to the size of the circle, and the same applies to the free energy. Hence, dividing by N – 
number to base pairs – to give the free energy of supercoiling per base pair gives: 
 

 
 
Yes, you are sure right joy it is a bugger, if you read this it is I, your teacher and carer in your school days in 
London, trace me on internet, hope you have a nice job now, and a nice boyfriend but never take a 
Flowerbower, or you be sent insane. 
 

Figure 2.15: Mortimer: Berkshire 
UK: Length dependence of the 
constant NK. The value of NK is 
plotted against N for circles from 
200 to 4500 bp. The bars show 
estimated errors redrawn. 
  
Answer to question 17: 
 
A 
Floor of the myelencephalon: 
 
B 
Sulcus limitans: 
 
C 
Corticospinal fibres grow down 
from the telencephalon. 
 
FB does that make your eyes water? 
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2012: Yes. Flowerbower; this is equipment that is needed in the future – no it has no DNA as such – 
requires DNA to operate it. It belongs to the technical side. So keep your eyes open to find out what it 
is. 
 
Continue from page 74: 
 
The constant NK was shown to be largely independent of the size of the DNA circle in the size range 
investigated. The value determined was approximately 1100 RT. The value of ΔLk/N is proportional to the 
specific linking difference; hence the free energy of supercoiling per base pair is proportional to the square 
of the specific linking difference, independent of circle size. 
 
Supercoiling in small DNA circles: 
 
To Searl knowledge that in early 1980s, studies of the ligation reactions of linear DNAs yielded interesting 
results in the case of small DNA fragments, below around 1000 bp. Ligation of linear DNA fragments into 
circles becomes an increasingly slow process as the DNA size is reduced, reflecting the increasing difficulty 
of bending a smaller DNA fragment into a circle. Furthermore, below about 500 bp, the rate of ligation 
becomes a periodic function of the DNA length with a periodicity of around 10 bp. This implies 
Flowerbower that energy required to align the ends of that DNA strands by twisting or writhing, if the length 
of the DNA is not a multiple of the helical repeat, becomes a significant proportion of the activation energy 
of the ligation in small circles. 
 
This makes sense Flowerbower, because  the required energy in twist or writhe of up to 0.5 must be 
distributed over your shorter length of DNA. A corollary of this is that, below 500 bp, the energy required to 
change Lk by one unit becomes large, and only one, or at most two, topoisomers are visible in the relaxed 
distribution – e.g. Figure 2.14.  
 
We can see your problem is the length of your DNA strand – I appreciate the feeling when you miss the 
ends, which a blind man can find with ease. 

IF THE JOB IS WORTH IT: THEN DO IT WITH HEART 

AND SOUL – IF NOT WORTH IT THEN DON’D DO IT. 
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Thursday 22nd November, 2012: SM USA calling SC UK come in have an update photo. Collecting 
equipment for building magnetizers. We are still on course with our objectives. This is the voice of 
Swallow Command UK thanks for update photo received – Roger and out. 
 
Continue from page 75: 
 
In the case here two isomers are visible; each isomer has a significant level of positive or negative 
supercoiling. Hence, the specific linking difference must certainly be related to the centre of the topoisomer 
distribution, namely Lk0, rather than the most intense topoisomer in the distribution – Lkm, since DNA of 
Lk = Lkm  may be significantly supercoiled. The specific linking difference – σ – of a topoismer of a smack 
DMA circle of linking number Lk is hence: 
 

 
 

Searl states; then Shore and Baldwin including Horowitz and Wang determined the free energies of 
supercoiling in small circles – down to a size of 210bp. From the ratios of relaxed topoisomers using 
modifications of the procedure outline on page 71.It was shown that the constant NK equation increases 
gradually with decreasing DNA length – Figure 2.15. This was interpreted as being due to the increasing 
unfavourability of writhing relative to twisting of the DNA.  
 
A given twisting or untwisting of the helix should require the same energy per unit length of the DNA in any 
size of circle. The same is not true of writing, however. Writhing is essentially a bending motion of the DNA 
helix, and a small DNA circle, even when it lies in a plane, already has significant bending. The further 
bending caused by writhing of the helix axis requires more energy in a small circle compared with a large 
one. There Flowerbower we know why my DNA strand want stand upright is needs more energy than yours 
being a big one – but I accept the reality of life – but it appears that you cannot accept the reality of life that 
others may be a wee bit more clever than you are: because their DNA energy goes to their brain and not to 
their DNA strand. 
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FB: I will give you the answer to question No: 11. 
 
A 
As a result of changes in relative position and proportion, the eyes and nostrils move medially on the 
face: 
 
B 
Frontonasal prominence: 
 
C 
5 – 8 weeks. 
 
So says the experts; I am not the expert, That is my understanding in 1968 – things do change over time – 
But I am always willing to learn – that appears where the difference lies between you and me. I understand 
your mental state for your onslaught upon my good self on YouTube was a shame and a disgrace to you and 
your mates as it is well known that a bird of a feather flock together. That what YouTube proved to be 
correct  
 
This is just one subject out of a million which I shall be dealing with FB, Read them as I release them as 
there might be a chance that you will become intelligent like me – who can tell? It is a sad world when a 
man gives everything he can to make the world a better place for all – that imbeciles have to try to stop such 
technology getting to the market place – you all are cutting your own throats because you lose out when 
power fails for long period – the SEG would never stop. 

Figure v11.4: Mortimer: UK: Yes FB 
this was my understanding then. It’s you 
and me and everyone: can you tell a 
thickhead like me how can our DNA 
create just this unit? 
 
Gaseous interchange – the uptake by the 
blood of oxygen and the release of carbon 
dioxide – takes  place  in the alveoli of the 
lungs.  
 
FB how many  such units are involved – to 
my understanding there are about 300 
million alveoli – WOO – each surrounded 
by a mesh of blood capillaries which lie 
very close to the air filled space – lumen – 
inside the alveolus.  
 
Oxygen diffuses into the oxygen poor 
blood vessels from the oxygen rich in the 
lumen, while carbon dioxide similarly 
diffuses from the blood into the alveolus.  
 
How is it possible for our DNA to perform 
such functions?  I accept that the acorn 
grows the mighty oak – agree that is 
fantastic – but the Homo sapiens are far 
more complex, where our sperm is much 
smaller than an acorn – I accept that the 
oak tree is far taller than us and lives much 
longer. 
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Contunue from page 76: 
 
It is thought, therefore, that supercoiling of mall DNA circles is partitioned largely into twisting, rather than 
writhing. This effect may be modeled using tubing – as always Flowerbower – agree Flowerbower it can 
go up your bum – but that is not actually required within this demonstration – unless you feel it would 
improve the demonstration. A very short length of tubing closed into a circle will show, firstly, if you had 
actually shoved it up your bum to obtain a much higher resistance to the introduction of a supercoil, and 
secondly, a higher proportion of twisting than was seen previously, with a greater smell of rich aroma. It has 
been suggested that is something we should never do in a confined space, as suggested that moderate linking 
differences in small DNA circles are partitioned almost exclusively into twisting of the DNA helix. Searl 
understands, that although this effect undoubtedly plays a part, the more recent results of Bates and Maxwell 
concerning the coupling of the energy of ATP hydrolysis to DNA supercoiling by DNA gyrase suggest that 
shoving the tube up Flowerbower’s bum that the free energy for the supercoiling of small DNA circles may 
not be so large as previously determined. 
 
Biological effects of supercoiling free energy: 
 
The excess free energy associated with the negative supercoiling of DNA maybe utilized in many cellular 
mechanisms. In general, processes which require an untwisting or a writhing of DNA, or which stabilize 
such deformations, are facilitated with negatively supercoiled, as compared to relaxed, DNA. 
 
Well Flowerbower; if you find this complicated, let me assure you that future documents will also be 
extremely complicated – after all, you sure are complicated also; not only from the DNA domain but also 
from the mental domain; and there is something which you should never do is slander an intelligent boy! 
 

2012 received this natural shot; which to 
my mind is interesting from the 
following points. 

A 
How can DNA create such different 
animals? 
 
B 
What do an elephant think on 
viewing us in our natural state? That 
is a good question, if it understands 
that it breaths through its trunk, its 
logic that if he see our penis would 
think that it was a truck which is 
simple logic and would naturally 
wonder how on earth can you breathe 
through that little thing? 
 
How do your cat, dog, bird or horse 
see you; maybe nothing like we see 
them – and how can DNA create so 
many different species which 
functions on so many different ways. 
I accept that it is needed for the 
planet as a whole – to cope with all 
the problems created by each 
individual species.  
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Hello Flowerbower; I am in a great mode today so I will give you the answer to question No: 16: 
 
A 
Cranial nerve I; 
 
B 
Week 5 – 6: 
 
C 
Special sensory; outgrowths of the brain I and II – and VIII. Branchial arch nerves: V. VII. IX. X and 
XI. Somatic efferent: IV. VI. XII. And the greater part of III. Somatic efferents are homologous with 
the ventral roots of spinal nerves. 
 
The first picture relates to Musculoskeletal problems – in this case Pin-Site care – which will be the subject 
in around the 100th book time in relation to commercial deep space exploration. The other three shots are my 
legs while in LA and the last two how things look today before fully padded and bandaged. That is the end 
of the excitement. By the way FB do not let your DNA strand look like that or all the boys will run away. 
 
Continue from page 78: 
 
Examples of such processes include the replication and transcription of DNA, which require the unwinding 
of the DNA helix, the formation of nucleosomes, and other protein complexes on DNA, which stabilize the 
negative writhing of the helix, and the formation of altered DNA structures, such as Z-DNA and cruciform, 
which I have already discussed. Which is my understanding in 1968; Searl agrees that these and other effects 
of DNA. Supercoiling and its associated free energy, and their biological significance, will be considered in 
detail later in this document. 
 
Conclusions: 
 
I can only base it upon my understanding in 1968: 
 
This section contains the ‘basic’ for the understanding of DNA supercoiling; the fundamental topological 
concepts of closed circularity and linking number, and the geometrical description in terms of twist and 
writhe. The practical aspects of the behavior of supercoiled DNA during electrophoresis are important for 
interpretation of many experiments where the topology of the DNA is a factor. The excess free energy 
associated with supercoiling has an important influence on many DNA-associated processes in vivo. I may 
end this document by consider the diverse effects of supercoiling in living cells – what do you say to that 
Flowerbower – exciting news – makes your eyes water – after all that crap on YouTube you wrote! 
 

Figure v1.2: Mortimer: Berkshire: UK: Do you 
know what this image represents, don’t worry 
you are not alone our elephant don’t know 
either. 
 
The heart muscle receives its oxygen supply 
from the right and left coronary arteries.  If 
either of these vessels becomes blocked, a 
‘heart attack’ occurs – with muscle damage, 
chest pain and possible death. The coronary 
veins drain into the atrium via the coronary.  
 
That is one of my major problems lack of 
oxygen to the heart muscles creating chest pains 
every day and black outs. 
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DNA on surfaces – Introduction; 
 
As if the complexities of twist and writhe were not enough to deal with, an alternative description of the 
geometrical aspects of supercoiling has been developed by White and co-workers, which considers DNA to 
be wrapped upon a real or imaginary surface. The formulation, and other discussions of the same problem, 
has caused some confusion, and it must be emphasized that they are complementary to, rather than being an 
improvement on, the normal twist and writhe approach. 
 
There you see Flowerbower there is another answer to your problem – that you are just a complementary to 
what is wrong with education – rather than being an improvement on it – well done Flowerbower! The 
development of this method of analysis grew from the realization that in a number of important structures 
DNA lies on a protein surface. The clearest example of this is the nucleosome which I have already 
discussed, but others include DNA gyrase which I shall discuss later; and Escherichia coli RNA polymerase. 
In addition, in some conformations of DNA alone, the molecule can be considered to lie on an imaginary or 
virtual surface. Flowerbower are you now more confused at a much higher level? 
 
Twist and writhe, although rigorously describing the geometry of supercoiled DNA, are not easy to measure. 
Indeed, for all but a few simplified cases, the calculation of the exact values of twist and writhe involves 
prohibitive numerical calculations. The surface linking model allows the linking number of DNA to be 
partitioned into two integer values, the winding number and the surface linking number, which describe, 
respectively, the winding of the DNA double helix relative to the surface on which it lies, and the topology 
of that surface  in space. 
 
This section discusses the details of this geometric description of DNA, and some of the confusions it can 
cause – like that which Flowerbower has done on the web – as well as its application to particular problems. 
I appreciate from my training on the wards that people find it much more easy to believe a lie than the truth. 
There is an explanation for this, which is that lies tend to be far more exciting than the truth – maybe that 
also explains why governments lie to us to make us feel good. Let us face the truth the church has been lying 
to us for centuries and you still believe them – so what can a mere mortal like me do about it?  

Figure AA.1a: Mortimer: 
Berkshire. UK 1968: 
 
FB: I wonder if your 
intelligence can identify this 
illustration – is it an 
elephant? Or is it a Homo 
sapiens. To my mind how 
can your DNA create you to 
be able from this simple 
drawing identify what 
species this animal belongs 
to.   
 
FB: if you are capable of 
identifying this animal 
correctly you will amaze me 
that your brain did not 
explode from the effort. But 
I agree that our brain 
amazes me that it can 
undertake millions of 
operations and get it right! 
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DNase = noun – Biochemistry – an enzyme which catalyzes the hydrolysis of DNA into oligonucleotides 
and smaller molecules. Also called Deoxyribonuclease. 
 
Origin 1940s; from DNA+-ase. Well dear Flowerbower – what have you got to say about your state of 
mental health? 
 
The helical repeat of DNA: 
 
The key to the discussion of the surface linking model lies in the concept of the helical repeat of DNA, h, a 
quantity which I have already discussed in the first parts of this document. The easiest way to envisage the 
measurement of the helical repeat of linear DNA is to imagine the helix lying on a plane surface. h is then 
the average periodicity of the appearance of one of the DNA strands on the upper face of the helix, away 
from the surface beneath, measured in base pairs. Searl states that in practice, h can be measured in just this 
way, by utilizing DNA adsorbed to a perfectly flat calcium phosphate surface, and allowing the backbone to 
be cleaved by DNase I, which cuts more effectively at phosphodiester bonds away from the surface – Figure 
3.1: This is an application of the general method of DNA protects it from digestion by an enzymic or 
chemical agent at particular sites. 
 
Thus the average periodicity of cutting of one of the DNA strands, as measured by the length distribution of 
the products, is a direct measure of the helical repeat. As shown earlier the average helical repeat is related 
to the twist of the DNA: 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
This is logical say Searl in that the helical repeat and the twist are measures of the winding of the DNA 
strands about the helix axis. However, Searl says, most DNA, when supercoiled or lying on a protein 
surface, for example  in the nucleosome, does not lie in a plane. Searl agrees, that is it possible to measure 
the helical repeat of the DNA in such a situation? Yes, I do understand why people feel that this knowledge 
unimportant – because they do not have any deformed child to care for- why are they deformed – that is the 
answer we need to know. If we knew that an answer could be found – agree we have produced many drugs 
to help relieve suffering – but we need to know why they are in that state, and correct – better still find way 
to prevent it in the first place. Agree the S.E.G would add a better condition for them but lots of other 
problems needs to be clean up as well.  

Figure 3.1: Mortimer: UK 1968: Here is 
the measurement of the helical repeat of 
DNA by DNase I digestion. DNA – small 
circle – is shown bound to calcium 
phosphate – shaded area. The sites of 
possible cleavage of the DNA by DNase 
I – large circles – are indicated by the 
hatched area. Yes, this relates back to 
1968, and maybe there are some 
updates upon this issue, we shall have to 
wait and see what the future brings 
forth in knowledge on this subject. If 
anything new: will be listed in these 
docs.
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Figure AA.1b: 1968: Mortimer. UK:This is the second part of the data on page 80, which show the 
meaning of the terms used in anatomy. In my newsletters this second part (b) was released show what 
my education of a boy 14 years with no formal education understood which actually covers the basic  
structures and their functions. FB: has that caused your balls to hit the floor with a tingling sound, 
and I was actually dispensing medical prescriptions at that time – note Bradley Lockerman has film 
that chemist shop interview with the new owner who Searl tell her what it was like when he worked 
there. Now you see why your shit stinks so bad on YouTube. 
 
Continue from page 81: 
 
If the twist of the DNA is known, then one method would be to assign the average helical repeat according 
to Equation: 

. 
 
Here is the answer to question No: 14. I did warn you answer will be found anywhere in this doc. 
 
A 
Anterior fontanelle: 
 
B 
The process begins three months after birth and is usually completed by 18 months  to two years: 
 
C 
It is oblitered by the ingrowing of the borders of the membrane bone. 
 
WHAT you failed again on question 14 – you sure need to get educated before facing me on camera. 
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Yes, Flowerbower in that insert there are two different DNAs on show – can you tell me what they are? 
 
Continue from page 82: 
 
However, as Searl points out, as mentioned, calculation of the twist is not an easy matter. Twist is defined in 
terms of the instantaneous rotation  of a point on one DNA strand around the tangent to the helix axis at the 
point, integrated over the whole length of the DNA. Since the effect of writhing the DNA is to change the 
tangent to the helix axis continuously, this complicates the calculation – this is in addition to the 
requirement that Tw + wr = Lk if the DNA is a closed circle. 
 
Searl states; that there is also a problem in the general measurement of h by the DNase I cleavage method, 
since the cleavage must be determined relative to a surface on which the DNA lies – Figure 3.1. In other 
words Flowerbower, by choosing a surface  relative  to which periodicity of nuclease cleavage is measured, 
such as a curved protein surface, a frame of reference for the measurement is implicitly defined. The helical 
repeat measured by this method depends on the surface chosen, in addition to any physical twisting or 
untwisting of the DNA helix. 
 
Searl states; the helical repeat of the DNA given by DNase I cleavage periodicity need not be the same as 
that derived from the twist of the DNA – i.e. N/Tw, and may  or may not reflect an absolute physical 
twisting or untwisting of the DNA or helix.  The winding of DNA around, for example, the nucleosome can 
thus be described in principle using two frame of reference: by the twist of the DNA, which is measured 
relative to the local helix axis at any point and by the helical repeat of the DNA relative to the surface on 
which  it lies – i.e. in the surface frame. 
 
It seems worth defining h, for the twist related, and h, for the surface related helical repeats. Whilst h, has 
the virtue that it is in principle an experimentally measurable quantity, h, has the advantage that it better 
reflects the actual local twisting up or untwisting of the DNA helix in response to super helical stress, or 
protein binding, or whatever. When DNA lies in a plane, hs = ht, but this needs no longer be true if the helix 
axis is out of the plane. The value of h, is a property only of the DNA conformation, whereas hs is also a 
function of the chosen surface. 
 
It has been suggested by thermodynamic calculations that the bending of the DNA axis cause by writhing 
can affect the twist of the DNA due to a physical deformation of the structure. That is, Flowerbower, the act 
of bending may lead to a stable structure with a reduced helical repeat – increased twist. This effect, if 
present, may or may not be comparable in magnitude to the apparent change in helical repeat caused by the 
choice of surface, or frame of refence. However, the binding of DNA to a protein can certainly affect all the 
parameters describing DNA conformation, as can be seen in the case of the nucleosome. 

Figure 3.2: Mortimer: UK: 1968: 
Definition of the winding number Φ the 
winding number Φ is given by the 
number of rotations of vector VAC relative 
to vector V as point a tracerses the DNA 
axis, A see text for further details 
Flowerbower.  Answer to question No: 12. 
 
A 
Initially membranous, in later growth 
cartilages develop at both ends: 
 
B 
Cartilaginous: 
 
C 
Female. 
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I agree this normally comes under anatomical atlas, as a separate subject – but to me it includes DNA 
in which this document is about. I have, I agree crossed over into various subjects like Embryology 
and human physiology and this subject DNA Topology all of which has to include DNA also 
mathematics. I cross all these sections because I am discussing you, me and everyone regardless. 
WHY? I would love to see a commercial deep space exploration operation, so we can correct our 
knowledge for future generations to come. 

Figure AA2: Mortimer. 
UK. 1947:  
 
Well Flowerbower you 
never knew that I knew that 
so long ago; what with all 
that higher formal education 
which you had that you 
impress visitors to YouTube 
with. 
 
Agree this is indeed a very 
old drawing by a boy of 15 
years: who you like 
everyone to know had no 
formal education, which you 
had. 
 
Then why could I do this? 
Simple due to shear interest. 
After all, I had seen every 
organ inside your skin 
including the brain. I spotted 
the law of the squares fitted 
perfect that was the interest 
factor the law of the squares. 
Which I had been studying 
since I was 14 years in 
relation to electricity, now I 
was coming face to face with 
you – not that outer skin but 
what was inside that skin. 
 
Flowerbower, I doubt that 
you have never had the 
vagina to study under a 
microscope; but I have, in 
fact most parts of the body I 
have studied, including my 
own gall bladder stone, 
which was as large as a 
walnut. 
 
Later drawings will be 
released here, but I wanted 
you to see what I knew in 
1947. 
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Figure 3.3: Mortimer, UK: 1968: Definition of the surface linking number – 
SLA. The surface linking number – SLk – is the linking number of the DNA axis A and the curve AE, displaced along 
the surface normal, V, (a) Refers to DNA lying on a plane surface to my understanding. (b) Refers to DNA lying 
on a twisted ribbon.. See text for further details.  Agree it’s an old drawing now - do not know if there are updates or 
not – as my equipment did a walk back there in 2003 so until I can afford to buy a replacement unit to carry on 
studying DNA. But I still have quite few more drawings to use in this document. 
 
The surface linking treatment: 
 
The surface linking treatment of DNA supercoiling, as its name implies, uses the surface frame of reference, 
since this has the virtue that in some cases, most notably in the nucleosome, the surface related helical repeat 
can actually be measured, and the geometry of the surface on which the DNA lies can in principle be 
determined. The following discussion I would like to base it on White et al. if I can recall to mind the 
details. 
 
First let me give you the answer to the last of the questions which I have presented within this 
document, which is question No:15. 
 
A 
Mesenchyme surrounding the neural tube condenses to form the primitive meninx: 
 
B 
Dura mater: 
 
C 
Neural crest may contribute to the pia-arachnoid. 
 
Well Flowerbower I guess that you never got even one of them, but my carer get them right without any 
problems. If I have forgotten any question given in this document please let me know. At my age it is easy 
to forget. I will regret the day that I forget to drop my pants before tipping out my bowls down the loo. 

The skeleton: BONES 
 
1 long - femur, humerus 
2 short - carpals and     tarsals 
3 flat – sternum and scapula 
4 irregular – pelvic bones 
5 sesamoid – the patella 
 
Bones consist of a protein 
matrix – osteoid – stiffened 
by calcium Ca 20 and 
phosphate P 15. They form 
rigid levers for movement 
and protect soft structures 
such as the brain, spinal cord 
and viscera. 
 
Viscera = plural noun- sing – 
viscus: the internal organs in 
the main cavities of the body, 
especially those in the 
abdomen. e.g. the intestines. 
 
Origin mid: 17th century: 
from Latin, plural of viscus. 
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DNA winding number (Φ): 
 
The winding number of a closed circular DNA, Φ, describes  
The winding of the  DNA helix around its axis to in the surface 
Frame of reference. This parameter may be defined by  
Reference to – Figure 3.2, which describes the geometry of a 
DNA whose axis, A lies on a general surface, M. The curve C 
Represents one of the DNA strands, winding in a right handed helical sense around A,  and passing above 
and below M. At any point, a, along A, a plane, P, is drawn perpendicular to A. P is crossed once by curve 
C at point c, and the vector Vac in the plane is the unit vector along the line joining a and c, As P advances 
along A, vac remains perpendicular to A and rotates around it. 
 
The extent of rotation is measured relative to the surface normal it v, which also lies in plane P. For closed 
circular DNA, A is a closed curve, and Φ is the number of times vac rotates around v as A is traversed once. 
Clearly, Φ must be an integer. Φ is positive if the direction of rotation is right handed, as in Figure 3.2. Hi 
Flowerbower do you find that blows your brain? I know the feeling I agree it is bloody difficult with 
cataracts on both eyes and rheumatism of hands and fingers means that I can no longer write 50 pages a day 
as I use too, I am lucky if I can do just 2 pages a day, The average helical repeat relative to the surface, hs, 
may thus be defined in terms of the DNA winding number: 
 

 
 
 
Flowerbower: I welcome all legal officials to my sites to discuss our progress and our targets to meet; I 
know that before they leave they will place an order for an S.E.G. The latest’s news that it has been 
agreed in principle that Russell be accepted on the main board of STI, and will be head of Searl 
Aerospace Inc. U.S.A. STI is discussing with Russell to try set up a conference on energy in South 
Africa in the spring of 2013, in which I hope to attend. The Holland one that took place in 2012 in 
Holland went well: unfortunate I could not attend that one. I would had love to been there, as I have 
lecture in Holland a few years ago, at their largest dance hall and packed it with visitors to meet me. 

Figure 18.13: 1948: London. UK: This 
question is number 18 Flowerbower – did 
you think that 17 others was the lot – if so 
– you will be disappointed there are 
millions more questions across the whole 
band of technology and science – which 
one should understand if they want to 
train as crew members of Swallow 
Command mission crews. 
 
A 
What is the name of the second type of 
nephric tubules which form late in Week 4? 
 
Why did I select week 4 for?  It is the 
matrix 4 which I use for the S.E.G. 
calculations. 
 
B 
From which tissue does the mesonephric 
form? 
 
C 
Into what structure does the mesonephric 
duct open? 

Prof. Searl in the USA, meetings. 
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Yes, Flowerbower; this all relates to the Searl Technology – but it is not even one tooth on that cog 
which is required for a commercial deep space exploration mission. As far as I understand that DNA 
is a structure concept builder, which all structures have functions regardless, that’s the law of the 
squares.  

A B C D

72 144 36 156

180 12 120 96

108 84 192 24

48 168 60 132  
Here is a chance for you to use your brain, because this is the only way that you can get your sums 
right for the construction of the S.E.G. When you say that you have made the S.E.G. and it don’t 
work proves 100% that the law of the squares are right – you failed to make the S.E.G. but crap! 

2012: photo received from SMI, 
Ca. USA during November on the 
oven to melt any metal material to 
use for testing making the layers for 
rollers and plates, so we can do this in 
house to save cost. This is part of the 
learning curve in being able to 
construct the S.E.G. in house, 
thereby, protecting the knowhow of 
the materials make up for this 
technology. 
 
Flowerbower that means we could 
collect all metal materials and melt 
them down to cast into layers for our 
staff to train on at a much lower level 
of cost expenditure.   
 
This is already in operation. I shall 
now give you the answer to question 
No: 18. 
 
A 
Mesonephroi: 
 
B 
Nephrogenic cord; lower cervical 
and upper thoracic intermediate 
mesenchyme. 
 
Mesenchyme = noun: Embryology a 
loosely organized, mainly mesodermal 
embryonic tissue which develops into 
connective and skeletal tissues, 
including blood and lymph. 
 
Derivatives mesenchymal = adjective. 
Origin late 19th century: from Greek 
mesos ‘middle’ + enkhuma ‘infusion’ 
 
Has that blown your brain Flowerbower? 

Can you tell which of the two options available to use 
that I have used here. Can you tell me what level this is 
to its DNA structure? What is the stepping value 
between materials being used? Are the values correct? 
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How can DNA create this man or this vegetable; I must admit that I have never seen a vegetable like 
this. Nature still amazes me what it springs on me. 

Figure FMIV.2: 1947: London: UK: Yes 
Flowerbower that is a boy of 14 years who 
had no formal education.  Agree that I never 
had your formal education, or would be just 
as stupid as you. 
 
The Muscles: 
 
Muscle is a tissue with a unique property: it 
can shorten – contract -  when stimulated by a 
supplying nerve. There are three types of 
muscle in the body – there goes the law of the 
squares again: -  
 
Skeletal or voluntary muscle – the “meat of 
the body: smooth or  involuntary muscle – 
found in the digestive tract, blood vessels and 
elsewhere – and cardiac muscle – found only 
in the heart.  
 
Skeletal muscles are attached at both ends of 
bones, cartilage, ligaments, skin or other 
muscles. 
 
When a muscle contracts, one attachment 
will remain static, and the other will 
therefore move. It was from this study work 
that show me how to make the S.E.G it 
confirm that the law of the squares was 
correct. 
 
Muscle fibers do not increase in numbers 
with use, but each fiber becomes thicker, as 
does the foreskin, causing the muscles to 
swell and bulge. Maybe we shall hear more 
later. 
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Continue from page 86: 
 
Surface linking number – SLk: 
 
If the DNA closed circle is planar, and the axis A lies in a plane – i.e. M is a plane surface, the reference 
vector  v will always point upward. The winding number will in this case be equal to Lk, the number of 
turns of the helix around the axis, and incidentally to the twist, since Wr = 0, Figure 3.3a. In general, 
however, Searl points out that the helix axis A need not lie in a plane, and the reference vector v need not 
have a constant direction. In such cases, the linking number will not in general be equal to the winding 
number, but will also include a contribution from the change in the reference vector, that is Flowerbower, 
from the topology of the surface M. This contribution, to my knowledge, called the surface linking number – 
SLk – is in simplistic terms, the number of revolutions made by the vector v in space, as the DNA axis is 
traversed. SLk is defined as follows: if a new curve AE is formed by a small displacement from A along  the 
direction of the normal vector v, SLk is the linking number of the two curves A and AE. 
 
For example, in Figure 3.3a, the DNA axis lies in a plane, the displaced curve AE lies entirely above the 
plane, and SLk = 0. In Figure 3.3b, the axis curve A lies on a strip surface, M, which is twisted once in a 
right handed sense. Hence the surface normal, v makes one right handed turn around A as the axis traversed. 
The displacement curve AE and A have a linking number of +1 and hence SLk = +1. 
 
The surface linking number is a function of the writhe of the DNA helix axis, since it is in part a property of 
the trajectory of the axis. The two terms are related by the following equation: 
 

SLk = STw + Wr 
 
Well Flowerbower you never knew that I knew that at 14 years old – You lack good formal education son! 

Figure 3.4: London UK 1948: Flowerbower this representation of 
an inter wound DNA helix. A, the axis of the DNA double helix, is 
wound on the surface of a cylinder with capped ends. v is the 
surface normal vector – see text. 

 
Yes, I am re-gearing up again – you may have stolen my equipment 
to stop me but you will never win – just delay me. I shall become a 
powerful man in energy and transportation systems mark my words. 
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Continue from page 89: 
 
Where STw, the surface twist, is the twist of the displaced curve Ae about the axis curve A. This equation 
thus has the same form as Lk = Tw + Wr. The surface twist, STw is also the correction between the 
measure of helical winding in the two frames of reference, the twist, Tw and the winding number, Φ: 
 

Tw = STw + Φ 
 
The basic formulation of the surface linking treatment is thus that the linking number – Lk – of a closed 
circular DNA may be partitioned into the DNA winding number – Φ – a measure of the rotation of the DNA 
helix relative to the surface  on which it lies, and the surface linking number – SLk, which describes the 
topology of that surface in space; that is: 
 

Lk = SLk +Φ 
 
For rigorous proof of the above relationship, see White et al. It is also useful to incorporate the specific 
linking difference – α into this formulation. The linking difference of a closed circular DNA is Lk – Lk0, 
where Lk0 = Φ = N/h0 – for a relaxed DNA whose axis lies in a plane; Figure 2.3a from the equation 
above: 
 

ΔLk = Lk – Lk0 = SLk + Φ – Lk0 
 
And therefore: 
 

 

 
John and his 
sister Iris not 
seen her since I 
Was 12 years 
old. 

Figure III.4: London UK. Yes 
Flowerbower this was my formal 
education, which I guess that you never 
had. 
 
Cartilage – a tough, elastic, bluish-white 
material – forms an important complement to 
bone in the skeletal framework of the body. Its 
distribution in the adult is shown by the blue 
areas – left.  
 
It is found where a combination of strength 
and flexibility is required; the cartilage of the 
nose, ears and larynx makes these structures 
both tough and resilient. These qualities are 
also important in the intervertebral disks, 
which need to be flexible under considerable 
pressures.  
 
Cartilage is also found covering the 
articulating surfaces of most synovial joints, 
where its low ‘friction coefficient’ facilitates 
movement. Cartilage has no blood supply, and 
therefore when it becomes damaged healing is 
slow and limited. In osteoarthritis the cartilage 
at the joints is worn away, thus interfering 
with joint movement. 
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Continue from page 90: 
 
It is possible Searl says now to introduce the surface helical repeat hs (= N/Φ), and h0(N/Lk0): 
 

 
 
This equation may be solved for hs: 
 

 
 
Searl states; in principle, this equation allows the calculation of the surface related helical repeat for DNA of 
any specific linking difference, providing the surface linking number of the surface is known. 
 
Well Flowerbower; have you understood everything so far in this document – Somehow I doubt it. This is 
based upon the crap you pumped out on YouTube, for so long. In this document I have pointed out how the 
law of the squares fit this DNA and question a number of issue which there appear to be no answers for 
which means have to research for answers. Yes, there is some mathematics shown, which I had explain that 
I would keep it down to as low as possible – which I am doing. Agree that I have cut across individual bands 
of technology which cannot be helped if discussing DNA as the key subject due to it structure function in all 
living things – the question is – is it or have we missed some important issues? 

Figure FM111.5: Mortimer. UK: 
 
The Shoulder is the most mobile joint in 
the body: the scapula is only attached to 
the main skeleton through the clavicle, 
and at the rear it “rides” in the muscles 
of the back. Further, the “ball”- head of 
the humerus – is large and the “socket” 
in the scapula comparatively small. This 
makes for a relatively weak and unstable 
joint, but the shoulder is enclosed by a 
capsule of fibrous ligaments and held 
together by a number of muscles.  
 
The shoulder can however become 
dislocated relatively easily in a 
downward direction, as there are no 
supporting muscles underneath the 
joint. 
 
Does it hurt? Yes it sure does – from 
actually hands on experience. 
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Well my dear Flowerbower, you should have no problem to answer these 3 simple questions; after all, you 
are the worlds top expert so you impress viewers on YouTube. So it’s funny how they all believed you, 
except me and a handful of intelligent people who you called mad. In reality the only mad person strangely 
was you! 
 
Continue from page 91: 
 
Since the surface linking number is a topological property of the path followed by the DNA on a surface, it 
follows that smooth deformation of that surface that is stretching or bending, without breaking, will not 
change its value, as long as the DNA remains on the surface during the deformation. Since Lk is also 
topological invariant: then the winding number and hence the average helical repeat also do not change on 
smooth deformation. In the following sections, potential applications of this approach will be considered. 
 
As mentioned Flowerbower previously, in a number of situations, DNA either does lie on a surface, for 
example that formed by a protein, or can be considered to lie on a virtual surface, and hence the surface 
linking treatment described above can be applied to a number of ‘real’ problems. 
 
Inter wound supercoiled DNA: 
 
The most stable form adopted by negatively supercoiled DNA in solution is the inter wound, or plectonemic 
form which I have already discussed. This conformation of DNA may be modeled as if the axis of the DNA 
helix lies on a cylinder with capped ends, as in Figure 3.4. – no Flowerbower it is not an erected penis – 
sorry old boy you are wrong again. The DNA axis A winds up and down the cylinder, and crosses the 
hemispherical caps at top and bottom,; the actual dimensions of the cylinder are not too important.  Firstly, 
considering the value of the surface linking number for such a structure, the surface normal, v, will always 
point out of the cylinder, and hence the displaced curve A, will always lie outside the cylinder. Clearly, A 
and Ae will not be linked, and hence SLk = 0. This result means that from equation:  
 

Lk – SLk + Φ  
 
we get      Lk –  
 

and the surface helical repeat, hs, from Equation.  

Figure 19.14: 1963, Mortimer, UK. My 
19th question to you is based upon this 
image. If you are wondering what it is I 
will tell you that it’s a transverse section 
of the heart? 
 
A 
Which embryonic structure gives rise to 
the ventricles? 
 
B 
Which primary embryonic tissue gives  
rise to the heart? 
 
C 
Name the tissue which contribute to the 
interventricular septum. 
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Continue from page 93: 
 
Simplifies to : 
 

 
 
This means that the apparent helical repeat of the DNA is a function simply of the initial helical repeat and 
the specific linking difference of the DNA. As an example, α for naturally occurring plasmid DNA is 
typically-0.06 to which I have already covered. If the initial helical repeat of DNA – h0 is 10.5 bp/turn, hs 
comes out  as 11.2 bp/turn. Searl points out that it must be emphasized again that this apparent change is a 
result  of the changed frame of reference of the measurement and does not reflect the physical untwisting of 
the DNA implied by such a change in helical repeat, although as noted previously, it is likely that the DNA 
is somewhat untwisted in a plectonemically wound supercoil, which I have already discussed. This 
confusion of a change in helical repeat measured relative to a – virtual – surface, compared with the natural 
helical repeat as envisaged and measured for a linear or planar length of DNA, is the major 
misunderstanding which has been caused by the surface linking treatment. 
 
Furthermore, because of the requirement mentioned earlier, that the winding number is unchanged on 
smooth deformation, any change in the conformation of the DNA which results only in a smooth 
deformation of the virtual surface, leaves the winding number, and hence average hs unchanged. Such a 
deformation would include that by changing conditions, such as temperature or ionic strength, or even the 
addition of intercalating drugs. Even though the effect of intercalators  is to untwist the helix of the DNA, 
the effect would be to alter the winding of the DNA on the cylinder – through a change in writhe; 
remember, the cylinder is allowed to change shape – so as to leave the apparent helical repeat unchanged. 
 

Figure 3.5: 1949, Crawley Road. London. This 
represents Flowerbower a schematic view of the 
path of DNA around the histone octamer in the 
nucleosome core particle.  Yes, Flowerbower, 
that is amazing what nature can do; after all 
you are a good example of the reality of nature. 

 
We shall find out if you are an alien or a homo? 
We are the future – and you are the past! 
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Can we be certain that the DNA controls our designs and functions, in the manner we observe them to 
function. I accept that rocks attract particles to them and therefore there have no DNA involved. The 
problem which I have is based upon the fact that there are millions of living things on this planet – how can 
just 4 components create all of them? Not just create them but set their functions which are many different 
types, by which each are supporting the total wheel of life. 
 
Maybe one day Flowerbower I will find that answer – what is life – and what is death – to that part I can 
understand the reason and purpose of death of all things, to renew the worn out parts by recycling. 

Figure iv.1;  London. UK. 1948:  Yes 
Flowerbower, you never knew that with 
all that formal education you claim on 
YouTube, it absolute has no value.  As 
you see the parts are marked up for 
you to learn. 
 
The arrangement of skeletal  muscles in 
different parts of the body is shown  by 
the cross sections on the left.  
 
The neck is crowded with important 
structures passing from the trunk to 
the head, including the windpipe, 
esophagus, spinal cord and major blood 
vessels supplying the brain. 
 
The abdomen has three layers of 
superficial muscles giving  support to 
the abdominal contents,  
 
Several important muscles support  the 
spine and govern its movements, 
maintaining our upright posture.  
 
The section through the upper arm 
shows the arrangement of muscles 
around the humerus. 
 
Flowerbower; how do I know all this – 
the answer is elementary; I worked on 
the wards then got promoted to the 
laboratory – that is how easy that was 
to learn – it is term hands on 
experience and I got plenty of that. 
 
Have patience with all things, but chiefly 
have patience with yourself.  
 
Do not lose courage in considering your 
own imperfections but instantly set about 
remedying them – every day begin the 
task anew; like I do; and try to forget the 
health problems which I suffer. 
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Continue from page 93: 
 
It can therefore be seen that the surface linking treatment of DNA supercoiling does not really produce 
useful information in the case of inter wound DNA, since the winding number is not readily measurable, and 
is, in any case, not sensitive to the changes in conformation usually seen in this kind of DNA molecule. 
 
Dear Flowerbower; it is generally recognized that the man equipped with a small amount of knowledge is 
often in a more dangerous position than one who has no knowledge at all. His information may be just 
sufficient to allow him to reach erroneous conclusion. This is our opinion we observe about you on 
YouTube Flowerbower. In no department of learning is this more likely to be the case than in physiology 
and in medicine. Most doctors Flowerbower can recall the day when, as medical students, they reached the 
conclusions that they were suffering from the symptoms of some grievous and dangerous disease which they 
happened to be studying. 
 
By the aid of additional knowledge these fears were readily dispelled. It was with the full knowledge of this 
danger that I have undertook the task of writing this elementary work on DNA, which nips at bits of human 
physiology, embryology, anatomical atlas and DNA topology. This danger was increased because, in order 
to demonstrate the normal functions of an organ, he has often had to describe its abnormal functioning in 
disease. I know that this is true, as I too have been a medical student, on the wards and in the laboratory, that 
in reality is where I should had remained, but being placed in a care home the hospital did not wish to force 
the homes into court to get me handed over to them for six years to study to become a doctor for research on 
the brain. I have given everything in all work which I have undertaken. For this work I have had to undergo 
14 different mental doctors to check if I was safe to deal with such power – verdict = from all that I would 
make a good prime minister – that is why they refused to make me one. They do not need good prime 
minister. The court agree that I could proceed with the work. 
 
Searl agrees, at the same time, he has taken care to emphasize the fact that the mind has a profound 
influence on the working of the body, and that anxiety is one of the body’s worst enemies and you 
Flowerbower is the second worst enemy! 

Figure 3.6: 1949, London. UK:  
 
Flowerbower, this is indeed my education 
as I was working on the wards and then in 
the laboratory.  
 
This is a toroidal supercoiling in 
nucleosome wrapped DNA. 
 
The path of the DNA helix in an array of 
nucleosomes on closed circular DNA can 
be assumed to lie on the surface of an 
imaginary torus. 
 
As far as I am concerned that if we are 
successful to restart the I-G-V. program, no 
one will be going to Mars until I have the 
facts. Fact: some people have got a brain 
tumor from using a mobile phone, others 
appear to take much longer before they get 
a brain tumor – WHY? What is missing in 
our knowledge base?  
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The answer to this question will be given soon in this document. Life to me is the most interesting 
subject next to flying, by now you should have guessed that. I have no problem with anything living or 
dead; as that is the reality to which I belong to. 
 
Continue from page 95: 
 
The old adage, ‘Mens sana in corpore sano’, is usually interpreted as meaning that to have a healthy mind 
one must have a healthy body. Searl agrees that is equally true that a healthy mind is a necessity to a healthy 
body, and my teacher made sure that I had a healthy mind by a good spanking, sad she has passed away, as 
there are so few women who appreciate the need of real exercise in both directions. This should be the 
interpretation of saying which is of special importance in the modern civilized world. 
 
I appreciate that anxiety is the commonest symptom displayed in the consulting room of today, anxiety 
about health and fear of disease. Searl understands men’s anxiety about going in to hospital for their tonsils 
to be removed only to find on leaving the hospital they still got their tonsils but are minus their testicles. 
Searl also understand that even commoner than anxiety concerning health is anxiety concerning life. 
 
Searl understand that some of the difficulties against which we have to struggle are real, and very few of us 
can escape altogether from suffering. Take myself almost all of my life had to cope with loss of hearing and 
imbalance problem and over time many more problems added to them. But Searl understands also that many 
of our difficulties are purely imaginary; we are afraid of what will never happen. Real or unreal, the wear 
and tear to which our anxieties subject our bodies are the same. That is true Flowerbower, your anxiety was 
based on losing your job if the S.E.G reached the marketplace, fear made you act in such a manner to try to 
stop it succeeding – but you have lost out!  

Yes Flowerbower it is a very old drawing 
going back to 1949 at Crawley Road. 
London: you can see how my education was 
progressing but that was not the only 
subject which I was studying. 
 
This I agree is a diagram showing the 
position of some of the important organs in 
the chest and the abdomen. 
 

 
What is this Flowerbower? No it is not a 
DNA strand, but it is part of the DNA op. 
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To find a remedy for these ills is difficult Flowerbower, for it is only the minority that has succeeded in 
finding what is more important than all medicines; than a good spanking is an attitude of mind which can 
surmount them. Searl states that we live in a health conscious age, or we should do, alas it appears to be 
lacking from where I am sitting, but unfortunately our consciousness is often of the negative variety. Instead 
of using our knowledge so as to live as healthily as possible, we are apt to dwell too much on the dangers 
amongst which we move. 
 
Those Fifth columnists within us, fear and anxiety, are our worst enemies and are more dangerous than our 
external enemies, the disease carrying organisms. It is hope, therefore, my documents that in providing my 
readers with an elementary knowledge of the working of their bodies I will have discouraged rather than 
aggravated their anxieties. First thing your anxiety that planet X will fall on your head – let me assure you 
that no planet X will be doing that, simply because there is no planet X; So you can return to bed and enjoy a 
good sleep and stop taking those sleeping pills. 
 
The human body has been wonderfully contrived, and, provided it is used properly, is well able to support 
most of the strain and dangers to which it is submitted. Let me see to it that I do not impose upon it the 
additional burden of a fearful imagination. 
 
Continue from page 93: 
 
The nucleosome: 
 
As an additional example, the long standing problem of the conformation of DNA when bound in the 
nucleosome will be considered – Figure 3.5. From the X-ray crystallographic studies of nucleosome core 
particles by Klug and co-workers, it is known that 146 bp of DNA wraps itself in about 1.8 turns round the 
histone octamer core, in a shallow left handed superhelix. The dimensions of the DNA path are shown in 
Figure 3.5. 

The thyroid cartilage and cricoid cartilage are the 
fixed cartilages of the larynx.  The role of the thyroid 
cartilage is to protect this organ and its internal – 
endolaryngeal – structures, such as the vocal cords. 
 
Description – location: 
The thyroid cartilage is the sizeable cartilaginous 
area, visible to the naked eye, which in men forms 
the prominent structure in the throat commonly 
known as the Adam’s apple. Yes it also exists in 
women, although it is rounded and more discreet. It 
is longer transversely than vertically, bigger at the 
top than the  bottom, and occupies the anterior 
superior section of the larynx. 
 
Appearance: 
The thyroid – from the Greek thureoeides,, 
meaning shield, to my understanding. The largest 
cartilage of the larynx, owes its name to its 
protective role and its shape. Composed of two – 
here comes the law of the squares again – 
quadrilateral laminae, which merge on the median 
line in an acute angle projecting forwards, it 
surrounds the cricoid cartilage to the rear and has 
two surfaces: a superficial one – anterior, and a 
deep one – posterior – that largely covers the other 
cartilages of the larynx. It is made up of 
cartilaginous tissue, which  can ossify with age. 
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Continue from page 97: 
 
Linking difference and the ‘linking number paradox’: 
 
Since DNA is wrapped around the histone octamer in a super helical path, it should come as no surprise that 
the writhing of the DNA can contribute to supercoiling if the nucleosomes are part of a closed circular DNA. 
Indeed, is a closed circular DNA is relaxed with a topoisomerase in the presence of a number of 
nucleosomes, the DNA can be shown, when the histones are removed, to have a linking difference – ΔLk 
corresponding to approximately -1 per nucleosome present – I understand that the most up-to-date value is -
1.01 ±0.08. This means that each nucleosome contributes a linking difference – ΔLk of approximately -1. 
 
Searl understands that although linking number is undefined for non-closed circular DNA molecules, it is 
useful to consider such linking differences for segments of a closed molecule, which must sum to the Lk. 
Although the ΔLk attributable to one nucleosome is close to 1, there is no requirement for a linking  
difference in this context to be an integer, and the ΔTw and ΔWr of the length of DNA being considered – 
relative to the twist and writhe of the equivalent linear unconstrained DNA will still add up to the ΔLk 
Equation  = Lk = Tw + Wr. The same argument also applies to Φ, SLk and ΔLk for a given DNA segment; 
that is: 
 

ΔLk = ΔSLk + ΔΦ 
 
For a segment of a closed circular DNA, for example that bound in a nucleosome. Yes Flowerbower and 
many others who think that this is all waste of time and effort – for your information your DNA will be a 
critical issue for a post on Swallow Command deep space exploration missions – if any signs of any problem 
with your function systems you are out of flying – ground work accepted. 

This is the cartilages of 
the larynx – posterior 
surface. 
 
Structure: Superficial or 
anterior surface: On the 
median line, it has an 
angular projection,, the 
laryngeal prominence  - 
Adam’s apple. This is 
more pronounced in its 
superior section, where it 
has a deep indentation, 
the thyroid notch , than 
in its inferior section, 
which completely recedes 
from view. This angulay 
projection, which is far 
less pronounced in 
women than in men, first 
appears at puberty and 
differs from one person 
to the next – but why do 
the DNA do that? Agree 
it appears that these 
differences have no 
influence on the range of 
the person’s voice. 
Maybe we shall hear 
more later on. 
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Tuesday 4th December 2012: Latest photo received from SMI. CA. USA: Segments of the S.E.G.,  only 
shareholders can order a copy as proof on what they have invested on; which is now under R&D 
study. Each segment is costly to produce as this is not 1946, but 2012. As our staff has to learn how to 
make these parts correctly – this is a way for them to train. Even if the CNC is all computer control it 
has still to be programed correctly. Not only that if the CNC machine is out of action work has to 
continue on old hand operating systems. Anyone can machine parts within large Tolerance’s ±5th but 
we have extremely small tolerance ±0.001th.  But what people do not understand is that we have to 
work by density which is critical value, which must match the values of the level of the matrix of 
square 4 being used. 
 
 
Continue from page 98: 
 
The super helical turns of DNA around the nucleosome core are of the toroidal type defined on page 39 
figure 2.7e. This can be seen by considering the representation in figure 3.6. A closed circular DNA 
incorporated into nucleosomes can be considered to lie wholly on the surface of a torus. 
 
The wrapping of DNA around the histones corresponds to turns around the torus. 
 
TORUS = noun = anatomy = a ridge of bone or muscle; the maxillary torus. 
 
Origin date for this section of science was around the 19th century; in other sciences it was used way back to 
the 16th century. I hope this will help you Flowerbower, with your education. 
 
From the definition of the surface linking number, it can be seen that the total number of turns around the 
torus equals the SLk for the whole array of nucleosomes. This can be divided into a contribution from each 
nucleosome, which corresponds to ΔSLk in Equation ΔLk = ΔSLk + ΔΦ. From the crystal structure, this 
value is -1.8. 
 
Flowerbower: does that blow your brain? I have to admit that your brain excites me, having nurse 90 odd 
mental ill people you are sure top of that list by far – how you fantasize yourself on YouTube. How can your 
brain expose you without shame as a conman? 
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93 108 123 138 153 168 1 16 31 46 61 76 91

107 122 137 152 167 13 15 30 45 60 75 90 92

121 136 151 166 12 14 29 44 59 74 89 104 106

135 150 165 11 26 28 43 58 73 88 103 105 120

149 164 10 25 27 42 57 72 87 102 117 119 134

163 9 24 39 41 56 71 86 101 116 118 133 148

8 23 38 40 55 70 85 100 115 130 132 147 162

22 37 52 54 69 84 99 114 129 131 146 161 7

36 51 53 68 83 98 113 128 143 145 160 6 21

50 65 67 82 97 112 127 142 144 159 5 20 35

64 66 81 96 111 126 141 156 158 4 19 34 49

78 80 95 110 125 140 155 157 3 18 33 48 63

79 94 109 124 139 154 169 2 17 32 47 62 77
Here is a matrix square 13 – can you state which mathematical group it is : 1 . 2 or 3? 
What would the magnetic frequency be if it was used to make an energy device? 
This class of matrix do have an DNA base structure so what is the DNA line value? 
What is the DNA magnetic frequency value? Watch out at any time I may give you a matrix 13 with 
just one number to work out it line value – its magnetic frequency?  So beware Flowerbower. 
 
Continue from page 99: 
 
The so called ‘linking number paradox’ refers to the discrepancy between the 1.8 turns of shallow super 
helix of DNA around the histone core, which implies a contribution to linking number of roughly -2, and the 
measured linking contribution, which is close to -1 per nucleosome. Of course, although a linking difference 
can be defined as a characteristic of a single nucleosome structure, it is only possible to make a 
measurement of ΔLk in a closed circular DNA, ideally one containing several nucleosomes. This means that 
it is not known in 1968 for sure whether the linking difference occurs within the structure of the nucleosome 
– Figure 3.5, or whether part of the effects a super helical ordering of the DNA which joins the nucleosomes 
together in the closed circular array – Figure 3.6. 
 
That is another reason why man will not be going to Mars or beyond yet – we need far more answers than I 
had in 1968. 
 
Dear Flowerbower, take note that this evening on Thursday December 6th I had a visit from the TV license 
Department which makes it the 13th person to call on me since I was 75 about having no license so I gave 
them a lecture that a boy of 10 could do a better job they do – over 14 letters since I was 75 years old and 
they still do not know that I do not need a license. So I invited them in and showed the video clips on the 
web and my 3rd book I now writing this year. They agree that the government will pay my license fee which 
I should get license shortly so I will not get any more problems from them. 
 
That is just a warning with you: in court I bounce you so hard that you will not know which end is your 
arsehole, like I have done to others. All my life I have battered with legal people – guess they will still be 
more to come. I am a fighter for the truth, and I will never let go. I hope that this will be my last book in 
which I need to name you in it. I trust now you will back off and let me get on with the work – because I am 
still going to get to the marketplace regardless. To all my viewers this is the end of Flowerbower I hope. So 
if you see him on the web just let me know. I love a good fight. But it would be nicer if it was devoted to 
assist this project and not to stop it – and thank you all who are helping me to achieve my target. 
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I shall now give you the answer to question 19: 
 
A 
Primitive ventricles: 
 
B 
Mesenchyme: 
 
C 
The muscular portion derives from subendocardial tissue from the right  and left bulbar ridges, and 
the fused atrioventricular endocardial cushions. The membranous portion derives from tissue from 
the right side of the fused endocardial cushions, then fuses with the muscular portion and the 
aorticopulmonary septum. – sorry there: I got carry away thinking I was back in the hospital laboratory, 
which was so long ago, knowledge base has grown over these missing years – unfortunate I have no idea yet 
how the knowledge base has increase. If I ever get the money I will do my best to get updated on the present 
day facts.   
 
We so easy forget things that have no interest to us. And only remember the bad things which happen to us. 
Strange in my case everything is vital, good or bad is all part of the learning curve to conquer space to the 
advantage of planet earth. A commercial space operation takes time and today a vast sum of hard cash. But 
when all people get together mountains can be moved. Canals can be cut out of the earth to create 
waterways; and if we try we can harness wasted energy to our advantage. But you have to decide if you like 
to be flooded out – have no power for days. You cannot drive your car as fuel cost to much or none is 
available; its your choice what to want. 
 
My choice is be prepare for the worst, because the worst has yet to come, it has visited us in the past and it 
will soon visit us again. The S.E.G. technology is just one solution to the coming problems. There is some 
things which I am certain of – no planet X is going to hit planet Earth – No alien invasion this year – or 
strange creatures declaring war on us – but Earthlings will war with Earthlings. Yet if all people worked 
together we can move mountains, cut large canals to absorbed flood waters fast – create clean water and air. 
All of these issues are possible, but it will take you to make it so. Funny just to add the term organic or free 
range you can increase the cost where in fact it cost less farming under these conditions – example just 
bought 6 hen eggs cost 2.09 BP that is just a fraction over 0.348p each. In my days we sold 12 free range 
eggs for 2s.6d. That is a great difference to today’s costs. 
 
I dread to think of the future family’s, I see them living like ancient man did: as I see we are slowly moving 
backwards instead of forwards in many ways – education is lacking badly – the reason far too many stupid 
games for computers to play to excite the minds of the next generation into the world of imagination. 
 

Figure 20.14: 1949 London, UK: This 
image relates to the transverse section of 
skin and developing mammary gland from 
155 mm CR fetus: This is my question 20. 
 
A 
How does this developing gland form? 
 
B 
How does the nipple form? 
 
This was my world that I loved – but this SEG 
technology would become an urgent issue before I 
die – so I was force to undertake this task.  

2012: this is my world today – what you see 

has no DNA – but it did take DNA to construct 

these components. All we do is to transform 

one state to another, thus nothing is created 

or destroyed.
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Continue from page 100: 
 
Early resolution of the linking number paradox: 
 
When the structure of the nucleosome was first elucidated in 1977, and the nature of the linking number 
paradox discerned, it was soon reasoned that an alteration in the helical repeat of the DNA in the 
nucleosome to 10.0 bp/turn from the value in free DNA would resolve the paradox. This analysis was based 
on the twist and writhe parameters. The discrepancy between the linking difference on nucleosome 
formation - ~-1 and the writhe associated with the structure - ~-1.8 – was interpreted as a change in the twist 
of the DNA bound to the histone core. A straightforward calculation yielded the predicted value for the twist 
related helical repeat – ht – of 10.0 bp/turn. 
 
PARADOX = noun = a seemingly absurd or contradictory statement or proposition which when 
investigated may prove to be well founded or true. 
 
A statement or proposition which, despite sound – or apparently sound – reasoning from acceptable 
premises, leads to a conclusion that seems logically  unacceptable or  self-contradictory.  
 
A person or thing that combines contradictory features or qualities: cathedrals face the paradox of having 
enormous wealth in treasures but huge annual expenses. 
 
Origin mid 16th century – originally denoting a statement contrary to accepted opinion: via late Latin 
from Greek paradoxon ‘contrary – opinion’, neuter adjective used as a noun, from para-‘distinct from’ 
+doxa ‘opinion. 
 
Let me give you the answer to question 20: 
 
A 
Asa down growth of thickened ectoderm in the pectoral region. Secondary epithelial cords grow into 
underlying mesenchyme and then become canalized – week 32 – 36. 
 
B 
At full term or in the neonate, a proliferation of mesenchyme below the areola elevates it above the adjacent 
skin. 

Figure FM5.5: London 1948 UK: 
 
Movement of joints usually involves 
contraction of some muscle and 
relaxation of others – skeletal muscles 
are general arranged in opposing 
groups. Thus flexing the elbow to raise 
the forearm involves contraction of the 
biceps and brachioradialis muscles and 
relaxation of the triceps; to straighten the 
elbow, the process is reversed. 
 
Why am I dealing with this subject 
because I wish you know that I know it 
that DNA is involved. I am searching 
how can our DNA create such devices, 
with such functions. Yet over half of the 
population is not happy about their 
construction and insist on changing parts. 
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107 122 137 152 167 13 15 30 45 60 75 90 92

121 136 151 166 12 14 29 44 59 74 89 104 106

135 150 165 11 26 28 43 58 73 88 103 105 120

149 164 10 25 27 42 57 72 87 102 117 119 134

163 9 24 39 41 56 71 86 101 116 118 133 148

8 23 38 40 55 70 87 100 115 130 132 147 162

22 37 52 54 69 84 99 114 129 131 146 161 7

36 51 53 68 83 98 113 128 143 145 160 6 21

50 65 67 82 97 112 127 142 144 159 5 20 35

64 66 81 96 111 126 141 156 158 4 19 34 49

78 80 95 110 125 140 155 157 3 18 33 48 63

79 94 109 124 139 154 169 2 17 32 47 62 77   
You have one minute to solve it without computer or calculator. – which will not be allowed on stage before 
cameras. But you can use paper and pen. Here we find the experts. 
 
Continue from page 102: 
 
Searl will, now summarize, one possible explanation for the linking number paradox is that the DNA joining 
the nucleosomes in a closed circular array contributes a linking difference of around +0.8/nucleosome, to 
account for the difference between the contribution from the path of the DNA axis and measured value. 
Searl says that an alternative explanation is that there is a change of helical repeat of the DNA bound to the 
nucleosome, from 10.0 bp/turn in nucleosome wrapped DNA. 
 
The helical repeat at the nucleosome surface: 
 
To Searl knowledge base that at about the same time as the above calculations were made, the first accurate 
values of the periodicity of DNA on the nucleosome were made by DNase I digestion. Earlier experiments 
had yieded a value of roughly 10 bp/turn. However, in the more accurate determinations, the average value 
came out as 10.4 bp/turn, not dissimilar to that in free DNA, rather than the predicted 10.0 bp/turn. 
However, this result and the prediction were reconciled by consideration of possible steric effects on DNase 
I digestion of the adjacent turns of helix on the nucleosome, due to the large size of the DNase I molecule 
relative to the DNA helix – see Figure 3.1 
 
As has been seen from consideration of the surface frame of reference, the periodicity of the DNA helix 
relative to a surface on which it lies corresponds rigorously to hs and is a function of the winding number, 
Φ. More recently, estimates of hs have been made using alternative methods which are not susceptible to the 
steric problem previously described. This is basically what Fernando is undertaking at SMI, at this time, 
which is identical the same objective. These data, and analysis using the winding number and surface linking 
number, make possible a convincing estimate of the topological and geometric parameters describing the 
path of DNA around the nucleosome. Searl guess that some readers may find this discussion a little 
complex; if so, they should turn to the summary which will be present later on. 
 
To me: all this is exciting subject, because it links all living objects including the Searl Effect Generator 
(S.E.G) Together in one respect, as the matrix used in the design of the S.E.G. is its DNA. It also give the 
DNA linkage number and its linking differences. – you say that I do not give you the FACTS well on this 
web site you get the facts – unless someone removes them – or blocks the FACTS. Enjoy the book and I 
hope will help you to understand the work which is involved behind the scenes.  

Matrix13: Questions: 

Which group does Matrix 13 
belongs to (1) (2) or (3)? 
 
What is its line value? 
 
What would be the magnetic 
frequency? 
 
How many shells is it constructed 
from? 
 
What is its DNA linking 
number? 
 
What is the DNA difference 
number? 
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Continue from page 103: 
 
Measurements of hs for the nucleosome: 
 
Searl points out that when DNA is wound tightly around the nucleosome core, one of the consequences is 
the compression of the major and minor grooves – which I have explained at the beginning of this 
document on the inside and the widening of the grooves on the outside of the DNA curve. Certain 
sequences, notably runs of A-T base pair, having an  intrinsically narrow minor groove, should be most 
favourably positioned with their minor grooves on the inside of such a sharply curve segment of DNA. 
Analogously, runs of G-C base pair should be more favourably aligned with minor grooves facing 
outwards.  
 
In 1985, to Searl understanding Drew and Travers utilized this hypothesis in a study of the probabilities of 
the positioning of certain sequences in nucleosome bound DNA. The periodicity of the appearance of short 
regions of A-T and C-G nucleotides along many nucleosome forming sequences were averaged to yield a  
value of 10.17 ± 0.05 bp. 
 
A-DNA: A conformation of right  handed double stranded DNA characterized by a tilting of the bases 
with respect to the helix axis; found in DNA at low humidity. 
 
B_DNA: a conformation of right handed double stranded DNA characterized by a perpendicular 
arrangement of the bases with respect to the helix axis; thought to be the form of DNA commonly 
found in nature. 
 
H-DNA: a triple stranded conformation of DNA comprising a polypyimidine  strand lying in the 
major groove of a polypurine-polyprimidine duplex. 
 
Z-DNA: a conformation of double stranded DNA characterized by a left handed helix. It can be 
formed in alternating purine-pyrimidine sequences. 

Figure FM5.3: London. UK. 1949: 
 
A motor and plate is the junction between 
a motor nerve and skeletal muscle fibers. 
The nerve terminates in several ‘feet’ 
attached to a swelling or ‘sole’ on the 
muscle fiber. The nervous signal is relayed 
to the fibers by a biochemical ‘transmitter’ 
substance, thought to be stored in vesicles 
near the junction. 
 
At this stage of writing this document I just 
giving you an extreme basic details of the 
component being shown more details will 
follow in due time. 
 
My problem is simple – how on earth can 
our DNA create such components with 
such functions. Later documents will 
include animals structures – why are we so 
different. Yet have similar construction. 
Layout. So many claims are made about 
man appearance on Earth, which are just 
insane. The answer must be available. 
Somehow we must find it. In fact there are 
many other questions that require answers 
across the whole domain of science and 
technology as these documents will show. 
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Continue from page 104: 
 
Crucially, the periodicities of A-T and of G-C sequences were exactly out of phase, the A-T sequences 
appearing with minor grooves on the inside, as predicted. This value of 10.17 bp therefore reflects the 
periodicity of appearance of these sequences on the inside or outside of the DNA curve, relative to the 
surface of the histone core. Searl says in other words, this is a direct measure of hs  { the value of 10.17 
bp/turn was later confirmed by direct sequencing of many nucleosome forming sequences]. 
 
Searl understands that recently, an alternative DNA digestion technique has been used to determine the 
helical periodicity of DNA on the nucleosome.  Hydroxyl radical  cleavage is not subject to the steric 
constraints associated with DNase I, and  the extent of cleavage is modulated both by the protection of 
bound  protein and by the width of the minor groove of the DNA helix – see above. The variation in such 
cleavage should thus provide an ideal measure of the periodicity of the DNA helix relative to a protein 
surface,, that is hs. Searl states measurement of helical periodicities by hydroxyl radical cleavage in a single 
nucleosome and is mixed sequence nucleosomes have yielded an average value of 10.18±0.05 bp/turn, a 
value in remarkably close agreement with that derived from sequence periodicities. 
 
Topology and geometry of DNA in the nucleosome: 
 
The parameter measured by the experiments described above, hw, (=10.18 bp/turn), and the dimensions of  
the nucleosomes in – Figure 3.5, allow the determination of the winding number Φ of nucleosome wrapped 
DNA   

                           

1949: London. UK: Cardiac Muscle: has the 
special ability to contract rhythmically. The fibers 
are similar to those of skeletal muscle, but the 
cells are short and connect with adjacent fibers. 
Heart muscle cannot regenerate, and if it is 
damaged, as in a heart attack, there is some 
degree of functional loss. 
 
Physiology is the science of the body, as 
psychology is the science of the mind. It deals 
with the activities of the various organs to which 
are delegated special functions in the body 
economy, and also with the means by which these 
various functions are coordinated. It cannot be too 
strongly insisted upon that the organs of the body 
do not act independently, but that the action of 
one in adjusted to the action of another. The 
health of the body as a whole depends on the 
harmonious working of the parts. 
 
Within this document I am dealing with basic 
elementary facts, which are involved. 
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We have grown use for taking things for granted – that is where the danger lies. Never question its 
real contents – is it safe to eat – is it safe to drink – is it safe to touch. How many people have died 
because they took for granted it was safe to do? You will read all about it in my documents. 
 
I wonder if the food we eat is really safe to eat; how high is harmful level of radiation it contains? How 
much harmful materials been buried there and corroding which the veg is absorbing; such as mercury Hg 80 
from buried batteries and other such like goods which have passed over from being useful. When shall we 
ever learn to respect all things in nature upon which we depend on to live? I have witness used condoms and 
ladies used sanity towels thrown in the hedgerows or on the grown for people to see or walk upon. We 
worry about dog shit on the pathways or sidewalks. And pigeon shit dropping on your car windscreen. But 
not used condoms which most likely carry death waiting for you with one of the 4 sexual diseases, for 
children pick up and play with. 
 
We need to be better educated, better understanding our position on planet earth is to care for it, which 
includes the animals we need by which to survive and water all thing need to live. We are the main creator 
that kills this planet – and we claim to be the most intelligent of all creation  - in reality we are not!   

Figure AA3: London. UK. 
1948: 
This presents my 
understanding in 1948 about 
the skeleton of the head and 
trunk from behind. 
 
Why do woman appear to be 
unhappy about their bums: To 
my mind I am surprise that our 
DNA can design such a unit 
which encase other functions in 
it – problem: is that you do not 
understand that this is created 
from elements as atoms multi-
millions of them which we 
cannot see even one they are so 
small; just look at this: 

 
You thought God created it - no he 
never, but your DNA did – the 
question which I have is HOW?  
 
How can you not admire such 
structure of beauty and function – 
can you create a better function 
unit? I bet you cannot! 
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For a change I will do a recap reference to pages 84 and 106: in which I am discussing the skeleton in 
reference to the bones. I shall use these drawings to explain its objective. First here it will be the skull 
which to my mind as I remember it was 22 bones. 
 
The bones of the head are tightly connected by fibrous sutures. Apart from the mandible – Lower jaw – they 
are immobile. The eight bones - here comes that dream 1 again – of the cranium protect the brain. There are: 
 

1. Frontal bone: 
2. Parietal bones: 
3. 1 occipital bone: 
4. 2 temporal bones: 
5. 1 sphenoid bone, which with the occipital form most of the base of the skull: 
6. 1 ethmoid bone, between the brain and nasal cavity. 

 
Thank heaven for those bones – what would we do without them – we sure would look a fool with your head 
rolling on the floor. Maybe we shall being hearing more. 
 
Continue from page 105: 
 
The winding number of 146 bp of linear DNA is 146/10.49 = 13.92; the average value of h0 was calculated 
not by me but by Hayes et al for specific fragment studied, not of me; as I am in storage in Hollywood – as 
10.49 bp/turn. Therefore, the change in winding number on nucleosome formation is: 
 

ΔΦnuc = +0.42 
 
 
The DNA is wrapped in 18 left handed turns around the nucleosome core;  hence ΔSLk, the change in 
surface linking number on nucleosome formation is -1.8(SLk for planar, i.e. uncomplexed DNA, is zero, 
Figure 3.3). Hence, from Equation ΔLk = ΔSLk + ΔΦ, the predicted linking difference attributable to the 
formation of one nucleosome can be calculated: 
 

ΔLknuc = ΔSLk + ΔΦ = -1.8 + 042 = -1.38 (±0.13) 
 

Searl understands that essentially the same analysis has also been presented by Travers and Klug, except that 
no correction has been made for the difference between the number of super helical turns around the 
nucleosome – SLk, and the corresponding  writhe of the DNA, which are not identical – equation SLk = 
STw + Wr; this leads to a slightly different result. Searl states that the use of SLk in this calculation – and 
in Hayes et al – removes this problem. In this terminology used by Travers and Klug, - the ‘local’ frame of 
reference in the equivalent of the surface frame; this analysis pre-dates the formal description of surface 
linking number, and should probably be recast in surface linking terms.   
 
Searl states; when the calculated value for ΔLk on nucleosome formation - -1.38 ± 0.13 is compared with 
the experimentally determined value of -1.01 ± 0.08, it can be seen that this analysis does not resolve the 
linking number paradox. Now we can see another reason why man will not be going to Mars yet. To account 
for this discrepancy, it may be necessary to return to the suggestion that the DNA between successive 
nucleosome in closed circular DNA is organized so as to provide a contribution to the ΔLk, which I shall 
deal with later in this document. 
 
CATENANE: interlinked double stranded DNA circles, as in the links of a chain. 
 
CATENANE NUMBER (Ca): the sum of the intermolecular double stranded nodes of the DNA molecules 
comprising a catenane. 
 
This is explaining terms that will be appearing within this document. 

We are what our DNA demands of us – not by our choice or desire – 
but what it needs – if you fail then you are trashed – like the program 
on your PC that is corrupted you trash it – Death does the same! 

We can change the future, but not the past; 
but for that to happen we must all work 
together to create that future. 
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Searl states, before he starts dealing with a man’s body and with its constituent organs, it will be useful to 
consider the element out of which they are built, the living cell. To Searl the cell represents the body in 
miniature. It may be looked upon as working models in which I can study on a smaller scale the activities 
that take place in the body as a whole. The cells out of which the body is built are so small that they cannot 
be seen with the naked eye. 
 
Continue from page 107: 
 
Searl understands that Hayes et al. point out that more than 146 bp of DNA may be organized by the histone 
core, on the basis of their hydroxyl radical experiments. Now all you experts since 1968 who have down 
the things which I have stated; please take note of this last statement, which in my case relates to 
magnetism. Identical the same problem that magnetic fields can change under certain conditions due 
to some in the negative ion linking number. Including its linking difference across the barriers. After 
all; did not Gunnar Sandburg of Sussex University made a similar statement; that he assumed that 
the secret was at the boundaries of the layers. 
 
Searl states; that if this effect accounts for all the discrepancy, then each linker DNA in a nucleosome array 
contributes +0.37 to the linking  number, a considerable smaller value than that required in the original 
analysis, which I shall discuss later on. Is this not the same problem with you experts who are keen to 
assume that it would take 240 volts to make those rollers to move, their problem was that such 
movement would create the rollers to fly off – where I was stating that rare earths had enough 
electrons to kick start it and at SMI its demonstrated that it takes only 5 volts to make a mass of metal 
to rotate around a larger mass. Well within the means of rare earths to undertake. 
 
CLOSED CIRCULAR DNA: double helical DNA in which both strands are closed circles, i.e. there 
are no free ends. 
 
CRUCIFORM: a stem loop structure in double stranded DNA formed by intra-strand base pairing of 
each strand. 
 
CURVED DNA: DNA in which the preferred conformation has a curve axis.  
 
 

Figure E21.15: 1949. London. UK. This 
is my 21 question in this subject. Based 
upon the coronal section of the arm bud. 
 
A 
Which nerves supply the flexor and 
extensor compartments of the arm bud? 
 
B 
What do the preaxial and postaxial 
borders become in the adult? 
 
C 
How do the somatic muscles of the limb 
develop? 
 
You wanted to know what my education 
was like back there in time – now you 
know! 
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The law of the squares states: clearly to me that there are always two prime states in nature and they are 
opposites, but not necessary of the same level of atoms – or linking numbers. In normal practice there are 
more on one side then the other, 
 
Continue from page 108: 
 
Alternatively, it has been suggested by White et al. that small distortions in the shape of nucleosomes may 
lead to significant alterations in the surface linking number SLk attributable in the nucleosome structure. 
 
Searl accepts; that although these findings have not completely resolved the linking number paradox, they 
have shown that the intrinsic periodicity of the DNA does change on binding to the nucleosome core. When 
I stated back there from 1946 that it was a waveform of magnetic bubbles, whose linkage number and 
linkage differences relate to some change in materials used you down me and then later stated that you 
are but one we are many, it is impossible for us to come up to you: that you must come down to us. 
Therefore, I dropped the magnetic bubbles, linking and differences number to please them. It failed to 
resolve this issue. Strange that is a similar problem which exists in the DNA there in 1968 period. I expected 
the media to write up a reasonable article from a 10 hour meeting, clearly they cannot. As from this date I 
shall use Bradley Lockerman as my press officer to handle them and give them a sign statement to print.  

Figure 5.4: 1948 London. UK:  
 
No it is not an underground cable 
network. It is just a simple diagram of 
the skeletal muscle –or striated 
muscle – is made up of bundles of 
muscle fibers grouped together.  
 
Which is identical on how I wire up the 
I-G-V and the way Swallow Command 
Audio-Vision communication Division 
was / and will be again wired. If it works 
in nature then it will work ok in my 
technology as they are basically related.  
 
Motor nerves, which stimulate the 
muscle to contract, are attached to the 
fibers at motor end plates.  
 
There is a rich blood supply, able to 
cope with the enormous demand for 
blood during vigorous activity.  
 
The fibers themselves are made up of 
myofibrils which in turn contain here 
comes the law of the squares again – 
two types of myofilament, thick and 
thin.  
 
During contraction, these interact, 
sliding between each other and 
causing the muscle fibers to shorten. 
 
My technology is so similar in many 
ways to nature. 
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Continue from page 109: 
 
As previously stated, the winding number, Φ, is not the same as the twist of the DNA, already discussed; 
they are measured in different frames of references, and are related by the surface twist. Surely, this also 
applies to the S.E.G that the different frames of reference relate to which element you are employing or 
molecule to which level of square DNA you are using. In my present development the DNA linking number 
value is 34 and the linking difference value is 4 -1=3. Again the surface atoms are twisting on the roller sets, 
causing them to rotate. STw Equation Tw = STw + Φ. The equation relating the change in these quantities 
on nucleosome formation is: 
 

ΔTw = ΔSTw + ΔΦ 
 
ΔSTw is a function of the geometry of the nucleosome Figure 3.5 and is calculated to be -0.19(4,23). ΔΦ = 
+0.42, hence: 
 

ΔTwnuc = -0.19 + 0.42 = +0.23 
 
In other words, the DNA is physically twisted up on nucleosome formation. In terms of the twist related 
helical repeat, ht, this corresponds to a helical repeat of 10.32 bp/turn in the frame of reference of the DNA 
axis. There are two possible physical explanations for this over twisting of the helix. As already mentioned, 
thermodynamic calculations have suggested that bending of the DNA helix can intrinsically stabilize a 
conformation with an increase twist – reduced helical repeat. On the other hand, other work has implied 
that interaction with the histone proteins of the nucleosome core may force the DNA into an over twisting 
conformation. Hayes et al. prepared nucleosomes on a DNA fragment containing rigid oligo(dA)٠oligo(dT). 
Flexible oligo{(A-T)}, and intrinsically curved segments, which have distinctly different structural 
parameter, including helical repeats.  
 
FLEXIBLE DNA: DNA which can be deformed, particularly by bending, more easy than average. 
 
HELICAL REPEAT (h): the number of base pairs per turn of the double stranded DNA helix. This 
can be measured relative to the DNA helical axis – twist related h – or relative to a surface on which 
the DNA lies (surface related h). 
 
I am trying to inform you what certain terms used in this document relates to, by which you will find these 
documents much more interesting to read. Any part of a document is changed then it is not my document. 

Figure  FM5.1: London. UK 1949: to the left; 8 
smooth muscle: here comes that law of the 
squares again.  
 
Is involved in many of the body’s involuntary 
functions: under the control of the autonomic 
nervous system.  
 
It is thus found in the digestive tract, trachea and 
bronchi, blood vessels, bladder, uterus and 
elsewhere.  
 
The spindle shaped cells are made up of 
longitudinal fibers called myofibrils.  
 
Like skeletal muscle, smooth muscle can enlarge 
in response to need, as is shown by the increase in 
muscle of the uterus in pregnancy.    
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Continue from page 110: 
 
They found that the different segments adopted a very uniform helical repeat. Hs,  when bound in 
nucleosomes, as measured by hydroxyl radical cleavage. This Searl says implies that the interaction with the 
histone core, rather than any intrinsic property of the DNA may be the major determinant of the helical 
repeat on the nucleosome surface. 
 
Summary: 
 
The accumulating data on the geometry of the nucleosome and measurements of the periodicity of DNA on 
the nucleosome, when analyzed using the surface linking method have led to the following conclusions. The 
change in linking number directly attributable to the formation of the nucleosome core in a closed circular 
DNA is calculated to be 1.38.  The experimentally determined value for array of nucleosomes is -1.01. This 
discrepancy may be accounted for either by super helical ordering of the DNA linking  the nucleosomes in 
the array, or, possibly, by distortions in the shape of the nucleosome. Searl states, these results imply that the 
DNA is physically twisted up on nucleosome formation, by +0.23 turns over the whole DNA wrap; this 
corresponds to a helical repeat in the frame of the helix axis – given by N/Tw – of 10/32 bp/turn, 
compared with 10.49 bp/turn, for the same fragment studied, when uncomplexed. The twisting up of the 
helix may be a direct result of the required bending of the helix on nucleosome formation, or may be a 
response to specific interactions with the histone octamer core. 
 
HOLLIDAY JUNCTION: an intermediate in recombination formed by strand exchange between two 
homologous duplexes. It is structurally related to a cruciform. 
 
KNOT: a knotted length of linear DNA  closed into a circle. 
 
We have come a long way in our study of DNA, but the worst is yet to come. 

Figure 4a: The bones of 
hand – palmar aspect – 4a 
The bones of the hand.  I will 
now give you the answer to 
question No: 21. 
 
A 
The flexor compartment by 
the anterior divisions of the 
trunks of the brachial plexus 
and the extensor by the 
posterior divisions. 
 
B 
The preaxial forms the 
radial border and is marked 
by the position of the 
cephalic vein. The postaxial 
forms the ulnar border and 
is marked by the position of 
the basilica vein. 
 
C 
In situ.   
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14 132 25 119 96 50 73 71 48 98 11 12

67 1 108 38 61 83 60 86 109 35 122 24

3 141 40 106 59 85 88 58 33 111 136 117

130 16 10 27 74 72 69 75 100 46 21 123

18 128 29 115 66 80 55 89 44 102 7 5

139 137 104 42 91 53 78 116 113 31 126 20

125 19 114 32 77 143 92 54 103 41 140 6

8 138 43 101 56 90 65 79 30 68 17 127

22 9 144 39 70 76 51 93 118 28 129 15

135 124 34 112 87 57 82 64 45 105 4 9

121 2 110 36 81 63 62 84 107 37 99 23

133 134 47 97 52 94 95 49 26 120 13 131
This is a matrix 122, but it is in radom motion. Can you untwist it to put it into uniform motion? 
What mathematical function does it operate in (1), (2), or (3)? 
What level does it represent? 
What is its linking number value? 
What is its linking difference value? 
What is its magnetic frequency value? 
How many shells is it constructed upon? 
What is the sum of shell 3? 
How many squares are there in shell 4? 
 
This is a simple question for you to do, as I am just beginning the hard task of questioning our DNA how 
such a small sperm can create this structure with this capability to create these matrix’s never having been 
taught them. After all it was only dreams which taught me not the education domain. There are many more 
questions which I could have asked you to answer, but it would give away answers to other questions which 
are already being asked. And don’t forget that I am watching you watching me watching you, because I want 
to understand what had gone wrong with this creature that should be human, intelligent loving animal. 
 
Agree during my lifetime we have developed fast in technology and science, not all for the good of the 
planet or human kind. How many people really think of those who grow the food for us so you can walk into 
a shop buy food you want? I just started to order fresh food straight from a farm. It makes me think of the 
weather they have to endure so this last November I thought of the mud as on and on it goes; the river is 
spilling out of its banks, springs are rising from unexpected places and once again the ground is sodden. I 
expect that they enjoyed a brief respite in the middle of November allowing them to manage to harvest some 
carrots. 
 
Searl can appreciate the conditions: having as a young man; worked on a farm in Berkshire were borderline 
and they came out of the ground well caked – it took a lot of work to get them clean enough to sell or store. 
Searl understands that certain amount of soil helps the carrots to store, too much wet soil can deprive the 
roots of the oxygen they need to stay alive. Even a dormant root needs to breathe while sleeping the winter 
away. 
 
 As for the spuds, Searl guess that we shall have to wait, as they still have 80 acres in the ground but they 
have decided to wait and pray. Aside from the diesel burned and mess made lifting all that earth, Searl 
understands harvesting in wet conditions causes huge damage to the soil structure with its delicate flora and 
fauna. How do DNA cope with all these conditions – I would sure like to know! 
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Searl understands that if it doesn’t dry up they may end up waiting to dig them in the spring, Searl agrees 
that it is not necessarily a bad thing, provided they are well ridged and do not freeze. 
 
Searl understands that leeks, cabbage, sprouts, Kale and cauliflower are running late but are arriving at their 
barns in increasing volumes. Thank heaven for that I love sprouts, they have more gas in them then British 
gas has.  Searl knows that harvesting is mostly done by hand. Naturally willies don’t get stuck like tractors, 
so their field workers soldier on regardless. Agree that for the most part they remain cherry, some people 
just hate being indoors and seem able to shrug off conditions that would be considered intolerable  by 99% 
of us. The view and their contact with nature must help. In Sulham Lane and again in Mortimer I use to be 
one of them but doubt that I could hack it now. 
 
To all of those who work the land, bless you for your efforts to feed the world, without you and your 
devotion what would we do? We tend to forget what others do; by which we survive. We do not want to 
know what others are doing to create a better world for all of humankind, other than to insult them, slander 
them,  by their ignorance and greed; two of the worst mental states in the world today. I often wonder why I 
bother to help the world if they do not appreciate it: as the benefits are for their children and future 
generations. All signals are pointing to the end of life on earth, no one cares – the answer may be why bother 
I will not be around then, to me that is extremely selfish attitude to take – it’s your offspring you are talking 
about, lack of family love and care appears to be missing. It is indeed a sad world. – when you do not know 
who to trust – who is a friend and who is not. We now witnessing the results of our pass behavior and it’s 
cost; as I promised would be; so far back there in 1946. During 2013 will we wake up to the world reality 
and start the cleanup which is now a vital issue, if not too late. In the meantime study hard on the things 
which I state. For I am an old man who have watch the world change, unfortunate not for the better. 2013, 
may prove a bad time with less and less food available to feed the increasing population – cost will jump 
high, the price which you have to pay for bad management.  

Figure 4b: London. UK. 
1949. The bones of the foot. 
 
Searl on examination under 
the microscope, a typical 
animal cell is seen to consist 
of a mass of protoplasm, or 
bioplasm, surrounded by a 
containing membrane. 
Photoplasm is a term derive 
from two Greek words, 
Protos, first, and plasma, 
form, and it was to my 
understanding used by 
Huxley to describe what we 
may regard as being ‘the 
physical basis of life’. Today 
once Searl is set up; he has 
his own skin to use for 
testing and fly wings – read 
all about in these 
documents. 
 
The year 2012 is racing to its 
end, for me it’s been a sad 
year robbed by the landlord 
of my old address. 
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The above diagram illustrate a way in which antibodies act to render the corresponding antigen 
harmless. Above antibodies coat the surface of the antigen.  As a result of this process, certain other 
enzymes in the blood are activated which, if the antigen is a cell or microorganism, damage the cell wall, 
killing the cell. In addition, coating makes the antigen more readily destroyed by phagocytic cells: specific 
siteson the phagocytes attract the antibody molescules. 

 
This is my understanding in 1949 – London. UK: The above diagram illustrate the second methods of 
antibody functions: the antibody can combine with two molecules of antigen, thereby binding the antigen 
into clumps. Amazing; they are so clever as this process of agglutination immobilizes the antigens, which 
can again be ingested by phagocytes. You can see: the matrix square 3 being the first matrix possible in 
design and functions. But this workout is not the DNA absolute whose value is 12. This is the first available 
option following the DNA – can I explain this from my dream one base. The hopscotch had 8 squares – here 
in the first blank is 8 its opposite corner has to be lower is 2 which is an important issue in everything in this 
universe. Including us: in this case special me. It says that there are 2 prime states in all things in this 
universe and they are opposite. Well done Sir Isaac Newton. Clearly its operator linking number value is +1 
and its linkage difference value is +1, therefore not suitable as a structure for the construction of the S.E.G 
 

 

8

2   

8

3

2   

8

3

4 2   

8 6

3

4 2   

8 6

3 5

4 2  

8 6

3 5 7

4 2  

8 1 6

3 5 7

4 9 2  

8 1 6

3 5 7

4 9 2  
Clearly my dream 1 states that there is a special rule in constructing this power unit, which must be 
followed. We shall learn more about this square and dream 1 later on. 
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Continue from page 111: 
 
Conclusions: 
 
This document has described an alternative geometrical description of the supercoiling of DNA, which is 
complementary to the twist and writhe formulation described a little later in this document.  Whilst not very 
useful for the analysis of supercoiling of free DNA circles, it can be very helpful in discussing the 
complexities of DNA helically wound on a protein surface. An alternative application, not discussed here, is 
to DNA catenanes – which I shall now follow up upon the toroidally wound about each other. Searl says that 
the biggest difficulty with the surface linking approach is the confusion resulting  from the seductive, but 
false, equation of the winding number, Φ, and the twist Tw of a closed circular DNA, or referral to the 
“helical repeat” of the DNA, without being specific about the frame of reference used. 
 
Searl remind you that this document relates mainly to the period of 1946 – 1968, by now Searl guess there is 
a lot of update information available, it’s a shame that he is outside of the money domain to obtain it. 
Problem is, the cost to stay alive has jump up many times since 1946. 2012 has no similarity to that of 1946 
in Suffolk. Base that time period to 2012, that was much more human, much more saner in their dealings 
they were not greedy – but there was a problem that they like today still do not listen to what I say – if they 
had done so, between 5 - 6m people over the last 2 years would have been alive today. But they are not alive 
they are dead – and soon you may be joining then, sooner than later. The situation on planet Earth is not 
good from nature point of view. 
 
KNOT NUMBER (Kn) the sum of the minimum number of nodes in a knotted DNA circle. 
 
LINKING DIFFERENCE (ΔLk): the difference between the linking number of a particular 
topoisomer of closed circular DNA and the average linking number of relaxed DNA – i.e. ΔLk = Lk – 
Lk0. Positive linking difference - +ΔLk – corresponds to positively supercoiled DNA  and –ΔLk to 
negatively supercoiled. 
 
LINKING NUMBER (Lk): the number of times the two strands of closed circular DNA are linked. It 
is strictly defined as half the sum of the inter strand nodes in a 2-D projection of the DNA. Linking 
number is distributed between the two geometric parameters twist – Tw – and writhe – (Wr), i.e. Lk = 
Tw + Wr. 
 
I trust you are getting use to the project under discussion, and find the issues being made of interest. I guess 
I might now be half way through this document. 

Figure 22.15: 1949 London.UK: My 
question 22 of this set. 
 
A 
What is the origin of the muscle of 
the diaphragm? 
 
B 
Name the common congenital defect 
arising from failure of the formation 
or fusion of the pleuroperitoneal 
membranes. 
 
C 
What anatomical disorder is often 
associated with this defect? 
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Searl like to remind you that on examination under the microscope, a typical animal cell is seen to 
consist of a mass of protoplasm, or bioplasm, surrounded by a containing membrane. I am just 
reminding you that protoplasm is a term derived from two Greek words, Protos, first, and plasma, form, and 
it was used by Huxley to describe what we may regard as being ‘the physical basis of life’. Searl states that 
it appears to be a colourless, semi fluid, jelly like substance. Actually, protoplasm is not homogeneous – 
uniform, but consists of two parts – which strangely agree with the law of the squares, namely, a fine 
network, or reticulum, and a more fluid portion held in its meshes, I guess we shall being hearing more soon. 
 
Knots and catenanes – Introduction: 
 
Searl reminds you that at the start of this document he explained how rubber tubing and ribbon were used to 
model the behavior of DNA. Searl agrees that it is possible with both materials to make knots and catenae’s 
– a catenane is simply the interlinking of two rings, such as in the links of a chain.  Searl is absolutely 
amazed: as to him it seem surprising that DNA can also form these structures. I shall now show that knots 
and catenanes do indeed occur in DNA, besides knots you find in your boot or shoe lace – and their 
properties and biological relevance will be discussed.  
 

 
 
Negatively supercoiled DNA: supercoiled DNA with a negative average linking difference. 
 
Node: a crossover point of two DNA single or double strands in a 2D projection. The sign of a node is 
determined by the direction assigned to the DNA strands. 
 
I do hope that you are finding this document interesting showing how I learn this subject. 

Figure 4.1.1: London, UK. 1997. 
Electron micrographs of DNA 13 torus 
knot. This is to help those who have not 
been lucky in life to have seen such 
information – don’t worry once I am set 
up you will see me in action doing such 
investigations live – well, you can watch 
a football match live so why can’t you 
watch Searl live? After all, you have 
been kicking him around for years. This 
long break been due to being robbed of 
everything, slander to stop people 
supporting the work but he is rebuying 
equipment from his own pocket to 
recover so he can get back to full work 
conditions which he loves so much. 

Figure 4.2: 1997 London. UK: This is an 
illustration of an electron micrographs of DNA 
knots; This shot is termed a five noded knot; 

This cell drawing is from 1947. 

Illustration of a cell, 
showing reticuled nucleus 
and the substance of the 
cell filled with granules. 
 
Now you know where your 
gravy granules come from! 
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Knots – Occurrence of knots: 
 
I believe that knots were first observed in single stranded DNA by Wang and co-workers in 1976. As Searl 
understands it that during studies of a single stranded circular DNA of bacteriophage fd, it was noted that 
treatment of the DNA with the enzyme topoisomerase I from Escherichia coli – then called ω protein, 
which I shall deal with later in this document, yielded a new species which sedimented faster than the 
untreated DNA under conditions of high pH,  when the double helix was denatured, which I have already 
dealt with earlier.  
 
Examination of this new species by electron microscopy showed that it consisted of DNA rings containing at 
least three cross over points. By contrast, the untreated single stranded circular bacteriophage fd DNA 
showed very few cross over points. It was concluded that the fast sedimenting species were in fact knotted 
single strand circles generated by the action of topoisomerase I. It was further shown that the knotted species 
could be converted back to the unknotted form by the same enzyme. Under high salt conditions Escherichia 
coli topoisomerase I can convert circular bacteriophage fd DNA to a knotted form, whereas under low salt 
conditions the enzyme catalyses the reverse reaction. 
 
Knots in naturally occurring double stranded DNA were first observed in bacteriophage P2 DNA in 1981, if 
I am not mistaken; by Wang and co-workers. Mature bacteriophage P2 DNA consists of double stranded 
molecules 33 kb long with 19 base single strand extensions at each end. In solution these single strand 
extensions can base pair to form circular and concatameric – joined end to end – species. The DNA found 
in tailless P2 capsids – heads – is much less viscous than that found in the mature bacteriophage particle. 
 
BACTERIOPHAGE = noun – biology a virus which parasitizes a bacterium by infecting it and 
reproducing inside it. Bacteriophages are much used in genetic research. 
 
ORIGIN 1920s: from BACTERIUM + Greek phagein ‘eat’. 
 
This reduced viscosity has been found to be due to the presence of knotted DNA. Band sedimentation 
experiments showed that head DNA contains a large fraction of material which sediments more rapidly than 
the DNA isolated from the mature bacteriophage. You can see that my range of knowledge goes across 
the whole domain of science and technology in the interest of a commercial deep space R&D – mainly 
because it replaces the subject of sport, to which I do not have any interest as I am seriously handicap.  

Figure 4.3: London. UK: 1997: this 
illustration relates to an electron 
micrographs of DNA catenane. It is just 
amazing what we can see and record 
today. Here once reset up – or if I move 
to the States – Swallow Command 
reconstructed we shall see more 
wonders of nature, as we create and 
develop it. 
 
Rome was cheap to build then, but 
today 2012 that would be impossible. In 
1946 the S.E.G would had been cheap to 
produce, but now it’s 2012 it sure will 
not be cheap to produce. A lot of 
rethinking must be done and tested to 
get that cost down, so all may be able to 
have the use of such power regardless. 
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Analysis of the head DNA by electron microscopy showed that many of the molecules are highly 
condensed, consistent with them being in a highly knotted form; which reminds me of how my legs looked 
like before the veins were removed. The structure of the knotted species is dependent upon hydrogen 
bonding between the 19 base extensions; disruption of the hydrogen bonding by heating converted the DNA 
to the linear form.  
 
Thus the DNA molecules are knotted, double stranded DNA rings containing one nick – broken 
phosphodiester bond – in each strand. These nicks can be sealed by the action of DNA ligase. Sealing of 
one nick leads to the production of a singly nicked knotted DNA circle which, under alkaline conditions, 
dissociates to a single stranded linear species and a highly knotted single stranded ring. Sealing of both nicks 
generates knotted double stranded circles which cannot be resolved into single stranded components by 
alkali treatment. 
 
PHOSPHODIESTER BOND = noun – Biochemistry a chemical bond of the kind joining successive sugar 
molecules in a polynucleotide. 
 
Open circular DNA: a double strand DNA circle containing a broken phosphodiester bond in one strand.  
 
Positively supercoiled DNA: supercoiled DNA with a positive average linking difference. 
 
Recombination: the rearrangement of a DNA molecule or molecules resulting from the breakage of the 
DNA duplex and its rejoining to another site. 
 
Relaxed DNA: closed circular DNA formed without any constraint of the DNA helix; it normally consists 
of a distribution of topoisomers. 
 
Specific linking difference (σ): the linking difference normalized to the length of the DNA, by dividing by 
Lk0 (i.e. σ = ΔLk/Lk0). 
 
Supercoiled DNA: closed circular DNA formed under a torsional stress. A vernacular term for DNA with a 
non zero linking difference. Supercoiling can be manifested as a change in twist and / or a change in writhe. 
 
Surface linking number (SLk): for a closed circular DNA lying on a surface, SLk is the linking number of 
the helix axis and a line traced out by the surface normal. 
 
Surface twist (STw): the twist of a line traced out by the surface normal and the DNA axis, for DNA lying 
on a surface. 
 
I am slowly explaining the terms which I am using in this document, if I miss any it is because I am so 
busy, trying to do far too many things at the same time. 

Figure DT4.4: London, UK. 1997: Electron 
micrographs of DNA knots were coated with RecA  
protein prior to visualization by electron 
microscopy. Trefoil – 3 noded knot. 
 
TREFOIL = noun – a small European plant of the 
pea family with yellow flowers and 3 lobed  clover 
like leaves, I can only guess that is where the term 
comes from; due to a similarity in structure design 
without the flowers section. Such concepts of 
structure designs could appear in various products 
within nature. 
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Naturally occurring knots in double stranded DNA have also been found in the tailless capsids of 
bacteriophage P4 DNA. The origin of the knots in P2 and P4 head DNA may due to random circularization 
of the DNA in the confined space of the bacteriophage head, where the two ends of the DNA find each other 
after a random walk through the tangle of DNA in the head. Imagine the knots which might occur when 
trying to join the ends  of a long piece of string crammed into a restricted space. 
 
Aside from the discovery of naturally occurring knotted double stranded DNA in bacteriophage P2, such 
knots can also be generated in the test tube by a variety of enzymes. As I have already described, the enzyme 
Escherichia coli topoisomerase I can knot single stranded bacteriophage fd DNA. Searl states; if double 
stranded DNA circles bearing a single strand nick are used as substrates for this enzyme, knotted DNA 
species can also be generated. This is another reason why I would not send men to Mars until other animals 
have been sent to check out if there appear to be any problems to man. 
 
On the subjects which people are thinking that something will happen at such a time period – is rather a bit 
of a laugh. Since I visit Thailand to set up there; hundreds of people have tried to convince me that the world 
would end on December 21st 2012 at 11:11 am.  We need urgent the I.G.V to escape from the planet to 
planet X, which does not exist. I have been telling you that just under 1000 years to go; if the present 
destruction continues at this level, but if we increase this destruction; then we cannot expect to last as long 
as that; it is entirely up to us – no aliens are coming or any Gods to save you. At this time this is the only 
home you got called planet Earth. Which; you should treat with great care. 
 
TOPOISOMER: a closed circular DNA molecule of unique linking number.  Molecules differing only 
in linking number are topoisomers. 
 
TOPOISOMERASE: an enzyme which catalyses changes in the linking number of closed circular 
DNA. 
 
Any words which I fail to explain; will somewhere appear explained as simple as it is possible to achieve. In 
the meantime enjoy reading about you and me and all creatures great and small, for it seems impossible to 
be true! 

Figure DT4.5: London. UK: 1997: Electron micrographs 
of DNA catenane were coated RecA protein prior to 
visualization by electron microscopy. Here is the catenane 
consisting of five circles. 
 
CATENANE = noun – Chemistry a molecule which 
consists of two or more connected rings like links in a 
chain. 
 
ORIGIN 1960s: from Latin catena ‘chain’ + -ANE2. 
 
Here is the answer to question No: 22.  
 
A 
Muscles are primarily from cervical myotome 4 with 
contributions from 3 and 5, which invade the septum 
transversum. Mesenchyme of the  septum then migrates into 
the other parts of the fused diaphragm and  differentiates into 
myoblasts and then muscle: 
 
B 
Posterolateral  defect of the diaphragm. 
 
C 
Herniation of abdominal viscera into the thoracic cavity. 
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Continue from page 119: 
 
These species can be distinguished from unknotted forms by agarose gel electrophoresis and electron 
microscopy – e.g. like figure 4.1. The knotting of intact double stranded DNA circles can be achieved by 
the action of type II topoisomerases such as the enzyme  from bacteriophage T4. I hope to give a fuller 
description of the reactions of topoisomerases shortly in this document; as I understand it. Knotted 
double stranded DNA can also be generated by enzymes involved in recombination reactions, which I shall 
discuss later in this document. 
 
Description of knots: 
 
Searl states, the distinction between the general term knot – as applied for example to a piece of string – 
and a topological knot, is that the latter must be a closed curve. Any knot tied in a piece of string becomes a 
topological knot when the two ends are joined together. The simplest type of knot that can be made in closed 
circular DNA, or any other closed curve, is a trefoil; to Searl knowledge base, the so called because the 
structure when laid flat can be seen to have three lobes – Figure DT4.4. 
 
Searl states that the easiest way to understand this is to take a length of string and pass one end around the 
other, forming a simple overhand knot, and then secure the ends, either by holding them firmly in one hand 
or by tying a tight reef knot at the ends. To reveal the trefoil structure it is necessary to lay the string flat on 
a surface and identify the three lobes, proving the law of the squares being correct, which can be pulled out 
to resemble the structures shown in – Figures 4.2a. 

 
Figure DT4.2a: illustration of knots. 

Figure DT4.6: London UK. 1997: This is 
an electron micrograph of DNA singly 
linked catenanes, which were coated with 
RecA protein prior to visualization by 
electron microscopy. 

 

1963 Mortimer. UK. Figure DT4.2a:  shows 
the two isomers of the trefoil – three noded – 
knot. 
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2012: Man’s knowledge base has expanded since 1946. 
But only to a few people – the bulk has no idea of the 
Reality of 1946 and now – two complete different worlds. 
 
Continue from page 120: 
 
There are in fact two distinguishable trefoil knots. If the original overhand knot was made in a right handed 
– clockwise – sense then the resulting trefoil will be equivalent to that illustrated on the right in Figure 
DT4.2a. If the original knot was made in a left handed – counter clockwise – sense, the resulting trefoil will 
be equivalent to that illustrated on the left in – Figure DT4.2a. These two structures are mirror images of 
each other and are most easily distinguished by the signs of their ‘nodes’. 
 
Searl points out here that the Searl Effect Generator (S.E.G.), functions on similar base lines. Electrons pair 
up while they move through the matrix, then at the output; the one which turns to the left is a heavy electron 
or is it a dark electron, in relation to that which turns to the right. There by, the one which turns to the right; 
being more positive in relation to the left handed one. 
 
As I have already described in part of this document, nodes are cross over points of DNA strands. If a 
polarity is assigned to the DNA – which in the case of a knot can be  completely arbitrary, then the nodes 
can be given a +1 or -1 designation. When arrows showing the polarity are drawn at the site of the node – as 
shown in Figure DT4.2a,  the node sign is determined by the direction of movement required to align the 
arrows on the upper and lower curve with a rotation of the upper arrow of less than 1so0. 
 
A clockwise rotation defines a -1 node; a counter clockwise rotation a +1 node. NOTE that the nodes 
quoted early in this document , referred to single strands of DNA crossing each other while the nodes 
described here refer to double strands. However, Searl states, for these knots, these treatments are entirely 
consistent. If the single strands are drawn at the nodes in – Figure DT4.2a, then four single strand crossings 
will occur. Two of these are crossing of one strand over itself and therefore do not contribute to linking. If 
the two other nodes are assigned and the sum of the values halved, the designation of the node will be 
exactly as given in Figure 4.2a. 
 
TWIST (Tw): simply stated, twist is the number of double helical turns in a given length of DNA, 
measured relative to the DNA helix axis. In fact, twist cannot normally be determined by counting 
and is a more complex function of the path of a DNA strand about the helix axis. 
 
TYPE I TOPOISOMERASE: a topoisomerase whose reaction is characterized by linking number 
changes of ±1. 
 
I am still trying to explain terms used in this document – the word KNOT here is not related to speed.  

Figure DT4.2b: 1963 Mortimer. UK: 
illustration of knots. To allow 
assignment of the parameters α and β, 
by the two bridge method – see text. 

 
Modern tools: electron microscope and 
telescope. Both tools allow us to view 
things which our eyes cannot see to help us 
to understand the reality around us. 
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The above discussion demonstrates the utility of the node convention which can be applied to supercoiling, 
knotting, and, as I shall describe in the next section, to catenation. In DNA the sign of a node can be 
determined by electron microscopy, like those which I am showing in the top insert, a procedure which is 
greatly facilitated if the DNA is coated with protein, such as Escherichia coli RecA protein – Figure DT4.1. 
As  - Figure DT4.2a – shows, the simplest knot, the trefoil, exists as two stereoisomers, containing either 
three positive or three negative nodes, when drawn in its most simplified form – Figure DT4.2a. The sum of 
the nodes is defined as the intrinsic linkage of the knot, Kn, and is -3 or +3 for the two trefoils.  
 
Thus the Kn notation adequately distinguishes the two forms of a three noded knot. The four noded, or 
figure -8, knot – Figure DT4.2c – has two negative  and two positive nodes, with Kn = 0. In fact the mirror 
image of this knot is superimposable and there is, rather surprisingly, only one four noded knot. For knots 
with five or more nodes there can be different knots having the same value of  Kn: thus, Kn does not 
describe a knot uniquely. 
 
Searl states; that one method for uniquely describing knots – and also catenanes, is termed the two bridge 
method, which has been described by White and Cozzarelli. This involves redrawing the knot in the 
symmetrical configuration shown in – Figure DT4.2b, where there is a horizontal section, or bridge, on 
each side of the symmetry axis. Although the forms in – Figure DT4.2a and b look dissimilar, they are 
equivalent and this can be seen by making the forms shown in – Figure DT4.2b with string and rearranging 
the structures to resemble simple trefoils.  
 
The knot can then be described by two integers, α and β, where α . {β} – the absolute value of β, and both 
are odd numbers, α is the number of times either of the bridges crosses the curves, plus one, and is thus 
equal to three for both trefoils. The designation of β is more complex. First of all the nodes generated by the 
bridges crossing the curves must be given a sign using the convention previously mentioned. Then the 
bridge nodes should be numbered as follows. 
 
Choose any bridge, move along it in the direction of the orientating arrow; the last node is then given the 
number I and whatever sign has been assigned to that node. Moving backwards along the bridge the other 
nodes are numbered 2, 3 etc., and given their appropriate signs. Finally, start on the other bridge and move 
in the direction of the arrow until it crosses under the labeled bridge. The signed number attached to that 
node is the value of β. Thus for the two trefoils the values of β are +1  and -1 Figure DT4.2b. Other 
notations for the description of knots also exist and are discussed elsewhere. Well you have something to 
think about now, as to how complicated DNA is, and there is much more to discuss before the end of this 
document. 

Figure DT4.2c: 1963. Mortimer. UK.  I am still illustrating 
knots, this issue shows the four noded, or figure eight 
knot. 
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Continue from page 122: 
 
Knots can, in addition, be classified into two basic types; ‘torus’ knots and ‘twist knots. An example of such 
a knot is shown in – Figure DT4.1.1. page 116. Torus knots can have only odd numbers of nodes. The other 
category, twist knots, consist of an inter wound region, with any number of nodes, and a two noded 
interlocking region. An example of a twist knot is the four noded knot shown in – Figure DT4.2c. 
 
The term knots / knotted as used in this document are not listed as such in the English Oxford 
dictionary. Where the term twist is a common term used in many ways, but not quite as I am using it 
in this document; as is the same with the term writhe. Yet they fit these document requirements. The 
way I talk and act is mainly outside of the average person’s domain – therefore I have a full 
understanding of your problems, which is termed education! 

Figure FM12.1: 1949 London. 
UK. 
 
The Endocrine system: 
 
The endocrine glands – ductless 
glands – secrete hormones 
directly into the bloodstream. 
Hormones are complex chemical 
‘messenger’ substances; they are 
released in tiny amounts, yet they 
can produce dramatic changes in 
the activity of body cells. In this 
way they control basic body 
functions such as growth, 
metabolism and sexual 
development; they are also 
responsible for maintaining the 
correct levels in the blood of 
certain vital substances – e.g. 
sugar and salt.  Maybe we shall 
here more. – A more useful 
examination of a cell reveals the 
fact that it is not made up of 
undifferentiated jelly, but that it 
possesses a definite structure, 
which the law of the squares 
states it would be so. 

 
I am watching you – the real you 
not your false image of clothes. 
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Catenanes: Occurrence of catenanes: 
 
Searl understand that although knots in DNA can be readily generated in the test tube, they are not 
particularly common in nature – this is just one issue that worry Searl; if we can do this in a test tube – why 
do we assume that it has not happen through nature; here on Earth in the past or even in the future. The 
question Searl wants answer to is simply has Mars ever had any life forms and, if so, why has it vanished: 
besides the cause of ultra violet radiation and the loss of water most likely created by the loss of its magnetic 
donut band. 
 
Searl understands that catenanes, on the other hand, are rather more common and have been discovered in a 
number of diverse biological systems; indeed all natural populations of DNA rings are to some extent, 
interlocked as catenanes. Searl understands that catenated DNA molecules were first observed in 1967 in the 
mitochondria of human cells, when he was living in Mortimer, UK at that time. Searl understands that 
mitochondrial DNA is known to exist as closed circular duplex molecules. 
 
Caesium chloride density gradient centrifugation of mitochondrial DNA in the presence of ethidium 
bromide produced three bands, The lowest band largely consisted of closed circular monomer DNA and the 
top band of topologically unconstrained – nicked or linear – DNA. These two forms have different buoyant 
densities under these conditions due to the preferential binding of ethidium bromide to topologically 
unconstrained DNA. The middle band was shown by electron microscopy to contain catenated DNA 
molecules, in which one molecule was a closed circular duplex and the other a nicked circular duplex. Such 
species would be expected to have an intermediate buoyant density. 
 
Catenated DNA has also been found in the mitochondria of trypanosomes. Here the mitochondrial genome 
consists of a compact network of DNA, known as kinetoplast DNA – kDNA, with a molecular weight of up 
to 4 x 1010 Da, comprising about 10,000 circles held together by catenation. These networks can be 
visualized by electron microscopy and consist of two types of circular DNA molecules: maxi circles, 6 – 12 
μm in length – 20 – 38 kb – and mini circles, 0.2 – 0.8 μm in length – 0.7 – 2.5 kb, which are linked 
together into a vast network by catenation. It has been shown that kDNA can be decatenated by type II 
topoisomerases but not by type I topoisomerases, consistent with the kDNA comprising covalently closed 
double stranded circles. 
 
TYPE II TOPOISOMERASE: a topoisomerase whose reaction is characterized by linking number 
changes ±2. 
 
WINDING NUMBER (ⱷ): the number of double helical turns in a closed circular DNA measured 
relative to a surface on which the DNA helix axis lies. 
 
WRITHE (Wr): a parameter describing the path of a DNA helix axis in space. Planar DNA, and DNA 
whose axis lies on a sphere without crossing, have Wr = 0 
 
I have now explained all the key terms which are used in this document. 

Figure 4.3a: 1949 London. UK: Here is 
an illustration which shows the two 
isomers of the singly linked catenanes, 
which can be redrawn as shown in 
Figure 4.3b on the next page. Maybe we 
shall hear more soon, after all, it is 
fascinating subject for me, as my interest 
is creating commercial deep space 
exploration operations, which you are the 
major problem to be solved!  
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Figure DT4.3b: 1963. Mortimer.UK:  Here again are illustration of catenanes as to allow assignment 
of the parameters α and β, by the two bridge method. 
 
Continue from page 124: 
 
Catenanes in DNA were first made artificially by my understanding by circularizing bacteriophage λ DNA 
in the presence of circular bacteriophage 186 DNA. This  generated a band on a caesium chloride gradient 
that was distinct from that derived from either of the bacteriophage DNAs alone. Searl understand, that a 
positive identification of this band as catenated DNA was subsequently made by electron microscopy – 
Figure DT4.1. 
 
Searl states; perhaps the most common manifestation of catenated DNA is as an intermediate during the 
replication of circular DNA molecules. Searl accepts this has been observed in a variety of systems 
including bacterial plasmids and the animal virus SV40. Catenane formation during replication is one of the 
potential topological consequences of this process and I shall be considering this further later in this 
document. Searl accepts that DNA catenanes may also be generated by a variety of enzymes in the test 
tubes. These include the bacteriophage λ Int protein, resolvases, and DNA topoisomerases. As with 
unknotting, the DNA topoisomerases can also catalyse the decatenation of catenated DNA rings, which I 
shall shortly be discussing. 
 
Description of catenanes: 
 
DNA catenanes can be described using the node convention, which I have already discussed earlier in this 
document. However, for two – or more – from Searl understanding, interlocked DNA rings the polarity is 
not necessarily arbitrary. For homologous DNA circles or ones derived from a single ring by recombination, 
the DNA sequence provides a way to orientate the rings. For circles of different origins the assignment is 
arbitrary. The simplest type of catenane to my knowledge is a pair of singly interlinked rings as shown in – 
Figure DT4.3a. There are two forms of such a catenane having either two positive or two negative nodes – 
Figure DT4.3a. Again the law of the squares hold true. The easiest way to be convinced of this is to 
interlink two pieces of rubber tubing joined into circles with connectors. If a direction arrow is drawn on the 
tubing it can be seen that they can only be interlinked in two ways. As with knots, catenanes can be assigned 
an intrinsic linkage, Ca, equal to the sum of the intermolecular nodes – Figure DT4.3a. 
 
Searl states again; as with knots, Ca does not uniquely define all catenanes, for example, double interlocked 
catenanes. The two bridge method can be used to assign α and β values to catenanes – Figure DT4.3b as 
described for knots. The torus classification of knots also applies to catenanes, where the DNA can be 
thought of as winding on an imaginary torus. Torus catenanes can only have an even numbers of nodes. The 
singly linked catenanes shown in – Figure DT4.3 are examples of torus catenanes. Many other types of 
catenanes are known – see Figure DT4.1, including figure eight catenanes, complex multiply link 
catenanes, and catenanes involving many DNA circles, such as those found in the kinetoplast DNA of 
trypanosomes. 
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Figure E23.16. London. UK. 1949. 
 
A 
Which structure gives rise to the optic vesicles? 
 
B 
Why are the optic and olfactory cranial nerves atypical in origin? 
 
C 
What does the optic vesicle form in the adult? 
 
D 
When does myelination of the optic nerves occur? 
 
These questions are just an illustration of the type which you will have to 
Answer for a job on Swallow Command deep space missions. Which is still tomorrow’s technology under 
development – which only a handful of people have laid down the foundation stone for its future success. 
While the rocket technology relates to the vertical domain; the I.G.V relates to the opposite field term the 
horizontal domain.  
 
After all, the law of the squares states that it is possible, as the vertical domain is working well at this date. 
Based upon that FACT – the horizontal flight domain will also become a reality – but the DNA will become 
the controlling factor as to who will be fit enough to undertake such missions. That crap that everyone on 
planet Earth will be transported to Planet Mars – just forget it – it just will not happen - only a very few will 
ever see it at close quarters – and maybe actually stand upon its surface, unfortunate I will no longer be 
around to see that happen. But you might be lucky if NASA pull off their plan for 2030 to send man to Mars. 
But at this time I feel that is far too early for such undertaking, in any case by then the cost will have jumped 
by millions to undertake. Such cost may well delay such plans, or even stop it taking place; like so many 
other NASA projects have been dropped by the cost involved. One thing which I am certain of, is that 
Swallow Command will not be sending any one to Mars in 2030. As it takes at least 10 years to get such 
infrastructure in place, from the moment funds are available, unfortunate at this time it is not available. We 
only have funds to develop the domestic S.E.G. for mass production mode. 

 
This is not my telescope of 
1953 at Mortimer which did a 
walky walky from there; as it 
is far too costly to buy today.  
 
Thus this one will have to 
serve Swallow command. This 
being a Celestron Sky 
Prodigy 130 Telescope, it is 
not the best for the job of 
Swallow Command, but it is 
not at the low end of the price 
list. But as always the 
equipment obtaining to 
replace which was stolen from 
me is mounting towards 
returning to R&D for the 
target which we are aiming 
for, the impossible made 
possible. 
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Continue from page 125: 
 
Knots and catenanes as probes of DNA – protein interactions: 
 
The use of knots and catenanes in the study of site specific recombination reactions of bacteriophage λ Int 
protein and Tn3 resolvase, which I will be discussing in detail later in this document, but it is worth 
emphasizing their usefulness by discussing here some examples from other systems. 
 
Enhancers are DNA sequences that increase the rate of transcription of genes. These elements occur in both 
eukaryotes and prokaryotes, and are thought to serve as protein binding sites. They are characterized by their 
ability to function over large distances. Models of their mechanism of action include those where 
communication between the enhancer and the promoter is mediated by the DNA between them, for example, 
by ‘tracking’, or sliding of a protein along the intervening DNA. One test of such models involved a single 
linked catenane, where one circle contained an enhancer, and the other a promoter was still stimulated 
despite the elements being on different DNA rings; separation of the two rings by decatenation abolished 
stimulation. This experiment shows that the enhancer and promoter need not be contiguous on the DNA, but 
do need to be able to be brought into close proximity, favouring DNA looping as a mechanism of 
transcriptional activation. 
 
Bacteriophage Mu encodes a site specific recombination system whereby a protein – Gin inverts a region of 
Mu DNA between two recombination sites – known as gix, enabling expression of alternative tail fibre 
genes, each conferring a particular host range on the bacteriophage. Gin is a member  of a family of proteins 
termed DNA invertases, which share many similarities with the resolvase proteins. Experiments with 
knotted substrates, and substrates with the gix sites present on distinct, but multiply linked catenated DNA 
molecules, have shown that sites can efficiently recombine when on separate molecules, thus eliminating 
tracking mechanisms, as before. In addition, the results suggest the coming together of the gix sites, and a 
further site involed in promoting the reaction, in a complex whose structure utilizes the right handed 
wrapping in inter wound – plectonemic – supercoiled DNA. This plectonemic conformation can be 
mimicked by knotting or catenation in the substrate molecules.  
 
We are making great headway through this subject of DNA. 

Figure FM7.3: 1949 London UK: 
 
The principal blood forming organs are the bone 
marrow, the lymph nodes and the spleen. The 
active bone marrow tissues is found at the ends 
of most long bones, and in the ribs, breast bone, 
skull and vertebrae. Red blood cells – which 
transport oxygen O 8 – and are by far the most 
numerous  type of blood cells – are formed in the 
bone marrow, passing through various  stages of 
maturation before  they are released into the 
blood stream. 
 
The bone marrow also manufactures  certain 
types  of white blood cells and platelets – 
important in clotting. 
 
The lymphatic tissues – including the spleen – 
form other types of white blood cells, which 
similarly pass through several stages  before 
reaching maturity .  
 
White blood cells defend the body against 
infection. 
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1 15 29 43 57 71 85 99 113 127 141 155 169 183

2 16 30 44 58 72 86 100 114 128 142 156 170 184

3 17 31 45 59 73 87 101 115 129 143 157 171 185

4 18 32 46 60 74 88 102 116 130 144 158 172 186

5 19 33 47 61 75 89 103 117 131 145 159 173 187

6 20 34 48 62 76 90 104 118 132 146 160 174 188

7 21 35 49 63 77 91 105 119 133 147 161 175 189

8 22 36 50 64 78 92 106 120 134 148 162 176 190

9 23 37 51 65 79 93 107 121 135 149 163 177 191

10 24 38 52 66 80 94 108 122 136 150 164 178 192

11 25 39 53 67 81 95 109 123 137 151 165 179 193

12 26 40 54 68 82 96 110 124 138 152 166 180 194

13 27 41 55 69 83 97 111 125 139 153 167 181 195

14 28 42 56 70 84 98 112 126 140 154 168 182 196  
1946 Mortimer – Berkshire – UK: I am presenting my matrix 142. Here is a set of values in uniform 
motion giving a random output. Re-arrange values as a random input giving a uniform output. Then 
increase the values by nine levels. 
 
A: Which mathematic group does it belong to 1, 2 or 3?  
 
B: State what level its position is? 
 
C: How many shells are in it constructed form? 
 
D: If you were going to magnetize this set up; what would the frequency be? 
 
E: What is the linking value within the correct version? 
 
F: What is the linking difference of the two diagonals? 
 
Let us leave the rest of the questions which could be attached here: instead let me give you the answer to 
question 23: 
 
A 
Prosencephalon:  forebrain. 
 
B 
They are outgrowths of the brain. 
 
C Retina, ciliary body, iris and dilator and sphincter pupillae muscles of the iris. 
 
D Mainly in the first three weeks after birth, completed by ten weeks. 
 
KINETOPLAST = noun – Biology a mass of mitochondrial DNA lying close to the nucleus in some 
flagellate protozoa. 
 
Mitochondria; Biology an organelle found in large numbers in most cells, in which the biochemical 
processes of respiration and energy production occur. It has a double membrane, the inner part being 
folded inwards to form layers – cristae. DERIVATIVES mitochondrial adjective. ORIGIN early 20th 
century: modern Latin, from Greek mitos ‘threat’ + kondrion – diminutive of khondros ‘granule’. What 
more can I say? 
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Table DT5.1 DNA topoisomerases: London UK 1949: - NOTE: that topoisomerases III and IV do not 
represent new ‘types’ of topoisomersase mechanism  - cf. type I and type II. 
 
Continue from page 127: Searl will now give you his conclusions: 
 
Knots and catenanes might appear to be esoteric structures and their descriptions can involve fairly complex 
mathematical concepts. Nevertheless, they are found in nature, and their origins may well reflect important 
features of the reactions of DNA-specific enzymes. Indeed, careful analyses of knots and catenanes 
generated by recombination enzymes have yielded important mechanistic information concerning these 
enzymes, which I shall discuss shortly/ Searl states that this structure is best revealed either by staining the 
cell with some aniline dye – such as methylene blue, - or by examining it under a special lighting, known 
as ‘dark ground illumination’. Which Searl would be doing now if the software were back on his computers 
the cameras and microscopes are here lighting is dyes can be got from Germany. 
 
By either of these methods the cell is seen to contain a vast number of solid particles which are aggregates of 
living matter; which I have already shown in this document. Searl states these are suspended in the more 
fluid portion of the cell and its surface is enormously increased by their presence. Since it is on surfaces that 
the physico-chemical reactions of life take place most readily, part of the secret of the structure of the cell is 
the immensity of its inner surface. Searl agrees that it may, indeed, be looked upon as a sort of sponge in the 
interstices of which a hundred different chemical processes are taking place simultaneously. But the 
granules are not the only feature that are revealed by an examination of the cell under dark ground 
illumination, or by staining. As Searl only too well know; working in the hospital laboratory and the cell was 
a key issue that he had to study – that world excited him,  as it just appear impossible for such structures to 
exist, which was far more complex than the S.E.G. is. Therefore if the S.E.G is impossible which means so 
are you more so. 
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Figure FM65: Indian Hemp: Cannabis Sativa: 1949, London. UK: Cannabis – marijuana is 
obtained from the Indian hemp plant pictured above; it can be taken either by mouth – mixed with food or 
drink,  or smoked in a pipe or cigarette. It is not considered to be an addictive drug, although heavy users 
may become psychologically dependent. Searl understands that it is a drug derived from the flowering tips 
and shoots of Cannabis sativa, a plant which grows wild or cultivated all over the world back then. 
 
The active substances in the drug are chemicals called tetrahydrocannabinols. Cannabis is also known as 
hashish, Indian hemp, marijuana, grass, pot, tea, weed, ganja and many other names. Searl knows it as one 
of the oldest known drugs and was used in early surgery to produce drowsiness and euphoria. It has few 
legitimate uses today, but is widely consumed throughout the world illegally, in most Western countries. 
 
Maybe we shall hear more later in this document about Cannabis.   
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Friday December 28, 2012: Received these two updates from SMI –CA-USA: Fernando Morris 
forward these two photos on their progress of getting the two newly obtained factory units on the 
same site where SMI is established. Having clean them and prepare floor for coating. It is now a 
matter of a day to dry out and harden. One unit will be known as Searl Magnetics heavy engineering 
division. The other unit will be known as Swallow Command testing, Audio – Vision & 
Communication Centre. Well done Morris and all who played a part for Searl Technology Inc. to 
fund this operation. Our aim is to make the future bright. 
 
DNA topoisomerases – Introduction: 
 
It is true  to say that virtually every reaction that occurs in a biological system is catalyzed by an enzyme. 
The inter conversions of different topological forms of DNA are no exceptions. The enzymes which can 
catalyze these processes are known as DNA topoisomerases and they constitute a widespread and interesting 
group of proteins. Searl understanding that every cell type examined so far up to 1968 has been found to 
contain DNA topoisomerases, and, where a genetic test has been possible, it can be shown that at least one is 
essential for cell growth. Examples of the types of organisms found to obtain topoisomerases include the 
bacteria Escherichia coli  and Staphylococcus aureus, yeasts, Drosophila, cauliflower and man.  
 
Bacteria may be classified by their shape: Round = cocci: straight rods = bacilli: curved = vibrio’s: wavy 
= spiilla. Most are unable to move, but a few are motile by virtue of their flagellae – tails. Cocci are very 
often found in typical groups:  staphylococci are gathered in bunches like grapes: streptococci form 
chains: diplococcic are paired. Searl understands that all bacteria given the right circumstances can 
multiply very quickly. Some doubling their numbers every half hour – after all, Searl had to study bacteria at 
Shenley Hospital laboratory as part of his training to join the medical team there and if that was not enough 
he has suffered from them for the last few years, and today watching them eating him away faster than he 
can repair the damage done by them. Searl needs the S.E.G in the effort to halt this attack – and by heavens 
it would make them move home fast! 
 
Searl agrees that the DNA studies are extremely interesting, because that is you and me regardless good or 
bad it is still DNA controlled and the law of the squares is its master plan. And therefore I do not care 
whether you like what I write or not; as long as it is the truth as I know it, then I shall write it. 
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Figure M7.6: Gram positive bacilli – Left –and Gram negative bacilli – Right: London. UK 1969. Part of 
my medical training at Shenley Hospital laboratory as a medical apprentice, started as a nurse on the wards 
and got promoted to the lab. Getting promoted to a higher post was always my problem; I never ever 
requested promotion, because it means they expect you to study harder. So I have tons of information to talk 
about just from my own personal experiences. My problem is all related to DNA which my parents gave to 
me. I guess that today this would be termed Microbiology, which of course would be a department in Searl 
Aerospace Inc. Medical section. So take note what will be involved, because it will all be found in these 
documents. HOW and WHY! 
 
Towards the centre of the cell there is a well-defined area which takes up the dye more strongly than the rest 
of it. Searl knew this as the nucleus, a structure which is of the greatest importance to the cell’s life. Searl 
accepts it may be regarded as the heart and brain of its industry, the very centre of its being. Clearly if this 
was not so, you would not be here! Searl accepts that the nucleus exercises control over all the cell’s 
activities, and if it were to be removed – Searl agrees that this delicate operation has been performed – the 
cell would immediately die. Surely that means that within this nucleus there must be in house some DNA 
strands; Searl is not going to make a sing song about it, as it is only his opinion.  Searl do appreciate is the 
fact that each cell has at least one nucleus, which to his understanding is usually round, or oval, but 
occasionally – as in some of the white cells of the blood – it is branched.  Another issue which concerns 
my mind: about sending men to Mars or beyond until we understand and can correct these conditions. There 
has to be an answer and not assumptions. 
 
Searl knows that it has been said that the cell is bounded by a limiting membrane, but this should be pictured 
as a kind of fine meshed net through the interstices of which there is a constant passage of material, new 
material passing into the cell and waste matter being eliminated from it. Which I accept: function just like 
you and me, take in rough food material itch out what you want then shit it out.  Therefore it is a living 
component that requires everything which you require is really for them. Thus we must take care of all our 
cells not just those which you will allow the world can see. 
 
All these documents simply deals with all subjects relating to our objective, clean energy, clean transport 
systems, cleaner air and water systems, better food to consume. In reality that is not much to ask for as it 
should be an human right issue regardless. Yet, after all the deaths which has taken place these last 3 years 
no one appears to be concerned about it. Higher cost less money to buy what you need, and still no one is 
talking sense about the problems we are the actual causes of them. The question of STOP – THINK and 
then ACT. 
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Figure M8.6; London. UK. 1969. Cluster of staphylococci – Left – and chains of streptococci – Right: 
This technology will become based in Searl Aerospace Inc. – Medical Division – Microbiology section, It is 
vital that you understand designing a spacecraft involves a massive study program calling for special 
department to species in the different fields of science and technology. That is what Searl Technology Inc. is 
all about creating special divisions of the whole to get its infrastructure in place for the go ahead on the 
R&D of its future operations to build upon.  
 
Continue from page 132: 
 
The cell is not isolated from the outer world by its membrane, for it is entirely dependent on this outer world 
for its sustenance and life. Staining a cell kills it, and in examining a stained cell we are examining a corpse 
in which all activity has come to an end. By the dark ground illumination we can watch the living cell at 
work, and even make a cinematograph film of it. 
 
When the film is projected on to a screen the cell may appear as large as a man, and much of its structure is 
visible. In the middle I see the all-important nucleus looking like a large elastic walled balloon and 
containing two smaller round bodies, the nucleoli, which are continually changing shape. The granules, 
which in the stained cell were stationary, are now seen streaming hither and thither in ceaseless movement, 
They are swept along in a primitive circulation, carrying nutriment to where it is wanted and dispatching to 
the cell’s surface waste products for elimination. 
 
Searl understands; that a technique has been found for cultivating cells taken from the body. The cultures are 
made in tubes similar to tubes used in growing of bacteria. By such means tissue taken from a chicken 
embryo has been kept alive and actively growing for nearly a quarter of a century, even though a hen does 
not usually live for more than three or four years.  
 

 
            Chemical transmitter (2), 

Figure AA20a: 1949 London UK: A 
neuron: a noun – a specialized cell 
transmitting nerve impulses; a 
nerve cell. Usage: in scientific sources 
the standard spelling is NEURON. The 
spelling neurone  is generally restricted to 
non-technical contexts, but note that it is 
usual in motor  neuron disease. 
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Reality = noun – to me it means the state of things as they actually exist, as opposed to an idealistic or 
notional idea of them: Searl sees far too often, people refuse to face reality; Martin and Ken plus Peter was 
losing touch with reality when they robbed me of equipment: costing me over £380,000.00, which included 
a part of my pension money. I have no need to extend this meaning any further. So we shall now continue 
from page 133: 
 
In order that life be maintained, the cultures must be transferred to new tubes containing fresh nutriment at 
frequent intervals. Searl states that if this was not done the cells would soon die, poisoned by the waste 
products which they excrete. NOTE: that this could happen to us, there are children who have died from the 
gases excreted in a small room with no ventilation; that is reality! This growing of cells has given a great 
impetus to the study of cell life, especially when cell culture is combined with cinematography under dark 
ground illumination. Work has always been my best subject – love has been a washout – maybe work and 
love are opposites – you cannot be experts in both domains. From this document you should be able to judge 
that this was my world so long ago that fascinated me. 
 
By employing these two methods I can study the whole life of the cell from birth to death. I can see the birth 
of a new cell and watch it reach maturity and then begin to grow old like me, its bioplasm becoming less 
clear, the outline more shriveled, like me. And as in the jungle enfeebled animals are devoured by their 
fellows, so is a declining cell attacked and devoured by the scavenger cells of the body, the phagocytes. 
Unfortunate in my case the scavengers refused to eat my shin in LA, so had to get helping hands to remove 
sheets of skin and go around sweeping up my skin, which shook off when walking. Clearly LA scavengers 
did not like foreign skin, while here in the UK these scavengers love their daily meals from my legs and feet, 
bless them, I hate seeing creatures going hungry! The duration of life in a cell is very short, a fact that makes 
it easy to observe the whole of its life history. 
 
Searl says that it is unwise to be too sure of one’s own wisdom. It is healthy to be reminded that the 
strongest might weaken and the wisest might err. There is reality in that statement.  

Here is the impossible been made possible by a 
substance termed DNA – it amazes me that you 
experts down the S.E.G which is far less 
complicated then this illusion of what we term as 
being a girl holding a flower. Here it’s just an 
illusion created by ink, yet appears to be in the 
world of reality. 

 
So what is reality – as you say the S.E.G. is 
impossible, yet this image is possible? Come on 
and wake up to reality, before it is too late, the 
earth is dying, it needs you to take heed. 
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Figure DT5.1: The reaction of type I topoisomerases. 
 
In addition, several viruses are known to encode a topoisomerase, for example, bacteriophage T4 and the 
animal virus vaccinia. Examples of DNA topoisomerases are given in Table 5.1 page 129. Searl states that 
perhaps the most important aspect of topoisomerases for those interested in DNA topology is the mechanism 
of topoisomerase action: how do these enzymes achieve the seemingly exotic reactions of DNA 
supercoiling, knotting, and decatenation. The current understanding of how these enzymes work there in the 
60s will be summarized later in this document. 
 
Although it takes millions of millions of cells to make up a human body, and although the work of these 
myriads of cells is coordinated so as to serve the ends of the whole organism, each cell is really a self-
sufficient unit. Each in favourable circumstances is capable of living independently and of exhibiting the 
characteristics of life. Under natural conditions this does not happen, since the cells of the body have 
sacrificed their independence in the interest of a greater being. 

Figure DT5.1: The reaction of 
type I topoisomerases: 1949 
London. UK: This was a part of 
my training in the laboratory of 
Shenley Hopsital a long time 
ago now. My question Number 
24: 
 

 
A 
At birth how well developed is 
the anal sphincter? 
 
B 
What is the dual origin of the 
anal canal? 
 
At this time just a couple 
questions to answer which are 
simple. 
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Figure DT5.2: 1949, London. UK: The reactions of type II topoisomerases: 
 
Reactions of topoisomerases: 
 
The reaction that is common to all topoisomerases isolated so far is the ability to relax negatively 
supercoiled DNA, that is to convert it into a less supercoiled form. Searl understands that a number of other 
reactions are also known and these are illustrated in –Figured DT5.1 and DT5.2. It became to Searl that 
during studies of these reactions it became clear that topoisomerases could be divided into two types – there 
goes the law of the squares, that is why I never needed any formal education as such – my dreams were 
giving me much higher education compared with the schools. 
 
Type I enzymes are able to carry out reactions involving the breaking of one strand of the DNA – Figure  
DT5.1, while type II enzymes can carry out reactions involving the breaking of both strands of the DNA 
Figure DT5.2. Searl states; perhaps the best illustrations of this distinction are the catenation and 
decatenation of double stranded DNA circles. These reactions can only be achieved by type II 
topoisomerases but not by type I enzymes, unless one of the duplexes already contains a break in one strand.  
 
A consequence of this difference in mechanism between type I and type II topoisomerases is that the 
reactions of the former occur in steps with linking number changes of 1, while those of the latter occur 
which linking changes of two. Please bear in mind that I am talking about the years: between 1946 to 1968 
basically with any FACTS collected on the way here. As I have always stated since 1946 all things are in 
constant change; some of which will vanish for good, while new structures replaces them – that is the reality 
which we live in – unfortunate we are responsible for those losses on the basis of our ignorance and greed.  
 

Searl states that he accepts that in 
tissue cultures their independence is 
regained and they live their own lives. 
One question on Searl mind is the 
problems that exercise biologists is 
how the work of the multitudinous 
cells that constitute the body is 
coordinated and made to serve a 
single purpose. Which; is Searl 
objective to copy that to get all people 
to work together as one. If your body 
can do this; why can’t you? How is a 
society of millions of cells governed? 
Clearly to my mind you do not 
governed them; watching you; if you 
did, I know that you would not last 
five minutes.  
 
Searl accepts that occasionally the 
harmony between the cells is lost and 
a group of them, neglectful of the 
body’s interests, live only for their 
own ends, It is Searl opinion that we 
force a few to take that route by the 
way we live. This happens in cancer. 
A number of cells, perhaps in the 
breast, which is far the best place to 
start, suddenly adopt a predatory form 
of life. 
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Return to page 136: 
 
Searl agrees that not all topoisomerases can carry out the full range of reactions shown in Figures DT5.1 
and DT5.2. For example, the type I topoisomerase form from Escherichia Coli can only relax negatively 
supercoiled DNA while the type I enzyme from calf thymus will relax both negatively and positively 
supercoiled NDA. Will both negatively and positively supercoiled DNA. This turns out to be a consequence 
of the inability of Escherichia Coli topoisomerase I to bind to positively supercoiled DNA. A further 
example concerns the ability of topoisomerases to introduce supercoils into DNA. At the date quoted Searl 
understand that only one type II enzyme, called DNA gyrase. Is able to do this.  
 
DNA gyrase is found in bacteria and is able to introduce negative supercoils into DNA using the free energy 
from ATP hydrolysis. In thermophilic bacteria such as Sulfobus a second gyrase exists, called reverse 
gyrase, which can introduce positive supercoils into DNA, thereby proving that the law of the squares holds 
true. Type II enzymes from eukaryotes and bacteriophage are unable to catalyse the introduction of DNA 
supercoiling. 
 
In addition to topoisomerase I and topoisomerase II – DNA gyrase – Escherichia Coli has also been found 
to encode two further topoisomerases – Table 5.1. Topoisomerase III is another type I enzyme which has 
been found to be more active as a decatenating enzyme than as a DNA relaxing enzyme. Topoisomerase IV 
is a type II enzyme with a high degree of homology to DNA gyrase, which can relax, but not supercoil, 
DNA. Searl states that it is likely that multiple topoisomerases will also be found in other species. 
 
Searl states it is exciting as finding a new star, or sun or even a comet in space. In your heart you seen to 
know that its most unlikely – yet there is nothing in the laws of nature that states that it is impossible – so we 
search hoping that we shall find that unknown component, which is called life that hides itself from view to 
human eyes. The question which I put to you is this: Have we found it but not yet realize we got it? 
 

Figure FM8.1: The digestive system: 
1949 London UK:  Digestion consists of 
first reducing food to its constituent parts 
and then absorbing the essential 
nutrients. Food is broken down in the 
stomach and duodenum by the enzymes 
released from glands in the mouth – that 
organ which you like someone to stick 
their tongues in and wriggle about, 
stomach and pancreas. The absorption of 
nutrients into the bloodstream occurs 
mainly in the small intestine. In the large 
intestine, water is absorbed to leave 
semisolid waste which is passed via the 
rectum as feces. The liver – the largest 
gland in the body – is responsible for 
utilizing the products of digestion 
absorbed into the blood. 
 
So the experts tell us so – that this 
extremely complex system is real while 
they say the S.E.G. cannot work, which 
is far less complicated than you are. So 
what can we believe – are we just an 
illusion or are we a part of reality? You 
have to decide! It’s not for me to say. 
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Searl understands that drugs with proven efficacy are relatively new to gastroenterology. Unfortunate this 
does not include cannabis to my knowledge. Searl agrees that it is difficult to keep up with the development 
of new agents and new indications for older drugs. Searl recalls back in 1946 there was little specific 
treatment for liver disease who would have predicted the agents now used in viral hepatitis, primary biliary 
cirrhosis and bleeding varices. The development of specific anti-ulcer drugs has mushroomed to produce 
numerous agents used in the control of upper gastro intestinal disease.  
 
Searl accepts that the alternative therapies in inflammatory bowel disease have multiplied and the use of 
nutritional support has justifiably found an important place in the therapy of gastrointestinal and other 
chronic illness. Generalists can not be expected to remember all the names, doses and indications and the 
latter change rapidly at my age of 80.7 years. Searl points out the role of Helicobacter pylori treatment 
changes so fast that few can have more than a superficial understanding. At least when he can save the cost 
he tries to get up to date on all issues which in the long run affects the success of Starship Explorer missions. 
 
Searl says, that no matter how small this document turns out to be – that it should help generalists and 
trainee gastroenterologists who seek employment in Searl Aerospace Inc.  – Swallow Command medical 
divisions in managing common and rare gastrointestinal problems which may be experience on very long 
exploration missions. For success of a commercial deep space operations Searl has no option but to 
emphasis will be on drug therapy but in many instances drugs are unhelpful while other physical or 
endoscopic interventions could be effective. Searl informs all readers that this document is not a textbook of 
gastrointestinal disease but in some instances therapeutic activity can only be understood if some of the 
pathogenesis of disease is known. 
 
Hence in this first document I shall have striven to balance disease descriptions and investigation with 
details on the commonly used drugs including practical tips which come from frequent use.  Where common 
GI therapies are mentioned the basic pharmacological data including doses will be given later in this 
document or in another document. In a few instances   may recommend treatments which may not be 
licensed – in one country or another  - for particular indications, but it is experience of treating patients as 
well as clinical trial evidence which I hope to impart. All doses must be checked. Even very careful proof 
reading sometimes allows glaring misprints. Guess you can call me John the menace, and not John the 
Baptist – whichever will not stop me teaching the FACTS as I understand them!   

Figure FM8.2: 1949 London UK: 
The digestive system: The stomach 
which we all have; is a muscular 
bag which mixes food received from 
the esophagus with enzymes and 
acid secretions from the stomach 
wall. The food is reduced to a liquid, 
which after several hours is released 
into the duodenum by the pyloric 
sphincter muscle. A thick mucous 
coat protects the stomach lining 
from its own acid secretions. 
 
If these experts are correct about this 
complex structure and functions in 
which we are involved, then why do 
they state that the S.E.G. cannot 
function which is far less complicated 
than our stomach. Searl is aware that 
what is good for one person is not 
necessary good for another! This must 
also apply to medication use. 
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Searl understands that there are now a large number of enzymes which have been shown to perform 
reactions of the type shown in – Figures DT5.1 and 5.2. Some of these were not originally identified as 
topoisomerases but as enzymes involved in recombination reactions. Searl points out examples which 
include resolvase proteins involved in the process of transposition and the Int protein involved in 
bacteriophage λ integration. These proteins carry out reactions involving the breaking of DNA and the 
transfer of the broken end to another DNA molecule. Then if you experts are correct that this extremely 
complex functions are real – then why do you down the S.E.G. as impossible – after all it is far less 
complicated and indirectly operating its functions in a similar way to DNA. As will be seen, this is 
mechanistically very similar to a topoisomerase reaction except topoisomerases rejoin the broken end to its 
original site. To my mind what the experts are saying that topoisomerases have intelligence surely to be able 
to carry out such functions. 
 
As I have stated, a number of cells, perhaps in the breast, suddenly adopt a predatory form of life. Heedless 
of the interests of their neighbours, they push their way into adjacent tissues, multiplying prodigiously and 
acting like a number of bandits let loose in a peaceful community. Once the resistance of the law abiding 
citizens has been overcome there remains only one hope for the body as a whole, the extirpation of the 
rebels by means of the surgeon’s knife. Which is like the picture which I see masses which have amongst 
them many cancer cells, and unless we dig them out all will die. Searl appreciates that through hard work 
and devotion of a few we have discovered that cancerous tissues are subjected to wholesale removal. But, 
fortunately, the rebels are under one disadvantage. They are more susceptible to X-rays and to the 
emanations of radium than are the healthy cells of the body. The surgical attack on them may therefore be 
supplemented by the use of radium, deep X-ray therapy, and special drugs. 
 
Today, in the year 2012, the bulk of man’s health problems relate to the way we live or abuse ourselves, 
much of the damaged done to our systems go back to the time which we cross families, By introducing 
damage chromosomes. To me, that is an interesting event how we so easy bred damage genes around the 
world. – maybe we shall hear me soon.  

Figure DT5.3: 1949 London UK: 
A proposed mechanism for the 
bacteria type I topoisomerase, 
Escherichia coli topoisomerase I. 
The enzyme – shown in orange – 
binds to DNA and cleaves one 
strand. This single stranded 
break is stabilized by the 
formation of a DNA-protein 
covalent bond. The intact strand 
is passed through the break 
which may then be resealed. 
This results in the relaxation of 
one negative supercoil – ΔLk = 
+1. 

 
Prof. Searl in the days of his 
medical studies, and may one  
day return to them, who knows 
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Mechanisms of topoisomerases: 
 
Consider the DNA relaxation reaction in the light  of what is known about linking number changes in DNA, 
it would seem logical that topoisomerases should work by a swivel mechanism. This would involve breaking  
one – or both strands of the DNA, allowing the free end – or ends – to rotate about the helix axis, and 
resealing of the break. Such a process would alter the linking number of the DNA as required by the 
relaxation reaction. However, consideration of the knotting/unknotting and catenation/ decatenation 
reactions suggests that a swivel mechanism cannot account for the full range of topoisomerase reactions. 
 
In fact a different type of mechanism, called strand passage, can account for the ability of topoisomerases to 
catalyse all these reactions. In its simplest form, strand passage involves the cleavage of one or both strands 
of the DNA by the enzyme and the passing of a single or double stranded segment of DNA through the 
break which is then resealed. It has been found that topoisomerases stabilize the DNA break by forming a 
covalent bond between the enzyme – usually via a tyrosine hydroxyl group – and the phosphate at the 
break site. The strand passage event can involve segments of DNA from the same DNA molecule, in the 
case of relaxation / supercoiling and knotting / unknotting, or from separate DNA molecules, in the case of 
catenation / decatenation. The details of one strand passage mechanism differ from one enzyme to another. 
 
It represent us Homo sapiens; we all appear different to one another. Yet are still Human sapiens.  

Figure DT5.4: 1949 London 
UK, A proposed mechanism 
for the bacterial type II 
topoisomerase, Escherichia 
Coli DNA gyrase. The enzyme 
– shown in orange – binds to 
DNA and stabilizes a positive 
writhe, resulting in the 
formation of a negative writhe 
elsewhere in the DNA. The 
wrapped DNA is cleaved in 
both strands by the protein 
and the double strand breaks 
is stabilized by DNA-protein 
covalent bonds. Another 
segment of the DNA is then 
passed through this break – 
and then through the enzyme 
complex; the break may then 
be resealed. This results in the 
introduction of two negative 
supercoils – ΔLk = -2. 
Catalytic supercoiling requires 
the hydrolysis of ATP and it is 
believed in the 60s that two 
ATPs are hydrolysed per 
catalytic cycle. If these experts 
assumptions are correct; then 
why state that the S.E.G is 
impossible – it cannot work 
when they say this is how our 
structure functions which are 
far more complicated than the 
S.E.G. is! 
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Figure AA20b: 1949 London, UK: Detail of a synapse. NOTE: a long bone consists of a shaft and two 
ends. Its outer cortex of dense bone encloses the medullary cavity containing looser cancellous bone, blood 
vessels and fatty bone marrow. The shaft is covered by membranous periosteum, which contains blood 
vessels and bone forming cells. 
 
Continue from page 140: 
 
The reactions of type I enzymes proceed via single strand breaks in DNA and involve covalent attachment to 
either the 5’-phosphate – prokaryotic enzymes – or the 3’phosphate – eukaryotic enzymes – at the break 
site. The reactions of type II enzymes proceed via double strand breaks and involve covalent attachment at 
the 5’ –phosphate. Examples of the proposed mechanisms for certain topoisomerases are shown in – Figures 
DT5.3 and 5.4.  
 
Searl states; that perhaps the most remarkable of the topoisomerase mechanisms is that of the bacterial type 
II topoisomerase DNA gyrase – Figure DT5.4, which involves the coupling of ATP hydrolysis to the strand 
passage process. DNA supercoiling is an energetically unfavourable process and gyrase is somehow able to 
transform the chemical energy derived from the hydrolysis of a phosphodiester bond in ATP into the 
torsional stress of supercoiling. Searl states; although it must be assumed that this process involves 
conformational changes in the protein, nothing is  known of the detailed mechanism of this energy coupling 
process. Well you experts if your claims turn out trues, why then down the S.E.G which is far simple 
compare to our DNA system.  
 
It is interesting to note that other type II topoisomerases hydrolyse ATP but are able only to relax, not 
supercoil DNA; - Table 5.1. Gyrase can also relax both positively and negatively supercoiled DNA; the 
former reaction requires ATP. Another noteworthy feature of the gyrase reaction is the wrapping of DNA 
around the protein. This is reminiscent of other systems in which DNA is wrapped around proteins, such as 
the nucleosome and RNA polymerase.  One proposition is that the handedness of this wrap – right handed 
– in gyrase determines the directionality of the supercoiling reaction, that is,towards negative supercoiling. 
The ‘strand passage’ mechanism of type II topoisomerases involves the translocation of DNA both through 
the double stranded break and through the protein complex. Crystallographic evidence suggests that for 
DNA gyrase this is facilitated by the existence of a hole between two of the subunits.  
 
I shall now answer question No:24. 
 
A 
Relatively well developed when compared with the thin muscular layer of the rectum: 
 
B 
The upper two thirds is from hindgut; the lower third is from proctodeum.  
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Figure AA20c: 1949. London. UK: The left side of the brain – semidiagrammatic. As Searl recalls that 
the skull has 22 bones – Figures AA2 page 84 and AA3 PAGE 106. 
 
The bones of the head are tightly connected by fibrous sutures. Apart from the mandible – lower jaw – they 
are immobile. The 8 bones – guess it copies the dream one of 8 squares – of the cranium protect the brain  
There are: 
 
1 fontal bone: 
2 parietal bones: 
1 Occipital bone 
2 temporal bones: 
1 sphenoid bone , which with the occipital forms most of the base of the skull: 
1 ethmoid bone, between the brain and nasal cavity. How can your DNA create such components to which 
you experts claim to be true then knocked down the S.E.G which is far more simple to construct as being 
impossible – yet they are both related – similar concept – similar functions, 
 
Continue from page 141: 
 
Topoisomerases as drug targets: 
 
In my opening of this part of this document I reported that topoisomerases have been found to be essential 
for cell growth. As a consequence these enzymes are potential targets for cytotoxic drugs. For example, 
DNA gyrase is the target for two groups of anti-bacterial compounds, the quinolones and the coumarins. 
 
QUINOLONES = noun -  an antibiotic derived from quioline and used chiefly against Gram-negative 
organisms. ORIGIN 1930s: from quim – in quinolone - + -one. 
 
COUMARIN = noun – Chemistry a vanilla scented compound found in many plants, formerly used for 
flavouring food. Chemical formula: C9H6O2. It tends to give me the feeling of Carbon + Hydrogen and 
Oxygen – what a compound. ORIGIN mid 19th century: from French coumarine, from coumarou, via 
Portuguese and Spanish from Tupi cumaru ‘tonka bean’.  
 

Yes, it is a homo 
sapiens brain which I 
have coloured a bit 
different to the 
actually colour to 
make it more 
appetizing for you  
There are Female 
brain that is less 
weight and a male 
brain that is heavier. 
The interesting thing 
is that a woman can 
have a woman’s brain 
or a male brain – 
likewise a man can 
have a man’s brain or 
a woman’s brain. 
Which type you get 
will be your mom’s 
set up. They differ 
how they function.
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Figure M1: 2013: Somerset. UK. This is an illustration of Specimen request form complete with 
relevant clinical information which will carry the Swallow Command Medical symbol on it. This shall 
be used in Searl Aerospace Inc.: Swallow Command Medical Division. At this date the medical center 
is not even on paper yet, but will become a section that will be required along the route to a 
commercial deep space exploration unit. 
 
Continue from page 142: 
 
In the context of topoisomerase mechanisms it is interesting to consider how these drugs might work. The 
quinolones – e.g. nalidixic acid and ciprofloxacin – are thought to act by interrupting the step in the 
supercoiling reaction in which the double strand break is resealed – Figure DT5.4. Indeed it can be shown 
that, under certain conditions, quinolones can lead to trapping of the gyrase-DNA intermediate in which the 
A subunits of the enzyme are covalently bound to the 5’-phosphates of DNA at the break site. The coumarin 
drugs – e.g. novobiocin and coumermycin A1 – act in an entirely different way by inhibiting the hydrolysis 
of ATP by gyrase and thus preventing DNA supercoiling. 
 
EUKARYOTE = noun – Biology an organism consisting of a cell or cells in which the genetic material is 
DNA in the form of chromosomes contained within a distinct nucleus. Eukaryotes include all living 
organism other than the eubacteria and archaea. Compare with PROKARYOTE. DERIVATIVES eukaryotic 
= adjective. 
 
ORIGIN 1960S: from EU-‘easily – formed’ + KARYO-‘kennel’+-ote as in zygote.  
 
The eukaryotic topoisomerases have also been shown to be the targets of drugs. The anti-tumour drug 
cmptothecin has been shown to act on eukaryotic topoisomerase I. The drug appears to work by inhibiting 
the DNA resealing step of the topoisomerase reaction possibly in a similar manner to the action of 
quinolones on DNA gyrase. Several other anti-tumour drugs have been shown to be inhibitors of eukaryotic 
topoisomerase II. These include acridines – e.g. amsacrine  - ellipticines – 2-methyl-9-hydroxy-
ellipticinium acetate and epipodophyllo toxins – e.g. teniposide.  Again these drugs are thought to act  by 
inhibiting the DNA resealing step and in some cases this is thought to be mediated by intercalation of the 
drug  into the DNA at the site of enzyme binding. 
 
I am making good progress upon this document, but still have no idea on how many pages it will contain. 
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This document aims to open the doors of Searl Technology Inc. and its subdivision – Searl Aerospace Inc., - 
section on the clinical microbiology laboratory to reveal the complex sequence of events which begins with 
and ends with patient. This document is not an exhaustive catalogue of procedures. Instead it places only 
details which will apply to Searl Aerospace Inc. Medical division to emphasis on the common and the rare 
but important requirements needed to understand. We intend to forget how many people lost their lives 
trying to find the unknown lands here on Earth; which is no more than a kid’s toy in reference to our 
universe. Are we going to lose as many or greater numbers of lives to obtain the true base knowledge 
of our universe – or shall we STOP – THINK –  and then ACT upon the route to take for safety, for 
that is what these documents are based upon; safety in our functions – protect those who are prepared 
to risk their lives for knowledge. It comes down to the problem of our DNA structure, which must be 
protected better than I see it being protected here on planet Earth.  
 
The largely visual nature of microbiology has been employed to make the subject as accessible as possible. 
Which: I am trying to do across the whole band of science, technology that shall apply to Searl Technology 
Inc. objectives in energy and transportation.  
 
This text is therefore suited both to medical undergraduates and to clinicians preparing for postgraduate 
exams so as to be in a position to apply for post when they become available in Searl Aerospace Inc. 
medical division. I would be grateful to many colleagues and friends for their assistance with the preparation 
of articles that can be used within my documents that will become available to all through my company 
website Searl Aerospace. Com for all to read including military, government bodies or agents, engineers, 
and scientist, do not leave it all to just four scientist at the largest university in California USA to undertake.  
 
So my request is for you all to be brave and show the world that you can use your brain to create a better 
world by increasing our knowledge base on life and its requirements, let’s cut out all the crap, thereby 
creating a better world for all humankind regardless. 
 
It is now the year 2013, which means for Searl Technology Inc. and it’s sub-divisions will be a truly busy 
year on expansion both in infrastructure and research development upon the domestic SEG. The rate by 
which this undertaking happens relates to investment – should that happen it may allow Searl Aerospace Inc. 
to become active, but we have only got 12 months for our intending targets to be met. Impossible – maybe 
based only upon funds being available to make it happen with in these 12 months. 
 
PATIENT = adjective – able to accept or tolerate delays, problems, or suffering without becoming annoyed 
or anxious: be patient, our time will come by a patient and painstaking approach. Thank you Fernando 
Morris: for being just that in the employment that you are now in charge of. 
 
 

Figure M2. 1949. London. UK: here I 
show a specimen container leaking faecal 
subsequently  show to contain 
Salmonella typhi. – Salmonella: noun – 
salmonellae = pl: a bacterium that occurs 
mainly in the gut, especially a serotype 
causing food poisoning. 
Genus Salmonella: numerous serotypes;  
gram-negative rods: food poisoning 
caused by infection with salmonella 
bacterium: an outbreak of salmonella. 
Derives salmonellosis. 
ORIGIN modern Latin, named after Daniel 
E. Salmon – 1850 -1914,. American 
veterinary surgeon. 
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Figure M3: Specimen container labeled for infection hazard. Year 2000. London. Uk. 
 
Though the year 2000, upon a number of occasions had to drive across London to hospitals to collect 
infected material to deliver to Colindale Microbiology health center, where in that year; I applied for 
a job there, it is also was the blood bank collection point. I feel now at this date the Colindale hospital 
has gone, as I no longer see it listed. I recorded the old age patients Christmas party and supplied the 
entertainment and music in that afternoon for the age and handicap patients, with support of Domic 
Matu: which I undertook free of charge. And I also supplied copies of that film to members of the 
staff who were on duty that day at my expense. 
 
Continue from page 144: 
 
Biological role of topoisomerases: 
 
As will be discussed in detail shortly, changes in DNA topology occur in many cellular processes and have 
profound biological consequences. Therefore it is not surprising to find that DNA topoisomerases are 
directly or indirectly involved in these processes.  
 
DNA replication is at the heart of a cell’s viability. Topoisomerases are thought to be involved in various 
stages of this process. DNA gyrase has been shown to be important for the initiation of replication in 
prokaryotes.  
 
Whether this requirement reflects a specific role or merely the need for negative supercoiling prior to 
initiation is not clear to Searl. During the elongation steps of replication the parental DNA is continually 
being unwound and topoisomerases are required to prevent the accumulation of positive supercoils. – which 
in principle no different to the roller sets floating around the plate its magnetic field is constantly unwinding 
itself and then re-printing itself, otherwise there would only be positive fields left, which would halt the 
rollers migrating around the plate. 
 
Searl understands that both type I and type II topoisomerases have been shown to be capable of relieving the 
torsional stress generated during elongation. Searl can understand this as he has the same problem, when he 
tries to elongation of his DNA strand so as to relieve it of its torsional stress due to rheumatoid arthritis that 
stops him from success. In such urgent problems; there is never anyone around to help you to succeed .At 
the termination of DNA replication the progeny DNA molecules are frequently found to be catenated and it 
has been shown that topoisomerases  can resolve the intertwined molecules, 
 
Unlike replication, transcription could theoretically proceed without any topological problems. This is my 
thinking then in 1968, unfortunate not been able to keep up to date at this time so if I get up to date: will I 
still be thinking the same? 
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TODAY, Wednesday January 2ND I took this photo of my left foot before the nurse re-dressed it. 
Without doubt it’s a partial skinned foot, two types of bacteria are munching away the top and 
bottom skin via the outer left side they cannot wait until I am dead. No skin means pain. Just to show 
you what bacteria can do to you and your DNA. Its progress up the leg, and it feels like that it is under 
my skin on my back. More swabs have been taken today to check if we are reducing these bacteria or 
have more types join them for dinner. But it is nice that someone loves you, even if humans don’t. 
 
So I shall now forget lunch and continue from page 145: 
 
However, it has been shown in bacteria that transcription can lead to the supercoiling of the DNA, when, for 
example, the DNA is anchored to fixed points or when two genes on a circular plasmid are being transcribed 
in opposite directions. Transcription can lead to positive supercoiling ahead of the transcription complex and 
negative supercoiling behind it. Searl understands that experiments have suggested that DNA gyrase can 
relax the positive supercoils  and topoisomerase I can relax the negative supercoils. For example, highly 
positively supercoiled plasmids have been isolated from Escherichia Coli treated with coumarin drugs – 
which inhibit DNA gyrase, and plasmids isolated from Escherichia Coli strains carrying mutations in topA 
– the geneen coding topoisomerase I can exhibit high levels of negative supercoiling. 
 
 An important function of topoisomerases within the cell is the maintenance of DNA supercoiling. It is 
known that in bacteria the level of intracellular supercoiling influences the rate of transcription of many 
genes. Given that RNA polymerase unwinds DNA upon binding to promoters it is to be expected that 
negative supercoiling should stimulate transcription. In fact negative supercoiling can both increase and 
decrease the expression of genes. The topoisomerase genes themselves are affected by supercoiling. 
Lowering negative supercoiling raises the expression of the gyrase genes and reduces the expression of 
topA. It is thought that this represents a homeostatic mechanism of the control of DNA supercoiling within 
the bacterial cell. 
 
I shall be giving you my conclusions on the next page. I trust that I am teaching you something of value. 
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Searl is determined to get the truth about all things regardless across the whole band of life – what are 
the problems what do we understand that is not assumptions. In these documents you will see his 
understanding and views to solutions. So he will now return you to continue from page 146: 
 
Conclusions: 
 
The existence of an essential class of enzymes whose function is to interconvert different topological 
isomers of DNA, demonstrates the importance of DNA topology in cells. Searl believes that the answers to 
all our problems lies here looking at us – but so far not yet identified it; because our receptors are not yet 
tuned to receive that image we need so badly to solve all of our health problems. But the answers have to be 
there. It is like the S.E.G the answers has been there for centuries no one spotted it – still only a few can turn 
into it and now understand it – while the rest still believe that it’s impossible; only because their brain makes 
it so and for no other reasons. Apart from their relevance to DNA topology, topoisomerases are of great 
interest to Searl from the standpoint of their mechanistic enzymology and because of their potential as drug 
targets. 
 
Searl accepts that to study the phenomena that constitute life it will be better to examine, not a cell 
artificially isolated from the body, but one that naturally leads a separate life, such as that uni-cellular 
organism found in ponds, the amoeba. Searl believes that by examining the amoeba we shall arrive at an 
understanding of the activities, or functions, that characterize life; instead of assumptions like god created 
you is just an assumption, because the facts are unknown to them. Due to my studies on you: no God created 
you and that is a fact. What I need to know on how you became you, which is a DNA problem to solve, 
much of which the reality is slowly being discovered, Its exciting yet just as horrible that matches us killing 
one another for gain or sport, actually is taking place inside of you a war between good and bad cells; which 
you are made of millions of them – so when you have a sharp pain in your side; you will know that a cell 
just fired a bazooka; on another cell to take it out of service for good. Which you are expected to appreciate. 
 

Figure FM7.1: 1949 London. UK: 
 
Oxygenated blood is carried from the 
heart to the tissues along the arteries, 
whose thick walls contain elastic 
muscle fibers to withstand high 
pressure. They divide into arterioles 
and capillaries which supply the 
tissues. Blood is conducted back to the 
heart through venules and veins, which 
are thin walled, as the high arterial 
pressure has been lost. Hence valves 
are necessary to ensure that blood flows 
in the correct direction. If valves 
become damaged, the back pressure 
can cause varicose veins; which has 
happen in both of my legs, as many 
others have experience the same 
problem.  
 
Much study is needed to solve this 
problem of these valves which to Searl 
appears to be a key issue for those who 
intend to explore deep space on 
missions. Searl will in this document 
present more details upon this problem. 
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Let us look at the S.E.G. functions. 12 heavy roller sets floating around a large heavy ring. That is in 
reality all that your vision system allows us to see. Where in reality there is a magnetic wave not only on 
those roller sets but also on that plate. Where that magnetic wave is no more than a superficial system that 
pumps blood as flux lines through the cells which are the elements; which by all understanding will not leak 
back as our blood can do – if that should happen then the rollers would stop functions. While the pressure is 
generated by the function of the roller set rotation velocity the plate has no such pressure but supply the 
blood flow as electrons to the system creating life in the S.E.G.  
 
Well that is how I see it – if you see it as a duck swimming in your bath – you better take another look it 
might be your willy. In fact the venous return is accomplished by a dual mechanism: the veins contain non 
return values which allow blood to flow only toward the heart.  In the case of the S.E.G. its layers involved 
are laid up in such a manner that electrons are force outwards into the coils that is basically the heart of the 
system. While the veins themselves are compressed by the contraction of the muscles with each movement 
of the limb, where as the electrons are compressed by the magnetic wave in relation to their velocity 
pressure which gives a pumping action due to the changing flux lines going positive to negative. 

Figure FM358: London. UK 1949. Varicose 
veins: As I have suffered with them makes me 
a good person to explain this problem. 
 
The veins in the legs are arranged into superficial 
and deep systems which of cause they would be the 
law of the squares state so, connected by perforating 
veins. If the valves in the perforating or superficial 
veins leak, blood flows back down the superficial 
system, causing dilated, tortuous vessels, let me 
assure that is reality not assumption its sure damn 
real. 
 
Varicose veins may be symptomless or cause aching, 
swelling, eczema and ulceration, as they become 
distended, enlarged and twisted; I am explaining 
what happened to me from an hands on experience. 
Veins almost anywhere in the body can be involved, 
although in the legs are most commonly affected. 
Yes indeed my veins look like large diameter 
knotted rope. Therefore it becomes an interesting 
subject to me as I cannot have a number of crew on 
deep space missions suddenly producing giant 
knotted ropes for veins can we? 
 
That answer must lie in the DNA and we are missing 
it, even though it may be looking at us we fail to see 
it either our thinking is wrong – or we think we 
know it all – where in reality it’s just assumptions, 
which require to be changed. 
 
Fact: the blood supplied to the limbs via the arteries 
is returned to the heart via the veins. How can the 
DNA do that; and yet you down the SEG can’t work 
While the pressure generated in the arteries by the 
heart beat suffices  to force blood through the 
smaller blood vessels to the tissues, no such pressure 
exists on the venous side  of the circulation to return 
blood to the heart. Precisely what  the law of the 
squares states. – In FACT the S.E.G function exactly 
in similar way. 
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Figure FM14: London UK. 1949: The Immune system defends the body against invasion by disease 
producing organisms and against toxins they produce. It can distinguish between what belongs in the 
body – self – and what does not – non self – and reacts against any cells that are not recognized as – 
self. this reaction may be either to produce antibodies – humeral immunity or to activate cells which attack 
the invader directly – cell mediated immunity. In both cases the outcome is to make the foreign cell or 
invading organism subject to phagocytosis destruction by certain white blood cells.  
 
If these experts are correct then why knock down the S.E.G concept, which is far less complicated. You 
appear to be saying that they are a mass of military might in all cells that are ready to attack invaders and kill 
them: no wonder I am always in pain from all that gunfire action. I accept that inside all of us battles are 
ranging which are identical in many ways as we wage war – what a life to be living – you are in reality just a 
walking battle field; but the difference is that our cells are better equipped to wage a war, then we are. So 
my advice stop war and let our cells do all fighting save us money and it would be a better world. Does that 
not make sense to all of us. 
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Today, Friday 4th January 2013 at 06:38: received update from SMI – CA –USA of the three 
musketeers Left to right – Tom – Morris – Jason who will commence employment at SMI on January 
21st, in the laboratory, he is a good worker. Many of you may have seen him on the web and listen to 
him on air over a year. I, Prof. Searl hereby welcome him onboard on this great journey towards the 
future. I may be joining them later in the year. There is still one more man we need to get into the 
team. Whose name is Russell; many now know of him from live shows and interviews on air. And 
there is a possibility that a female will be joining the team at SMI during the year. We shall see how 
progress goes. 
 
Returning back to the subject under discussing upon varicose veins; The venous return is accomplished by a 
dual mechanism: the veins contain non return valves which allow blood to flow only toward the heart, as the 
negative ions in the S.E.G. are forced outwards to the receptors of receiving wound coils; while the veins 
themselves are compressed by the contraction of the muscles with each movement of the limb. Whereas in 
the S.E.G. the compression is due to the magnetic wave upon the negative ion, with each movement of the 
roller set. Blood is thus forced towards the heart and, having passed through the nearest valve, cannot return: 
likewise in the SEG once the negative ions are passed through the control gate they cannot return: further 
muscle contractions will force it further up the vein.  
 
Likewise within the S.E.G. further roller set movements will force the negative ions forward through the 
accelerator gate and on through the emitter to the receiving receptors being either wound coils, similar as in 
the DNA supercoiled structure or by slip rings that are similar in nature as linear DNA strands. When this 
valvular mechanism becomes defective the veins of the lower part of the leg becomes swollen by the 
pressure of the column of blood in the veins higher up the leg. This swelling eventually causes them to 
become dilated and knotted no different then the knotting of DNA strands.; they are then described as 
varicose. In the case of the S.E.G. from all the research work undertaken, it appears that the roller sets do not 
suffer from any form of defective problems, if there ever was one then the S.E.G would stop functions. 
Thus: it’s one up on the Homo sapiens structure.  
 
Why am I talking about this problem – the answer is elementary it relates to DNA problems which 
this document is the subject of. We are lacking in our understanding, agree we know about the 
problem, but that is not enough to base our objective of sending people into deep space exploration 
until we fully understand the problem and its solutions. 
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November 2012: Jason meets Prof. Searl and stayed overnight to meet Cara + others for a chat next 
day: time sure goes fast. 
 
Continue from page 150: 
 
Searl states that in a minority of cases the condition may result from obstruction to the passage of blood up 
the veins. This may occur when a major leg vein undergoes THROMBOSIS, or when the flow of blood the 
lower part of the abdomen is obstructed by pressure on the veins by a pregnant uterus or a tumor in the 
pelvis. In the majority of cases, however, the cause is incompetence of the valves in the veins – which may 
be hereditary – this is yet another issue Searl needs to be sorted out, before sending men out into deep 
space on missions of years. 
 
Varicose veins are a relatively common condition. Searl understands from actual experience that there are 
many methods of treatment used, including the use of elastic stockings because of pain I cannot tolerate 
them anymore, have now to accept bandages only to support the veins, more precisely in my case to suck up 
the leaking fluid which is being pumped out by two classes of bacteria. This is extremely painful because the 
foot is minus tissue. The injection of various chemical substances into the veins will cause them to become 
thrombosed and in due course obliterated by scar tissue. Let me tell you back in 1968 that is what they did to 
both legs and boy for 8 days I could not move for the pain, never again will I accept that kind of treatment 
even if it did make the legs look better, in the end they had to remove them. Which is of cause the 
alternatively, they can be removed surgically – stripping – or tied off at a number of points which is of 
cause of what they have done to me. 
 
Complications of the condition include the formation of varicose ulcers on the lower leg, yes you have 
guessed it I got my share, and a tendency to thrombosis in the dilated vein – superficial thrombophlebitis – 
resulting in a painful, red swelling along the cause of the vein – in my case the whole lower leg went red, I 
guess there are a few people who can confirm that problem. Well I feel that I have covered that issue far 
enough for the moment – so I shall return to the DNA issue, which in itself is plenty to write about. 
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Life is amazing that it can actually exists – more so today how we are destroying this planet in 
ignorance and greed of cause you cannot continue on this route; because there soon be a big price to 
pay in the form of loss of life and goods. 
 
Biological consequences of DNA topology: Introduction: the ubiquity of DNA supercoiling: 
 
DNA supercoiling is an attribute of almost all DNA in vivo. Plasmids, bacterial chromosomes, 
mitochondrial, and chloroplast DNA, and many viral genomes occur as closed circular DNA, and as has 
been described in this document, linking number is an inherent property of such molecules. Eukaryotic 
chromosomes and other DNAs such as some yeast plasmids, although consisting of linear DNA, appear to 
be anchored to a nuclear matrix – scaffolding – at a number of sites, and the domains between such 
attachment sites behave in a topological sense as closed circular loops, since their ends  are in a fixed 
orientation relative to one another.  
 
Such closed circular molecules or closed domains are almost invariably negatively supercoiled, equivalent to 
an unwinding of the right handed DNA helix, the only exceptions being in extremely thermophilic 
archaebacteria and eubacteria, where plasmids have been isolated with positive supercoiling. As you have 
seen in the last few pages, these bacteria also contain a ‘reverse gyrase’, which is able to introduce positive 
supercoiling into a relaxed DNA substrate. It seems most likely that the presence of positively supercoiling 
DNA in such species is an adaptation to the extreme conditions in which they live; positively supercoiled 
DNA is likely to be more resistant to the unwinding and denaturation of DNA which would be expected at 
very high temperatures. 
 
These functions may be summarized under the following headings: contractility, irritability, digestion, 
absorption, metabolism, excretion, respiration and reproduction. Each of these functions will be studied first 
in the amoeba and later in the human body. 
 
Contractility: 
 
When examined under a microscope an amoeba, a creature one hundredth of an inch in diameter, is seen to 
have the structure that has already been described. But because it leads an independent life, and is therefore 
under the necessity of searching for it food, its movements are more active than those of most of the cells 
which make up the human body. If it be watched for a short time a small elevation will be observed to arise 
on its surface, an elevation that finally turns into a long arm, or projection. Searl says that really looks 
impossible, yet it happens. Under that FACT why down the SEG concept, as it is based upon the same 
concept, millions of cells which in the SEG are negative ion – so what are cells? No more than atoms, just 
like the S.EG! 

Figure M9: 1949, London UK: Here is an 
image of mycobacteria in sputum smear 
from patient with tuberculosis. 
 
The specimen and its request form are the 
principal point of contact between clinical 
practice and the diagnostic laboratory. 
 
Sampling: Important considerations at the 
stage of specimen collection include: 
What to send? From; what body site?  From 
other sites? How to collect it? How to 
prevent contamination? What container? 
How much to send? 
 
These are just the beginning more will 
follow to present the real world to you. 
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The amoeba may not appear interesting but to me it is because it represents a living cell which you have 
millions of that has developed from this concept – it was the beginning of life as we term it. 
 
I shall continue on the subject of DNA, being the main part of this document.  
 
General biological consequences of supercoiling: 
 
The first and most often quoted consequence of DNA supercoiling is that it allows its compaction into a very 
small volume. Chromosomal DNA molecules are surprisingly long in relation to the size of bacteria and 
eukaryotic nuclei; for example, the Escherichia coli chromosome is around 1.5mm long, whilst the cell has a 
diameter of less than 1μm across clearly to Searl mind there is a large difference of size quoted here. Boles 
et al. however, point out that plectonemic supercoils, the conformation adopted by supercoiled free DNA, 
are very inefficiently compacted (~2.5-fold). Toroidal winding which I have already discussed is much more 
efficient, and in eukaryotes at least, it is binding of DNA in nucleosomes and high order structures which 
provides the major compacting effect. 
 
More important, perhaps, is that DNA supercoiling has a direct influence on many DNA-associated 
processes in vivo, which, for the most part, involve the interaction of specific proteins with DNA. Many 
DNA-protein interactions can be notionally divided into a number of discrete steps with individually may be 
affected by DNA supercoiling. Surely that is precisely what is going on in the S.E.G. the magnetic wave is 
divided into a number of discrete steps which we have shown in video clips which individually affects the 
negative ions throughout the matrix. This stepping effect pulses the negative ions which appears to our 
sensors as a constant - flow no different to that which we observe the sunlight – though its pulsing – we 
observe as a constant flow of light. These include the binding of proteins to the DNA, the bringing together 
of two or more sites on the DNA –‘synapsis’ and, in the case of recombinases and topoisomerases, strand 
transfer processes. Whereas, in the S.E.G. the magnetic wave creates the negative ions to pair up throughout 
the matrix, but they will have a difference in charge. One will be heavier than the other and could be listed 
as a dark negative ion as it will be coiled more tightly than the other. 
 
The binding of proteins to DNA is often supercoiling dependent. Negatively supercoiled DNA – that most 
frequently found in nature is in a high energy conformation compared with unconstrained DNA. This 
excess energy may be relieved by protein binding. The unfavourable deformations associated with negative 
supercoiling are the untwisting of the DNA helix and the negative writhing of the helix axis. It follows that 
any binding process which requires to makes use of these distortions will be favoured by negative 
supercoiling. 
 
I trust that I am creating a document in which you can digest its contents with ease and can appreciate my 
concerns of sending man upon long deep space exploration at this date. 

Figure HP2 London UK: 1949 my learning curve, to 
see an amoeba, Nu., nucleus, psd., pseudopod. 
 
Pseudopodium = noun – pl = pseudopodia – Biology a 
temporary protrusion of the surface of an amoeboid 
cell for movement and feeding. 
 
Origin mid-19th century: modern Latin, from pseudo- 
+ podium. 
 
I shall be talking about this cell as I hope that it will help 
you to understand how I see things, and how and why 
they work. What is real and what is false in our 
knowledge base. 
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Wednesday 9th January 2013 at 05:30, received update from SMI-CA-USA this photo of six photos of 
the work progress at Swallow Command Audio/Vision and communication division of Searl 
Aerospace Inc. Here the testing of all parts will be carried out and recorded. Morris hires two 
workmen to get the unit ready, before the important meeting that will take place there around 
January 15th. My sincere thanks: to those two workers. 
 
Continue from page 153: 
 
The most obvious examples are the binding of proteins which requires the unwinding of the DNA helix – 
such as those involved in DNA replication and transcription. In addition, a number of DNA-protein 
complexes involve the wrapping of DNA around the protein {e.g. nucleosomes and bacteriophage λ Int 
protein, and their binding is promoted by negative supercoiling, due to the stabilization of writhing. 
 
The activities of a number of DNA-specific proteins involve synapsis {e.g. certain transcriptional 
activators and repressors, site specific recombination proteins. Plectonemic, or inter wound, supercoiling 
provides a way of bringing two distant sites on DNA together. If a conveyor belt motion of the DNA around 
a fixed super helical axis occurs in plectonemically supercoiled DNA – a process to my knowledge that 
has been termed ‘slithering’, then one can imagine the motion bringing remote sites into apposition, thus 
facilitating synapsis. Such a mechanism has been suggested for the synapsis of sites involved in 
recombination by resolvase. 
 
Strand transfer reactions are features of recombinases and topoisomerases. Searl states that often, these 
reactions lead to changes in linking number of the DNA substrate. Clearly, if the reaction occurs on 
negatively supercoiled DNA, then processes leading to a positive linking difference – ΔLk, such as DNA 
relaxation by topoisomerases, will be favoured. The processes of binding, synapsis, and strand transfer are 
general phenomena which are found in many systems of DNA-protein interaction. I have been discussing 
these processes in detail in relation to site specific recombination.  
 
I have come a long way in this document, because the DNA is in many ways similar to the S.E.G. which has 
functions in a similar manner of the DNA; in theory I copied it. Nothing fantastic: just a simple bit of logic 
thinking. But then I never had your formal education leaving me free to actually think in a logic way; and 
not in a control way. Things will get tougher in the continue pages, yet to appear. 
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Wednesday 9th January 2013: update photo from SMI; showing the electric wiring being done in the 
new unit. Soon here I shall start to wire up to the IGV standards to equipment waiting for the metal to 
arrive on the 22th January 2013 if they keep to their contract date for cutting frame sizes out of so I 
can construct a system where I can use all wall space available and need me ceiling space as well. 
It will take me time to re-wire such a massive task of units. It is a standard of wiring which is not 
common in normal practice. What you see here in this photo is rather common practice. 
 
Continue from page 154: 
 
The excess free energy associated with supercoiling, referred to previously, also influences the formation of 
Z-DNA, cruciform, and H-DNA structures. The formation of Z-DNA has the effect of dramatically reducing 
the twist of the DNA, since it converts a section of DNA from right handed - -ve twist. So for example, if 20 
- 25 bp – of B-DNA are converted to the Z form, the twist of the DNA is reduced by about 4. If the linking 
differences of a 4000 bp DNA plasmid, is -25 a typical value for DNA isolated from cells, almost a sixth of 
that ΔLk is concentrated into 0.005 of the plasmid by the formation of the Z-DNA region, so the effective 
specific linking difference – α  - of the remainder is much lower. This saving in energy compensates for the 
positive  free energy associated with the formation of the more unstable structure and its junctions with 
normal B-DNA.  In the same way, the formation of a cruciform from a given region of DNA is equivalent to 
the complete unwinding of that region, so the unfavourable effect of the umpiring of base pairs in the loop of 
the cruciform is offset by the reduction in – σ – in the rest of plasmid; much the same argument applies to H-
DNA. In general, a certain threshold specific linking difference is required to facilitate isomerization to an 
alternative structure. 
 
Additionally, the helical structure of DNA and its closed circular nature cause a number of complications in 
processes such as replication and transcription which require specific mechanisms for their resolution. The 
consequences of negative supercoiling and other DNA topological forms for DNA-associated processes will 
be considered in more detail in the following pages. Let’s look at another detail note on the amoeba upon a 
fact – More and more of the protoplasm of the amoeba streams into this projection, or pseudopod – from the 
Greek pseudes, false, and pous, foot, until it becomes the main body and what was formerly the bulk of the 
amoeba a secondary projection. If this is fact as experts claim – then why can that not happen to man if out 
in deep space for years at a time? It may well appear impossible so is cancer, but thousands suffer from it. 
Accidents should not happen but they do; thus it is not impossible that our DNA may get changed in long 
space missions. 
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Genome organization: Eukaryotes: 
 
Eukaryotes = noun – Biology – an organism consisting of a cell or cells in which the genetic material is 
DNA in the form of chromosomes contained within a distinct nucleus. Eukaryotes include all living 
organisms other than the eubacteria and archaea. Compare with prokaryote. 
 
DERIVATIVES eukaryotic adjective: ORIGIN 1960: from EU-‘easily – formed’ + KARYO ‘kernel’ + 
-ote as in zygote. 
 
Archaea = Noun – Biology – microorganism which are similar to bacteria in size and simplicity of structure 
but radically different in molecular organization. They are now believed to constitute an ancient group 
which is intermediate between the bacteria and eukaryotes. Also called ARCHAEBACTERIA. 
 
DERIVATIVES archaean – also – archaeal – adjective and noun. ORIGIN modern Latin – plural, 
from Greek arkhaios ‘ priitive’. 
 
As already mentioned, the genomic DNA in cells must be highly compacted in order  to be contained in the 
space required. In eukaryotes, the first stage of this compaction is the winding of the DNA in the 
nucleosome, and the resulting histone associated DNA is referred to as chromatin. 
 
An interesting FACT In this somewhat tedious fashion of throwing out a leg and then flowing into it, the 
amoeba is enabled to move from place to place – see Figure HP 2 page 153. This power of the amoeba’s 
protoplasm to change its form is called contractility. If you think that nothing like that takes place in you, 
you better start re-thinking fast as I shall be exposing such events which takes place in your body in this 
document; as the truth I shall expose with no if’s or buts. 

Figure DT6.1 1968. Mortimer, Berkshire, UK: 
This was my learning curve. This was a model 
for chromatin condensation. Searl understood 
that it was an idealized drawing of higher 
order structures formed by chromatin 
containing histone HI.  The question that pops 
up in my mind when one states higher order 
structures – what do they actually mean? Do they 
mean size or intelligence? If they mean size 
where do we fit in? If they mean intelligence? 
That presence a problem as to where we stand as 
clearly there is something critical wrong with our 
education system. The open zigzag – bottom left 
– forms helices with increasing numbers of 
nucleosomes per turn. The final solenoid 
probably has about six nucleosomes per turn. 
At this date I accept in principle that this may be 
proven true; but until I can get my lab up, 
equipped to restart R&D upon this subject I 
cannot confirm precisely what the reality is, but 
we sure need to find out what is real and that 
which is not, before we send crews out on long 
deep space missions.; which is one section of a 
plan targets of Searl Aerospace Inc. Also it would 
be nice to go to the Moon just to confirm 
NASA’s statements what they have done there if 
only to clear up all the crap on the internet about 
their claims. 
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Wednesday 16th January 2013 at 0635 hours received this photo update from SMI-CA-USA. Morris: 
giving a tour of the lab to our visitor to show our progress. 
 
Continue from page 156: 
 
In the human body there are many cells, such as the white blood corpuscles, or leucocytes, which possess 
contractility, in a high degree. Other varieties of human cells, such as the nerve cells, have very little 
contractile power, but those possess it in the highest degree are the cells that make up the muscles. When the 
elongated muscle cells – known as fibres – contract, they diminish in length but increase in other 
dimensions, the change in form being brought about by a similar process to that described in the amoeba, 
namely, a flow of protoplasm from one situation to another. 
 
Irritability; 
 
If I change the constitution of the fluid in which the amoeba is suspended by introducing a minute quantity 
of some chemical such as quinine, or if I send through it a feeble electric shock, I find that the amoeba 
immediately responds by rapidly throwing out a pseudopod in an effort to escape from the stimulus. If in 
place of an obnoxious chemical I introduce something that can be used as food, instead of trying to escape 
from it the amoeba approaches it. To my mind that is strange as it is similar to the I.G.V. in concept – 
when the I-G-V approaches a rock with greater mass or velocity than itself, it tends to pull away from 
it. But if that rock is less mass or its velocity is less it continues without change of flight path as if the 
object never exists. This power of the amoeba to react positively or negatively to favourable or 
unfavourable stimuli is known as irritability. 
 
To my mind it’s exciting that a massive I-G-V can automatically respond to a threat of a rock – or that a 
rock can respond in a similar manner to the I-G-V. Of course it’s the I-G-V. Which causes the rock to 
change course – not the rock senses an object on its flight path politely get out of the way. Here Sir Isaac 
Newton got his sum right all objects will continue on a straight line unless some force changes that state. 
That is precisely what the I-G-V. Does; its field of force acting on the rock will force it to bypass it, or itself 
will change course to bypass it. So the I-G-V behaves in a likewise way to our cells. 
 
Cells and the I-G-V have DNA structures which enclose natural functions. Maybe we shall hear more. 
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I understand that he wish I was back in LA so he can help me more – but you know the saying that 
sometimes dreams do come true – who knows? 
 
Continue from page 157: 
 
Searl understands that certain cells react best to one kind of stimulus – I guess many children of the past 
experience, understand that the stimulus of six of the best made you wish it did not hurt, and others to 
another – liked having your bum piece by an injection; the cells forming the retina of the eye to light, how is 
that possible? The nerve cells supplying the ear to sound – how is that possible – we always assume that we 
know and understand – but in reality we do not know – we assume we know. We only understand what they 
do which is not good enough for me I want to know why they are able to undertake these functions, which 
we are of course glad they do these functions. And those of the tongue to taste, how is it possible from our 
DNA to create such a device just from atoms? Yet the S.E.G. is more likely to be created as it is no way so 
complicated. Strange that law of the squares states there are 4 taste buds in the tongue – then how do we 
think we taste so many different tastes; that I shall be dealing with later on. 
 
Nor is the response of the cell to the stimulus necessarily of the same nature as the response of the amoeba 
when irritated by quinine; a muscle cell responds by contracting, a gland by secreting, a nerve by conducting 
and the cells lining the small intestine by absorbing food. If I look upon irritability as an indication of life, It 
may be said that the intensity of life of any organism will be determined by two factors; the frequency with 
which changes occur in the organism’s environment, and the degree of irritability it exhibits to these 
changers. 
 
Looked at from this point of view, it may be said that the long but slow living tortoise enjoys in the length of 
live than the short lived but intensely irritable mosquito. Impressions and response to impressions, rather 
than time recorded by a clock, should be regarded as the measure by which we judge longevity. I live only 
so long as I have the capacity to feel and respond. 
 
In my childhood impressions, and emotions and thoughts that they provoke, are many, and my days are long 
and  vivid. In middle and old age impressions become less vivid and my power to respond weaker, and so 
the days rush past me and the years contact. Searl states that it may be assumed that if there were no changes 
in its environment the body would cease to react and its activities would eventually come to rest in the new 
equilibrium of death – well that is my opinion. 
 
The hibernating animal is an example of an organism which is affected by a diminished variability in its 
environment as well as by reduced responses. Coiled up in some hole in the ground, the hibernating animal 
experiences few changes in its environment. Associated with this absence of stimulation the irritability of 
the animal’s body is reduced to the minimum compatible with life. Should, by some accident, the irritability 
entirely disappear, the animal would no longer be hibernating. It would be dead. 

Monday 14th January 2013 at 11:00 received from a Searlteam 
member name John, who I had the pleasure to have met in LA for 
a few days. Who sent me a surprise parcel? My carer open this 
solid cardboard box and we were both surprised at the amount of 
food that was packed in there, so tight that even a flea had to space 
to park. Food of high quality and types which I can manage to eat. 
A parcel from someone: who lives so far away who was concerned 
about my age and health? I send my sincere thanks for that parcel 
how he packed it that tight I have no idea. I guess they must had 
been a woman’s touch in it – which I also thank for helping him. 
So he is not only good at music but also good at packing food – well 
I hope his music is just as good as his packing food parcels are. I 
trust that the future will be good to you. 
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Friday: January 18th 2013; time 0715 hours GMT, at my home in Somerset, UK. This being the first 
snow for this year I have seen here; but nothing as deep as it is a few miles away; my carer had to dig 
her car out to come to me, then drove through a show ground to the main road to avoid the hills 
narrow road serve bends and no hedge rows to stop the car rolling over into the frozen ditch. What a 
life. The first time here in Somerset I had to put on all heat except night time my body has to create 
the heat. Energy cost far too much. I have to be glad I do not have that amount of snow others close 
around have been bless with. 
 
Continue from page 158: 
 
 Metabolism or Nutrition: 
 
To Searl mind, the cell may best be pictured as a self-running, self-sufficient chemical factory. Which I 
stated in my early newsletters of 1946, where I continue to explain how I saw cancer behavior; after all, I 
had cancer patients on my ward to study. That is something to write about in another document, for now I 
shall keep to the subject of cells; after all they must contain DNA structures. It takes in raw material from 
the outside world and manufactures from this material all that it requires for the maintenance of its structures 
and for the work that it is called upon to perform. Let me recall what Sherrington stated after he stated that it 
is impossible to define life, describes it as ‘an energy system, the energy of which is directed to maintaining 
itself’. Which is somewhat similar to that which I was quoting from the law of the squares in 1946 
newsletters, that energy had no problem to switch to matter or vice versa. Looked at from this point of view, 
the cell may be regarded as a factory, which I have stated so often, that takes in so much potential energy in 
the form of food and gives back in the form of work performed; let me put that into other words, the cell – 
and the same applies to the body – is a device for transforming energy. Which is no different: to that 
which I was stating in my newsletters of 1946, and many times since. Then comes my question to these 
experts, if this is so on such a unit that cannot be seen by human sight; which I do not disagree with, yet they 
down this massive unit which the human eye can see working; claims that it cannot possible work. Clearly 
there is something wrong with our education.  Experts: talking with a fork tongue is bad for progress. 

How can nature change environmental states so 

quick, from one energy system to another 

system and then say that the S.E.G cannot work? 
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This will become my future home base – in the mean time I shall have to make do here and re-
construct this unit so I can get back to full time work besides just writing documents which are vital I 
agree. But being able to test, measure components parts for go or no go as material in support of the 
document contents is indeed needed for legal reasons. 
 
After all this time explaining that we are a set of legal operating companies; I still receive emails as if I was 
just an orderly person needing help and advice. Giving a long statement what I should do, which of cause we 
have done some years back. They can greatly improve the performance of the S.E.G – really? You first got 
to make one to test how to improve it, that is what is being done at the laboratory in CA-USA. First the 
magnetizer must be invented, which is the task of Fernando Morris, as so far there are none available on the 
market. Again we are studying the massive increase of cost of materials which we need. Thus we are 
working on solving that issue too, by mixing our own materials, which at this time is in progress, and Morris 
and Tom are learning fast how to use the equipment – things will become exciting very soon!   

Saturday January12th 2013; from 
SMI-CA-USA update photo of the 
third factory unit we have taken on 
progress that will be the Swallow 
Command Audio Vision and 
communication unit of Searl 
Aerospace Inc. division of Searl 
Technology Inc. Showing progress 
being made of turning a factory into 
basically a laboratory for testing 
component parts for go or no go 
status which will be film recorded for 
our archives; which can be used in 
any documentary films being 
produced in the future. As I expected 
that the cost would be extremely high 
but looks count; where finance 
people are concern it’s what they see 
that switch them on to invest, not 
what you state. 
 
Fernando Morris is doing a job on 
the conversions of the two added 
units. On the 21, we expect Russell 
Anderson to drop in for a few days to 
see the progress and assist Morris 
with the work, which I know far too 
well will over excite him, as it been a 
dream he has had to be involved in 
flight development. But at the lab he 
will see the magnetic side  functions 
and get a laptop set up to function 
with the different units and will be 
educated in what we are aiming to 
do. 
 
I am also hoping this book will soon 
appear on the searl Aerospace Inc. 
website which is for education 
purpose upon this technology. 
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1959 Mortimer, Berkshire, UK: This unit was just one product which Rev. George Nicolson purchase 
for me to help me in developing the S.E.G. technology; which was stolen during 1978 from my unit in 
Mortimer with the family trying to stop me from success. Attempt to rebuy one; so that you can see 
how I manage to do this work. But we lost out on an option that turned up on the internet – so sorry 
that it maybe that you will never see how it was done. Unless I can replace the equipment used from 
which you can learn how complicated it was to achieve. Anyone with one of these in good order, but 
no longer requires it; I would appreciate to hear of your offer. Odd bits of the actual equipment I used 
in 1946 is being kept it the lab in CA. 
 
Yesterday, I chase after the company who sent me email showing a demo of the Tyros 4 special edition for 
their 10th year of business a limit stock. Today, Wednesday, 23 January 2013, got reply that it was sold out 
days ago, and no longer being made – question – why sent such emails to people to buy something that no 
longer exists. The demo clip was just what I needed for this work. It took a number of phone calls to find the 
firm who sent that clip to me. Having spent days to try to find such equipment – it’s a bit of a stupid thing to 
do sending out emails of products that no longer obtainable. Likewise the number of goods brought which 
enclose a big discount on next order only to notice that the final date to claim has already passed. 
 
Also these last few days goods to replace goods stolen from me on Monday August 25th 2003 are arriving 
plus the first lot of metal for set up the racking of this room for equipment to be placed – the cost is much 
more greater than in the past that is on the same goods that were stolen but tax has jumped up, which again 
increases my cost to pay. HOW do I do it – simple go without what you take for granted eat little and cheap 
out date food, make your 1968 clothes make do, and do not take any holidays. But you would not do that to 
save lives would you? I have been doing just that most of my life; Now being determined to win to show 
those 5 criminals they have not stopped me, therefore they will never own this technology. Once we have a 
dry day I shall take the new goods outside to photo for this document – you will see that I do not fool about! 
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Continue from page 159: 

 

Every movement made by the amoeba entails the expenditure of energy, and in order to replace what is lost 
the amoeba must take in more energy in the form of food. I can even calculate how much food an animal 
must absorb in order that it may be able to perform a given amount of work, just as I can calculate how 
much petrol a car will require to run a certain distance. Searl states, that by rights an animal should require 
relatively more food than the car, for not only does it perform work, but it also makes good the wear and tear 
of its own machinery. These additional demands made upon it are, however, more than counterbalanced by 
the fact that an animal works far more efficiently than a car does. 
 
Searl states, that all those chemical processes by which food is converted into either work or structure are 
referred to as the cell’s metabolism. Such processes may be grouped under two main headings; here come 
the law of the squares, anabolism, or the building up of simpler chemical bodies into those greater 
complexity, and katabolism, or the breaking down of more complex material into simpler. 
 

Searl reminds you; generally speaking, the building up of the food into cell structure is a process of 
anabolism, and the burning up of food in order to perform work, or to maintain internal heat, a process of 
katabolism. The cells, and the body, have another component of superiority over the petrol engine in 
addition to greater efficiency. If there is no petrol in the tank of a car it is unable to move. When the body is 
deprived of food it is still able to find energy for movement and for the maintenance of heat by burning up 
his own structure. Fortunately it possesses tissues that are not essential to its life, and by using the fat in its 
body for fuel a man may survive several weeks of starvation, provided he is not also deprived of water. It is 
only when he has used up all the structures in his body which he can spare and is forced to draw on more 
vital tissues that the efficiency of the working of his body begins to decline. Strange that throughout my life 
I have never seen any article which discuss the negative effects of food being consumed, which food attracts 
free negative ions and which gives off negative ions – yet such functions must take place. 

Figure FM7.2: The Spleen is a complex 
organ with several functions. It acts as a 
filter for the blood, removing old or 
damaged red blood cells. This takes place 
largely in the spaces known as the venous 
sinusoids. The spleen also contains 
lymphatic nodules which form part of the 
body’s immune system; they also 
manufacture and release white blood cells 
into the circulation.  
 
If you are wondering why I am presenting 
all this stuff; the answer is elementary – 
it’s about atoms which means Elements – 
molecules, negative ions that create your 
DNA; which the experts state creates your 
designs and functions. I have to agree with 
them because so far I cannot disapprove 
their claims. Therefore if such small organ 
exists and do what is claimed which 
appears impossible – then I ask you why 
do you down the S.E.G all these years 
which can be seen and is so far more 
simple in structure and function?  What is 
your problem – your image is being 
tarnished by my statements; is that the 
truth?  
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The arrows indicate the direction of flow of tears towards the puncto. 

 
Let us not forget, that I am talking about what the DNA creates; whose functions can be misunderstood – 
like the News of the world told me that I was the only man in the world who did not know what gravity was 
– so I say I am always willing to learn – so they dropped a brass book stopper onto the floor, then they said 
that is what gravity is, which I replied – that is what gravity does we all know that: you stated everyone 
accept me knows what gravity is – now show me I want to know. But they could not show me – how do 
people love to talk out of their arse? Then they came up with another crack statement on space but all this 
was taken from Gunner Sandburg document which had nothing to do with me. That is how insane that 
newspaper staff were. 
 
Let us see if we can understand what is involved here with our cells – we accept that they have kind of DNA 
structure which create the cell structure and a set of functions – so what did I know about this new 
substances termed DNA? First I know the nature of the wrapping of DNA in the nucleosome has been 
considered in detail already within this document. Briefly, about 146 bp of DNA are wrapped in 
approximately two left handed super helical turns around a protein octamer consisting of histones which are 
highly basic, positively charged proteins which help to neutralize the negatively charged phosphate 
backbone of the DNA. 
 
This basic unit is repeated many times I eukaryotic chromatin; indeed it seems likely that almost all the 
DNA is constrained this way. It follows from this that the negative supercoiling of the DNA is largely 
partitioned into writhing of the helix axis stabilized by interaction with histones, and hence is not directly 
available for promoting the binding of ligands which unwind the DNA helix. It is possible that dissociation 
of DNA from the histone octamer has a part to play in the initiation of processes such as replication and 
transcription. The unconstrained supercoiling resulting from this dissociation could be harnessed to promote 
the untwisting of the DNA helix. 
 
There are several increasing levels of compaction which has been identified in chromatin, in addition to the 
nucleosome itself. The first is the nucleosome filament, an extended array of nucleosomes along a DNA 
length, which also contains histone HI, aprotei8n associated with the entry and exit points of DNA from the 
histone octamer – This filament has a zigzag appearance in electron micrographs. In the 30 mm filament 
or solenoid, nucleosomes are wrapped into a compact left handed helix of diameter 30 nm. These forms 
have been fairly well characterized, and it is thought that higher orders of compaction, for example a helical 
winding of the 30nm filament also occur. The level of compaction exhibited by chromatin is dependent on 
the stage of the cell cycle, for example chromosomes are highly compacted at mitosis, but are more 
extended during interphase, consisting mostly of the 30 nm fibre. In addition, chromatin which is being 
actively transcribed has a less condensed structure than inactive chromatin, characterized by the loss of 
histone HI and most higher order structure, although many nucleosomes are still present. 
 
I shall on the next page go back to study the cell in more detail, because you just a bag of cells, millions of 
them, and all controlled by your DNA per cell, amazing and you cannot see them with the naked eye! 

Figure 5: 1949, London. UK. This 

figure shows the lacrimal 

apparatus. Agree for what we see 
here sounds impossible, but experts 
accept it as FACT. Yet you can see 
the S.E.G. and they state it will not 
work – what a strange world we live 
in. The S.E.G should had been on the 
market place in 1968 – but due to 
ignorance and greed it was blocked; 
and, the same happen again in 2003; 
people will not listen, a major problem 
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This photo will be the seal on all technology documents relating to Searl Aerospace Inc. when or more 
precise when the new website is set up correctly as a business research unit these documents will 
appear. Intended for real engineers and finance bodies and not intended for the general public 
masses. 
 
Continue from page 163: 
 
Excretion: 
 
As the fumes of the petrol engine must be carried away in the exhaust if the engine is to run well, so must 
the cell get rid of its waste products if it is to remain healthy. I have seen that cells can be kept alive almost 
indefinitely in a suitable culture medium. This, however, is only so if care be taken to remove from them the 
waste products of their own metabolism. In growing tissues this is achieved by trans planting the cells every 
few days into fresh culture tubes. Should trans plantation not be carried out, the cells, like fish left in a 
stagnant pond, rapidly die, poisoned by their own waste products. Excretion, therefore, is an activity that is 
as necessary to life as is the power to absorb new food. 
 
In a simple unicellular organism like the amoeba no special apparatus is required for the accomplishment of 
excretion. All that is necessary is that waste products should be able to filter through the interstices of the 
limiting membrane into the surrounding fluid. In a large complicated structure like the human body such 
primitive methods of excretion would be insufficient to secure a satisfactory draining away of waste 
material. Special excreting organs are provided for this purpose. In general terms, we rid of surplus water, 
urea and uric acid by the kidneys, carbon dioxide and water by the lungs, water by the skin and a small 
amount of waste by the bowel. All these structures may therefore be looked upon as constituting our 
excretory, or drainage system. If anything goes wrong with this system the health of the body rapidly 
deteriorates. 
 
I feel that this issue most of you understand, what I guess is that you do not know how it works and that it 
was; your DNA which designed it. And installed the functions commands by which you get the phone call 
action stations stand clear bowel door open bombs away – hit target ok, can now return home. 
 

Thursday 24th January 2013; Received 3 
update photos from SMI-CA-USA: upon 
the progress being made there. This photo 
has been taken from one of them:  Russell 
Anderson who was invited down for the 
first time to SMI to see the progress and to 
study it. A few years ago I made him head 
of the Searl Aerospace Inc. in the USA. He 
arrive extremely excited to at last see his 
dream come true becoming part of the 
team developing tomorrows energy and 
transportation systems. As you should 
know by now: that he is the CEO of Searl 
Aerospace Inc. A man: of great 
understanding upon this subject, done 
events upon it over a couple of years. This 
year he has a much larger window of events 
to cover. And so do our SMI unit. This 
Saturday January 26th 2013 at 2100 hours 
GMT Bradley and I shall be on the air for 3 
hours talking about this technology and its 
progress – It comes from Ireland. 
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1968: Mortimer, UK. Formation: of twin domains of supercoiling by transcription elongation. RNA 
polymerase – RNAP is shown transcribing a topologically isolated domain of DNA into mRNA, to 
which ribosomes become attached. 

  
Which is shown schematically here: and leads to the formation of positive supercoiling ahead of the 
transcribing complex and negative supercoils behind. 

 
 
Searl understands that the domains of supercoiling according to the law of the squares, can also occur in  

plasmid DNA with two transcription complexes travelling in opposite directions. This was just the 

 
beginning of my learning curve while employed at Shenley hospital. 
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Friday 25th January 2013: Update photo from SMI-CA-USA: Fernando Morris shaking hand with 
Tom who no doubt will be supporting Morris in every way he can. Update: tonight Saturday 26th 2013 
at 2100 hours GMT: shall be on air with Bradley Lockerman until midnight – that means another 3 
hours of air time. This will be transmitted from Ireland. Also plans to take part in 3 major events 
during the year live. Therefore, one needs to watch the websites for updates. 
 
Continue from page 164: 
 
Prokaryotes: 
 
The organization of the chromosome in prokaryotic cells is less clearly defined, at least in my time, the 

1960s.The best studied example is the Escherichia coli genome, which consists of a 4400 kb closed circle, 

which is negatively supercoiled and compacted about 1000 fold into a structure called the nucleoid within 

the bacterial cell. Although the nucleoid is not surrounded by a membrane, as in the eukaryotic nucleus, it 

appears to have some similarities in overall organization. Searl understands that studies of the number of 

DNA nicks required to relax the chromosomal DNA completely have suggested the existence of around 50 

discrete topological domains; this proposal is also supported by electron microscopy. A major difference 

between prokaryotic and eukaryotic DNA is that, while the writhing of DNA around histones accounts for 

virtually all the negative supercoiling in eukaryotic chromosomes, in prokaryotes, some of the negative 

supercoiling is not accounted for by protein binding.  

 

Although a plasmid isolated from an Escherichia coli cell has a typical σ value of -0.06, it has been 

estimated that approximately -025 of this is unconstrained, that is, able to adopt the plectonemic 

conformation commonly seen in vitro; the remainder must consist of writhe and/or changes in twist 

stabilized by the binding of various kinds of proteins. It is assumed that the same proportions apply to the 

bacterial chromosome. This difference reflects the alternative methods for the introduction of negative 

supercoiling in the two types of cell. In eukaryotes, the formation of nucleosomes on initially relaxed DNA, 

followed by relaxation of the compensatory positive supercoiling by topoisomerases leads to negative 

supercoiling wholly constrained within nucleosomes. In contrast, prokaryotes have an enzyme, DNA gyrase, 

which actively introduces negative supercoiling, as well as other topoisomerases capable of relaxing 

negative supercoils. Hence, the level of unconstrained supercoiling is controlled by the relative activities of 

competing topoisomerases and the presence of DNA binding proteins which stabilize negative supercoiling. 
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Friday 25th January 2013: update from SMI-CA-USA – Russell meets Tom at the lab. I have been 
assured that Russell enjoy his stay at SMI. He now will return back to his base to start preparing the 
long road to space. 
 
Continue from page 166: 
 
Searl understands, that although a search for analogues of the eukaryotic histone proteins in bacteria has led 
to the discovery of a number of proteins which may be involved in the compaction of the DNA, structures as 
well defined as the nucleosome have not discovered in my days – there was always a chance they would 
discover them in time, but I can only state what I know or better still what I understand, which are 
completely two different worlds. The proteins involved in genome organization in prokaryotes are 
exemplified by the Escherichia coli proteins HU and HI – or H-NS: both are responsible for compaction of 
the DNA. HU also wraps DNA in a negative sense and has been shown to form relatively unstable 
nucleosome like structures in electron micrographs. 
 
In addition to its function in genome organization, a specific gene regulation role has been proposed for 
protein HI. RNA polymerase and nascent RNA chain have also been implicated in maintaining the structural 
integrity of the nucleoid. If the experts are right, then there is a question why reject the S.E.G it works on the 
same basis of a DNA concept, uses atoms deign to create functions. That is what DNA does. These experts 
do not digest the data available to them. 
 
Digestion: 
 
If we watch the amoeba under the microscope we will see that from time to time it engulfs, or eats, nutritive 
particles that happen to be floating in its neighbourhood. Once these particles have passed into the amoeba’s 
body they appear to undergo some changes, at first becoming corroded, and then disappearing altogether. 
Searl ask; could that be what is happening with these experts; they swallow the data to their brain which 
then coats it with a chemical that makes that data becoming corroded and then it disappears: Maybe up their 
rear end. Is that the answer to why they reject the S.E.G.? 
 
Man’s rear end has many uses it appears over time, more so when travelling with drugs, but customs now sit 
with you on the loo to catch whatever drops out, often they get rewarded with a gold mine! 
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If this is what the experts teaches us as FACT – then why do they down the S.E.G. which is far 
simpler to create, then your gut. What about if everything is just energy under compression, and once 
that compression is gone then it also goes back to energy. Let us look at it this way as you use up this 
energy your body goes out of shape. I accept these experts are right to say that each cell is it own 
power station, otherwise it would not be able to function. The above drawing hits my mind as those of 
plants roots – what if in reality; they are indeed veins of that plant? Performing precisely the same 
function as ours? 
 
By now you should understand why I feel so ruddy hungry, after feeding all these gut bacteria, not forgetting 
that 2 load of bacteria eating my legs and feet for a tasty break. I would appreciate it if they just waited until 
I am dead then they can help them sieves to a feast. Searl agrees that the gut is an amazing organ. It is an 
extremely delicate piece of engineering, the powerhouse of our body – the area where nutrients, vitamins 
and minerals from our food are absorbed into our system. Here comes my question again – how on earth can 
our DNA create such a complex system with functions that keep us alive, yet something less complication as 
the S.E.G is impossible to function – WHY? What are you telling me that you do not process the education 
level or intelligence to test such a concept out – so you protect your image by saying it will never work – 
that will be your downfall, once it is in the marketplace on sale. 

Figure FM9.4: 1968. Berkshire. UK: 
Numerous veins – left – transport 
nutrients from the intestines to the 
portal vein which enters the liver. 
Materials processed by the liver drain 
into the inferior vena cava for transport 
to the heart and around the body. 
Absorbed fats are carried to the heart by 
the thoracic duct. 
 
FACT: Searl understands from the age 
of 14 years that bacteria live within our 
gut. The healthy gut is home to around 
100,000,000,000.000 individual living 
microbes – ten times more than there 
are cells in the entire body. This mass of 
bacteria weighs approximately 1kg – a 
weight of a bag of sugar. 
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Searl states; death sits in the bowels; a bad digestion is the root of all evil – written in 400 BC by 
Hippocrates, 460 – 377 BC ancient Greek pysician, traditionally regraded as the father of medicine. 
His name is associated with the medical profession’s Hippocratic oath from his attachyment  to a body 
of ancient Greek medical writtens, probably none of which was written by him. 
 
Continue from page 167: 
 
This is a simplified form of digestion. Food in the condition in which it is taken into the cell cannot be 
utilized by the protoplasm, either because it is insoluble and undialysable – incapable of passing through a 
membrane, or else because it is too complex in structure. Food must therefore undergo certain cnanges 
before it can be of any service to the cell. Broadly speaking, these changes consist in the breaking up of the 
larger molecules of the food into smaller molecules, a breaking up that is brought about by the action of 
certain ferments, or enzymes. In the body this preparation of the food for the use of the tissues is carried on 
in a special laboratory, the alimentary cancanal. This is a coiled tube – interesting fact as most DNA like be 
coiled, this tube is nearly thirty feet in length, which comprises the mouth, oesophagus, stomach, small 
intestine, and large intestine. In order to reach the other cells of the body the soluble products of digestion 
must pass first through the walls of the alimentary canal and then through those of the blood vessels, and 
thus gain the blood stream. The process by which igested food is transferred from the free surface – Lumen 
– of the alimentary canal into the blood stream is called absorption. The alimentary canal is thus responsilble 
for two functions, digestion and absorption. 
 
Within this document I have already covered many issues which are vital not only to know but to understand 
is anogther domain. Many of us know things but coming to the point do we understand what we think we 
know. Today, Monday 28th January at 0800 hours GMT had 45 minute talk with a wonderful business lady 
in China, who is now helping us to get the information out there to China who are seeking clean energy 
systems. A photo of this lady at SMI-CA-USA is shown on page 157 beside Morris. 

Figure FM9.3: 1968 Mortimer. 
Berkshire. UK: My learning curve.  
The gallbladder; which I no longer 
have – it stores bile made by the liver, 
which it releases into the duodenum in 
response to a fatty meat. A strange 
problem here I loved fatty meat now I 
have almost no hope of swallowing any 
meat. To do so, requires a massive 
engineering program to help me to 
swallow. The pancreas secretes a 
number of enzymes involved in the 
digestion of proteins, starches and fats. 
These enzymes pass via pancreatic 
duct, which joins the bile duct, into the 
duodenum. If this is true, then tell me 
how our DNA can possible create such 
a system and chemical functions as 
explain here, and how can it continue 
after the gall bladder has been 
completely removed, being a danger to 
me after a large stone had created a 
vast stretching problem, and yet states 
that the S.E.G is impossible, it cannot 
function. But I am still living which is 
far more complicated than the S.E.G.  
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Continue from page 169: 
 
Oesophageal reflux disease – Epidemiology and pathology are therefore vital issues within the Searl 
Technology Inc. future plans of operations. I can understand that your education may not give you’re 
the power to see well in advance of operations that which is required for success. Therefore, I depend 
upon these documents to instruct you into the requirements which will be required sooner than later. 
Searl agrees that oesophageal reflux is uncommon in the far east yet appears to be becoming more 
common in the west, either through better or more frequent recognition or because the disease itself is 
more common. To Searl understanding, it is symptomatic in up to 40% of the general population 
whether or not they are attending a doctor. Symptoms are closely, although not always directly 
related to reflux of acidic gastric contents and therapy has primarily been aimed at reduction of acid 
secretion. Acid secretion is not abnormal in most patients with reflux symptoms. 
 

Figure AA21: London. UK: my learning 
curve 1949. In fact during this period I 
had 2 of these hands on experience one 
in Berkshire the other in the military, 
both extremely painful no pain killing 
medication then available like today. 
This illustration shows the sagittal 
section of the central nervous system 
showing the circulation of the CSF – 
semidiagrammatic. Sorry to say that this 
drawing go back to the 1940s time period 
and now rather weak with age, then don’t 
we all get like that with age. 
 
Cerebrospinal fluid- CSF: 
 
The cerebrospinal fluid – CSF – is a clear 
liquid, about 130 ml in volume, 
surrounding the brain and spinal cord. It 
buffers the brain  against injury and 
pressure changes and acts as an exchange 
medium between blood and brain. CSF is 
formed by diffusion and active secretion in 
the choroid plexuses, which are capillary 
loops projecting into the ventricles of the 
brain. 
 
From the lateral ventricles the fluid flows 
downwards through the foramen of monro 
to the 3rd ventricle, thence along the 
aqueduct to the 4th ventricle and out into 
the subarachnoid space through the 
foramina of Luschka and Magendie. CSF 
fills the cerebromedullary cisterns around 
the pons and medulla, and flows upwards 
over the pia enveloping the brain and 
downwards around the spinal cord and 
through its central canal. 
 
Fingers of the arachnoid, with CSF within 
them, stick up into the venous blood in the 
sagittal sinus. These are called arachnoid 
granulations: they pass the CSF within 
them back into the venous blood. 
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This is just a sample of the class of questions which you are 
Expected: to be capable of answering for a post in Searl Aerospace Inc. Medical Division. The answer to 
this question will appear anywhere within this document. 
 
Continue from page 170: 
 
Alkaline reflux can occur after gastric surgery and possibly in the intact stomach and therapeutic measures 
here are less effective. The underlying problem in gastrooesophageal reflux is a lax lower oesophageal 
sphincter. Searl accepts from his own experience that patients with severe reflux symptoms and oesophagitis 
have lower sphincter pressures than others – my daily records show these effects clearly, which thus 
allowing gastric contents to reflux. Spontaneous relaxations of the sphincter are more common in reflux 
disease. In many cases a more generalized defeat I oesophageal motility disturbs the natural ability of the 
oesophagus to clear the refluxate, increasing the amount of time acid contents lie in the oesophagus. Hiatus 
hernia is associated but is not the primary problem. In my case Deborah Knights would spend weeks with 
me to help me – she was horrified by this daily choking to death effect and how I had to use a metal long 
nose pliers to pull this long clear worm like object from my mouth to top me chocking. Which had a very 
strong suction action to hand on to the tissue of my throat and roof of my mouth, no matter how hard I 
pulled it did not break but slowly let go of my tissue. Thus when she set up my Scottish lecture in the 
Aboyne area: she took me to Balmoral medical centre and explained what she had seen, the doctor replied 
that he think that he knows what the cause is and prescribe omeprazole magnesium  a delayed release 
capsule 20.6 mg.  
 
With just on 25 years of gallons of magnesium and similar chalk like substances with no relief at all – and 
bear in mind nothing was stated about these years of heartburn I had been suffering, since the gall bladder 
was removed. This medication was to stop this clear worm like substance. One was to be taken every night – 
unfortunate I cannot swallow pills type medication so I pull the capsule apart to get the contents into a hot 
drink, thus I was able to take them. In the morning a surprise the burning effects was lower in intensity and 
on the second night pill the heartburn was gone. All those years of suffering that only need two of those 
capsules. Instead of gallons of chalk material which you need to get fresh every week because it settled 
down in the bottle like rock. Talk about rock of ages – my turn outs sure took energy and time and like steel 
reinforced concrete was a worry that the pan would crack on impact.   
 
These capsules were like a payer being answered, a miracle in disguised, indeed a blessing. Sometime in the 
future I will tell you all that I know about this capsule which is an acid reducer. From time to time these 
inventors find a wonder drug, but often its full potential is not recognized for months and then only by 
accident. 

My question No 25: the stomach, spleen 
and greater omentum of 123 mm CR 
fetus: 
 
A 
Where does the spleen develop? 
 
B 
What three types of cells are present in the 
spleen when haemopoiesis reaches a peak in 
week 13 – 20? 
 
C 
Accessory spleens are common anomalies. 
Where do they usually occur? 
 
D 
Which other fetal organ affects the 
development of the white pulp of the spleen? 
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Above left = Phagocytosis and the inflammatory response. Left side = a rusty nail has broken the skin, 
carrying in with it pathogenic bacteria. Some of these are ingested by phagocytic neutrophils and by a 
macrophage. Antigen from the organism will reach the local lymph node, either directly or carried 
within the macrophage, and ‘antigen processing’ takes place. Lymphocytes are stimulated to become 
plasma cells which make the appropriate antibody; this then circulates to the tissue and combines 
with the antigen on the surface of the organism at the site of the wound. This reaction causes 
activation of enzymes in the blood, causing damage to the cell walls of the invaders. Various chemical 
substances are released; these attract phagocytes and cause secretion of histamine by Mast cells. 
Histamine causes dilatation of local blood vessels and increased migration of fluid and cells into the 
area, leading to the familiar features of inflammation. We shall be hearing more soon. My question still 
remain unanswered which is, if these experts are right upon this issue; why do they down the S.E.G which is 
far less complicated – the main difference here is that the magnetic flux which in some respects is like blood 
it circulates all the cells in the mass structure to increase the migration of negative ions, both light and heavy 
ones in match pairs. To give energy for work. However, poor digestive health has probably affected every 
one of us at some point. Searl states; that one in five adults in the UK has some kind of digestive complaint 
at any one time. The S.E.G. likewise if its magnetic fields are weak will become sick, and thus fail to meet 
work performance requirements. 
 
I shall now give you the answer to question 25: 
 
A From mesenchyme in the dorsal mesogastrium: 
 
B Megakaryocytes, myeloblasts, erythroblasts: 
 
C In the greater omentum: 
 
D Functioning thymus. 
 

Wow that hurts – so please do not try this experiment at home to find 
out what happens – it is not good for one’s health. In an average lifetime 
a gut will handle approximately 65 tonnes of food and drink. This is 
approximately the weight of a dozen elephants. 
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1968 my understanding: in early development some of my stem cells in the bone marrow develop into 
primitive lymphocytes. Some pass through the thymus and becomes “T-lymphocytes”. Others become 
“B-lymphocytes”. Searl thinks that it is possible that these are processed by the intestine. Both types 
of lymphocytes are stimulated by antigen: activated T-lymphocytes migrate to the point where the 
antigen has arisen and may destroy foreign cells themselves or activate local macrophages to do so.  
 
These lymphocytes secrete factors which “arm” macrophages and attract other white blood cells. Activated 
B-lymphocytes divide, and some become plasma cells. Plasma cells make large quantities of antibody; they 
are found in lymph nodes and bone marrow and may continue to produce low levels of antibody for many 
years. In addition some activated T- and B-lymphocytes become “memory cells” able to respond again if 
the same antigen presents itself. May be we shall be hearing more soon. 
 
Searl understands; that stress, poor diet, travel, illness, the natural aging process and even certain drugs can 
have a detrimental effect on our gut, and Searl is talking from firsthand experience as he too has gone 
through all these conditions, which often leading to discomforts such as constipation which required a tea 
spoon to dig it out, diarrhea, which can’t get out fast enough; proving that the law of the squares holds true. 
Then there is bloating, wind which is strange that one can create special effects sounds naturally! All these 
effects could be signs of infections. Yes, we old ones understands all of these conditions which our DNA has 
generated to keep us happy. That is if the experts are correct, that our DNA is the problem of our mother and 
don’t forget daddy who played a part in your creation, even only a very small part. 
 
Just a matter of interest about what life is like for me – an order place with a company on web – states in 
stock next day delivery – next day no signs of a delivery. 3 days later email stating on web when we say 
next day delivery do not mean it will be delivered next day but will be the next day when they are in stock. 
OK, then two days later we expect to deliver your order mid Feb. So I have a month more to wait. Today 
Tuesday: 29th January 2013 received another Email from that company we now expect to deliver goods mid-
March, but never stated which year. A Scottish company a year ago placed order for a kilt deliver next 
month, two weeks before Christmas email; stating that they will be making that kilt for me in January 2013, 
can place an order for another to be delivered before Christmas – isn’t it a strange world, who on earth going 
to place an order for a kilt to arrive before Christmas; why you are still waiting for the one that was going to 
be delivered well before Christmas a year ago! I sometimes wonder if I am still on planet Earth? 
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1968: My learning curve: The immune system can recognize the cells of a transplanted organ as “non-
self” and attacks the organ. Both types of immune response are involved, though cell mediated 
immunity plays the greater part. The rejection process can be countered by immunosuppressive 
drugs, or by closely matching the “tissue types” of donor and recipient. The following points I like to 
make here – first – I see the law of the squares working here as clear as seeing a man without any legs. 
Secondly – surely for a cell to be able to recognize an invader it requires some kind of intelligence; 
otherwise how can it identify such components as foe? 
 
Transcription: the twin supercoiled domain model: 
 
Consideration of the organization of chromosomes in both eukaryotes and prokaryotes seems to imply to my 
mind a reduction in he importance of supercoiling in the sense of free, torsionally strained DNA. To 
summarize, it is suggested that most negative supercoiling in eukaryotes is constrained by binding to 
histones in nucleosomes and their higher order aggregates, and that in prokaryotes – or Escherichia coli at 
least, - only some 40% of the supercoiling of isolated DNA is present in vivo as unconstrained plectonemic 
supercoiling. Searl understands that in recent years  however, evidence has mounted that in bacteria cells, 
supercoiling is a dynamic process which depends on more than the balance between two opposing 
topoisomerases.  
 
How many times since 1946 to 1968 that within my newsletters I stated that the law of the squares states; 
that within this universe there are two states and they are opposites but not equal – for if they were no work 
could be perform. The S.E.G. is based upon that law that as the electrons move through the matrix it must 
gain energy. For this to be possible the density of each material must add up all the way through: that when 
you take away that value from the layer before it; you are left with a plus, if not then you have no power to 
move those roller sets. Simple! 
 
In particular, the inactivation of topoisomerase I in Escherichia coli by genetic means leads to high negative 
supercoiling of the plasmid pBR322, which is dependent on transcription from the strong promoter of the 
tetA – tetracycline resistance – gene on that plasmid. Furthermore, inhibition of DNA gyrase in vivo 
allows the isolation of positively supercoiled pBR322. 
 
As you can witness from this document that I am determined to get our sums right regardless from the start! 
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Continue from page 174: 

 

Searl understands that 1987, Liu and Wang speculated that these observations might reflect a property of the 
transcription process itself. As RNA polymerase transcribes a gene, the protein-RNA complex must follow 
the helical path of the DNA strands. The most obvious views of this has the DNA stationary and the 
polymerase rotating around the DNA axis. However, Liu and Wang suggested that the combination of the 
polymerase, the nascent RNA chain, and possibly even ribosomes translating the mRNA in a co-ordinated 
fashion, would form a complex so large that it would be unable to rotate around the DNA – Figure 6.2a, and 
that instead; the DNA would rotate upon its axis. Such a rotation of the DNA around its axis, relative to the 
unpaired DNA region at the polymerase – Figure 6.2b, - causes an increase in twist ahead of the moving 
polymerase, and a reduction in twit behind. Knowledge of the geometry of DNA supercoiling suggests that 
such twist changes would be manifested as positive and negative supercoiling respectively – Figure 6.2c. 
Because these constitute two regions of supercoiling separated by the polymerase complex, this has been 
termed the ‘twin supercoiled domain’ model. An alternative, but compatible view envisages that the 
polymerase itself is anchored to a large and essentially immobile matrix within the cell. These Figures can 

be found on page 165. With so many emails to handle; I often include these drawings which are on my 

mind before I forget them. 

1949, London, UK: my learning 

curve. The central nervous system: 

principal motor and sensory 

pathways (diagrammatic). 

 

The Cerebellum: 
 
The cerebellum, lying below the 
cerebral hemispheres and a central 
vermis - worm, - formed of grey 
matter covering white matter and 
partially divided by the falx cerebelli. 
 
The basal ganglia and the cerebellum 
help control body movement. The 
vestibular apparatus of the inner ear 
is also connected because of its 
function in maintaining posture and 
balance. 
 
This is just a small amount of details 
relating to the image shown here on 
the left. which I shall name Figure 
AA22 for the sake of reference point 
should I return to this sketch as a 
reference. This is far more likely to 
happen. 
 
You think that you are doing the 
things which you appear to be doing, 
but you are not; it is your brain that 
is doing that work. When you are 
talking to someone – it is not you, 
but your brain talking to the brain of 
the other person that is the reality. 
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Wednesday 30th January 2013: Received from SMI – CA – USA: this photo of the commencement of 
moving heavy equipment into our factory unit No.2. This stage has taken a number of people to have 
great faith in the future success of this technology. Without such good people our problems would 
never be solved. Like the WWII it took just a few to save the millions of us sad agree but clearly that 
is reality. As the British government has stated so often that people must move to where there is work 
or lose out. Which I have no option but agree is today’s options; it up to you and your needs what you 
do. 
 
Continue from page 175: 
 
The DNA is then trans located past the stationary polymerase, rotating about its axis as it does so, with the 
results described above; the evidence for this view has been reviewed. 
 
Searl understands that since the DNA strands are not broken during transcription, an overall change in the 
linking number of a DNA is impossible by this mechanism alone; the change in supercoiling – Tw + Wr – 
must be equal and opposite at each side of the polymerase. Of cause, in a linear molecule, such transient 
supercoiling would diffuse away, and with a single transcription unit on a circular plasmid, the positive and 
negative supercoiling could cancel out by diffusion around the circle. However, Searl states, as has been 
seen, DNA may be organized into discrete domains which are anchored to a large matrix, and which may be 
topologically independent. Searl accepts that such anchorage points would provide a block on the diffusion 
of transcription generated supercoiling. Since 1949, Searl has always wonder why our sperm saddening 
stops traveling to the womb by some kind of anchorage points – WHY – after a while they continue their 
forward movement. Searl wonders if this is to provide a block on the diffusion of the transcription. Clearly 
they do not anchorage there for fun. Searl accepts something must be transmitted either from the sperm to 
the sperm receiving brain, who knows, if they are requesting permission to enter that control zone? As 
likewise of an aircraft pilot has to do: at times may have to orbit a reference point, until such permission has 
been received. Alternatively, transcription at a nearby gene proceeding in the opposite direction would also 
provide a blocking point – Figure 6.2d page 165. 
 
 Searl is attempting to present his views upon vital issues which could or might create problems with 
the human DNA on very long space exploration mission – should that become a case issue; how can 
we respond?   
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A B C D

90 168 51 181

207 25 142 100

129 103 220 38

64 194 77 155  

A B C D

90 168 51 181 490

207 25 142 116 490

129 103 220 38 490

64 194 77 155 490
 

Line value = 490 = Mode = Time frame 

Shell 1 =   490  = 4 squares 

Shell 2 = 1470    = 12 squares 

Sum =    1960  = 16 squares 

Linkage number = 13 

Linkage difference = 39 

Sell 2 four corners = 490 
There are more details involved here for another day to examine, in the meantime give clean power to the 
people, let’s clean up this mess before it takes out our DNA for good. 
 
Respiration: 

 

The energy necessary for the body’s activity is supplied by the burning up of food products, in other words, 
by their oxidation, just as the energy of a car is supplied by the oxidation of its petrol. In order that this 
combusting may take place the body requires, first, a plentiful supply of oxygen, and second, a means of 
getting rid of the carbon dioxide produced by the oxidation. The process by means of which these two needs 
are satisfied is known as respiration. Respiration is a function that is necessary to the life of a cell as it is to 
that of a body. Searl states, although no movement of breathing can be observed in the amoeba, an 
interchange of gases is going on without ceasing. All the time the oxygen dissolved in the surrounding fluid 
being absorbed through its limiting membrane and the carbon dioxide is passing back into the fluid.  
 
A FACT that every cell of the human body is equally dependent on an interchange of these two gases, and 
the more active the cell, the more insistent is its need for a liberal supply of oxygen. Are we saying that 

oxygen is life to all living things, which is just a gas? If so that must be why there is so much farting 

going on in the world? One could state that a song is born with each new born child; I guess that you 

know how McDonald farm song goes, without me repeating it here.  

A. 

Can you confirm what the correct value is? 

 

B 

If used to make Searl Effect Generator; what 

magnetic frequency would you use? 

 

C 

The accelerator layer; how much material would you 

use? 

 

D 

Collector: how much material would you use? 

Page 059 matrix 4 

Question A is shown on the left here. Which 

is 116 in column D 2 the 100 is incorrect. 

 

Question B = 1960 Hz 

Question C = 142 grams 

Question D = 181 grams 

It belongs to group 2. 

Its linking number is 13. 

Its linking difference is 39 

Its constructed with two shells. 

Maybe you will see more later. 
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Wednesday 30th January 2013: Received form SMI – CA – USA this photo showing progress at our 
unit 2 of installing heavy equipment for the S.E.G re-development. No they are not waltzing Matilda, 
but if they were: then they deserve the option to celebrate, well done SMI. 
 
As an example of this may be cited one of the active cells in the body, the nerve cell. The brain cell is 
particularly dependent on a good supply of oxygen. It has been noted by all climbers and aviators that the 
brain becomes less active at high altitudes, where, owing to the rarity of the atmosphere, the intake of 
oxygen is diminished. Should the pressure of oxygen in the surrounding atmosphere fall below a certain 
level the brain cells are no longer able to work and a man becomes unconscious. 
 
It is obvious that with a function with so much need of oxygen a human body could not rely, like the 
amoeba, on absorption through the skin. It is therefore provided with a special bellows apparatus, the 
respiratory system, by means of which a plentiful supply of oxygen and a rapid disposal of carbon dioxide 
are assured. 
 
Searl accepts as FACT that to many people, what goes on underneath our skin is a complete mystery. 
However, understanding how our gut works – and how to take better care of it – can help to keep everything 
running more smoothly. This document is being designed to help raise awareness of the function of our 
digestive systems and to help us to take better care of it. 
 
A new role for topoisomerases: 
 
Searl states; that this alternative mechanism for the generation of supercoiling in DNA suggests a new role 
for topoisomerases. In prokaryotes, topoisomerase I can only relax negative supercoils, whereas gyrase can 
efficiently relax positive supercoils. Hence it is likely that gyrase will act in front of and topoisomerase I 
behind the transcription complex to remove the transiently formed supercoils. If the activities of the two 
topoisomerases are significantly different, as is the case in the inhibition experiments quoted above, this 
would result in the buildup of either negative or positive supercoils in a closed circular plasmid. 
 
Searl states: have patience with all things, but chiefly have patience with yourself. Do not lose courage 
in considering your own imperfections but instantly set about remedying them – every day begin the 
task anew.  
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Transcription: initiation at Escherichia coli promoters. Here you see the initial closed complex between 
RNA polymerase – RNAP – and the promoter involves the winding of DNA around the protein in a left 
handed sense.  The numbers indicate the approximate position of the -35 and -10 regions and the 
transcription start point – (+1). Isomerization to the open complex results in the conversion of writhe to 
twist, and the unpairing of a section of helix around the -10 region, prior to RNA synthesis. 

 
The same process: shown symbolically. R, RNA polymerase; P, promoter; RP0, open complex. The abortive 
cycling step, after the synthesis of a short oligoribonucleotide is also indicated. 
 
The possible operation of this mechanism in vivo has been confirmed by experiments similar to those above, 
which demonstrate the requirement for transcription and the importance of the relative orientation of 
transcribing genes. The same effects have been observed in eukaryotic systems, where topoisomerases I and 
II can each relax both positive and negative supercoiling. The formation of twin supercoiled domains has 
even been demonstrated in vitro using transcription from a single promoter on a closed circular plasmid in 
the presence of Escherichia coli topoisomerase I. 
 
Transcription-dependent increases in negative supercoiling have also been observed without inhibition of 
topoisomerase, suggesting that such effects can occur in wild type cells. The magnitude of these effects may 
be very great, particularly in the vicinity of actively transcribed genes, and it has been suggested that 
transiently high levels of supercoiling may have a role in regulatory processes.. The idea, for example, that 
altered DNA conformations such as Z-DNA and cruciform may be important in vivo now seems more 
acceptable. Earlier estimations of the overall average levels of unconstrained supercoiling in cells were too 
low to be consistent with the formation of such structures. Support for the existence of Z-DNA in 
Escherichia coli has come from the observation that a recognition site is not a substrate for its specific 
methylase when the site is within a sequence with Z-DNA-forming potential. The same site is a substrate 
when present in right handed B-form DNA. Subsequently, similar experiments have suggested role for 
transcription induced supercoiling in the formation of Z-DNA in vivo.     
 
I agree that I have been invading various domains in the medical field within this document – but they have 
one thing in common that is DNA is responsible for that subject to be unidentified as a subject. As this 
document:  is truly based upon the subject of DNA: I shall target bits and pieces of any subject which relates 
to this subject; but note that other documents will appear later dealing in greater details upon such subjects.  
 
The reason being that since 1968 I have been insulted, ridicule, slandered by so called experts, whose 
knowledge is basic zero, but they have been clever at convincing you that I am a conmen, through these 
documents you will see how these idiots have control your minds. But they forgot that the day may come 
where I shall show what little they know – for them its DOOMS DAY NOW! 
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Yesterday 1st February 2013: Receive 5 photos of my boxes of kit transferred to the lab in CA-USA 
from the UK ready for my move from the UK to CA-USA, that’s just a part of the boxes being moved 
into Swallow Command Audio Vision and Communication centre. We show the proof – we don’t just 
talk about it; we do it. Thanks Morris and workers who are preparing Swallow Command for 
operations. It is part of the research and development sector of the Searl Technology Inc.: Which is a 
very important sector of the company; because not only does it test every component part before mass 
production starts; for a yes or no. It also prepares the technical document and video clips for the 
governments and top official’s to study to give us the green light to proceed. We are the true earth 
protectors and the people’s future to a better world through technology of energy and transportation. 
Join us now and help to create that future of happiness, which can be if we only all work together as 
one, to make it happen. 
 
Reproduction: 
 
This, like respiration, is a function that is characteristic of all living things, a function which distinguishes 
them from inanimate matter. In the amoeba and in the cells of the body, reproduction would at first sight 
appear to be simple process. In 1949 my understanding was that all that happens is that the cell forms a 
partition down the middle and then breaks into two halves. Actually, cell division is more complicated affair 
than it appears to be.  
 
The first sign that a cell is about to divide is in the nucleus, a structure which not only initiates, but exercises 
control over, the whole process of cell division. When a cell is stained the nucleus is seen to be made up of 
twisted filaments of a darkly staining protoplasm. In the neigbourhood I can sometimes make out two little 
bodies called the attraction spheres, which are of great importance in the division of the nucleus. When the 
cell is about to divide, those two spheres start to move towards opposite poles of the nucleus. The next thing 
that happens is that between them appears a series of lines, forming with the two spheres a delicate spindle 
shaped structures – Figure HP3, on the next page – the twisted filament of the nucleus then proceeds to 
break up into a number of short v-shaped pieces, known as chromosomes. The number of chromosomes into 
which the nucleus divides is definite for any given animal, but varies in different species. What you are 
reading here in nothing more than the law of the squares – maybe, some of you spotted that issue. 
Some animals are provided with many chromosomes and others with few, but whether they be many or few 
the number is always the same for any given species.   
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The insert illustration of the chromosomes; which Searl states all living things must have a similar 

structure within the cell. Maybe we shall hear more sooner than later. 

 

The chromosomes are the bearers of the genes, that is to say, the structures which are the physical basis of 
inherited characteristics. If the twisted filament of the nucleus which breaks on cell division into 
chromosomes be likened to a tangled rosary, the genes can be regarded as the beads strung along the rosary. 
The chromosomes, which are at first arranged around the equator, or broadest part of the spindle, then split 
length wise, each chromosome giving rise to two, the law of the squares.  If this is a fact, which a particle we 
cannot see with our naked eye can create just this – then the S.E.G. which is so large that you can see it; is 
impossible – HOW? 

 

Each one of a pair travels along the lines of the spindle to reach an opposite pole. What are these experts 

stating here? That we are talking about magnetism or negative ions? They are clearly saying through 

the back door that there are two states involved and they are opposites, precisely what the law of the 

squares states should be present in all things in this universe. Thus so far no law has been broken. By 
joining together they eventually form two nuclei at the extremities of the spindle. Now that the nucleus has 
successfully divided, the rest of the cell does likewise. A partition forms across the middle of the cell and 
these breaks into halves, each half possessing its own nucleus. This elaborate process of the cell division – it 
has been much simplified in the above description – is known as cell mitosis. 
 
The various activities of the cell that have been described under the headings of irritability, contractility, 
digestion, absorption, anabolism, katabolism, excretion,  respiration, and reproduction are the characteristics 
that distinguish living matter from non-living. When we ascend from lowly unicellular organisms to the 
complex structure of the higher animals we find there also the same fundamental processes at work. But 
because specialization has taken place in the higher animals, the functions performed by the single cell of  
the amoeba have been delegated to organs especially evolved for that purpose. Irritability becomes the 
special function of the central nervous system, digestion and assimilation are assigned to the alimentary 
canal, and respiration is undertaken by the lungs and reproduction by the genital system. It is by 
specialization that the complex multicellular organism is distinguished from the more primitive forms of 
life. This specialization affects not only the general structure of the body, but also the elements out of which 
that body is formed, the cells.   

Figure HP3 Diagram illustrating cell 

division: 1949 London, UK. A: 

beginning of my learning curve of life. 
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Figure DT6.5a formation of catenated DNA at the termination of replication. At the terminus of 

replication, converging replication forks. 

 
Figure DT6.5b lead to the interwinding of daughter molecules. 

 
Figure DT6.5c Upon completion of replication, the products is catenated DNA circles. 1949 was my 

learning curve results of my study of the law of the squares. Who needs formal education? If the game 

hopscotch has more data in it then all the formal education at this date had to offer. So it is far more 

efficient to drop that crap about my formal education being non existing; where in fact its far above 

you and still you have not caught me up in knowledge base and its applications. But NOTE   that I 

have never claimed I know everything because I do not as you see in my documents that exposes the 

lack of base facts in the scientific world. Many of their claims are no more than assumptions. I want 

real facts for my intended market program. 

 
At this time, I do not have thousands of people working for me, but what I do have are damn good people 
who want to see this new world become reality. We may not yet got hundreds of factories, but those we do 
have are swinging into full action. We may not yet got millions; that relies on your contribution to achieve. 
We may not yet have the big boys support because only I can solve that one issue and the protection of the 
technology with official groups – unfortunate there is a hold up in communications at this date. It is matter 
of some help from real web designers to spend time with me to set up this site which I need since 1968 to 
answer these doubtful experts and money people. But somehow I shall find a way! 
 

 

 
Calcium Ca 20 works 
wonders here. 
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Searl agrees, that although some of the cells of the human body resemble the amoeba, they are in the 
minority. The vast majority of human cells have undergone profound modifications in order to fit them for 
their special duties. The muscle cells have become elongated and have developed in a very high degree the 
function of contractility. The nerve cells have thrown out an arm of great length and have become highly 
irritable so that they may be capable of carrying the nervous impulses. Both cells have acquired the capacity 
to collect calcium Ca 20 from the blood and deposit it around themselves to form a bone, in the same way 
that the coral polyp forms an atoll by building around itself walls of chalk. 
 
Now here are my questions: how on earth can our cells fish for that is what you are stating for calcium 
Ca 20 in our bloodstream? That is not the only element within your bloodstream – so how does it 
select such an element? Or are you just assuming that it does. Again how can a coral polyp able to 
identify chalk from all the elements and molecules which passes or flow over it? Surely there must be some 
form of intelligence present?  I believe that all these functions are no different to that of the S.E.G functions, 
so if experts claim these as FACTS: then why do they knock down the S.E.G, which is no different to what I 
have just quoted. 
 
Glandular cells specialize in forming enzymes, and the cells that line the small intestine in absorbing food. 
How is this possible – if you experts are right – then the S.E.G is possible? Although each cell is a self-
sufficient entity, and in certain circumstances has the capacity to live alone, which I hope it can as I myself 
spend most of my life living alone, the functions of all are coordinated to the greater purposes of the body as 
a whole. Here comes a question – an absolute statement had just been quoted one which I have used 
since 1946, that if all the cells of our body are coordinated for the benefit of our bodies – surely it just 
important that the nation should also be coordinated our functions for the benefit of our future 
wellbeing – but NO, that is far too much to ask for. Clearly you prefer hell to a paradise. In that case I 
cannot help you.  
 
Searl re-states here a quote that he has used many times before: When you make a mistake, don’t look 
back at it long. Take the reason of the thing into your mind, and then looked forward. Mistakes are 
lessons of wisdom. The past cannot be changed. The future is yet in my power. I have every right to 
make this quote being robbed by those who I trusted most in my life’s work; the equipment and its contents. 
Yes, the wisdom which I gain from that fourth robbery was never trust anyone, not even your family. Let 
them first proved by deeds, not by words alone, they are worthy to belong to my life. That is why I have just 
a few people working today with me; they have proved by deeds to be part of my company. I know that 
others will appear, given time – sad thing is that I do not have much time left – it is now a matter of urgency 
to create that world of beauty which my mind can see, so that all can appreciate living in it! 
 

Figure DT6.4: 1963 Mortimer, UK: Looping of DNA. 
Co-operation of a pair of bacteriophage λ repressor 
dimers via their C-terminal domains is proposed to 
occur by the smooth deformation – looping – of the 
DNA between operator sites. This was and still is my 
learning curve. We learn from our elders and with 
determination we attempt to add more knowledge to 
our understanding base. Thereby we pass on more of 
the reality to the next generation to add to. I believe that 
90 percent of our knowledge is based upon assumption 
that is what I aim to change. If we are telling the masses 
that we are going to send man to Mars and beyond we 
must explain the intended program and how we intend 
to carry it out. By such means of communication the top 
officials and scientists may check our intensions either 
to approve on the go ahead or suggest changes in some 
parts thereof. There is no harm in talking! 
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Tissues; 
 
When a single organ – not my organ that is coming tomorrow – is examined microscopically it can be 
divided into several parts, the parts being composed of collections of similar types of cells, the material out 
of which organs are formed, are called tissues. Can I justify that the S.E.G can be related in a similar 
manner – you can bet I can. Look at in this like that each atom regardless is an individual cell, in its 
own rights. It contends everything which it needs to survive. Suddenly connective fibers term flux 
lines appear to connect all similar cells together whereby all free negative ions can rotate outwards, it 
is in reality like dividing a cell into two halves in this case halving them into a negative ion and a 
positive ion. As only the negative ion can move which; is nothing more than the law of the squares. 
Therefore it would be correct to say that the flux lines are equal to tissue as it is in realty preforming 
the same function.  
 
A tissue may therefore be defined as a group of similar cells. Searl understands that in works on physiology 
tissues are usually classified under four main headings, here comes that square again: 
 

1. Epithelial tissue; 
 

2. Connective tissue; 
  

3. Muscle tissue; 
 

4. Nerve tissue. 
 
Epithelial tissue is covering tissue. It is composed of cells closely arranged, and containing very little 
intercellular, or cementing, substance between them. Their shape may be flat, or scale like; thicker, or what 
is known as cuboidal; or very deep, forming what is called columnar epithelium. These variously shaped 
epithelial cells may be arranged in a single layer or in several layers like the SEG is constructed. The first I 
described as simple epithelium; the second as stratified epithelium. Simple epithelium is found lining the air 
cells of the lung, forming the capillaries, and covering the surfaces of serous membranes, such as the 
peritoneum and the pleura. Stratified epithelium is the commonest epithelial tissue in the body. It forms the 
outer layer of the skin, the surface of the cornea of the eye, the mucous membranes and the glands. In 
general, the functions of epithelial tissue may be said to be those of protection, secretion, absorption, and 
excretion.  
 
I trust that I am presenting this complex subject simple for you to understand what I am saying. 
 

Figure HP4.24: 1949 London. UK. My learning curve: 
which; shows connective tissue. Yes I had to learn just 
like you, but may be luckier than you that I had hands on 
experience of actually work in a hospital laboratory. One 
may think, what on earth does that do with the S.E.G?  
It is not just the S.E.G we are concern with; it is the I.G.V 
that such concepts can create knowledge faster than by 
rocket has to have involved within its systems methods to 
safeguard the crew for long flight periods and surface 
investigation to be economic in cost – that is my concern – 
safety first – life support systems that will stand the pace for 
many years at a time. That along: is a massive task to get 
right. Thus everything about our bodies is vital and there is 
no option but to expose how this will be achieved for 
officials to give me the green light to continue; we are a legal 
research and development unit. 
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1. 2. 

3 . 4. 
I expect you find it strange to be reading about DNA then find you are actually reading about cells, the 
reason why is they are or have DNA sunstance to create them in the first stage of creating products class as 
living. I guess this is far more than you ever learnt in your formal education stage. Strange really that is what 
I learnt in my dream one, that hopscotch game. But it took until I was 14 years old for the coin to drop. 
Thank you Barnardo Homes for placing me in the right place at the right time; even if in your records you 
state that I would never make an electrical engineer – how wrong you were. 
 
Searl states based upon his childhood days, his foster mother never sat down to help him with his education. 
Nor did the teach made any effort to help.. Reason was clear to me that you do not need education to clean 
out cow sheds, pig styles, clean out ditches, trim hedge rows, cutting wood, lighting fires etc. So they never 
trouble to help or find out what my problem was until nearly 60 years old they suddenly discovered I was 
deaf, the hearing bones were missing which had to been since I was a few days old, otherwise they would 
not had been missing. They simply consider that I was backward and dunb, or I just was not trying to learn. 
The truth was simple they failed in their duty to help to educate me – but then dreams did a better job then 
they could have done. So may be after all I got a better education then if the school had given it to me. 
 
 

Figure DT6.6a. My learning 
curve: Mortimer 1970.   
 
Site-specific: recombination by 
bacteriophage λ Int protein. 
This illustrate bacteriophage  λ 
DNA is integrated into the 
Escherichia coli chromosome 
via a recombination event 
between the attP site on λ DNA 
and the attB site on Escherichia 
coli DNA, mediated by Int and 
other proteins. The integrated 
phage – the prophage - is now 
flanked by two hybrid sites, attL 
and attR. 
Figure DT5.5.b1:  
 
Recombination between att. 
Sites – shown as arrows – in 
direct repeat on the same circle 
generates two product circles, 1. 
Which, if the substrate DNA 
was plectonemically supercoiled,  
will be catenated, 2, when att 
sites are in inverted repeat 3, the 
productis a single circle which 
will be knotted if the substrate 
was plectonemicallysupercoiled 
4. 
 
I hope you were able to follow 
those details. Agree not done as 
good as I would like them to be, 
but I feel that they are reasonable 
to show what I mean. 
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14 132 25 119 96 50 73 71 48 98 11 12

67 1 108 38 61 83 60 86 109 35 122 24

3 141 40 106 59 85 88 58 33 111 136 117

130 16 10 27 74 72 69 75 100 46 21 123

18 128 29 115 66 80 55 89 44 102 7 5

139 137 104 42 91 53 78 116 113 31 126 20

125 19 114 32 77 143 92 54 103 41 140 6

8 138 43 101 56 90 65 79 30 68 17 127

22 9 144 39 70 76 51 93 118 28 129 15

135 124 34 112 87 57 82 64 45 105 4 9

121 2 110 36 81 63 62 84 107 37 99 23

133 134 47 97 52 94 95 49 26 120 13 131
On page 112: I gave you this matrix to solve all these numbers will create a uniform matrix. 

 

14 132 25 119 96 50 73 71 48 98 11 133

143 1 108 38 61 83 60 86 109 35 122 24

3 141 40 106 59 85 88 58 33 111 136 10

130 16 117 27 74 72 69 75 100 46 21 123

18 128 29 115 66 80 55 89 44 102 7 137

139 5 104 42 91 53 78 68 113 31 126 20

125 19 114 32 77 67 92 54 103 41 140 6

8 138 43 101 56 90 65 79 30 116 17 127

22 124 99 45 70 76 51 93 118 28 129 15

135 9 34 112 87 57 82 64 39 105 4 142

121 23 110 36 81 63 62 84 107 37 144 2

12 134 47 97 52 94 95 49 26 120 13 131  
This is the answer I am looking for – guess you failed to work it out. 

This matrix is a square 12 it has 6 Shells.  Its linking number is 290 Linking difference is 11. 
The top matric is in random motion. The lower one is in uniform motion. Clearly it shows that it has 
been worked out in the Time mode.    
Shell 1 = 290  square 1 x 0 

Shell 2 = 870  square 1 x 3 

Shell 3 = 1450  square 1 x 5 

Shell 4 = 2030  square 1 x 7 

Shell 5 = 2610  square 1 x 9 

Shell 6 = 3190  square 1 x 11 

The law of the squares hold true. 

 

A Identify this anomaly: 
B This anomaly is confirmed by finding increased levels of a certain protein in the amniotic fluid. 

What is the name of the protein? 
C Can this fetus empty its bladder and kick in utero? 
 
Time: to get that grey matter to work if you want a post on Swallow Command Medical Division. 

 

Figure E26. My 26th question 
for you is based upon 
longitudinal view in an 
ultrasound scan which I am 
presenting in a 3 part 
question. For a post on the 
medical side of SC you need it 
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1 15 29 43 57 71 85 99 113 127 141 155 169 183

2 16 30 44 58 72 86 100 114 128 142 156 170 184

3 17 31 45 59 73 87 101 115 129 143 157 171 185

4 18 32 46 60 74 88 102 116 130 144 158 172 186

5 19 33 47 61 75 89 103 117 131 145 159 173 187

6 20 34 48 62 76 90 104 118 132 146 160 174 188

7 21 35 49 63 77 91 105 119 133 147 161 175 189

8 22 36 50 64 78 92 106 120 134 148 162 176 190

9 23 37 51 65 79 93 107 121 135 149 163 177 191

10 24 38 52 66 80 94 108 122 136 150 164 178 192

11 25 39 53 67 81 95 109 123 137 151 165 179 193

12 26 40 54 68 82 96 110 124 138 152 166 180 194

13 27 41 55 69 83 97 111 125 139 153 167 181 195

14 28 42 56 70 84 98 112 126 140 154 168 182 196
This is the copy of the square 14 shown on page 128 that shows all the values which will create a 
uniform square. Guess you were not able to do it – below is the answer which I required. 
 

1 195 168 30 125 71 190 7 84 114 56 142 13 183

182 16 43 153 58 140 176 21 127 69 155 41 170 28

194 4 31 165 138 60 162 35 129 67 39 157 26 172

17 179 152 46 73 123 148 49 82 116 144 54 185 11

192 6 164 34 61 135 134 63 65 131 146 52 9 187

19 177 47 149 122 76 120 77 118 80 37 159 174 24

108 78 99 100 101 95 91 105 94 93 107 112 87 109

89 119 98 97 96 102 92 106 103 104 90 85 110 88

10 188 145 51 117 79 86 111 121 75 48 150 20 178

173 23 38 160 66 132 64 133 62 136 163 33 191 5

186 12 143 53 81 115 50 147 74 124 151 45 18 180

25 171 40 158 130 68 36 161 137 59 32 166 193 3

169 27 156 42 128 70 22 175 57 139 44 154 181 15

14 184 55 141 83 113 8 189 126 72 167 29 2 196  
Matrix 142 this is a group 3 class at level 2.  Linking number = 394. Linking difference = 13. 
There are 7 shells. = 196 squares to fill in their values. 
 
Shell 1 = 394  4 corners = 394 Linking Number = 788 
Shell 2 = 1182  4 corners = 394 = Square 1 x 3 
Shell 3 = 1970  4 corners = 394 = Square 1 x 5 
Shell 4 = 2758  4 corners = 394 = Square 1 x 7 
Shell 5 = 3546  4 corners = 394 = Square 1 x 9 
Shell 6 = 4334  4 corners = 394 = Square 1 x 11 
Shell 7 = 5122  4 corners = 394 = Square 1 x 13 
Magnetic frequency = 2758 Hz. 
 
Conservation of energy is clearly conserved, which is the law of the squares. 
 
I may not know my onions, but I do know my squares. There are still more data involved in these squares 
which I have not covered yet. But you can bet sooner or later you will see that data appearing. As my task: is 
to teach and your job is to learn – simple exchange of functions. 
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Friday 1

st
 February 2013: This is another photo  of 5 shots from Fernando Morris,  SMI CA-USA; 

showing the boxes of my goods being packed into unit 3 ready for my arrival to take over Swallow 

Command Audio Vision and Communication division of Searl Aerospace INC. USA. Still lots of legal 

work: to be done first. In fact Morris came to the UK to pack these boxes and ship them to SMI, for 

me. Maybe there are more photos coming to show the truth that we are no kidding about the line of 

business to which we are set to undertake. 

 

Continue from page 185: 

 

Connective tissue is the most widely spread of all the tissues in the human body, and its function is what its 
name implies, to connect and to support. Many different varieties are included under this heading. 
Connective tissue differs from epithelial in that the intercellular substance is very abundant in relation to the 
cells, and modifications of this intercellular substance account for some of the differences found in 
connective tissue. Searl states, that the commonest type of connective tissue in the body is what is called 
fibrous tissue, the material out of which scars are made. This, as its name implies, is made up of fibres 
embedded in a soft structure less ground substance, The fibres are exceedingly minute and are grouped 
together in bundles – see Figure 4, page 184. They are of great strength and pliability, and form tendons’ and 
the ligaments by means of which the bones are held together. 
 
Fibrous tissue is usually subdivided into three varieties; amazing how the law of the squares always pop up 
to see what you are doing: (1) areolar; (2) fibrous: (3) elastic. They differ chiefly in the nature of the fibres 
found in the intercellular substance. Fibrous tissue proper is composed of dense white fibres grouped in 
paralled bundles which communicate freely with each other. The tissue is very compact. In areolar tissue the 
bundles of fibres run in every direction, and the tissue is more loosely woven. This is the most abundant of 
all the varieties of connective tissue. It forms sheaths round the muscles, nerves and blood vessels, is found 
in the walls of the alimentary, respiratory, and genito-urinary tracts, and generally speaking it is the tissue 
that holds the body together. 
 
Elastic tissue contains, in addition to the ordinary fibres, a large number of yellow elastic fibres. It is found 
in the walls of the bronchioles, the arteries and in the vocal cords. What I know as fat is a form of connective 
tissue in the cells of which a great number of fat globules has accumulated. Agree it sure takes time to re-
write these old documents with updates upon life – still we do not know what it is – we still assuming it! 
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Friday 1st February 2013: Received this photo from Morris to show how he is packing my boxes of 
gear which has been shipped from the UK to Ca. SMI – USA. Ready: for my arrival there to take 
command of the testing, recording and documents releases. Swallow Command Audio Vision and 
Communication division of Searl Aerospace Inc. USA will become a vital busy section. In the mean 
time I shall try to set up progress here. 
 
Continue from page 188: 
 
As well as being a storehouse for food, fatty tissue provides an excellent packing for delicate organs. On the 
surface of the body it forms a layer which is of use in conserving body heat. 
 
Cartilage may also be regarded as a form of connective tissue in which the ground substance is replaced by a 
firmer material that gives greater rigidity. When calcium Ca 20 is deposited in the ground substance of 
cartilage it is no longer cartilage but bone. Cartilage is indeed the precursor of bone in the body, and in a 
young child many of the bones of an adult are still in the preliminary stage of cartilage. Gradually as the 
child gets older more and more calcium Ca 20 is deposited in them. The preponderance of cartilage in the 
body of a child accounts for the fact that it is much more resilient than that of an adult. It also explains the 
liability of children to the injury known as ‘greenstick’ fracture. Instead of breaking like a dry stick, the bone 
bends like a green one. 
 
Lymphoid, or adenoid, tissue is a special form of areolar tissue rich in cells as well as fibres. It is found in 
the lymph glands, the tonsils and the spleen. The other members of the four main groups of tissues, muscle 
tissue and nerve tissue, will be dealt with in my book on Human physiology. Which: will be another division 
of Swallow Command Medical division of Searl Aerospace Inc. U.S.A. 
 
I will now give you the answer to question 26: 
 
A Spina bifida: 
B Alphafetoprotein: 
C Yes, the fetus can empty its bladder and kick. The nerves only become damaged when they are 

no longer supported by amniotic fluid. 
Agree that we have covered much ground 
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1968: My learning curve; Site specific recombination by resolvase. Here you see a donor circle carrying a 
transposon of the Tn3 family forms a co - integrate with the acceptor DNA circle. The co-integrate carries 
two copies of the transposon. The action of resolvase catalyses a recombination reaction between res sites 
within the two transposons to yield the catenated product circles, each carrying a single copy of the 
transposon. 
 
Continue from page 189: 
 
Control of gene expression: 
 
Having discussed the process of transcription elongation, or the movement of RNA polymerase along the 
DNA template, and its consequences in terms of the supercoiling of the template, the more general effects of 
DNA topology on the control of gene expression will be addressed. Gene expression in its broadest sense 
encompasses all the factors which determine whether protein is produced from a given gene, or a group of 
genes. DNA topology, specifically DNA supercoiling, is an important factor influencing gene expression, at 
the level of transcription initiation. The initiation of transcription involves the binding of RNA polymerase 
to the promoter region of a gene. And its progression: to continuous RNA synthesis through a number of 
discrete steps. DNA supercoiling affects this process both directly, and also indirectly, through its influence 
on the binding of repressor and activator proteins to regions surrounding the site of transcription initiation. I, 
shall with these two aspects will be discussed separately. 
 
RNA polymerase binding: 
 
The processes involved in RNA polymerase binding will be discussed in terms of prokaryotes, as 
exemplified by Escherichia coli. It is to be expected that the general principles, if not the specifics, will be 
applicable to eukaryotic transcription, about which there is much detailed information. 
 
Most promoter sequences in Escherichia coli contain variations on the ‘-10’ and ‘-35’ consensus regions – 
the numbers refer to positions upstream of the transcription start point, - which are recognized by the 
complex of RNA polymerase and the sigma factor, σ70, responsible for the specificity of binding. The initial 
RNA polymerase complex is known as the ‘closed’ complex, and, as has been mentioned, it involves the 
wrapping of the DNA around the protein. As I am about to run into some complicated statements, I feel that 
I would not like to have to break it up; part way through the statement, so will continue it on the next page, 
if all goes well. 
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1968: my learning curve: continue from page 191 top illustration: Scheme for the formation of 
multiple knotted and catenated products by Tn3 resolvase. Successive rounds of recombination 
generate the products shown in this upper row. These products can be rationalized by proposing a 
synaptic process involving three nodes – lower row. 
 
 The linking difference – ΔLk – associated with the closed complex is around -1.25, that is, the wrapping is 
left handed. The closed complex is then converted to the ‘open’ complex: the ΔLk is now about -1.6, and 
the strands around the -10 region become completely unwound and separated over a length of 12bp. It is 
hypothesized that the negative writhe associated with the closed complex is converted to untwisting of the 
promoter in he open complex; in addition to the strand separation, the open complex must also contain some 
residual wrapping or untwisting. The open complex is able to begin synthesis of RNA: however, after the 
addition of a few nucleotides, the enzyme may release the transcript and begin synthesis again, in a process 
known as abortive cycling. Transcription proper begins when the σ factor dissociates from the complex and 
RNA synthesis proceeds beyond the promoter region. The steps involved in transcription initiation are 
outlined in Figure DT6.3. 
 
It is to be expected that both the binding of RNA polymerase to form the closed complex, and the 
isomerization to the open complex will be promoted by increasing negative supercoiling. The closed 
complex stabilizes the writhing associated with negative supercoiling, and the under winding of the DNA 
helix caused by supercoiling will promote the strand separation in the open complex. This suggests that 
transcription initiation is likely to be promoted by increasing levels of supercoiling, and indeed it was shown 
in the 1970s that in general levels of transcription are increased on negative supercoiled templates. The 
response of individual promoters to supercoiling is more complex; of those that have been twisted, a 
majority is stimulated by increasing negative supercoiling, and a few are inhibited. The precise effect is 
li9kely to be modulated by the sequence and local conformation of the -35 and -10 regions, as well as the 
spacing between them. 
 
The variation of response to supercoiling in different promoters is exemplified by the genes encoding 
Escherichia coli topoisomerase I and DNA gyrase. It is thought that the transcription of these genes is 
oppositely regulated in a homeostatic mechanism to maintain an appropriate levelof supercoiling in vivo. 
Increased ngativ supercoiling increases the initiation of transcription from the topoisomerase I gene – topA 
– and reduces initiation from the gyrA and gyrB genes encoding the subunits of DNA gyrase, contrary to 
the expected effect of supercoiling on DNA binding and unwinding by RNA polymerase. 
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1949, London, UK my learning curve: the female urogenital system. This relates to the sagittal section 
of the pelvis. Understand that you all know that, but the problem is – do I know that – experts told 
you I had no formal education. So you need to know if I knew that – now at last any fool can see that I 
also knew that. So we can fly away to Mars – wait a minute – does a few years away from planet Earth 
being on Mars would change our DNA upon this part of our anatomy? If so how would it? And what 
will be the long term effects from it. Always think of the long term effects, not the short term effects. 
 
Continue from page 192: 
 
In the case of the gyrase genes, this effect has been shown to be dependent on the DNA sequence 
surrounding the site of initiation of RNA synthesis – the +1 position, - and it has been proposed that this 
may be mediated by an effect on the stability of the abortive cycling complex; relaxation of the template 
may cause destabilization of the complex and progression to elongation. 
 
It has also been suggested that the intracellular level of supercoiling may be used as a coordinate regulator of 
a number of genes by environmental conditions. For example, changes in anaerobic versus aerobic growth 
and changes in the osmolarity of the medium influence the intracellular levels of supercoiling. One 
possibility is that this effect is mediated through the intracellular – {ATP}/{ADP} ratio and its effect on the 
activity of DNA gyrase. Searl understands that this mechanism has been implicated on the regulation of a 
number of genes. Finally it should be noted that at very high levels of negative supercoiling, beyond those 
normally present in vivo, overall initiation of transcription is inhibited. A possible explanation for this is the 
formation of alternative DNA structures such as cruciform or Z-DNA, which may not be efficient template 
for RNA polymerase. 
 
Searl states; contentment is a pearl of great price, and whoever procures it at the expense of ten 
thousand desires makes a wise and happy purchase. That is one substance Searl has, relates to the 
work only. Otherwise it fails to apply. 
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Transcriptional regulatory proteins: 
 
 to the binding of regulatory proteins which affect – activate or repress – transcription by RNA polymerase. 
Many such proteins are now known, in both prokaryotes and eukaryotes, and some have been subjected to 
high resolution structure determination by X-ray crystallography or NMR. The binding of such proteins to 
their DNA target sites can be influenced by DNA topology, and the formation of protein –DNA complex can 
have topological consequences 
 
The asra operon Escherichia coli consists of three genes involved in the utilization of arabinose, transcribed 
from a single promoter. This promoter is controlled – both positively and negatively by the cooperative – 
binding of the AraC protein to two operator sites some 200bp apart. Although the binding to one of the 
operators is tight, and to the weak, which is precisely what the law of the squares state should be, the two 
sites are normally occupied by the AraC protein. Moreover, insertion and deletion of small segments of 
DNA in the region between the two operators leads to cyclical changes in the repression of the ara promoter 
b AraC, with a period consistent with the helical repeat of DNA. Searl accepts that these findings and other 
data are consistent with the cooperative binding of AraC at the two operators via ‘looping’ of the intervening 
DNA. Other experiments have shown that loop formation by AraC can be promoted by DNA supercoiling. 
This is presumably due to the greater ease with which remote sites in plectonemically supercoiled DNA can 
be brought together. 
 
Searl understands that one of the best known and most studied of the prokaryotic repressor proteins is that 
from bacteriophage λ, usually called λ repressor or cI protein. This protein binds as a dimer to three operator 
sites which overlap promoters important in determining whether the phage will enter the lytic – replicative 
– or lysogenic – quiescent – phase of growth. The binding of repressor dimers to the three operator sites is 
cooperative and, in in vitro constructs, can also apparently occur by looping  of the DNA between the 
operator sites. In experiments by Hochschild and Ptashne, operator binding sites were separated by varying 
distances and the degree of cooperatively assessed. When the operator sites were separated by an integral 
member of helical turns – e.g.. 5 or 6, cooperatively was observed, whereas when they were separated by a 
non-integral number – e.g. 4.6, 5.5, or 6.4 – cooperatively was lost. This was interpreted as suggesting that 
two repressor dimers ust be bound on the same side of the DNA helix to come together by smooth bending 
of the intervening DNA Figure DT6.4. Sites separated by non-integral turns cannot interact in this way 
unless the less favourable than smooth bending – Figure DT 6.4. 
 
Not only do we witness the Law of the squares working absolutely perfect, but there are lots of questions 
which requires answers. Many statements here on DNA also applies to the S.E.G. 

1949. London. UK. My continue 
learning curve: Here I am showing 
the right half of the uterus and 
vagina being a section of the 
female urogenital system. I am 
aware of the taboo over this section 
of our anatomy – strange no other 
animal has any problems with 
their structure – and we are 
supposed to be educated – if only 
true it would be a better world for 
all to live in. Unfortunate this 
section can suffer from problems 
which will require medical 
intervention, to correct the 
problems. It is not the question of 
acting if you were God; it’s a 
question of being a human being 
and unfortunate I am one of them! 
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Continue from page 194: 
 
Evidence for DNA looping has also been found in other systems. The lac repressor is a tetrameric protein 
that binds to the operator site of the lac operon and prevents transcription from the adjacent promoter site. 
Using a gel electrophoretic method, Müller-Hill and co-workers have shown that a single lac repressor 
tetramer can bind to two operator sites separated by several hundred nucleotides, provided the sites are on 
the same side of the DNA. The interpretation is that this permits the formation of a DNA loop anchored by 
the repressor protein. 
 
A loop in DNA stabilized by protein-protein interactions constitutes a discrete topological domain and, up to 
a point, can be treated in much the same way as a closed DNA circle. Searl states that is likely that the 
primary structural feature of DNA that influence DNA curvature and flexibility will also influence the 
ability of DNA to form loops. 
 
Searl: points out another feature of DNA-protein interactions are the change in twist which may be imparted 
to the DNA upon protein binding. I have discussed the binding of bacteriophage 434 repressor protein to 
DNA, which may in part be determined by the ease of flexure of the central four base pairs of the operator 
sequence. Other experiments support the notion that the repressor alters the twist – it is this, so claim fact 
that worry me about mission crews out in deep space for years at a time that any one of our repressor 
will alter any part of our DNA to a dangerous condition for life to continue; OK, you think that is 
impossible – really – then why are there so many deformed babies in the world today? And that the intrinsic 
twist  of the operator determines repressor affinity. Searl accepts; that another system where twist changes in 
DNA have been found to be important is in the mercury genes of Escherichia coli – what did I hear you say 
– mercury? What that element No. Hg 80 – that dangerous element to the living objects. Maybe you will be 
hearing more upon that issue in another document. But here are some of the information which I understand 
about this element: 

 
We have come a long way with our understanding of this element which was discovered before the birth of 
Christ was discovered. And we know that Mercury is real. 
 

1949: my learning curve:  Here I am 
showing the perineal triangles. You 
experts claim that I had no edication, 
now you real experts must decide do I 
have education or not? I of course I shall 
in the future documents will be dealing 
with this subject in full. It is a vital part 
of the flight crews on long durations on 
space missions – there is no doubt that 
will become reality unless the earth wipes 
us out before we get the chance to see! 
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There are many women who have no knowledge what their 
Parts are; or where they are; or what they are called – a  
Strange world we live in – they are no good as members of 
Deep space: flight team. All they appear to know is that they 
Urinate through it. And if bored they can push toys up it. 
 
Continue from page 195: 
 
Here, RNA polymerase binds to the promoter at which the MerR repressor is bound. But cannot proceed to 
transcribe until Hg(II) ion binds to the repressor. Experiments suggest that the MerR-Hg(II) complex distorts 
the DNA in the promoter region to induce under-winding. The effect of this distortion is proposed to lead to 
the optimal alignment of DNA elements in the promoter region important for RNA polymerase binding. 
Searl states clearly, that protein binding which leads to alterations in DNA twist will be profoundly affected 
by the supercoiled state of the DNA. 
 
Searl think that by now there would be a number of DNA-binding  proteins, high resolution structural 
information  ought to be available  for the protein complex to its DNA target site. Several of these show 
marked distortions of the DNA, in particular bending of the DNA helix. Perhaps the most spectacular of 
these is the structure of CAP; other examples include the bacteriophage 434 repressor which I previously 
described and the EcoRI restriction enzyme. 
 
Replication: 
 
Since the realization that the Escherichia coli chromosome is a single closed circle, the topological problem 
associated with the unwinding of the DNA helix during replication has been recognized. This turns out to be 
analogous to the topological consequences of transcription elongation discussed earlier in this document. 
The topological state of the DNA also influences the mechanism of initiation and termination of replication; 
these aspects will be discussed separately. 
 
I am pleased that I am still surviving to write this document for you to see what I had to learn some day you 
will see all this in action, may be in 3D – who can tell, what tomorrow will bring, good or bad. 
 

1949: my learning curve: This is an 
illustration of the vulva, which includes: 

1 the Mons pubis, a pad of fat covered 
with shin and short curly hair 
overlying the Symphysis pubis; 
from it. 

2 The two labia majora run 
backwards and unite behind, 
enclosing a cleft between them.. 
They contain fat and are hairy 
outside: their inner surfaces are 
moist and smooth. 

3 The two labia minora, folds of skin 
lying within the labia majora on 
either side of the vaginal opening – 
introitus, which in the virgin is 
partially closed by the hymen. 
Bartholin’s glands lie in the 
vestibule on either side of the 
vaginal opening and secrete a 
lubricant. 

4 The clitoris, lying in the anterior 
fold of the labia minora, and in 
front of 

5 The urethral opening, which lies 
just in front of the vagina. 

Maybe we shall hear more on this subject.  
There is so much to understand that will 
be involved in STI technology. Watch and 
learn is all you have to do! 
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Friday 1st February 2013: Received this photo up date of my gear from the UK is being stacked at 
Swallow Command CA-USA. Waiting: for my arrival to start work there. 
 
Continue from page 196: 
 
Replication initiation: 
 
In all systems, replication of DNA proceeds from specific sites known as ‘origins of replication’, In the 
majority of cases, Searl is aware that DNA synthesis is preceded by the binding of sequence proteins at the 
origin, Searl accepts that this has to be so. He also accepts that it has been shown that these binding events 
are often stimulated by negative supercoiling of the origin. Which: the Law of the Squares suggests. For 
example, the complex of the initiation protein, DnaA and oriC, the origin of replication in the Escherichia 
coli chromosome, is more stable if oriC is present on a negatively supercoiled DNA. Searl points out that 
this is analogous to the stimulation of binding of RNA polymerase, and implies a wrapping of the DNA in a 
negative sense in the initiation complex.  
 
A fundamental step in the initiation of replication is of course the unwinding and unpairing of the DNA 
helix. In the case of DnaA protein, unwinding of an AT-rich region of DNA adjacent to the origin quickly 
follows binding, but is absolutely dependent on negative supercoiling of the DNA. Searl points out another 
similar requirement which has been demonstrated for the bacteriophage λ O protein, which binds to the 
replication origin of bacteriophage λ. A further demonstration of the importance of supercoiling in 
replication is provided by the yeast autonomously replicating sequences ARS, which unwind ready when 
present in negatively supercoiled DNA. Their ease of unwinding is correlated with their efficiency as 
replication origins in vivo. In bacteria, DNA gyrase has been shown to be required for the initiation of 
replication, but this requirement is thought to relate to its supercoiling activity, rather than to a specific role 
of the protein at the origin. 
 
Searl states that if you only stop – think – act; you will find exciting structures everywhere in our universe to 
which there is no real answers accept assumptions, that fills the many gaps in our knowledge base, which is 
just one problem Searl is trying hard to crack – TRUTH of all things within this universe is a must before we 
can say let’s travel the universe and see the wonders of nature at work, after all the INSS is doing that from a 
limited point in space and time. The space telescopes are trying to do just that also. But man must go where 
man has never been before in search of the truth.  
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2013: A shot from the web of Searl team at SMI. We are moving forward. But it brings me problems 
which are not needed, today Thursday 7th February 2013: received reminders that my gas and electric 
bill has not been paid. Phone them took time to get connected; ask them why a remainder still waiting 
for the originals. We had the same trouble last year they took money twice and then was demanding 
the same again. Then after hours on the phone + Morris: they agree to refund the money they had 
taken from my bank by mistake, so they stated. They did return the cash. Again had to get Morris to 
sort them out – and again he was successful. Most of this is due to lack of hearing. 
 
Replication elongation: 
 
As the replication fork proceeds along a DNA template, the unwinding of the strands causes positive 
supercoiling  to build up ahead. The effect is analogous to the situation in transcription, except that no 
corresponding domain. In negative supercoiling occurs, since the parent strands are not paired again. In the 
case of Escherichia coli, DNA gyrase is the obvious choice of topoisomerase to remove the positive 
supercoils, which would otherwise rapidly inhibit elongation, since it is efficient at relaxation of positive 
supercoils, whereas topoisomerase I will only relax negative supercoils. 
 
In the yeasts Saccharomyces cerevisiae and Schizosaccharomerase pombe, the elongation of DNA syntheses 
is much reduced by inactivation of both topoisomerases I and II, but not by the inactivation, either 
topoisomerase I or II can act to relieve the strain caused by elongation; this is to be expected since both 
enzymes can efficiently remove positive supercoils – Table 5.1.    
 
Searl reminds you that the man with insight enough to admit his limitations comes nearest to 
perfection. I have never claimed to be an expert you are the ones to make that statement. Nor have I 
stated that I know everything, it’s just impossible for anyone to know everything. 
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2013: Searl Technology future plans are to be completely international – that is a tall order and a vital issue 
a special situation which is not normal is involved here – clearly a complete different thinking has to be 
applied. If this infrastructure is not in place you will never be allowed to operate in such domains which you 
could have had, if at the start of planning the long term objectives are clearly available for all top people; 
which you have to meet in the end; have been involved.  
 
Shown above is my long term objective for Swallow Command Audio Vision communication division of 
Searl Aerospace Inc. For not only its base station but it’s mobile section. Long term planning is vital for 
success. Even though when this time comes I may long be gone. What Swallow Command long term 
objectives must be fully understood by the whole of STI.  
 
Reality – ST is all about energy – transport – which not only includes Earth bound requirements, but those 
of commercial space operations. Therefore I am trying to create STI like our DNA structure and functions. If 
all of our undertaken are purely atoms in motion, then the elementary solution is follow the atom structure 
and functions. Cut out all the bullshit that this can’t be done – if it falls within the laws of nature then it is 
certain that it can be done. Do not think that what I state is impossible – if you do, then don’t cry when you 
see you made a terrible mistake when it’s in production and operations have commence.  
 
For years I have told you my objectives, but you are determined to steal the products – unfortunate for you it 
means that you have lost out by greed and ignorance. People just do not learn that they cannot own this 
technology for it’s like a day – no one can own it but all can use it, which also applies to the S.E.G. – no one 
really owns it; but all can use it. In this world of reality millions have died over the last 3 years who should 
not have died – the sad thing is that the technology is available that could had save most of them but the 
infrastructure was not in place. Clearly human life has no value it is quickly replaceable – WHY? The 
answer is elementary, you just don’t care about this planet – if you did; and then the proof would be on 
show, most of these people would still be around us. Life is what you make it, when you fail death comes. 

2013: UK. Update: Problem when you 
start a business you must present your 
long term objectives. If you don’t, then 
you have lost the market – so if you 
think I am talking out of my arse – 
then go ahead – so don’t cry to me 
Argentina, if you have lost out to the 
market place is because you would not 
listen to me – as I have stated in 
science books in the 60s – everyone 
can do it quicker and cheaper than I. 
The proof is there for all to see 
Argentina, millions have been spent to 
date by many, and yet there is no 
S.E.Gs in the shops today. Is the world 
just a bag of fools who thinking that 
they know a better way which they can 
do it; instead of doing it how the 
inventor instructs them. Will they 
never learn about reality – the answer 
is so elementary – just do it as the 
inventor says. Let’s face the truth – 
Searl succeeded because he did what 
he was inform to do, even if it was 
through dreams instructions but it 
worked. So dear Argentina just STOP 
– THINK then do it right! 
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Continue from page 198: 
 
Termination of replication: 
 
When two replication forks converge at the end of DNA synthesis during replication, the unwinding of the 
parental DNA strands may not coincide with their replication to two daughter DNA helices – Figure DT6.5. 
The product of replication to Searl knowledge may then be a pair of catenated DNA rings, or catenated 
topological domains in the case of linear replicons. Such structures have been documented as intermediates 
in replication in a number of systems; as I have already discussed. 
 
Searl states that in principle, catenated DNA molecules may be resolved by either type I or type two 
topoisomerase, which to my mind, is similar in the electronic and electrical domain: if Sir Isaac Newton 
laws do not match then use Albert Einstein; one of them will solve the problem; but in the case of a type I, 
the reaction requires a nick, or a single stranded gap in at least one of the substrate DNAs. 
 
Therefore, Searl mind sees if the component rings of the product catenane are converted to a closed double 
stranded form – Figure DT6.5c, only a type II topoisomerase would  be able to unlink the products. In 
Escherichia coli, DNA gyrase has been shown to decatenate catenanes formed by bacteriophage λ Int 
protein, and gyrase has been shown to be essential for proper segregation of the chromosome, which is 
consistent with a role in the decatenation of daughter chromosomes. In yeast, catenanes of a closed circular 
plasmid have been shown that the enzyme is required during mitosis, again implying a role in chromosome 
segregation. 
 
Searl is aware that the results above provide strong evidence for the involvement of type II enzymes in the 
decatenation of daughter replicons: however, Searl is aware that it has been suggested that type I 
topoisomerases may also be involved; remember that I am talking about late 60s, therefore, information I 
would guess, has increased and conclusions may also have changed. For example, in the replication of 
pBR322 in a purified system, it was shown that Escherichia coli topoisomerase I could decatenate the 
product molecules, if present in a high enough concentration. Presumably, the high concentration ensures 
that decatenation occurs before the molecules become fully closed circular. 
 
Searl states, and agrees that a little knowledge that acts is worth infinitely more than much knowledge 
that is idle. Searl have meet so many and still do who got so much knowledge that they can make the 
S.E.G. quick and cheaper, how many times I have heard that? so far no one has achieved that proof. 
Searl states that there is only one way to do it and that is elementary; do it properly. He who knows 
best way is the inventor, after all he/she is the one who done it. 

2013: from SMI-CA-USA arrives this photo 
update – let no one doubt these photos as faked 
– they are real – they are just as determined to 
see the S.E.G on the market sooner than later – 
unfortunate with rising cost the infrastructure 
has still to be prepared and implemented  
 
This is time consuming task to write all those 
documents for all officials can study and give 
us the green light to proceed, in this process all 
can see what is taking place; this is an open 
door to education; for all those who wish to 
learn. Learning to some is difficult I 
understand that is why music plays a big part 
in films; it relaxes the nerves which allow us to 
concentrate on the subject. This technology 
calls for concentration of the first order. It is a 
T/C factor problem 
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The intended photo which was planned to be here which I took 30 minutes ago hit a problem – the flash card 
software was not installed properly so I plug the canon in place of the card reader; again software incorrectly 
installed – strange they have been working fine someone has remove some vital software from this PC – 
thereby blocking me from showing how I am struggling along here to get set up, just in case you think that I 
am having a long holiday. So I guess there maybe be a long wait before you see that photo or any other 
photo in the future from the UK section. 
 
Today, Saturday 9th February 2013: Our main team are in the USA for today’s big event, it is hope that 2000 
or more may turn up to see what we are showing and talking about. And maybe I may be able to answer 
questions on Skype, if they can make a connection with me. 
 
Continue from page 200: 

 

Recombination: 

 

Recombination is the process of genetic exchange in DNA which rearranges chromosomes in both 
prokaryotes and eukaryotes. It involves the breaking of phosphodiester bonds in DNA and the rejoining of 
the broken ends to new partners, as illustrated earlier in the discussion of Holiday junctions. Generalized or 
homologous combination is abundant in all species, and is exemplified by the RecA protein of Escherichia 
coli. The RecA protein is known to unwind duplex DNA: hence negative supercoiling is expected to 
stimulation homologous recombination. 
 
A large number of recombination reactions in both prokaryotes and eukaryotes are now known to involve 
interactions between specific DNA sequences – so called site specific recombination. The specific 
sequences are aligned and the exchange of DNA strands is brought about by recombination proteins. The 
importance of DNA topology in these processes cannot be over emphasized, both in terms of facilitating the 
recombination reaction  and in terms of understanding the recombination mechanism by analysis of the 
topology of the products. The following sections describe two examples of well-studied recombination 
reaction, highlighting the aspects relevant to DNA topology. 

I hope that you are still interested in this subject of DNA; after all its about us and all living things. 

This was part of my learning curve: Therefore I shall 

make that my 27 question to you. 

 

A. 

What is epispadias in a male? 

 

B. 

What is hypospadias in the male? 

 

C. 

Which hormone deficiency is responsible for 

hypospadias? 

 

These questions presented within my documents are those 
you need to understand that relates to the section you want 
to be employed in; when a vacancy becomes available. 
 
We cannot take just anyone, you must meet a standard of 
responsibility and a determine winner in the workforce. So 
far we have got just the perfect team in our workforce. 
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2013: Sunday 10th February: Swallow Command Audio Vision Communication division of Searl Aerospace 
Inc. Are illustrations what will be needed. In fact the camera has been ordered, it’s for use as webcam at HD 
studio standards. Today my carer Nik she help me to assemble the stand for the Tyros4 special to be 
mounted including the seat to use with it/ - sorry cannot yet include photo of the progress being made here 
as I try to recover from that massive robbery of my gear by 5 very evil minds. To rebuild this division will 
take time and hard cash; both of which are in short supply. But I am one of the few who will give up 
everything possible to get this technology to the marketplace. I shall not surrender to evil minds. 
 
Continue from page 201: 
 
Bacteriophage λ Int protein: 
 
As illustrated in – Figure DT6.6. – The bacteriophage λ  Int protein catalyses a recombination reaction 
between a site on the bacteriophage DNA (attP) and a site on the host DNA (attB) which leads to the 
integration of λ DNA into the Escherichia coli chromosome. This reaction to Searl understanding has been 
extensively studied in vitro, generally using artificial DNA substrates such as those shown in Figure 
DT6.6b. DNA supercoiling has been shown to have a profound effect on the λ integration reaction. Only 
negatively supercoiled closed circular DNA molecules bearing the attP site are effective substrates for 
recombination. Supercoiling at attB is not necessary. The requirement for supercoiling of the bacteriophage 
DNA is thought to relate to the folding of attP into a higher order structure in which the DNA is wrapped on 
itself to create a negative writhe. This higher order structure has been termed the ‘intasome’, by analogy 
with the nucleosome, and comprises aatP complexed with Int protein and IHF – INTEGRATED HOST 
FACTOR. This DNA-protein complex constitutes a binding site for attB which probably binds to the 
complex as a naked piece of DNA topology. 
 
Searl states: he that will not apply new remedies, must expect new evils: for time is the greatest 
innovator: and if time, of course, alters things to the worst, and wisdom and counsel shall not alter 
them to the better, what shall be the end? How many times has Searl stated that we are going down 
the wrong road, which is killing this planet It is time to: STOP – THINK – ACT before we have shut 
the door to the future for good. Do you call that an education act – I call it lunancy. That shows no 
love for your future children of the next generation, what hell they will face.  
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Left image 1963 my learning curve Figure M58, Fluorescing initial bodies C. trachomatis, labeled 
with specific immunofluorescent reagent.  Microbiology should had been my world, but for Barnardo 
behavior I am not employed today in this domain as they stop me by removing me from that hospital 
for punishment because I went and got that job myself, which was against their rules. In that job I 
met many people with health problems, not only was I able to talk to them but was actually testing 
samples to identify what was wrong with them and did so well that I won an award to go to university 
for 6 years to study – that was an evil thing to do. The courts had placed me in their care to give me all 
the help possible to succeed in life. But they actually did the opposite Those who have read their 
report and my reply can see how they knocked me down at everything I wanted to do. But I did in the 
end won my freedom from them and achieved most of the things which I wanted to do, which they 
stated would be impossible. 
Right image 1963 my learning curve Figure M60, Perinuclear C. trachomatis inclusion bodies in cell 
monolayer. 
 
Do you have any clue as to what I am talking about here? It’s about sexually transmitted diseases. Which 
natural includes microscopy of genital exudate plus culture of genital exudate, Let me assure you that this 
subject stated here is an understatement of what you will be reading once I can get the ball to move. Again I 
will make clear my interest is getting crews to planet Mars and beyond safe and sound. Every atom about 
you I need to understand, as to what can go wrong and how best to treat it. Funny really when you sit back 
and think that here nurses and doctors are trying to stop two types of bacteria for years – I guess they will 
never find a correct answer to my problem. So I am a living laboratory to the medical world, watching 
Earthlings trying to solve a bacteria problem, that is creating a big problem for them – just think of it an 
invisible particle is winning over a high order structure – which is me. Now you can understand that in my 
opinion we are not really ready to send man to Mars in 2030. 
 
My interest is extremely serious, not only for space exploration but for our home known to Earthlings as 
planet Earth. The massive increase in health problems – how bad is our DNA? Why has it got so bad 
besides; marrying into different families that passed on bad genes?  So we go out of way to please people 
with their demands: then we have to pay the cost of their actions, which ends up as a large medical bill. 
 
Education is without doubt the key problem, what can we do about it? We could completely change the 
education system. During the first year of their schooling, asses what each child interest is, and transfer them 
to special schools which train them in that subject to professional standards, cut out all the crap which does 
not apply to that domain. Let’s bred a serious of special races of children; all geared up for the job of their 
interest. Instead: of wasting time and money teaching them things which they may never use in their 
lifetime. Such a change would benefit the world, and industry would benefit from such a change. Likewise, 
industry could help in that domain in supporting such schools, with information a child needs to know and 
understand. That change is now vital why continue dragging your feet upon an urgent requirement of planet 
Earth, our home, which could be, if wanted, a paradise for all. 
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Continue from page 202: 
 
DNA substrates which carry both the attP and attB sites – e.g. Figure DT6.6b – have been shown to 
generate knotted or catenated products, depending on the relative orientation of the attP and attB sites. 
Double stranded circular DNA substrates containing attP and attB in the same orientation generate 
canernanes while those containing att sites in an inverted orientation generate knots, which might be why I 
had such knotted veins in my legs. Analysis of the knotted and catenated products has suggested likely 
models for the bacteriophage λ integration reaction.  
 
For example, the complexity of the knots formed by recombination increases with increasing specific 
linking difference of the substrate. That is why the hospital ripped out the main vein of both legs due to 
the complexity which was involved, in the effort to repair the damage done by bacteria. This is due to 
the trapping of writhes – or nodes – in inter wound DNA between the interacting recombination sites. Non 
supercoiled – nicked circular – DNA molecules can, under certain conditions, constitute substrates for 
recombination and, at low frequency, generate both simple – unknotted – and knotted products.  
 
Increasing the distance between the att sites in supercoiled DNA substrates also increases the complexity of 
the knots produced. It has been concluded from these – and other – data that synapsis between att sites 
occurs by random collision, which leads to the trapping of supercoils – writhes – between the two att sites 
which will then be converted to knot or catenane nodes following recombination – Figure DT6.6b. The 
knotted products of recombination between att sites on non-supercoiled DNA can be explained by formation 
of the intasome which may lead to the trapping of a writhe in the DNA between the att sites and hence 
knotted products. 
 
The bacteriophage λ integration reaction can also be used as a probe of the conformation of supercoiled 
DNA in vivo. For example, it has been concluded that the writhing of DNA in Escherichia coli is 
plectonemic rather than toroidal. Toroidal supercoiling would not be expected to generate knotted and 
catenated products of the complexity found in the bacteriophage λ integration reaction. Furthermore, 
analysis of the catenated products of Int-mediated recombination in vivo, has concluded that only 40% of 
the linking deficit of plasmid DNA in Escherichia coli is in the form of inter wound – plectonemic – 
supercoils. The remainder is thought to be constrained by, for example, protein binding. 
 
Searl states: Adversity is another way to measure the greatness of individuals. Searl says that he never 
had a crisis that didn’t make him stronger. Unfortunate, for Searl he had to suffer two major 
problems to which there was no relieve from which is called pain. On top of which he had to suffer 
large financial loses by evil minds who robbed him over his lifetime 4 major ones and a number of 
smaller ones in the effort to stop this work – but Searl is of a bull dog breed, he do not surrender to 
evil. 

Part of my learning curve: 1963. Figure M61: C. albicans 
colonies on Sabouraud’s agar. This belongs to the domain 
of Microbiology in relation to culture of genital exudate, 
which will become a subject in another document devoted 
to this section of medicine. It is a fantastic subject to see the 
unknown world, how they live and mate. How dangerous 
are they? Can we reduce their numbers or better still can 
we erase them completely from this planet. Clearly we need 
to know how they are formed to find their weak spot of the 
chain, which would not surprise me if it was their DNA 
helix. Do not forget I have missed out on FACTS since 1968 
and sometime I must get back up to date on the subject. I 
feel certain that since 1968 much has been discovered that 
may play an important issue in our R&D studies. It will be 
your DNA which states that you can fly to Mars, not me! 
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C. trachomatis requires cell culture for culture for cultivation because it is an obligate intracellular parasite 
– Figure M60 page 203. 
 
Candida albicans is a yeast and will grow on Sabouraud’s agar. The high glucose concentration and 
antibiotics prevent the growth of most bacteria – Figure M61 page 204. 
 
Trichomonas vaginalis can be grown in a broth medium. 
 
Just to remind you that these details are just an illustration of what you will be reading in later books in full 
details. 
 
Continue from page 204: 
 
Resolvase: 
 
Another well studied site specific recombination system is the reaction catalyzed by the resolvase proteins 
from the transposons of the Tn3 family. Transposons are segments of DNA that can apparently ‘jump’ from 
one molecule to another. In the case of Tn3 this process occurs in two stages. Agree, that fits the law of the 
squares. The first involves the fusion of the donor and recipient DNA molecules to yield to yield a co-
integrate bearing two copies of the transposon, this agrees with the law of the squares, one at each junction 
of the donor and recipient DNA – Figure DT6.7a. This co-integrate is now resolved into the product DNA 
molecules, each bearing a single copy of the transposon, by this action of the resolvase protein which 
catalyses a site specific recombination reaction between the res sites in each transposon. The product: DNA 
molecules are catenated – Figure DT6.7a, and may subsequently be decatenated by the action of a 
topoisomerase such as DNA gyrase. 
 
The site specific recombination reaction catalyzed by resolvase can be studied in vitro using DNA molecules 
carrying pairs of res sites. Such studies have shown that, unlike bacteriophage λ Int, resolvase will only 
efficiently recombine substrates bearing directly repeated res sites – Figure DT6.7. Moreover, the major 
product of the resolvase recombination reaction is a singly linked catenane, regardless of the specific linking 
difference of the DNA substrate – Figure DT6.7b  page 192. 
 
Searl states: that his continuous effort and certainly not his strength or intelligence has been the key 
to unlocking his potential on creating the Searl Effect Generator concept (S.E.G), for all to use for a 
better life conditions of cleaner air and water. A far better condition for our life stock which we 
depend upon for our survival; and the crops which are supplements for our bodies. The S.E.G is the 
golden goose providing the infrastructure is in place.    

1963: my learning curve, Figure M59: N. gonorrhoeae 
growing on VCAT agar. Searl places: this will belong 
to Microbiology section of Swallow Command Medical 
centre. Listed: under culture of genital exudate. A 
division: of Searl Technology Inc. U.S.A. Special 
methods will be developed to isolate the fastidious 
organisms that cause sexually transmitted diseases from 
sites that normally have a resident bacterial flora. The 
Searl Effect Generator will play a vital role in this 
research. Let me see if I can give you a basic statement 
on these last 3 bacteria which I have presented here. 
N. gonorrhoeae requires an enriched medium – VCAT 
and a CO2 supplemented atmosphere for growth. 
Antibiotics incorporated in the agar prevent the growth of 
most commensal bacterial species, but growth may take 
up to 48 hours – Figure M59. Show: here on left. 
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Here is the answer to question No.27, which I was looking for: 
 
A   The urethra opens on the dorsal surface of the penis: 
B   Failure or incomplete fusion of the urogenital folds which results in an incomplete penile urethra; 
C   Androgens: from the fetal testes. 
 
Continue from page 205: 
 
The simplicity of this product implies a rigidly controlled mechanism of synapsis and not simply random 
collision as has been suggested for the bacteriophage λ Int protein. Is this not also true for the function of 
the Searl Effect Generator (S.E.G.)? Careful analysis of the products of resolvase mediated recombination 
has revealed that, in addition, a range of knotted and catenated products are present at low frequency – 
Figure DT6.7b. These products can arise by successive rounds of recombination. This is an issue that 
concerns me as our DNA is set by the conditions in which its given birth – it was not created on Mars 
or between the void of the milky way with another galaxy. We have witness that our DNA can change 
in relations to conditions to which it is subjected to. How certain are we that throughout space the 
frequencies of energy levels are the same. Not only that, what if there are some different elements 
present which create an opposite effects which we could call antimatter. Gambling in some fields may 
prove of value. Going to Mars or beyond is a bit presumption at this stage. We should wait until we 
have more FACTS upon planet Mars by robots before man attempt to go there. 
 
It is important to note that only the products with a node assignation given in Figure DT6.7b were detected, 
again suggesting a rigidly controlled synaptic process – e.g. there are eight possible 6-noded knots, but 
only the one shown in Figure DT6.7b has been detected. To my mind that is extremely interesting. The 
law of the squares is precise – that dream one issue – 8 squares – and only square one is not used, as 
that is the DNA for the square being investigated. In the case above: that only one noded knot been 
found, that to my mind points to the law of the squares. It has been proposed that the resolvase mediated 
synapsis of res sites involves the stabilization of three negative supercoils – e.g. three negatives nodes – as 
shown in the lower panel of Figure DT6.7b.  
 
Searl accepts that NASA has done much to investigate conditions on Mars with robotic technology, 
with amazing results, even if I have not seen those results. This is what Searl talks about the 
knowledge base we need before man steps on Mars surface. But I doubt if we shall find any proof that 
suggests that we came from Mars, or even any other creature – maybe a rock or two. 

1968: my learning curve: E18.28: The 
caecum and appendix of a 60mm CR fetus. 
Here comes my question No: 28. 
 
A 
The caecal diverticulum marks the border 
between which two parts of the gut? 
 
B 
How does the appendix form? 
 
C 
How do the caecum and appendix assume 
an adult position? 
 
D 
Is there a sharp division between the 
caecum and appendix in the neonate?  
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Prof. Searl wish you all a great day, as we slowly come to the end of this document which will be just 
one of many more. The future now begins to look bright. Have faith there are a number of people 
trying to create a cleaner world for all. We are just a tooth in the gear of the future your support 
would help to speed up the process to the marketplace. 
 
Continue from page 206: 
 
Indeed, measuring ΔLk for the synaptic complex involving resolvase and the two res sites gives a value -3 

consistent with this proposal. 

 

The requirement for directly repeated res sites has prompted much speculation as to the mechanism of 

bringing together the two sites. One model, known as tracking, involves the binding of the resolvase protein 

to one res site via one domain, and the other domain of the protein sliding along the DNA until the other res 

site is encountered. Several lines of experimentation now argue against this type of mechanism. Perhaps the 

most convincing of these is the construction of catenanes containing the two recombination sites on separate 

DNA circles.  

 

Provided the correct orientation of sites is maintained, recombination can still occur. Such a result is difficult 

to reconcile with a tracking model. A more likely explanation of the orientation requirement is that the 

correct synaptic structure can only be assembled on plectonemially wound negatively supercoiled DNA with 

the res sites in directly repeated orientation. The process of slithering of the DNA can be invoked to align 

the res sites correctly. Thus the requirement for directly repeated sites arises from the negatively supercoiled 

state of the DNA. Indeed, it has been shown that orientation is unimportant with linear substrates. 

 

Conclusions: 
 
Searl like to state here; that today there must be many books upon this subject, if one has the money. 
Sad that is the one thing at this time I am lacking. My spirit is high; my money is low. 
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2013: Searl Aerospace Inc. Division Swallow Command Audio – Vision – communication unit which 
as yet to be given birth. You will watch my progress once the software is reinstated on this PC. But 
Rome was not built in a day – but this section would had now been fully operating if evil minds had 
not kept robbing me to stop the work so they could own it. 
 
The examples given in this document demonstrate that DNA topology is of fundamental important for a 

wide range of biological processes. Indeed, virtually every reaction involving DNA is influenced by DNA 

topology, or has topological effects. Searl agrees that this document has progressed from the somewhat 

abstract concepts of linking number, twist, writhe, etc. through to their ultimate biological consequences. It 

is hoped that an appreciation of some of the finer points of DNA topology will provide greater insight  into 

the biological functions of DNA and the S.E.G. 

 

This document has been released to the public by the authority of:                                           

                                                                       
 

Prof. John Roy Robert Searl,  
Author, ISBN-898827 
Searl Aerospace Inc. 
Swallow Command, 
 Medical section. 
Audio-vision-communication 
Date: February 2013 
Tomorrow’s technology in 
Energy and transportation. 
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